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ABSTRACT

A model is proposed in which the learning of a physical science 

is related to the reception and perception of information through 

behaviour expressed in terms of cognitive preference and to the 

transformation of information which is examined in terms of judgement 

ability. The nature of cognitive preference and of judgement is 

defined, and the validity and other statistical credentials of the 

instruments used to measure these concepts is reported. The nature, 

stability and structure which is found to underlie cognitive preference 

supports the contention that cognitive preference may be classified 

correctly as a cognitive style. The relationships between cognitive 

preference and the usual parameters of psychological measurement are 

examined and the whole body of data is related to a tentative 

model of learning behaviour in order to determine whether deeper insight 

is available than is possible without the model.
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CHAPTER 1 : LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Section 1.0 : Introduction

Learning concerns the incorporation of information into existing 

cognitive structure; cognition refers to the processes by which 

knowledge is acquired. It has been customary in psychological research 

to relate and evaluate learning against constructs like ability (i.e. 

levels of skill), personality and valuing. Cognition is intimately 

concerned with innate capacity and information processing habits but 

its study has been essentially theoretical and far removed from classroom 

learning.

A fruitful and important area for research was seen to lie in the 

relationships between practical classroom learning and the manner and 

form of the cognition. The principal purpose was to study both learning 

and cognition in adolescent minds while they were actively engaged in 

learning-in an academic discipline. Throughout this study the term 

•learning' is considered to be the acquisition of knowledge. A three- 

stage sequence of classroom learning was hypothesised. In this sequence 

a stimulus statement was thought to initiate a reception response. 

Reception was thought to be followed by a perception response and then 

by transformation. It was further postulated that the three stages occur 

before incorporation into existing cognitive structure is possible.

This research is a logical development of the work which has already 

been done on cognitive styles. These have been variously defined.

Messick (1970) defined them as "information processing habits"; Scott 

(1973) preferred "the patterns that an individual may use in coping with 

environmental stimuli" and Field (1972) simply described them as "the 

pattern of thinking". In each case, the pattern is assumed to be 

relatively stable and consistent within an individual. One common feature
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of the work in this field has been the absence of situations which 

might be embraced by the syllabus of an academic discipline; i.e. of 

material which might be described as classroom learning material. The 

logical development, then, was to seek to trace the relationships, if 

any, between established cognitive style theory and the learning of 

material with curricular content.

Witkin et al. (1971) described cognitive styles in terms of two 

types. The first type of style was concerned with "the extent of the 

development of particular capacities, and when used in this way it is a 

capacity variable." The second type embraced the notion of choice and 

they were related to "the manner in which a person chooses to use his 

capacity." Witkin related the stylistic behaviour of individuals to 

scales with poles of extreme behaviour at the extremes. Both these two 

types of style and the differentiation of the individuals in a population 

are of great significance in the.work which follows. This significance 

stems from the claim that the manner and form of individual response to 

the factual material of an academic discipline may have many of the 

characteristic attributes of cognitive styles which lack curricular content. 

Two cognitive styles of learning were postulated. The first of these was 

concerned with the first two stages of the learning sequence (information 

reception and information perception) and the third to the final stage of 

the sequence (information transformation).

In 1964 Heath described work which was concerned with choice 

behaviour in response to the learning of factual material in elementary 

physics. Heath differentiated behaviour in terms of four scales and he 

gave the title cognitive preference behaviour to the patterns which he 

observed. It was one of two principal aims of this research to relate 

the first two stages of the learning sequence; in so far as they can be 

measured in terms of cognitive preference behaviour, to a choice style 

of cognitive learning. The second aim was to examine the transformation
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stage of the learning sequence, which was measured in an exercise in 

judgement, in terms of a capacity style of cognitive learning.

Now the analysis of psychological development views behaviour in 

terms of component pieces and then sums the pieces with the expectation 

that the sura will be more significant than the isolated pieces. The 

conjectural learning sequence was proposed in order to divide classroom 

learning behaviour into some of its possible components. Of necessity, 

other components of proven importance like short and long term memory, 

motivation and intellectual abilities were largely omitted. The first 

of the three stages of the sequence, information reception, was thought 

of as a passive activity, i.e. as the acquisition of information without 

it being altered intellectually by the individual. The rote learning of 

poetry may be thought of as an exemplar of this activity. Information 

perception was conceptualised as an intuitive recognisory action; it 

was thought of as the internal response by the active cognitive structure 

of the individual to the stimuli from elements of new information. The 

final stage, information transformation, was seen as a precondition of 

information utilisation particularly in problem solving and, in the 

context of this research, of judgement.

The implications of cognitive style theory which is now well established, 

are closely related to the sequence; in particular, it is style of 

information perception and style of information utilisation that are of 

relevance here. The former is considered further in Section 1.1 and the 

latter in Section 1.2.

Section 1.1 : Information Reception, Information Perception and Cognitive 
Preference

The first two stages of the proposed sequence are information reception 

and information perception. The reception of information may be considered 

to be a somewhat "mechanical" process which was not affected by the
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prevailing cognitive structure of the learner. At this stage the learner 

does not impose ordering or the selection of material. The perception 

of the learner to new material maybe postulated as being subject to the 

material which is already in the learner's cognitive structure. Thus 

the distinction between the first two stages may be thought to reside in 

the rôle played by existing cognitive structure.

It is reasonable to suggest that the perception of new information 

inevitably entails its comparison with information or knowledge which is 

already firmly embedded in the student's cognitive structure. If the new 

material has characteristics which conflict with the existing cognitive 

structure, it is likely that intellectual tensions will appear, with the 

result that the new material may be difficult to assimilate. If, however, 

the new material harmonises with the learner's existing cognitive structure, 

no major intellectual tensions will occur and the new material will be 

assimilated readily. A further suggestion that may be advanced is that 

the learner, when confronted with different stimuli, will choose from 

the set the one or ones which least conflict with his existing cognitive 

structure. In doing so he would keep the intellectual conflict or tension 

to a minimum. Likewise in a process requiring different stimuli to be 

ordered according to the preference felt by the student for them, it may 

be held that the order at which the student ultimately arrives reflects 

the order of increased cognitive conflict so that the least preferred 

stimulus would be the one which produces within him the highest 

intellectual conflict.

It may be supposed that in expressing a preference in any field the 

person concerned is revealing an aspect of his cognitive structure. It 

may thqs be argued that cognitive preference orderings or measurements * 

may legitimately be interpreted in terms of a respondent's cognitive 

structure.

The test which was devised by Heath (1964) for the measurement of
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cognitive preference consisted of items each of which contained a certain 

amount of factual information, followed by four options reflecting four 

different response modes. These four modes were construed by Heath as 

being representative of four of the ways of approaching factual information 

and they are described in detail in Chapter 2. It may suffice here merely 

to label the four modes of response as recall of information, application, 

questioning and principles and leave the description of them until later. 

Heath's instrument consists of items in multiple-choice format; in each 

item there are four options, one for each of the four modes of response. 

Respondents are asked to indicate which one of the four modes of response 

they found "most appealing".

The intellectual process of selecting the one mode in each item is

believed to be an exercise in comparing modes with one another until the

one which causes the least conflict with the intellectual material which

is already in the respondent's cognitive structure has been chosen.

This is the "most appealing" option for that item and in selecting it the

respondent has expressed a preference for one of the four modes of

response and rejected the other three modes. The same activity is

performed on all the items of the instrument and the sum of the

preferences cast in favour of each mode reveals the respondent's

orientation towards that mode of response; the relative scores of the

four modes arecalled his 'cognitive preference orientation'.

Heath, in his review of his findings concluded that

"the generally positive results obtained suggest that this type 
of instrument can identify, in a meaningful context, curriculum- 
related differences in cognitive style,"

Heath (1964)

This statement by Heath implies a relationship to exist between cognitive 

preferences and cognitive styles, albeit in a'context related to a curriculun 

Although a number of workers followed Heath in studying cognitive 

preference, the notion that cognitive preferences could be related to 

cognitive styles was not taken up until the research by Kempa and Dube"
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(1973). They suggested overtly that cognitive preferences might bo 

seen as an aspect of cognitive style. In this argument they relied on 

Messick's definition of cognitive style as "information processing 

habits " (1970). They saw cognitive preference tests as measuring 

certain traits but they left open the question whether these were 

acquired through curricular influences or whether they were latent in . 

the students themselves. One particular finding in support of the notion 

of styles, reported by Kempa and Dube, was the existence of two 

dichotomous relationships between the four modes which had been suggested 

by Heath. These relationships are discussed later (Chapter 7).

Brown (1975) discussed anew the relationships between cognitive 

preference measurements and cognitive styles. In doing so she used a 

wider definition of cognitive style compared with the definition given 

by Messick, of the type given by Witkin et al (1971) and by Kagan, Moss 

and Siegel (1963). The latter for example suggested that cognitive 

styles represent ...

"Stable individual preferences in modes of perceptual organisation
and conceptual organisation of the external environment."

She questioned the validity of Kempa and Dube's argument on the grounds 

that a cognitive style is a complex system of interrelated behaviours 

which cannot be described adequately by measurements based on the constructs 

for the modes which were used by Heath. (She also questioned the validity 

of the constructs). Tamir (1975), responding to Brown's critique, 

argued in favour of cognitive styles, but he suggested the term "cognitive 

preference style" as an alternative. This he conceptualised as having 

three elements, viz: (a) a general characteristic of the individual 

student which may consist of two components, one inherited and the other 

acquired by experience; (b) a discipline or subject dependent element; 

and (c) a subject matter specific element. This effectively constitutes 

an elaboration and refinement of the view which was held by Heath and 

by Kempa and Dube.
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The reception of information cannot be measured in isolation from 

the perception of information because the two cannot be distinguished 

in operational terms for independent measurements but this first stage 

is still considered to be an important part of the learning sequence. 

In all the work which follows it is proposed that an assessment of a 

student’s cognitive preference embraces both the notion of information 

.reception and of perception.

Section 1.2 : Information Transformation and Judgement

It will be recalled that the third stage in the suggested leaving 

sequence was information transformation. The concept of information 

transformation is seen in the following way. It starts with the premise 

that a learner has available to him a body of *nformation in his cognitive 

structure. Any new piece of information which is presented to him for 

learning or testing has to be related to some part or parts of this 

existing cognitive structure. If the new piece of information is already 

embodied there, no transformation is required. Alternatively it may be 

that the information is recognised as an exemplar of a generalisation 

which is already established in the learner's mind; in this case, the 

new information is assimilated by the learner without his cognitive structure 

being affected. This may be said to be a situation in which rote learning 

ensues. The situation is different if the learner's cognitive structure 

does not embrace the conceptual framework to which the piece of information 

can be readily related. In this case a meaningful response to the new 

information must involve some modification of the learner's cognitive 

structure: the activity which it invokes is seen to be an activity of , 

judgement.

The act of judgement requires first that the learner shall fail to 

find a reference in cognitive structure to the item of information which 

he encounters. He must then conceive as many hypotheses as possible
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which will serve to link tho new information with aa much of the existing 

framework as is available. It will then be necessary for the learner 

to scan his cognitive structure in order to establish which hypothesis 

is most tenable and which items of previously accepted information could 

be unified with the new item by the same hypothesis. If all the hypotheses 

are rejected, the information is not transformed or it is either lost 

completely,or perhaps, retained in some less meaningful manner. If

one (or more) of the hypotheses makes no contradiction with any of

the facts or principles which are already in the cognitive structure of 

the learner, the new information is transformed and bound into the cognitive 

structure in association with the relevant material that is already present. 

In practice it is inevitable that in the scrutiny of most hypotheses there 

will be a greater or lesser degree of contradiction and the hypothesis 

which is accepted is the one which is found to produce minimum cognitive 

dissonance. Thus the correctness or accuracy of the accepted hypothesis 

will often fail to concur with accepted scientific fact. It should also 

be noted that classroom teaching of science is often concerned with 

judicious application of facts which are unified by hypotheses of 

unimpeachable quality, i.e. by laws; the practice of using unfamiliar 

.situations for which no hypotheses have been supplied is well tried in 

teaching situations (and is referred to as heuristic teaching) but is 

uncommon in testing.

An example may clarify the transformation. Suppose that a student 

is told that a soft green solid is commonly found in laboratory solutions 

of manganese (II) sulphate and that he is asked to explain the cause or 

origin of this material. He will know that laboratory solutions do not 

normally contain insoluble materials and therefore he is unable to relate 

this instance to his previous experience of liquid reagents. To "explain" 

the phenomenon, the student would have to generate new hypotheses which 

would include, e.g. the possibility of a reaction between manganese (II)
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salts with glass, or of contamination through careless use, or of impurity 

in the water which is used to prepare the reagent, of a reaction between 

the salt and the air, and of the existence of an air-borne holophytic 

organism flourishing in this apparently inhospitable habitat. (See footnote). 

The student will be in one of three situations. He may already know the 

cause and therefore no element of judgement arises in his selection of 

the correct hypothesis. His scientific experience may be devoid of all 

information on plants in inhospitable habitat and so he is unable to make 

a judgement because he creates no hypothesis with this notion. The third 

possibility is that he is aware of the colonisation of inhospitable environ

ments by simple plants but he is unaware of this particular instance.

Ideally he considers all possible hypotheses and rejects all but the last.

In actual life this third situation occurs infrequently but it forms a 

significant part of much teaching in science. In the exercises which 

were written to test this skill there is.a considerable element of cueing by 

inclusion of relevant ideas in the suggested hypotheses. Thus the hypotheses 

included in the item on the plant might have included ideas on the 

importance of daylight and on the gradual increase in the mass of the 

material in the reagent bottle. These ideas together with the information 

that the material is 'soft and green' was thought to lead the respondent, 

to the correct cause. The information about the green solid is thus 

transformed into a statement about an unexpected plant and it is 

subsequently absorbed into cognitive framework as an instance of plant 

behaviour, as a facet of manganese (II) chemistry and as an example of 

natural and harmless contamination.

In the context of the study which is reported here it was postulated, 

therefore, that Judgement is required only if the learner is faced with' 

items of information which he has not previously encountered or which he

Footnote: these suggestions were all submitted by students in an open- 

ended test.
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cannot accommodate readily into an already established cognitive structure. 

Further, the item of information is such that for its "assimilation" 

by the student his cognitive structure has to be modified. The process 

which is hypothesised for this involves:- (a) hypothesis generation and 

(b) scanning of the new information with respect to the hypothesis 

generated, leading (in a positive instance) to some kind of "accommodation" 

of the new information in a modified cognitive framework. Failure to 

accommodate the information would lead to its rejection. Thus the act 

of judgement is seen essentially as an assessment of the "reasonableness" 

of the various hypotheses vis-a-vis the new information. In the assessment 

an attempt is made to match the item of information against the various 

hypotheses on the grounds of the student’s personal logic. The 

combination of item and hypothesis would be deemed to be the best because 

it appeared to be the most logical, it does not transgress any accepted 

principle or established fact and it minimises cognitive conflict.

Finally the transformation of information is the outcome of the 

process whereby new information becomes integrated (i.e. accommodated) 

into cognitive structure which has itself to undergo change in order to 

allow this integration. Judgement in the sense which has been described 

above is the, or a, means whereby the transformation of information is 

achieved. It is evident, therefore, that the key issue is the effective 

transformation of new information by a learner in his judgement ability, 

in terms of both "hypothesis generation" and the matching of these against 

the new information. Hence an investigation of judgement ability seems 

fully warranted.

Section 1.3 ; The Research Problems
11 " ■ ... i— i . . — .ii ■ i 0

The one central issue which this research work explored concerned 

the learning sequence and its implications in the classroom. It was 

undertaken in full awareness that the sequence is an incomplete theory
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of learning. In essence there are two aspects which pervade the work and 

each aspect has an origin in the sequence. The information perception 

stage of the sequence led into the cognitive preference aspects and 

information transformation stage initiated the study of judgement.

The decision was taken to examine each of these two aspects from three 

angles viz:- (a) the psychological nature; (b) the measurement; and 

(c)'the value of each in terms of assessment of pupils. In the closing 

section of the work the two aspects were drawn together.

The cognitive preference testing was originally introduced by Heath 

in order to assess curricular influences in behavioural terms. The 

psychological issues which were examined are concerned with the behavioural 

traits and the relationship between cognitive preference and cognitive 

styles. It is the nature of cognitive styles that they should be 

relatively stable with time and broadly apparent in people's thinking 

over a wide range of situations. Thus hypotheses were formulated to 

examine the stability across both time and different disciplines and 

the differentiation of cognitive preference behaviour. The character 

of cognitive preference concerned the structure and the significance 

of the subject matter within the items. In addition, as will be seen, 

several unresolved aspects concerning the measurement of cognitive 

preferences exist which, it was felt, required attention. They are 

essentially technical in nature and they embrace the alternative scoring 

procedures, the validity, item design and test length. This analytical 

work is readily justified on the grounds that it would lead to greater 

confidence in subsequent cognitive preference data. The specific aspects 

which were examined will be found in Chapter 4 .

Judgement has previously been described as an intellectual skill. •

The psychological examination made in Chapter 3 explores the relationship 

between judgement, critical thinking and understanding. In broad terms 

the character of judgement is considered to relate to the assessment of
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"reasonableness". This must be viewed in the light of both broad 

scientific principles as well as the issues germane to the particular 

situation in question. Thus the topics which arose from this and which 

warranted the study concerned the relationship between the knowledge of 

those scientific principles and "reasonableness" and between the 

experience of scientific things in a broader context and "reasonableness".

A number of technical questions about the measurement of judgement are 

also examined in Chapter 8 and consideration is given to the value of 

the instrument in classroom situations in Chapters 9 and 10.

The detailed structure of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 of this thesis includes a detailed description of cognitive 

preference and of the evaluation and interpretation of cognitive preference 

scores. It also includes a review of the relevant literature and a 

detailed statement of problems for investigation. Chapter 3 contains 

a detailed account of the nature of judgement and its measurement as well 

as a review of the literature on critical thinking. This is followed in 

Chapter 4 by an account of the research problems. The hypotheses which 

were researched are stated and a general description of the sample 

populations and ancillary tests' is included. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 form 

Part I of the research work and are exclusively concerned with cognitive 

preference. Chapter 5 contains the discussion of the technical aspects. 

Chapter 6 is concerned with structure while those aspects which relate 

to stability with time and to cognitive style are examined in Chapter 7.

Part II contains Chapter 8 where all aspects of the judgement exercise are 

discussed, Chapter 9 which contains the work which draws cognitive preference 

and judgement together and the new work is concluded in Chapter 10 by an 

examination of the relationship between these two with a number of 

important variables so that the importance of.information perception and 

transformation can be related to work in the classroom. The findings are 

summarised in Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER 2 : THE NATURE OF COGNITIVE PREFERENCE

Section 2.0 : Introduction

The first section of this chapter contains an account of the principles 

of cognitive preference testing; an example is given and the task which 

confronts the respondent is explained. Section 2 presents a consideration 

of the methods of responding and scoring cognitive preference instruments.

The problems of evaluation and interpretation of the scores in terms of 

both validity and statistical treatment are discussed in Section 3.

This is followed in Section 4 by a review of earlier studies and, in the final 

section, more specific statements on the problems for investigation 

are given.

Section 2.1 : The Principles of Cognitive Preference Testing

The cognitive preference testing in physics first introduced by 

Heath in 1964, was seen by him as a procedure to supplement traditional 

tests and measures employed in order to assess the avowed goals of new 

science curricula. Heath argued that the different approaches and 

aspirations of modern courses might lead to differences in the modes in 

which the learner attends to the knowledge portrayed by the curricular 

materials. Thus, he suggested that our interest should focus upon what 

a pupil does with information intellectually and not merely on whether 

he can identify the information as correct or incorrect. Thus his cognitive 

preference test was designed to permit the students 'to exhibit some 

preference in cognition'. Heath analysed the objectives of a modern 

syllabus and selected four modes of attending to the material in the 

syllabus; a preference expressed by a student for a mode was termed by 

Heath a 'cognitive preference'. The four modes were labelled 1) recall 

of specific facts or terms, 2) practical application, 3) critical
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questioning of information and 4) fundamental principles.

Heath's test comprised 20 items in multiple-choice format. Each 

item contained an introductory statement (or stem) followed by four 

alternative statements or options from which the respondent was required 

to select the one statement that 'most appealed to him'. All the options 

were, of course, factually correct and the choice of a particular

option was a matter of personal preference only. Each option related to 

the stem and to one of the four modes. The cognitive preference behaviour 

of the respondent was quantified by counting the preferences cast in 

favour of each mode. One of the items which was used in a recent cognitive 

preference test is given as an illustration.

A Cognitive Preference Item 

Lime Water

(1) Carbon dioxide reacts in solution with calcium ions to 
form insoluble carbonate of calcium, this is precipitated;

(2) A solution of lime water is turned milky by carbon dioxide; 
may go clear again if lots of gas is used;

(3) A solution of barium ions would serve just as effectively 
as a solution of calcium ions;

(4) Provides convenient method for distinguishing carbon dioxide 
from other gases.

The brief title serves only to locate the syllabus area of the material 

which is embodied in the item. The first option in this example refers 

to the chemical principle which underlies the simple test for carbon (IV) 

oxide in the laboratory. The phrasing of the option is slightly unfamiliar 

in order to minimise mere recall of chemical information. It was considered 

that both the appearance and the disappearance of the precipitate were 

suitable obvervations for inclusion a» recall responses. The rôle played 

by barium ions as substitutes for the calcium ions was thought to be both 

sufficiently unfamiliar and a warranted extension of data that might

Initiate quizzical thought about the property that these ions have in common
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hence this option is the questioning option. The fourth option signals 

a possible application for this reagent.

Subsequent workers with cognitive preference tests include Marks 

(1967), Atwood <1966, 1969), Kempa and DubS (1973), Mackay (1971, 1972),

Tamir (1975, 1976, 1977a, 1977b), Tamir and Kempa (1976, 1978), Williams 

(1975), Rogel (1974) and Brown (1974). It will be apparent from the 

detailed survey of the literature in a later section that although 

differences in administration have occurred most basic principles of 

cognitive preference testing have remained unaltered from the original 

proposed by Heath. For example, it has been standard practice to prepare 

items of the type described by Heath using factual material which is 

already in the cognitive structure of the respondents and taking care 

that the linguistics^^! within their intellectual range. It has also 

been customary to submit items for rigorous scrutiny by a panel of adults 

competent to assess whether the options correctly reflect the intended 

mode and to guarantee that the content will be familiar to respondents 

and then to pretest the items. The number of items in the tests has 

varied but each test constructor has endeavoured to sample the syllabus 

which had been used with the respondents prior to the moment of testing, 

as widely as possible.

It was tentatively suggested in Section 1.1 that the act of making 

a preference for one option (or casting votes between all the four options) 

indicates the nature of the existing cognitive structure of the respondent.

If the material in the option generates some conflict or tension with the 

respondent the option will be neglected or relegated to a low preference 

position in the rank ordering of the responses. If, however, the information 

in the, option is in sympathy with the material already embedded in the 

student’s cognitive structure there will be an unconscious attachment 

for the option and it will receivo high preference. If similar attachment 

is felt for all the options of that mode over a test-as a whole, that 

mode score will be high. Thus a high mode score may be taken to indicate
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both maximum attachment and minimum cognitive conflict with the mode in 

question.

It must be acknowledged that different intensities of attachment 

may be felt for the options representing a particular mode; for example 

the degree of preference for the selected option of one item may be 

different from that for the selected option of another item. It has not 

been customary to make allowances for this difference and, instead, 

preferences expressed for particular options have generally been accepted 

as being quantitatively and qualitatively the same. This matter is 

discussed in more detail in the following section.

It has already been stated in Section 1.1 that it is hypothesised 

that the response to a cognitive preference item involves a minimisation 

of cognitive conflict. Tljis raises the ques^on about the extent to 

which such conflict relates to the content of cognitive preference items 

on the one hand and to the mode implicit within each option on the other. 

Williams (1975) raises the question whether the selection of an

option, say an A-type option, is inspired by the A character of that 

option or by the subject matter in the option without reference to whether 

it is A type or not. Tamir (1975) extended this to a division of the 

content element into a 'subject matter' aspect within a discipline and 

a 'discipline' aspect. Tamir's tentative hypothesis is that there are, 

therefore, three facets to cognitive preference response behaviour of 

which 'subject matter' and 'discipline' are two. The third is a general 

and stable characteristic of the individual student which is, in part, 

inherited and due, in part, to experience. Williams conducted an analysis 

of variance in order to determine the common variance attributable to 

preference as distinct from content and method. He found that preference 

contributed less to a score than either content or method but they do 

contribute sufficient variance to make them worthy of examination (Williams 

1975, p.73-75). One part of this research was to seek evidence to clarify
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our understanding of tho position. This is reported in Section 5.3.

Section 2.2 : Methods of Responding and Scoring

For his test of cognitive preferences, Heath (1964) required the

respondent to select only the one most preferred option from each item.

Thus, with a twenty item test, a maximum of 20 preferences could be expressed

and these could be distributed over the four response modes adopted by

Heath. The four mode scores thus have a high degree of inter-dependence

and, in consequence, should be treated and evaluated with procedures

applicable to ipsative scores only. This severely limits, as it did in

Heath's case, the range of statistical procedures employable. In

particular all, or most, of the conventional normative statistical techniques

are, in the strict sense, inapplicable to ipsative data. Marks (1967)

in an attempt to overcome this, prepared four parallel subtests

.in order to arrive at four mode scores which were not inter-dependent,

i.e. were normative. Because of the large number of items required Marks'

instrument was rather too lengthy for comfort and also appeared wasteful in

terms of the limited use which was made of each item. Kempa and Dube (1971)

and most subsequent workers have required their respondents to vote on all

four options presented in each item in the form that four votes are given

to the 'most preferred' option, three votes to the next, and two, and one
*

to the 'least preferred’. Mode scores are then obtained by summing the 

votes cast on all the options of that mode. These mode scores are still 

ipsative but Kempa and Dube felt that their scoring procedures ensure that 

better use is made of each item without loss of discrimination. Subsequent 

analysis of the data was done with normative procedures but the results 

were treated with considerable caution.

Footnote: This voting procedure is identical with rank ordering, except in 
that the numerical values are reversed, and with a system which requires two 
ticks for the most preferred option, a cross for the least preferred and 
ono tick for the more preferred of the two remaining options (ud^^o.x). It 
was suggested that more reliable voting is obtainod if tho most and least 
preferred options are identified first.
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King (1971) showed that Kempa and Dube's scoring procedure is 

identical with pair comparison between six pairs. On the strength of 

this evidence a cognitive preference test by pair comparison was used in 

this research.

Mackay (1971) conducted an exhaustive study of scoring procedures and 

in the light of this he required his respondents to indicate only the 

most and the least preferred options of each item. Brown (1974) did 

likewise. Williams (1975) omitted the Questioning mode and worked only 

with the remaining three modes. He utilized a normative scoring procedure 

by instructing respondents to rate each option on a 6-point scale. He 

accepted the loss of a considerable degree of discrimination but he was 

able to place confidence in correlation analyses.

It is important to note that it the total score for each mode that is 

taken as the quantified orientation of cognitive preference. The contribution 

made by each item separately can be analysed for the purpose of identifying 

-faulty items. Careful sampling of the entire syllabus which is available 

and the inclusion of the maximum number of items is also important. The 

actual number of items is governed by the time available for the administratis^ 

of the test and by the degree of maturation of the respondents.

Section 2.3 : Evaluation of Cognitive Preference Data.

Part (A) : Validity and Reliability

The four constructs which Heath first identified have generally been 

accepted and they are a pre-requisite that,while other constructs may also 

be valid, it is not possible to validate the constructs with an instrument 

which is already formulated in terms of those constructs. Brown/4onisi*dered, 

also, that there is insufficient evidence of reliable relationship between 

the options and tho modes which they purport to represent. Further, she 

pointed out that the preference orientation may have little bearing on how 

respondents do behave though it may be indicative of how they can behave.
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It is a fact that cognitive preference tests have not been validated by 

independent measurements and it has therefore been possible only to 

establish 'face validity'. This has invariably been done by "judges", 

usually experienced teachers or academics who were requested to examine 

the items of cognitive preference tests to ensure that the construct of 

the mode was accurately reflected in the option to the exclusion of other 

constructs and that both the language and terminology and the syllabus 

content were familiar and readily intelligible to all members of the target 

populations. Although this procedure is generally satisfactory, it does 

not guarantee completely that pupils are fully familiar with the syllabus 

content reflected in the test items.

Many workers have assessed the reliability of cognitive preference 

tests; recently a summary of test-retest and “-Cronbach coefficients 

has been published. (These have been gathered together into a useful table 

by Tamir (Table 3, p.115, 1977a) and this shows that the values of these 

coefficients differ quite widely and it is possible that students may 

respond to linguistic features in the options. The table shows that the 

subject matter for the tests has been drawn from science subjects, from 

mathematics and, even, from social studies. The number of items has been 

as low as 10 and as high as 60 with consequent differences in reliability. 

Brown (1974) reported low coefficients for «-Cronback reliability, due, 

no doubt, to the brevity of her test and to the immaturity of her sample.

In her consideration of the higher reliabilities obtained by other workers, 

she wondered whether verbal cues implicit in the wording of the item

were responsible but Tamir has effectively disputed this.

Part (B) : Statistical Evaluation

It has already been pointed out that the usual voting procedure for 

responding to cognitive preference items leads to ipsative data. This 

in itself may be seen as a disadvantage, but it offers the important
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advantage of providing a discrimination, between the response modes and 

thus enhancing the distinction between students in relation to their 

cognitive preferences. The consequence of ipsative scoring is that all 

conventional analysis and allied statistical procedures give rise to 

problems of interpretation, basically because the scores are inter-dependent. 

For example, Hicks (1970) demonstrated that random ipsative scores on a 

four item test automatically give correlation coefficients of -0.33; 

if the data are non-random it is found that this base is flexible.

This lays severe restraints on the use of normative statistical procedures 

with ipsative data and the need for restraint has been fully acknowledged 

by several workers using normative procedures: for example by Kempa and 

Dube (1973), and subsequently by Tamir, who employed normative procedures 

for analysis of their data.

Mackay (1972) endeavoured to interpret his data in terms of a 

different form of data evaluation known as multidimensional unfolding.

The essence of this procedure is to locate the stimulus point associated 

with each response mode in a three-dimensional data space, thereby 'unfolding' 

the structure of the answered data. The general theory underlying this 

procedure was developed by Coombs (1964), although other workers had '

previously considered special cases, e.g. the location of three stimulus 

points and of four stimulus points (Wish, 1964; Bennett and Hays, 1960;

Hays and Bennett, 1961). From a data-theoretical point of view, it is 

apparent that a stimulus can always be accommodated in an (n - 1) - 

dimensional data space. However, an attempt is invariably made by users of 

the multi-dimensional unfolding procedure to accommodate data in an (n - 2) - 

dimensional space, or a space containing even fewer dimensions, thereby 

'simplifying' the data structure (this is essentially analogous to the 

process of factor analysis as used for.normative data).

An interesting analysis of the data reduction of four stimulus points 

into two dimensions was made by McElerain and Keats (1961) on the basis of
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geometrical configurations. They developed a set of different geometric 

configurations into which four stimulus points could be located in a two- 

dimensional way, and provided guidelines for the choice of the 'best' 

configuration for a given set of data. Invariably, such reduction in 

the number of dimensions entails the rejection of some of the original 

data as 'not fitting' the model. The problem of the McElerain and Keats 

method is that it does not provide a reliable means of determining how 

much data which failed to fit the model could be tolerated without 

invalidating the model.

Section 2.4 : A Review of the Studies of Cognitive Preference Tests

It will be recalled from Section 1.4 that one of the specific aims 

of this work is to examine cognitive preference testing from three angles, 

namely validity, scoring procedures and item design,and test length.

No previous workers in this field have been concerned with the psychological 

nature of cognitive preferences and there are no reports or discussion of 

the intellectual processes which are involved. One of the principal aims 

of this research is to examine the extent to which cognitive preferences 

possess the attributes of cognitive styles: stability of behaviour is 

an important aspect of the argument and in consequence a review of the 

literature on stability is given in Part A below.

Hitherto no mention has been made of the observation first reported 

by Kempa and Dube (1973) and subsequently confirmed by numerous other 

workers that a relationship appears to exist between cognitive preference 

modes, such that those respondents with a marked preference for the Recall 

Mode tend to be associated with a low preference for. the Questioning Mode, 

and also that a high preference for the Application Mode tend to bo 

accompanied by a low preference for the Principles Mode, and vice versa. 

This is an important aspect of the second aim of this research, namely to
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investigate character and measurement of cognitive preference and the 

review of the relevant literature is given below in Part B . The literature 

on the aspects of cognitive preference which relate to pupil assessment 

and treatments (the third principal aim) is extensive. A summary of 

relevant facets is given in Part C of this review under four headings viz:- 

i) academic ability, ii) the origin of cognitive preference testing 

(curricula and teacher influences), iii) interests and occupational choice 

and iv) sex.

Part A : Stability

Cognitive styles have been shown to be fairly stable with time and 

under different conditions of intellectual functioning. Therefore, these 

are the characteristics that have become associated with the notion of 

cognitive style. In consequence, in an exploration of the question whether 

cognitive preferences have the quality of cognitive style, one must 

inevitably pay attention to the stability approach.

The stability of cognitive preference within each individual over a 

period of time has not been explored. Witkin, Goodenough and Karp (1967) 

in a study of cognitive styles (e.g. field dependence - field independence 

and the rod and frame test) found that the evidence showed that groups 

clearly maintained their positions on the score continuum over a long 

period of time (age ten to twenty four) even though there were marked 

changes in the scores of the groups. They observe that the evidence 

suggests a high degree of continuity during an individual's development iQ 

relative level of differentiation. Kagan, Moss and Siegel (1963) have 

shown that an individual's style of categorisation progresses from a 

relatiyely global approach toward one that is more analytical but the 

development is a steady and continuous one, a student generally retains 

his stylistic position relative to the other students. The cognitive 

style seems to be somewhat resistant to changes of a wholesale naturo.

It seems reasonable to anticipate, therefore, that if cognitive preference
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behaviour is to have the characteristics of a cognitive style, it should 

also be resistant to change both during the duration of the administration 

of the test instrument and between one administration and the next.

The stability of cognitive preference behaviour has four dimensions. 

Stability of response behaviour within a single administration is clearly 

one dimension. The values of the four internal consistency coefficients 

are widely reported and the values quoted are generally amply sufficient 

to inspire confidence. Thus, in five tests reported by Tamir (1977a, p.115) 

with 20 items or more, the mean valuesof the coefficients are 0.70 (.06),

0.66 (.07), 0.54 (.16) and 0.56 (.21) for the four modes in the order R,

A, Q and P. (Standard deviation in brackets). For five tests with 30 items 

or more these values rise to 0.81 (.05), 0.71 (.08), 0.83 (.05) and 0.74 (.11} 

respectively. The measures which were used to generate these coefficients 

register the students' behaviour in putting the mode in question first but 

they afford him no credit for consistency in other placings. The scoring 

procedures which permit expression of preference for all items generate 

important information which is not utilised in computing the normal 

coefficients of consistency.

Stability within a discipline or academic subject but across the 

individual topics which constitute that discipline has been examined 

by Tamir (1975, p.254-257). He administered a 30-item cognitive preference 

test in biology to 989 students. The 30 items were classified into six 

subject areas: one area (botany) received 15 items and two others (human 

biology and micro-organisms) received only 4 items. Some items were 

allocated to two or more subject areas so that the students' behaviour 

was actually examined on the test as though it comprised 41 items, He 

comments that correlated t values derived from the scores "point at the 

existence of remarkable dependence of cognitive preference styles on 

specific subject matter areas" (p.256).
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Part B : The Structure of Cognitive Preferences and their Measurement

i) Structure of Cognitive Preference

Keropa and Dube (1973) were the first to report on the structure of 

cognitive preference scores. Principal components from factor analysis 

of the inter-mode correlation coefficients followed by varimax rotation 

gave two factors which accounted for all but 15% of the variance. On one 

of the factors the R mode was loaded heavily with -Q mode (and a small 

contribution from -P mode), on the second factor the A mode was loaded 

with -P mode. From this information they identified two bipolar, orthogonal 

scales. The R/Q scale was described as a 'curiosity' scale, and it 

distinguishes those who are satisfied by recall of the chemical information 

that is already familiar from those who have a preference for information 

that appears to raise queries about their knowledge and to present it with 

a different slant. The A/P scale distinguishes those with pure science 

learnings from those with more applied interests and it has been identified 

as a 'utility' scale. They found that high achievers scored high P and 

high Q scores, while low achievers scored high R and high A scores.

Very similar results were obtained by King (1972) using the same
by

test with a fresh body of post O-level students and/Rogel (1975) who 

used the test after translation into Hebrew and administered it to an . 

Israeli population. Tamir and Kempa (1976) and Tamir (1977a) used a 60 

item test divided equally between chemistry, biology and medicine and their 

findings afford unequivocal support from Kempa and Dube's dimensions.

Tamir (1975, 1977b) also reports the results of the analysis of a cognitive 

preference test which was administered both to teachers and to students; 

there is further support for two scales from the analysis of the teachers' 

scores (N = 37) but not from the scores obtained by the students (N = 748). 

Tamir (1975) interprets the students' scores on slightly modified and 

more flexible scales whereby a high score on the Q mode might expect to be 

associated with a low score for either the R or P modes, and students with
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a low R mode score were generally found to have a high A mode score and/or

a high Q mode.

There is no evidence of structure in Williams (1975)'s work and

it would be reasonable to attribute this to his use of normative data.

Mackay (1972a) subscribes to this view and on the strength of his reanalysis

of King (1972)'s data he suggests that the orthogonal bipolar scales are

merely an artefact of the statistical derivation. It has been shown

subsequently that principal components'factor analysis of the correlation

coefficients on the three tests which he administered himself gave 
for Kempa and Dube’s structure

unambiguous support/before he modified the coefficients but it was the 

factor analysis after his modification which was confused. Brown (1975) 

contributed no fresh evidence on the subject but she registered deep 

misgivings on this form of analysis (p.58). She is equally unwilling to 

accept the ’unfolding analysis' as employed by Mackay (1971, Chapter 5) 

and first described by Coombs (1964). Unfolding analysis has the advantage 

of using rank ordered data. Mackay gathered data on large bodies of 

students and he analysed them both by unfolding analysis and by Q-type 

factor analysis. He claimed that the structure which was revealed showed 

orthogonal axes with the R mode opposite the P mode (not Q as Kempa and 

Dube found) and with the A mode opposite Q. (Evidence will be produced 

later to show that Mackay's work was incomplete and that Kempa and Dube's 

structure is at least an equally acceptable interpretation of his data).

(See Section 7.1, Part B). Brown suggested that a Q-type factor analysis 

treated rather differently from the method used by Mackay might reveal 

the structure of cognitive preferences but she cautioned that loadings 

must exceed 0.917 for p 0.01. 

ii) Measurement

A brief account of some of the earlier work on this topic has been 

given in Section 2.2 and there are two aspects of measurement which are 

well worth reviewing. The point that ipsative data should only be 

subjected to the statistical treatments reserved for normative data if much
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caution is exercised in the evaluation of the evidence,has been made.

The suggestion that cognitive preferences should therefore be measured 

in such a way as to yield normative data has the merit of permitting 

normative statistical evaluation but the method may lose discrimination.

In a recent paper an account is given of the analysis of ipsative and 

normative data which has been gathered from the same population with 

the expressed intention of comparison of these two data types. Closs (1976) 

collected ipsative data on career interests from a large sample of under

graduates (N = 2200) by pair comparison between eight categories by 

career-type. The normative data was intended to gauge the intensity of 

that interest in careers and it was gathered by asking the respondents 

whether the options of the pairs were 'liked', 'disliked', or 'don't know'; 

a score of +1 was given to 'liked' options, -1 to 'disliked' and 0 to 'don't 

know' and a 'like-disliked' total was computed for each respondent. Closs 

used this normative data to identify three patterns of behaviour which 

he showed to be unresolved in the analysis of his ipsative data. He 

demonstrated that the distortion which occurs when ipsative scores are 

normalised or when 'percentile equivalents’ are computed can lead to 

erroneous careers advice. Attention is paid to the difficulty experienced 

by respondents which arises from personal differences in response styles. 

Idiosyncratic differences in breadth of feeling generated by terms like 

'like' and 'dislike' lead to differences that have only slight relevance 

to demonstrable differences in career selection. Closs uses normative data 

to identify respondents with differing intensities of feeling but he gives 

no indication of the distribution of the different response types within 

the sample. The general conclusion drawn by Closs is that there is little 

to choose, for a number of reasons, between the two types of data.

The second aspect of measurement which is of interest concerns the 

bipolarity since it has been suggested that there are artefacts of the 

pseudo-normative treatment of ipsative data (Mackay 1972). Tamir and 

Lunetta (1977) sought to clarify the point. They gathered cognitive
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preference data from a sample of high school students (N = 177). An 

established instrument was divided into two equal parts and scored 

differently to obtain the two types of data. Normative data was obtained 

by scoring on a four point scale. (It is presumed that only integer 

responses to the scale were provided for). Half the sample made ipsative 

responses to the first half of the instrument and normative to the second, 

while the other half scored the instrument in the reverse order. Moderately 

strong correlation coefficients were obtained between ipsative and normative 

mode totals. Inter-mode scores were correlated and it was found that 

coefficients with ipsative scores were in general less than those obtained 

with normative scores. Factor analysis of the intermode correlation 

coefficients of the four ipsative mode total scores and the four normative 

mode total scores showed loadings of all normative scores positively 

loaded on the first factor with no significant ipsative loadings, the 

second factor loaded R / Q . with both ipsative and normative scores and the 

third factor showed significant loadings of ipsative A/P only. Their 

evidence is, therefore, that the bipolarities do exist with normative 

data and that normative data treatment does provide support for the ipsative 

results of many workers in this field, e.g. Kempa and Dube.

Part C : Pupil Assessments and Treatments 

i)• Academic Ability

Brown (1975) examined the findings of Kempa and Dube that on the 

basis of the two bipolarities claimed by them (R/Q and A/P) a major 

differentiation of academic ability categories appeared and on the strength 

of the findings she postulated a strong relationship between cognitive 

preference modes and the levels of academic ability in the hierarchies of 

Bloom (1956) and of Krathwohl et al. (1964), She carefully related the 

individual modes to. appropriate levels on the scale and she used the 

relationship to predict that reliability would be highest for the R mode

since, in hor view, this is tho least demanding academically, that the



reliability of the P mode would follow, then A and finally Q since this 

mode was the most challenging and fewest pupils would respond to it with 

reliability. Her work with young students followed this pattern and 

supported her contention that students respond to preferred cognitive 

levels rather than preferred cognitive modes. Tamir (1977a, p.115) has 

gathered together the coefficients of internal consistency of previous 

cognitive preference studies. Examination of the twelve studies in which 

all four modes were used furnishes no other instance of coefficients in 

the order predicted by Brown and affords little support for her contention. 

Tamir examined the relationship further by a factor analytical study of 

cognitive preference data with cognitive abilities scores related to the 

three relevant Bloomian levels (Tamir, 1977a, p.116-118). He concluded 

that 'cognitive preferences are not expressions of cognitive abilities 

of the student’.

ii). The Origin of Cognitive Preferences

Heath developed the cognitive preference test for the evaluation of 

curricula. This use was taken up by later investigators, e.g. Marks,

Atwood, Kempa and Dube, King and Tamir. Implicit in the selection of 

a cognitive preference test for this purpose is the assumption that 

cognitive preferences are influenced by curricula and teaching approaches. 

Two aspects emerge: (a) curricular influence through exposure to 

different subject treatments, e.g. enquiry modes; (b) influence of the 

teacher through his/her emphases on particular aspects and facets, which 

may reflect the teacher's personality more than subject matter influence. 

Both aspects have been the subject of some research.

(a) Curricular Influence

Tarair (1975) summarised the findings of six previous studies on the. 

relationships between cognitive preference measurements and curricula •

(Table 1, p.239). In each of the six studies the cognitive preference of 

behaviour of a sample of students engaged in a modern curriculum is compared 

with the behaviour of a sample engaged in a traditional course; in two
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of the studies high achievers are compared with low achievers. Behaviour 

in the four modes is therefore compared eight times making 32 comparisons 

in all and significant differences are found in 23 of them. Thus for the 

R mode, the traditional sample scored higher preferences in four studies, 

in two the low achievers on a modern course scored higher preferences than 

the low achievers on a traditional course and in two there was no significant 

'difference. The modern course favoured Q mode in 4 studies , the traditional 

favoured Q in one and there was no significance in the remaining 3 studies; 

for P the figures are 5, 1 and 2 and for the A mode they are 2, 4 and 2.

There is therefore some contradiction but the evidence of a relationship 

in which modern curricula favour Q and P modes is quite strong. Elsewhere 

he provides evidence that confirms early work of Kerapa and Dube (1973) in 

which higher achievers were found to have high P and Q mode scores (Tamir 

and Kempa, 1976). He also found that a modern curriculum (BSSC) promotes 

curiosity even among low achieving students and that a high A mode score 

is associated with high achievement on a traditional course. Brown (1974) 

found no evidence of a difference between students who had studied an 

integrated science course and those who had been taught the three science 

subjects separately. King (1972) compared the behaviour of students who had 

received a Nuffield Chemistry course with those whose training to 0 level 

had been more traditional and he found that the differences in scores of 

cognitive preference (and critical thinking) were significant in directions 

which suggested that the Nuffield course, or some inherent property of it, 

did lead to the genuine and estimable differences which were anticipated 

by the designers of the bourse. Mackay (1971) gave sufficient information 

in Table 5.4.1 (pages 147-150) to demonstrate that the 640 students who 

had studied a PSSC course in the 11 and 12 grades had higher mean A mode 

and Q mode scores and lower mean R mode and P mode scores than the 239 

students who were similar in all respects except in that they had studied 

a traditional course of physics but only the difference in A mode score 

was found to be significant (t = 2.35, p = 0.02). (The examination was
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done on Groups 5 and 6 in Mackay's data).

The conclusion is that while there is widespread evidence of relation

ships in the literature, the extent to which a modern treatment favours 

one mode at the expense of another is unclear but it is possible to 

generalise and say that modern courses do tend to promote the Q and P 

modes.

(b) Influence of Teacher

A number of studies have examined the relationship between cognitive

preference scores and teacher influence. Schedemann and La Shier (1967-68)

unsuccessfully attempted to detect relationships between pupil cognitive

preference behaviour in physics and the pupils' perception of their

teachers and between pupil behaviour and teachers' cognitive preferences.

King (1972) was no more successful in demonstrating a post-instruction

correlation between teachers' cognitive preferences and the scores of

their pupils. Mackay (1971) found no evidence that the change of cognitive

preference after a one year period could be related to the cognitive

preferences of the physics teachers. Barnett (1974) found that

non-directive teaching promotes academic achievement and he also found

that differences in mode scores in the R, A and Q modes in groups distinguish^^

by student perception of teacher directiveness were not significant. Tamir
reference to

(1976) separated teachers into two groups by/their attitude to the use of 

new syllabuses in biology and he reported a number of interesting and 

significant differences in mode scores between pupils of those who supported 

the new programmes and of those who did not. The contention, hy Brown 

(1975, p.55) that cognitive preference patterns adopted by pupils merely 

reflect extraneous influences from the past.particularly those of the teacher, 

inspired Tamir to investigate the extent to which the claim was valid 

(Tamir, 1977b). He reported that he found little evidence that pupils 

conform in patterns designed to gain teacher approval. Vinton (1972) 

revealed that the greater the match between a pupil's preferred learning 

process (not cognitive process in this instance) and learning structure,
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the greater will be the learning style 'actualisation' and the more 

the individual will learn. Similarly Crawley and Shrum (1977) reported 

that physics students who experienced learning conditions compatible with 

their preferred learning structure register greater gains in preference 

scores (again, not cognitive preference scores) for physics than did those 

students who were in incompatible learning situations. (Students of 

chemistry, biology and geology also registered gains but they were not 

significant). Tamir postulated that the "high Q, high P, low R" scores 

of teachers promote similar behaviour in the patterns of those of their 

students whose patterns match theirs. The research evidence which has been 

cited would serve to encourage support for Tamir's hypothesis but there 

is, of course, considerable difficulty in "correlating" the response of 

a teacher with the average response of his class.

iii) Interests and Occupational Choice

Tamir and Kempa (1976) reported significant differences in cognitive

preference behaviour between students who selected training in physics and

biology from those who selected medicine and engineering. The former were

found to be more curious and to have less preference for the R mode while

the latter students were found to have higher preference for the Application

mode. Williams (1975) found that 'vocational technical' groups selected

the Application mode more strongly than other groups and he attributed this
course

to the influence of the practically orientated/vhich they were following.

iv) Sex

King (1972), Williams (1975) and Tamir and Kempa (1976) examined the 

cognitive preference scores of males and females and found no significant 

difference. Kempa and Dube (1971) used an all male sample, Barnett (1974) 

and Brown (1974) did not investigate this parameter.. Tamir (1976) showed 

significant relationships between sex, academic ability and cognitive 

preference mode scores by two-way analysis of variance: for the Q mode, 

for instance, there were two significant differences between girls of high 

ability and girls of low ability, between boys of high ability and boys
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of low ability and between boys and girls both of low ability. Another 

two-way analysis of variance found significant relationships between type 

of school, mode scores and academic ability and extension of this analysis 

to include sex showed further complex relationships. Tamir did not offer 

any explanations for these findings. In the same study he reported that 

he found no relationship between mode scores and career expectation of 

Canadian college students but he found some distinction between Israeli 

students with a medical career in mind and those with an interest in pure 

sciences.

Section 2.5 : Cognitive Styles, a brief review of their nature and of the 
Literature

An account of cognitive style theory is included because the suggestion 

has been made that cognitive preference behaviour resembles in some 

important respects, behaviour which is more broadly classified as stylistic. 

The extent of the conformity of cognitive preference behaviour to cognitive 

style behaviour is an important part of this study. The method of study 

of human personality in terms of styles involves the separate study of each 

of the psychological levels at which a person functions in each of the 

many domains of human behaviour. The rationale for this approach is that 

the analysis of the cluster of characteristics subsumed under the 

differentiation process will, on ultimate completion, aggregate into a 

valid description of the whole individual. This is as valid for learning 

styles as it is for styles of behaviour from wider psychological fields.

This approach is justified only if experimental evidence of different

iation in one aspect of behaviour is repeated in cogent form in other areas 

as well. The concept that perceptual and intellectual tasks serve to 

assess broader and more salient dimensions of behaviour is deep rooted in 

the history of psychological measurement. Tasks of an essentially cognitive 

nature have been used in the measurement of facets of behaviour; many of
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the facets which the tasks illuminate have been designated 'styles of 

behaviour' or 'styles'. Cognitive style theory insists that complex 

behaviour can be partialed into a myriad of inter-related, self-consistent 

modes of functioning and that the sum of these modes will fully describe 

the perceptual and intellectual activities of the individual. The method 

approaches the individual from the perspective of the actual person engaged 

in the activities; experiment has shown that essentially the same ways 

of functioning pervade both perceptual and intellectual behaviour and 

learning and that these are characteristic of the individual.

Psychological differentiation is conceptualised as a high order 

construct; lower orders include perceptual and intellectual functioning, 

the articulated body concept, the sense of separate identity and structure 

and specialised defences (Wilkin, Ottman, Raskin and Karp, 1971). Each 

cognitive style is a subset of perceptual and intellectual functioning 

and is therefore a still lower order concept. Embodied in each cognitive 

style are two process, one is concerned with the perception of information 

and the individual's response to external stimuli and the second involves 

the processing of that information. The steps tentatively proposed follow 

this pattern.

Warr (1970) described "the habitual ways or modes of dealing with 

information about onself and one's environment which are to a large degree 

independent of the content of the information being handled" as cognitive 

styles. Messick (1970) described them as "information processing habits".
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He claimed that they would "promise to provide a more complete and 

effective characterisation of the student than could be obtained from 

intellectual tasks alone" and he foresaw future research into the course 

of individual learning and of didactic interactions through the examination 

of cognitive styles. Leach (1967) in reviewing work on creativity commented 

that the term cognitive style, though variously defined, always embraced 

a flexible approach to life and marked response to environmental stimuli. 

Scott (1973) defined them as "the patterns that an individual may use in 

coping with environmental stimuli" and Field (1972) simply described them 

as "the pattern of thinking".

Ausubel (1968) in a more exhaustive study refers to "self consistent 

and enduring individual differences in cognitive organisation and 

functioning" as cognitive styles.

"The term refers both to individual differences in general 
principles of cognitive organisation and to various self consistent 
idiosyncratic tendencies that are not reflective of human cognitive 
functioning in general. It reflects differences in personality 
organisation as well as in genetically and experimentally determined 
differences in cognitive capacity and functioning; and in a very 
real sense, it mediates between motivation and emotion, on the one 
hand, and cognition, on the other". (p.170).

He goes on to comment that the inter- and intra-task generality of 

function of the measures has not been adequately established. This was 

true at the time when it was written and much subsequent research principally 

by Witkin, Gardner, Kagan and co-workers has shown that cognitive styles 

are indicative of stable and generalised cognitive traits.

Finally, in a lengthy review of the educational implications of 

cognitive styles Kagan ( 1971) examined the rôle played in education by 

each of the nine cognitive styles which he describes; He observed that 

the research evidence of interaction between the variables of classroom 

instruction and cognitive styles is limited and he found little evidence 

of shared variance with cognitive styles and traditional indices of ability.
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He drew an interesting distinction between styles which possess the 

quality of a capacity (e.g. analystic - global dimension) and are found 

to be resistant to change by didactic means,whereas those having the 

property of a strategy (e.g. conceptual groupings in sorting tasks) are 

more readily modified. Scott (1973) has since reported that exposure 

to two or three years of enquiry strategy in science classes did enhance 

the analyticalscores of elementary and junior high school students in 

tests of categorization style. The improvement was significantly 

greater than that of a control group which was denied the training.

Kagan found strong evidence that the traditional measures of verbal 

and mathematical ability have little predictive value beyond their 

immediate classroom context while measures of associative thinking are 

related to a wider range of accomplishments. He concludes that

"though the practical pay-offs of cognitive-style research are 
still quite meagre for the teacher, the promise of future rewards 
is strongly indicated if energy and imagination are applied to 
the task", (p.292).

Section 2.6 : Problems for Investigation

The aims of this research have been stated broadly in Section 1.3 

and the research problems will be outlined in detail in-Section 4.1. It 

will suffice here to indicate the nature of the problems in so far as 

they relate to cognitive preference. The first group of problems, called 

measurement problems, are essentially technical in that they relate to 

issues such as the nature of cognitive preference and the design of the 

items which are used to measure it, to the scoring procedures and to the 

statistical analysis of the data which is obtained and also to the validity 

of the instruments. All these problems are similar in that they do not 

relate to the dimension of time and they are therefore grouped together 

in Chapter 5. ' The problems for research which will be found in Chapter 6
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are all concerned with the structure of cognitive preference and their 

use for the evaluation of pupils. Earlier workers have found conflicting 

evidence and as the work is of considerable importance in determining 

the psychological nature of cognitive preference much attention will be 

paid to resolving these conflicts. Further work on the actual nature of 

cognitive preference has been assigned to Chapter 7 but in this chapter 

•the interest centres on the change, if any, in behaviour over a span of 

time. The suggestion has been made (King 1972) that cognitive preference 

behaviour has the characteristics of cognitive styles.

The use which cognitive preference tests might have for teachers in 

assessing the behaviour of individuals and treatments has received scant 

attention. Much interest rests in their potential for classification of 

students into meaningful categories beyond the divisions which are already 

possible through traditional tests. The study which will be found in 

Chapter 9 concerns the broad inter-relations that were thought to exist 

between the main variables which are examined in this research (i.e. 

cognitive preference variables and judgement variables). The study 

concerns their relationships to one another and, in Chapter 10, to other 

variables which have important connections with classroom behaviour and 

achievement.
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CHAPTER 3 : JUDGEMENT

Section 3.0 : Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to scale down the broader aspects of 

judgement to the narrow aspects which were researched. In Section 1.2 

a concise account was presented of the relationship seen to exist between 

the third stage of the learning sequence, namely information transformation, 

and that part of the judgement process which was referred to as the 

assessment of reasonableness. The intention in that section was to 

postulate how judgement might form an important part of the learning 

sequence and to show it might be relevant to the alteration of an existing 

cognitive structure. The rationale was that learning is synonymous with 

modification to the existing, cogntive structure. In this chapter the issue 

of 'reasonableness' is tentatively related to the hypothesis generation 

aspect of judgement since the two aspects were studied separately and in 

relation to each other.

The first section (3.1) develops the ideas of judgement so that the 

inter-dependence of 'assessment of reasonableness' and 'hypothesis generation 

can be appreciated. The literature review in Section 3.2 concerns first 

the literature which deals with philosophical aspects of the study of 

judgement and it embraces reports of work by Kelly (1955) and by Ennis (1962) 

These reviews are given so that the broad context in which work of this type 

is undertaken may be appreciated. The work of Peel on the Judgement of 

Adolescents (1971) is quoted extensively in the practical section of the 

review because of its strong relevance to the work which was undertaken 

here. The last two reviews are from the work of Abercrombie (1960) and 

elsewhere from Peel (1971) and they were included because both were concerned 

with the processes and strategy that judgement situations invoke.

The report in Section 3.3 is concerned with earlier work done by King
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*n which he attempted to explore Judgement and critical thinking, since 

these qualities had been advocated as deliberate outcomes of modern 

curricula. The work was valuable in that it led to a refinement of the 

Process for the assessment of reasonableness and revealed the new 

horizons which were examined here. These are listed in the final section.

^ c tion 3.1 ; The term Judgement* as it is understood in this study

It is important to establish the meaning of the term judgement. For 

the limited purpose of this study, judgement is defined as a logical 

°Peration of thought which embodies some measure of creative process 

and possibly some degree of value or improvement to the individual 

en6aged in the act of judgement. Valuing , assessing, forming an opinion, 

critical thinking and evaluating are allied thought processes: in judgement 

alone, a strand of thoughtjis generated from a body of information which 

s®eks to unify the evidence. The thought itself is not in the evidence and 

the act of thinking itself is an act producing new insights. It is a 

highly egocentric process and it demands the highest level of intellectual 

Activity (as judged in Bloomian terms). The condition of self improvement 

Acquires that a judgement must be made and a decision rfiust then be taken 

th the light of that judgement.
♦

Judgement is the facet of human thought in which the new and unique 

Matures of a particular situation are assessed and evaluated in the light 

Previous experience. Novelty of the information to be evaluated »is 

®Ssential to judgement. If the situation has no aspect that is in some 

novel, the activity may be more accurately described as evaluation:
ft v»

act of evaluation by a person with wide experience may well be judgement
fOT» ’: another with limited or restricted experience.

Tho point in the foregoing paragraph may be amplified in relation to
i t
10 formulation and evaluation of hypotheses. A hypothesis is a 

fcfiheralisation; tho generation of a hypothesis involves a strand of



novelty in that it represents some kind of intuitive leap from accepted 

fact to generalisation. Testing the extent to which a hypothesis is 

tenable requires the exercise of evaluation and if inconsistencies between 

the reliable data and the novel generalisation are revealed, the hypothesis 

is rejected. There are two elements in the process in which judgement 

is embodied. The first is the intuitive leap, and the second is the 

evaluation of that leap. If there are already sufficient instances of 

the fact in the reliable data at the person's disposal the unifying 

generalisation is essentially called a conclusion. The creative act is 

then the generation of the conclusion, and the evaluation decrees the 

tenability of the conclusion. In practice one hypothesis may embrace a 

succession of minor hypotheses which are all "chained" to one another 

by the circumstances of the problem.

An attempt may now be made to apply this to science learning. It 

may be argued that the first step in the operation of scientific method 

is the aggregation of observations. There follows the acknowledgement of 

a problem which is related to those observations, whereupon a hypothesis 

(see Footnote) is generated and subsequent experiment is devised to test 

their validity. It is reasonable to suggest that both the number and 

quality of the hypotheses vary greatly from person to person when confronted 

with the same data. (Indeed, evidence in support of this will be produced 

later). It seems that both facets are personal to the individual who is 

engaged in the act of making a judgement although they are not normally 

articulated, nor differentiated.

The second element in the overall act of judgement is, as has been 

indicated, an evaluative act. In the context of this study, this has been 

restricted into an 'assessment of reasonableness' but even this has a number

Footnote: Although the term 'hypothesis' is used here, it should be 
understood that, under certain circumstances, the term 'conclusion' might be 
more appropriate. This would be the case if the range of observations is so 
extensive that the process of generalisation becomes essentially 'deductive' 
in nature, rather than predominantly 'inductive' as would be the case in 
true hypothesis formation.
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of dimensions. It will be evident that a hypothesis cannot bo regarded as

reasonable if it is in any way in conflict with established scientific

facts or principles in so far as these are known to the person making

the judgement and in so far as he understands and interprets them

correctly. The judgement may be false but if no conflict is apparent

to the judge he will be unaware of the error. Similarly there must be

no conflict with the information which is available on the specific

problem and again the judge may make a false judgement without creating

conflict. Besides being true to scientific fact and principle in both

broad and narrow contexts, a judgement can only be deemed to be reasonable

if it is strictly relevant to the problem in hand and it must also make

complete use of the data; a judgement which makes anything less than full

use of the data is inadequate. Again it is possible that the judge may

be either unaware of the irrelevancy or inadequacy in which case there
may

is no cognitive conflict,or,if he is aware of it,he/select the hypothesis 

which serves to produce a minimum of congitive conflict.

Section 3.2 : A survey of the literature on Judgement and Critical Thinking

The literature on judgement is extensive but the problem is that the 

word judgement is used in several different meanings. Much of the 

literature is concerned with judgement of personality, with consistency 

and with value judgements of intrinsic qualities. The importance of 

judgement in the statistical sense (like levels of probability and 

adequacy of sample size) has also received much attention in psychological 

work. However, the treatment of the cognitive aspects of judgement is 

less extensive.

Judgement was seen by Bloom (1956) as a part of his category of 

"evaluation" which he placed at the highest level of his Taxonomy of 

Educational Objectives. To quote Bloom "it (i.e. judgement) is regarded as 

being at a relatively late stage in a complex process which involves some
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combination of all the other behaviours". Bloom subdivided his level 

into two; judgement in terms of internal evidence like accuracy and 

logical fallacy, and judgement in terms of external criteria. The 

latter embraces a wide range of activities including the judgement of 

aesthetic attributes and of the merits of alternative courses of action. 

Cognitive judgement as such is mentioned only as "the comparison of 

generalisations" (p.192).

Kelly (1955) considers that the process of judgement follows a 

cycle of circumspection, pre-emption and control. In his view, 

circumspection entails mastering the environment and then generating 

a series of propositional constructs to establish the diversity of the 

possible decisions. Pre-emption results in the selection of the most 

relevant axis on which to construe this situation and control leads to 

the selection of the one alternative. He devised a test of cognitive 

complexity in which the constructs for the assessment of character were 

provided. Kelly assumed (and Bieri et al. (1966) subsequently verified) 

that the use which is made of the constructs is representative of the 

constructs available to the assessor, i.e. of the cognitive complexity 

of the assessor.

Judgement and critical thinking are terms often used synonymously 

in research reports. Therefore, consideration

must also be given to the work concerned with critical thinking. In his 

careful study of the abilities which constitute critical thinking, Ennis 

(1962) used three dimensions: a logical dimension, a criterial dimension 

and a pragmatic dimension. He claims that these "if appropriately weighted 

and empirically supported" furnish a framework upon which the whole study 

of critical thinking can be based. The logical dimension covers alleged 

relationships between meanings of words and statements. Thus, a person 

who is competent in this dimension knows the meaning of the basic terms 

in the field in which the statements are made. The criterial dimension is
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rigorously defined into twelve subdivisions, called aspects of critical 

thinking, and further subdivision of many of the aspects is given. The 

pragmatic dimension covers the background purpose of the Judgement and 

it covers the decision whether the statement is good enough for

the purpose.

Part of the 8th aspect is quoted here as an example, not only 

because it explains the approach to critical thinking which Ennis used, 

but also because it is relevant to the exercises developed for this study.

Judging whether an inductive conclusion is warranted

Inductive conclusions are of three types, simple generalisations, 
explanatory hypotheses, and theoretic systems. Though similar in 
many aspects, they are different enough to warrant separate treatment.

1. A simple generalisation about experience. Such a generalisation 
is warranted:

.11 to the extent that there is a bulk of reliable instances 
of it

.12 to the extent that it fits into a larger structure of * 
knowledge

. .13 to the extent that the selecting of instances is unbiased.
(Four methods of obtaining unbiased samples are given)

.14 to the extent that there are no counter instances

For example, the generalisation that red-headed people tend to have 
hot tempers would be warranted to the extent that there is a large 
number of reliable instances of red-heads with hot tempers, to the 
extent that we are able to account for red-heads being hot tempered, 
to the extent that our instances of red-heads are picked without 
bias and to the extent that there is a lack of reliable instances 
of red-heads with even tempers.

The criterial dimension is involved here through knowledge of the 
above criteria. There is a vast literature on judging the adequacy 
of samples, which very rarely are purely random.

The logical dimension is involved in the recognition of instances and 
the application of the above principles. And the pragmatic dimension 
is invoked in deciding that there is or is not enough evidence for 
the purpose of the inquiry.

The paper continues with discussion of explanatory hypothesis and 

theoretic systems in similar vein. The section on hypothesis concludes 

with this paragraph:

But most important of all, the so called 'inductive leap* utilizes this 
(the pragmatic) dimension. Deciding that the evidence at hand is enough 
to establish the hypothesis requires consideration of the degree of 
satisfaction of the criteria, the purpose, and how important it is 
to bo right, then the leap may or may not be made. (p.95).
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Later in the paper, Ennis goes on to say that he would expect a 

sizeable correlation with IQ even though all three dimensions are 

learnable rather as academic subject matter is learnable: he expects 

the logical dimension to have the highest correlation with IQ and the 

pragmatic dimension to have the lowest. He predicts that age will 

correlate well with the logical discussion with children in elementary 

and secondary schools and ,as experience might be expected to strengthen 

pragmatic and criterial thinking , these might be expected to correlate 

more highly with age after the age of sixteen.

A different approach to the analysis of thinking (and judgement) 

is made by Peel (1960) in his book "The Pupil's Thinking." The first 

chapter of his book is devoted to an analysis of the different kinds of 

thinking. Peel identifies three kinds of thinking which one might expect 

to encounter in the classroom. (There is a fourth which is primarily 

the preserve of only the most lucid thinkers at the sublime moment when 

man's thinking makes a significant surge.) Thinking which is free from 

constraint is described by Peel as thematic. If the thinking is constrained 

by having to describe and explain events and things, it is classified 

as explanatory. Finally productive thinking is said to have occurred 

at the point when explanatory thought has provided a jumping-off point 

for control over or manipulation of the environment. This kind of 

thinking gives rise to material changes, inventions and new products. It 

is invoked in school when a student is told to apply his knowledge or 

to make use of his explanations in a new situation. Many problems in 

science require this type of thinking; for example, the analysis of an 

unknown compound in the laboratory may require it to a marked degree.

The conditions which, according to Peel, must be fulfilled by 

thought when it is to be classified as productive, are five in number.

(i) It must contain an element of forward thinking beyond mere 
explanatory thought.

(ii) It becomes effective by changing the problem situation 
materially in order to achieve solution.
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(ill) Some Old problems ma, be solved by restating them in the 
light of the established explanation.

(iv) It always appears when a new problem situation is met.

(v) These situations may be material, social or personal.

It has already been argued that the learner’s cognitive structure 

is modified in the process of making a judgement. If this does not 

happen, the information is merely accommodated and incorporated into an 

already existing cognitive framework. Thus existing concepts and notions 

provide adequate explanation of or for the -new- information. Peel’s 

first point is that productive thinking "must contain an element of 

forward thinking beyond mere explanatory thought”. Explanatory thinking 

clearly represents the accommodation of information within an existing 

cognitive framework, without the latter being materially modified or . 

altered. -Going beyond mere explanatory thought" must therefore mean 

that in the process of absorbing new information and applying existing 

knowledge to problem-solving, this knowledge itself is modified in its 

conceptualisation: hence, the cognitive structure is altered. This is

essentially the interpretation of judgement which is used in this research.

In his later book, ’The Nature of Adolescent Judgment’, Peel (1971) 

addresses himself directly to the issue of judgement, but in so doing 

makes only a passing mention of his own earlier work (Peel, 1960) and that 

of other workers in this field. Of particular interest, in relation to 

the present study, is Peel’s definition of judgement. He sees judgement 

as a form of thinking which is invoked in those situations where there 

is no ready-made solution, nor is there necessarily a single correct 

response "but rather a spectrum of responses satisfying different number 

of different criteria". Again, this view is fully compatible with that 

adopted in this study and proclaimed earlier.

It is also of interest to make brief reference to the strategy 

adopted by Peel and co-workers (mainly higher degree students in Peel's 

department at Birmingham University) in their investigations into adolescent
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, , ‘ „ 4-« nrpsent short passages to students,judgement. Their technique was to pres

Th* question, .hlch lollowed e.eh passage could not be answered adequately 

on the basis solely oi the Information which was supplied and the student

a J „riant exDerience in answering the questions, was obliged to draw on independent experience
. j thnm to propose three basic response The analysis of the answers led them t p p

 ̂ „ different form of judgement:categories, each representing a dine

Type of Judgement Characteristics

Restricted
Circumstantial

Imaginative-comprehensive

- tautological, premise-delaying, irrelevant
- bound solely by the content of the passage, 
often taking account at first of only one 
element

- involving the invocation of independent 
ideas and the consideration of the 
problem in their term

The results obtained by Peel and others indicated that there is a 

noticeable increase in imaginative judgements in the year between the 

13th and 14th birthday and that the most mature judgement is not established 

until a chronological age of 15 (a mental age of 16) years has been reached. 

Furthermore he finds that maturity of judgement is associated with the 

socio-economic level of the home. Also, the provision of more information 

in a passage tends to spark off more acts of judgement than passages in 

which slightly less information is given, and identical passages with 

responses in multiple choice format evoke many more Imaginative responses 

than do open-ended questions starting with why?

These are findings of considerable interest, both in the psychological 

and measurement sense. A most important finding, of particular relevance 

to this study, resulting from Peel's work is that each subject responded 

with a fair measure of consistency when working in passages of similar 

quality. This is clearly indicative of a "stability" aspect in the 

exercise of judgement ability, which suggests that judgement may have a 

’styles’ quality. In other words this finding of Peel's points to the 

Possibility of judgement styles which, like other styles (and
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especially cognitive styles), appear fairly stable. Peel also reports 

that a high degree of consistency of the category of judgement exists 

across different test situations, and this again lends support to the

'styles' argument.
Passing reference nay be ».da hara into the »ork of Bruner, Goodrow 

and Austin (1956) into concept acquisition. They found that subjects, 

in trying to Identify concepts from given Information, tended to use 

Particular strategies (of different typos) »1th considerable consistency 

and stability. The particular strategies identified by Bruner et al. »ere

(a) simultaneous scanning, (b) successive scanning, (c) conservative 

focussing and (d> focus gambling, vith the subject being free to use any 

one of thorn for the purpose of concept identification. Although Bruner 

et al. did not see this »ork in the content of judgement as such, it is 

evident from the process of concept ecquisition that this involves 

Judgemental behaviour. Therefore, their finding of a relatively consistent 

and stable use by individuals of particular strategies again supports

the ’styles’ argument.
In Chapter 4 of his book on adolescent judgement, Peel considers 

processes involved in making a.judgement. It is beyond the scope of 

this review to give a full discussion of his arguments. However, it is 

of interest to point to his view that the most mature thought requires 

imagination and the generation of hypothesis and that the number of 

imaginings is some measure of creativity. Selection of the most appropriate 

hypothesis and rejection of the remainder is then required to resolve 

the conflict between the student, as a processor of information, and a 

Problem situation containing previously unexperienced information. He 

also makes the most interesting point that "it may be inadequate and 

misleading to talk of observations as objectively unasssailable data, since 

they may be partial and selected as a result of direction by the hypothesis 

held" and asserts that reasoning from hypotheses is a most sophisticated 

thought form calling for experience and intellectual maturity in the thinker
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He concludes the chapter with a summary of the capabilities required 

for intellectual judgement:

This work of Peel's is essentially in agreement with the definition 

of judgement which is given in Chapter 1 with the stress on hypothesis 

generation and the requirement to assess the "reasonableness" of the 

hypotheses.

Section 3.3 : A Measurement of Judgement,

The exercise in the measure of judgement which was used by King 

(1972) had its origins in the various notions of judgement in the works 

which have been quoted. The main focus of this work by King was to 

examine critical thinking and judgement as it developed in the context 

Of the chemical education of 0 level students. New chemistry curricula 

stressed the desirability of pupils acquiring critical thinking and 

judgement abilities, but left unanswered the question whether these 

qualities were actually acquired. Against this background, the study 

by King was conceived and carried out. It involved, among other things, 

the clarification of what might be meant by "judgement" in the chemical 

education context, and the developments of appropriate judgement tests.

The first exercise of judgement (called "Judgement Exercises") was 

written at the University of E. Anglia in the Spring of 1972: The 

first part of the exercise had ten problem situations each of which was 

followed by six statements representing conclusions or hypotheses. The
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student was required to judge and decide whether a statement was

(a) sound and satisfactory in that it might serve either as a 
partial explanation of the information or it might help to 
resolve the problem,

(b) sound and satisfactory but irrelevant because it either fails 
to explain the information or it fails to help in resolving 
the problem,

(c) unjustified either for chemical or other reasons or because 
use was made of information that should have been given.

Each student was awarded a 'conclusion score' and a 'hypothesis 

score’ but early analysis of the data showed that the distinction between 

a conclusion and a hypothesis to be an artificial distinction to the 

student, and therefore this distinction was dropped for all subsequent 

analyses.

The second part of the exercise, called 'Next Line of Action', had 

eight chemical problem situations. Four possible actions were appended 

to each situation and they were rank ordered by each respondent in the 

order in which they were thought to be most likely to elucidate the 

problem which was inherent in the description of the situation. In each 

situation one of the four options proferred the opportunity to obtain 

more information by a fresh experiment on a relevant parameter, an 

experiment on an irrelevant parameter was contained in another option, 

recourse to another source of information was offered in one of the four 

options and spurious information was furnished by the fourth.

The findings from the study of chemical judgement behaviour have 

been described elsewhere (King's M.Sc. thesis, UEA, 1972), and no details 

need to be given here. However, it is probably justified to point out 

that, notwithstanding minor shortcomings in the test materials developed 

for the study, much new ground was broken in that for the first time 

judgement in a chemical education context was examined and measured, whereas 

previously generalised judgement tests (e.g. the Watson-Glaser Critical
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Section 3.4 : Problems for Investigation

The problems for the present study have been touched upon in 

Section 1.3 and they will be described in greater detail in Section 4.2.

The act of judgement is exercised by giving the student some information 

about a chemical situation which is beyond his previous experience. A 

question is posed and six, or so, statements are made. It is axiomatic 

to this research, for the reasons given in Section 3.1, that the student 

makes an act of judgement by (a) creating a hypothesis (or more than one 

hypothesis), to "explain" the chemical information and (b) evaluating 

the statements in the exercise singly in the light of the hypothesis that 

he has made. If he considers that more than one hypothesis is tenable 

he must decide whether to proceed with both or reject one. He may find 

that clues embodied in later statements help him to reject one and he 

may have to re-evaluate earlier statements if he changes his hypothesis 

during an exercise.

It is also axiomatic to this research that judgement can be 

classified in terms of the four attributes, labelled sense, relevance, 

adequacy and justification. Two of these attributes (namely sense and 

relevance) are concerned with the scope of the judgement and the other 

two are concerned with quality. In the broad sense the judgement will 

be considered to be good if it conforms to the body of established 

scientific experience, i.e. it must be sensible. In the limited sense 

of the particular judgemental situation, the judgement must also be 

relevant in that it relates the information available to the problem 

which has been posed. The actual quality of the judgement is measured 

by the extent to which the judgement makes full use of the information 

and if it does so it is said to be adequate. A timid judgement fails

to make full use of data but one which requires excess information

Thinking Appraisal) had uncritically been accepted as valid measures.
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beyond both the body of knowledge which might be expected in cognitive 

structure and the information in the item is said to be unjustified.

The measurement of judgement for the purpose of this study is the 

sum of all the acts of Judgement in the test document. This contains 

some test situations which are theoretical and others which are practical 

since the study of chemistry in the classroom and laboratory requires 

both these activities. Sub-test scores which arise from the attributes 

described above will be prepared and analysed in order to explore the 

psychological differences that there may be in the attributes. The 

validity of the test is difficult to establish because there is no 

recognised test of chemical judgement but comparison with a similar test 

is made in Section 8.1. The number and quality of the hypotheses are 

examined in Section 8.2 and the measurement of judgement both alone and 

with other variables is reported in Section 8.3. The differences between 

'scope' and 'quality' are also considered in this section.

The act of judgement is also seen to have wider implications. In 

particular it was proposed, most tentatively, in Chapter 1 that 

judgement ability constitutes that part of the learning process called 

Information transformation. If this proposal is to be sustained some 

bearing of judgement upon academic achievement must be expected, and, 

also, the relationship between information transformation and the other 

part of the learning process which is incorporated into this work, 

namely information perception, was also expected to be a fruitful avenue 

for research. Judgement in its restricted sense is confined to Chapter 8 

but these more global aspects are treated in Chapters 9 and 10.
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CHAPTER 4 : THE RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND STRATEGY

Section 4.0 : Introduction

The learning sequence was Introduced as the principal theme of this 

study in Chapter 1 and two of the three stages of the sequence were 

described at some length in Chapters 2 and 3 . At the end of these 

chapters some problems for investigation were posed in outline form.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe these problems in more 

specific terms and to identify additional problems which may be resolved 

by unifying the evidence from the two separate strands of the study, 

dealing respectively with cognitive preferences and judgement. It will 

be recalled from the earlier chapters that the first stage of the learning 

sequence, information reception, could not be distinguished from the second 

stage, information perception, in operational terms that would have permitted 

investigation of the two stages separately. For this reason no work has 

been done on the first stage.. In Chapter 2 the precise nature of the 

second stage was described and it was related to cognitive preference 

behaviour; the relationship between the third stage and Judgement was 

explained in Chapter 3.

It will be recalled from the brief summary of the problems for 

research given in Section 2.6 that the research problems which relate to 

cognitive preference are of three broad types. The first of these are 

technical in nature. It relates to the actual measurement of cognitive 

preferences and include statistical evaluation and item design, and it 

will be identified in Section 4.2 and the results will be reported in 

Chapter 5. The second type is concerned with the structure of cognitive 

preference behaviour and will be reported in Chapter 6. The third

part of this work is contained in Chapter 7 and embraces the dimension 

of time. It concerns the change, if any, of cognitive preference behaviour

In the same sample population in order to explore the possibility that
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cognitive preference behaviour may be interpreted as a cognitive style.

It will be evident from this brief survey of the work which will 

be reported that two different strategies were required. The first 

required the use of populations of students with sufficient experience 

in chemistry to ensure that the examination of preference was a valid 

exercise and to furnish sufficient chemical background for the exercises 

in judgement and also with sufficient time available for testing in depth 

on both the major and the minor variables that were considered to be 

relevant. (These latter variables are reported in Section 4.5). The 

populations were subjected to 'one shot' testing and the data which was 

obtained furnishes evidence in Chapters 5, 6 and 8.

The second strategy required that the same population of students 

should be available over a period of years for 'longitudinal' testing.

It was considered essential that all the students should have some 

experience of chemistry before measurement by the first test of the series. 

|t was also deemed to be important that the series of tests should 

coincide with a period of proven change to strengthen the case for the 

cognitive style issue. The tests which were used for the 'longitudinal' 

study with the same students were reused for comparison with three 

separate bodies of students of equivalent ages and class levels.

The sample populations were drawn from several secondary schools.

The test series for the 'longitudinal' study started when the population

had completed the Illrd Form year, the second test battery was administered

to them at the end of the IVth Form year and the final battery coincided

with the 'O' level examinations at the end of the Vth Form year. All

the students in the samples were engaged in an 'O' level course in

chemistry during this time. (There was a considerable decrease in the
somesize of the sample after the Illrd Form because/students discontinued 

chemistry). The use of chemistry for the test medium was fortuitous: 

other factual material could have been used. Both the 'one shot'
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and * longitudinal' studies required information from a number of 

ancillary tests. These are described with the justification for their 

inclusion in Section 4.4 and a full description of all test instruments 

is included here. A brief account of the test samples and the programme 

which was used in order to resolve the research problems is given in 

Section 4.3. A summary of the investigations using evidence from all 

measurements together with special intent to seek out aspects with direct 

relevance to the classroom is contained in Section 4.5

Section 4.1 : Information Perception

The purpose of this section is to amplify the three broad areas of 

research relating to cognitive preferences which were described in 

Section 2,5. and develop them into more specific areas and then into 

individual research problems. The three problem areas were identified 

as (a) measurement of cognitive preferences, (b) the structure of cognitive 

preference and (c) their stability and possible character as a cognitive 

style. The evidence which relates to these area will be reported in 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

frart (A) : Measurement Aspects of Cognitive Preference

It was pointed out in Section 2.3 (A) that cognitive preference 

instruments cannot be fully validated by independent measurements and 

that it has been the practice invariably to establish 'face* validity 

by employing experienced teachers to scrutinise the tests. The scrutineers 

were asked specifically to ensure that the construct of the mode was 

accurately reflected in the option to the total exclusion of the other 

three constructs.

Research Problem (A.l)

It may reasonably be argued that (a) the modes in a cognitive 

preference instrument are not perceived in the manner Intended by
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the designer of the instrument and by the scrutineers and (b) 

the four individual options of the items are sufficiently 

'mode specific' to ensure the validity of the test instrument.

The restraints which are imposed on the analysis and evaluation of 

cognitive preference data by its ipsative nature have cast doubt on the 

strength of the evidence. Confidence in the research evidence requires 

that the procedures used with cognitive preference data have secure 

statitistical foundation. It may be recalled from the discussion in 

Section 2.2 that cognitive preference tests may be scored in a number of 

different ways. Several workers including Heath (1964) required the 

respondents to select the one most preferred option. Kempa and Dube 

(1973) specified that all the four options of each item should be rank 

ordered, Mackay (1972) and Brown (1974) asked for only the most preferred 

option and the least preferred option of each item.

Research Problem (A.2)

To explore the degree of confidence that resides in normative 

treatment of ipsative data. This is to be done by first measuring 

cognitive preferences on a normative scale, then to rank order this 

data in order to obtain both normative and ipsative data for the 

same preferences, to subject both sets of data to the statistical 

procedures which are normally employed for normative data only and 

finally to compare the evidence from both.

Clearly the length of the test instrument is relevant to this problem. 

Investigators who used moderately sized tests have invariably reported 

adequate internal consistency of the answers, suggesting adequate 

reliability. Brown queried the reliability aspect on the basis of her 

own findings, but she paid inadequate attention to the fact that her data 

was derived from a test with only ten items. Potentially, the question 

of how test length affects test reliability in the case of cognitive 

preference instruments might be thoughtby some to require attention. In
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the author's view, however, this is not so: the general issue is 

adequately covered by the Spearman-Brown prophecy relationship (the 

longer a test the more reliable it tends to be), and no a priori reason 

exists to assume that this relationship would not also be fulfilled in 

the case of cognitive preference tests.

The (pragmatic) decision taken for the purpose of the present research 

was to use cognitive preference tests with a minimum of 24 items.

Attention has also been drawn to Tamir's claim, made in 1975, 

that cognitive preferences have the following elements: general, 

disciplinary, and subject specific. The first is characteristic of the 

individual student and Tamir postulated that it may have two components, 

one inherited and the other acquired through experience. Tamir went 

further to postulate that it is the discipline dependent element which 

is measured by a cognitive preference instrument. It is the intention of 

the administrator that the instrument which is used should sample the 

discipline sufficiently broadly to ensure that the third element that 

Tamir proposed, the subject specific element, should have no specific 

bearing.

Tamir's claim was made more in the nature of a prediction than a 

conclusion reached from direct research enquiry. In the context of the 

present study, the opportunity was seen to exist (and taken) to examine 

one particular aspect of the Tamir claim, namely the subject-specifity 

of cognitive preferences. It may be argued that, if cognitive preferences 

do indeed contain the subject-specific element suggest by Tamir, items 

with common subject matter should give rise to preference scores which 

correlate more strongly with one another than with preference scores 

from items with no common subject matter.

Research Problem (A,3)

Cognitive Preference items will be examined to determine whether

subject-specificity can be demonstrated.
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Part (B) : The Measurement of Cognitive Preference and the Evaluation of 
Pupils

Part I : Structure (Research Problem (B.l)).

The structure of cognitive preference behaviour has already been 

established by earlier workers and their findings are reported in Section 

2.4 Part B . The structure described by Kempa and Dube (1973) involves 

two bipolarities which were identified as an R/Q scale (curiosity scale) 

and an A/P scale (utility scale). Confirmation of the evidence using 

normative data was sought and the alternative structure reported by 

Mackay (involving an R/P scale) when a different analytical procedure 

was employed, was thought to merit investigation.

Part II : The Evaluation of Pupils (Research Problem (B.2)-(B.7))

(Research Problem (B.2)

Kempa and Dube (1973) found a relationship between cognitive

preference orientation and academic achievement as measured by 'O' level 

grades. They reported that students with high achievement preferred the 

Q and P modes while those with low achievement preferred the R and A modes. 

Kempa and Dube's measure of academic achievement (O-level grades), though 

convenient to use, can only be regarded as a coarse measure for it is 

not known what qualities such grades reflect. A further point, made by 

Brown (1975) for example, concerns the question whether the expression by 

a person of his cognitive preference might not simply be an expression 

of his academic ability. This type of question is no doubt prompted by 

the use of two terms in connection with cognitive preference testing which 

are also used by Bloom in his Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (the 

two terms are Recall and Application). In consequence evidence was 

sought to establish whether the relationship was as strong when academic 

achievement was measured by scores in a test of recall of chemical 

information and when measured in a test of understanding of chemical 

principles.

Kempa and Dube's finding about the relationship between academic
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achievement and cognitive preference orientation applied to students 

subsequent to their completion of the 'O' level chemistry course. In 

view of the fact that for the present study a somewhat younger population 

was used,( viz Illrd formers) it cannot automatically be assumed that the 

same or a similar relationship would apply here also. This, of course, 

provides an additional justification for the pursuit of this part of the 

Investigation.

(Research Problem (B.3))

One difficulty which is inherent in the measurement of chemical 

achievement in a situation in which the student population originates 

from several different schools, stems from the likelihood of different 

curricular structures existing in the different schools. Although tests 

of chemical/science achievement can be designed which, at least superficially, 

take into consideration such differences in so far as they are discoverable 

by interviews with teachers, full certainty about the 'fairness' of these 

tests cannot be gained since curricular differences may exist in different 

schools. For this reason, it was thought essential in the context of 

this study to obtain scores on a more global measure of ability/aptitude 

as a reference measure. The tests which were selected for this purpose 

were the Bristol measures (Achievement Test, Study Skills, Level 5)since 

these are broadly 'science' related.

Attention has already been drawn to the point that the stability of 

cognitive preference can be conceived of in relative terms, i.e. where 

the position of an individual in relationship to others remains fairly 

constant with time, despite there being a gradual overall shift in such 

orientations with time. If, indeed, such a gradual overall shift takes 

place (evidence for or against this was sought as part of the study), the 

question arises what causes or might cause such shift. A number

of obvious variables and factors present themselves and these included 

1) pupil maturation as measured by class level,ii) syllabus content and

curricular influences, iii) school and/or class environment, iv) teacher
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attributes , v) the science interest and bias towards or away from 

science of each respondent and vi) sex. The psychometric problems and 

the need for substantial, or even vast, sample populations together limited 

the issues that could be examined to the following three research problems. 

Research Problem (B.4)

To investigate the relationship between pupil maturation (as measured 

by class level) and cognitive preference behaviour.

Research Problem (B.5)

To Investigate the relationship between science interest and bias 

towards science and science studies and cognitive preference 

behaviour.

Attempts were made to examine these relationships in so far as they 

exist by appropriate correlational analysis.

The final problem which was attended to in this section was to 

examine whether there is any difference in cognitive behaviour between 

the sexes (Problem (B.6)). The particular intention was to repeat the 

work by Tamir on older students (Tamir 1976) to see whether the differences 

in cognitive preference behaviour between the sexes is also apparent with 

pre 'O' level students. At the same time an investigation was undertaken 

to see whether there is any difference in cross relationships between 

cognitive preference and academic achievement for the two sexes.

Part (C) : Stability and Style 

(Research Problem (C.l))

The interest in this section of the research stems from the belief 

that genuine style characteristics may be associated with cognitive 

preferences. The most important evidence which could be gained in support 

of this concerns the stability of cognitive preference ratings for an 

individual since that would point to a consistent deep-rooted response 

pattern. Stability in this context has two dimensions: (a) stability 

across subject boundaries and discipline divisions. This has been explored
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and, by and large, been substantiated although the claim by Tamir (1967) 

to there being in existence a distinct subject-specific element to 

cognitive preference ratings must inevitably weaken the usefulness of 

stability in this respect (i.e. the across-subject stability) as providing 

firm evidence in support of the styles notion, (b) the more important 

line of enquiry concerns stability with time since this has been used by 

workers in cognitive styles areas as major evidence.

Two propositions are worthy of consideration:

(i) retention of absolute position in a styles network (i.e. no 

shift or adjustment is occurring with the passage of time)

(ii) retention of a relative position (i.e. relative to others 

in a styles network.)

Previous findings by workers in cognitive styles seem to suggest that (i) 

is hardly ever found. There is indeed some shift, but (importantly) an 

individual's position in the distribution pattern obtained for a largeish 

population has been found repeatedly to be and to remain fairly constant.

It is this that tends to be taken as evidence in favour of styles and 

their existence. In the present situation, this type of stability will 

be looked for, i.e. the stability of an individual’s position in a relative 

sense, although the absolute position will also be explored.

The notion of stability in cognitive preference orientation differs 

from the stability which is normally associated with styles in that four, 

usually ipsative, measures are involved. It is therefore necessary that 

the stability of the four measurements together is examined as a single 

relationship (hereafter labelled relationship stability) . It is also 

necessary that the examination of relationship stability is preceded by 

evidence to show that the respondent's behaviour is stable during the 

administration of each test instrument and that, each of the four mode 

preferences from which the relationship is built is separately stable 

(I.e. that there is an acceptable measure of mode stability). An extension 

of the study of stability takes the cognitive preference relationship and
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and examines it in the light of the structure of cognitive preference 

behaviour.

Section 4.2 : Information Transformation

The term judgement and the relationship between judgement and

information transformation has been discussed in Section 1.3 and in

Chapter 3. In brief, the principle is that judgement is a two stage

process in which the learner, as the "judge",has first to create hypotheses

and then to assess their reasonableness. Subsequent 'adjustment' of the

learner's cognitive structure as it exists prior to the information

transformation permits the new information to be embedded in new or

modified cognitive structure. This part of the study was designed to

examine each of these stages separately and, also, together. The assessment

°* reasonableness is the principal objective of the Judgement Exercises.

Each of the items in Part I (the theoretical part) provides the respondent

with information about a chemical situation, a problem relating to that

situation and some statements. The respondent is required to create one

or more hypotheses which relate the information to the problem and then

classify the statements into categories of reasonableness in the light of

that hypothesis. (If the respondent has more than one acceptable hypothesis

he must assess reasonableness with each and arrive at a category that he

deems most likely). The items in Part II (the practical part) are similar

except in that an experiment is proposed and its outcome, if positive, has

to be assessed for reasonableness ; an experiment' is reasonanable if it explore^ 
a parameter
that is both relevant and useful in resolving the problem.

The quality of the hypotheses is examined by Part III of the 

Judgement Exercise. The items are similar to those which are used 

Previously but only the information and the problem are given. The student 

*ias *° devise experiments which he thinks will give relevant and useful
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outcomes. The quality of the experiment is then assessed by an adult 

chemist.

It will be recalled from Chapter 3 (Section 3.4) that the categories 

were chosen so as to embrace both scope and quality. The classifications 

which offer the parameters of scope are (a) ’sensible' in that the statement 

is in harmony with the whole body of science and (b) ’relevant’ in that the 

statement has bearing on that part of the body of science which is germane 

to the problem situation. Quality is a notion that is specific to the 

actual problem; if the statement makes full use of all the information that 

is given it is classified as being ’adequate’, if it requires no more 

information than might reasonably be expected to be present in the cognitive 

structure of the respondent it is classified as being 'justified'. Copies 

of the Judgement Exercises are given in Appendix D, E and G.

It is therefore deemed to be axiomatic for the purpose of this research 

into judgement behaviour (a) that the act of judgement is Initiated by # 

an introductory statement of genuine chemical fact and a question which

relates to that fact, (b) that the respondent creates a hypothesis (or
that '

more than one) and (c)/he evaluates the statements which are incorporated

in each item (using a classification procedure with multiple choice format).

The hypothesis that is employed by the respondent is not revealed but the

extent to which it accords with accepted scientific fact is revealed by the

responses which are given. This procedure was adopted by King (1972)

and the test instruments used in this study were developed in the light of

that research.

The research problems which arise in the new study are of three broad 

types. The first concerns the conceptualisation of what constitutes 

judgement in the chemistry context, and how such judgement might be 

measured. Essentially this concerns the development of suitable 'instruments* 

«nd it is discussed in Section 3.3. The second type of problem concerns the 

evaluation of the instrument for the measurement of judgement ability, in 

terms of its validity and reliability. The third type is the relationship,
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if any, between judgement ability and general chemical competence and 

achievement, and curricular influences upon the student« Research problems 

(D.l), ÇD.2), and (D.3) relate to the second problem type and Research 

Problems (E.l) - (E.4) to the third.

Research Problem (D.l)

Reliable measurement of judgement in the manner prescribed requires

that the instrument / 'face' validity and that the individual
should .statements/respond well to item analysis.

The 'face' validity of the instrument was examined by chemistry 

teachers.

Research Problem (D.2)

It was considered reasonable to ask respondents to write their

responses to the test ; in a supplementary test respondents were asked to 
state the

/experiment(s) that they would perform in a number of further 

situations similar to those encountered in the test in which problems 

of similar type had been given. It was theorised that respondents who 

were consistently able to suggest experiments which were considered 

by the investigator to be relevant to the problem, had consistently 

hypothesised correctly in the supplementary test and it was anticipated 

that they would score better on the main test instrument.

Research Problem (D.3)

Instruction in scientific method is not a specified requirement of 

the syllabus of most examination boards. While it is likely that most 

teachers of science dwell upon this topic at some time during the 

0 level course it is unlikely that it would be in the forefront of the 

minds of the respondents. It was deemed to be important to establish 

whether or not brief training in the rôle of the hypothesis in 

scientific method would impi'ove the performance on a test of judgement.

A sample population was divided at random into groups which received 

different training and all were then required to respond to the instrument;
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Research Problem (D.4)

It was postulated that the facility of an item might be related to 

the number of 'cause-and—effect' links between the observations in the 

opening statement and the parameter for investigation proposed in the 

ensuing statement.

It will be evident from the discussion on the curricular differences 

between schools (see under Research Problem B.2 above) that similar 

differences might be relevant in the study of judgement ability and general 

chemical competence (the third problem mentioned above).

Research Problem (E.l)

It was considered to be important that the scores in a test of 

judgement ability should be related to the scores in other and more 

global measures of achievement in science, i.e. 0 Level grade and 

other scores in chemical tests.

It may be argued or at least thought possible that judgement ability 

should in some form be linked to what may be described broadly as "intellectual 

maturity". Since the subjects involved in this study as a whole were 

students in the critical phase of intellectual development during which, 

according to Piaget, formal reasoning ability develops, it was thought 

advisable to explore whether students' developmental levels do in any 

significant way influence or correlate with their judgement behaviour. For 

this reason a suitable test of Piagetian tasks was administered as part of 

the investigation. It should be pointed out that this aspect of the study 

was decided upon for exploratory reasons and not in pursuit of a definite 

hypothesis perceived in an a priori way.

Research Problem (E.2)

To explore the relationship, if any, between developement level and 

judgement behaviour.

'Intellectual maturity' cannot be seen simply in terms of some Piagetian 

or other developmental process, but must also encompass broad intellectual
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skills, e.g. those customarily measured in terms of I.Q. or similar tests.

It was thought desirable therefore to examine the extent to which 

Judgement ability relates, in a correlational sense, to an accepted measure 

of intellectual skills which, at least in part, reflects on science 

orientation. The particular measure adopted for the study, was the Bristol 

Achievement Test, Study Skills, Level 5. Details of this test are given 

in Section 4.5, Part E and a copy will be found in Appendix F .

Research Problem (E.3)

To explore the relationship, if any, between intellectual awareness 

for science (as measured by the Bristol Achievement Test) and 

judgement behaviour.

The Bristol Achievement Test is a standardised test and does not cover 

chemical situations as such. There is thus no information to be gained 

from the comparison of the Bristol Test scores and judgement scores about 

the effect which chemical achievement has on judgemental competence.

King's (1972) study indicated that such effect, if it exists, is of limited 

magnitude only, but this result was considered by him to require confirmation 

In consequence this facet was re-examined in the context of the present 

study, by comparing judgement behaviour of students with their chemistry 

achievement grades obtained in 0 Level examinations as well as in end-of-year 

tests in chemistry.

Section 4,3 ! Multivariate Analysis

In the previous sections cognitive preference behaviour and judgement 

ability have been dealt with as unrelated (i.e. separate) variables. It 

was suggested in Chapter 1 that they are in fact linked through the learning 

model. In consequence an attempt will'be made in Chapter 9 to cxploro 

whether any such link is borne out by the data which was obtained in this 

study. Questions such as whether judgement abilities can be related to
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i T h e  Test Samples

Note: (a) Judgement Ex-I was used and reported by King (1972)

(b) The total number of respondents who completed all 
teats was .439.

<c) A schedule of tests is given in Appendix

(d) CPI-III and JE-III were also administered to 123 
respondents in 1976.

»fine-Shot1 _SJudX

3-ggts Administered

Cognitive Preference Test-lH 

Judgement Ex-III
3) Differential Aptitude Test - Number*

4) ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -  Space*

Year : 1976 

No, of Classes : 7 

Class Level : Illrd Form 

No. of
respondents : 161

English Comprehension Test*

Piagetian Test (combinatorial)

7> l.Q. (Otis « & 8)

®) ■ End-of-year examination of achievement ,
in chemistry

* Note; the data from tho tests marked <*) were gathered and processed but 
they wore not used extensively,
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4 . ln sufficient depth to permit them
Siven ijjje care which the students took

the 1”P°rta“Ce 01 the Tsltlsfactory; th. a blighted

^  *"*■ ~  — U ?  “  d. Each tost or — «  ofbi post 'O' Level euphoria « r e  Jettisone

of one class period of wtests was designed to last lor the dura

"lD“teS’ teats «ere administered to the same students
Three dlllerent preference ^  ^  ^  IMesrch

j ifliA and til® dfl-tfii
June and July 1974, 1979 an ^  ^  Btudents »ere tested

- U h  required 'longitudinal' ^  . ln W 74, a tost of
on the Bristol hchleveuent Tea ^  ^  ^  #f the same Judgement
Judgement la 1975 and a secon . lrom 1976

test In 1976. Most ol the one ^  also used lor a cognitive

nird Form students but a IVth Form ^  a„otherItlrd Form sample
Preference test and a test ol Judgement

. i n  1977- 411 th° '°' U V  E used for a judgement test in

nf 1976«^ere used were awarded in the Surome 

Section 4.5 * The Teat J M ^aggSiS.

„  •" "7 “ “
(el intellectual development andachievement, (d) science orienta 

(f) other tests,

Part 1 x\ , Cognitive_Pgeterence^QS^. .

' the first two are similar and bothThree instruments were used; the fir

„nd Dube and used some of their items.
follow the model used by Kempa and Dube an



EeVen items are common to the two instruments. The third was written 

aiter the publication of Brown's paper (1975) and it contained only original

items.

The first cognitive preference instrument, called 'Thinking in 

^emistry contained concepts suitable for Ilnd and Illrd form students 

oi chemistry. The pretest version of the test was issued to 55 llnd form 

students in June 1973 and subsequently amended in the light of the pretest 

Endings, in its operational format, it was used with 717 Illrd form 

students in 9 schools during June and July 1974. It contained 24 items 

eacfc with 4 options and responses were given by allocating 3, 2, 1 and 0 

V°tes to the options in order of preference. (This scoring procedure is 

identical to the 4, 3, 2, 1 procedure used by other workers. It leads 

t0 smaller mode totals and facilitates the mental arithmetic involved in 

M e s s i n g  response sheets but it may seem misleading in that it accentuates 

pr°Portional differences between mean mode scores.) The pretest data is 

Biven in Table 4.2.

The pretest was achieved by sending the material to one, two or three 

Btbdents in each of 27 schools; in each of these schools the science 

tfiacher was asked to scrutinise the language and content and to say whether 

®*cb of the items had been covered during routine school work. The items

*®re further examined by three experienced teachers of chemistry who had

received instruction in cognitive preference test construction and had 

criticaliy examined three previous tests. All the items of this instrument 

*°re new and the only innovation was an attempt to minimise student anxiety 

bT stressing that each person's way of approaching data is unique and not 

necessarily inferior or superior to that of others. The anxiety arises 

because the administration of a cognitive preference instrument places the 

student in a novel situation, He is accustomed to expressing preferences

Arts subjects but ho is not normally invited to do so in a Science subject.
A copy of this instrument will be found at Appendix A .
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/
Tho Pretest Data and Operational Test Data of Cognitivo 
Preference Test-I , II and III

No. of students : 55, Class Level Ilnd Mean Age : 12.11
(S.D. 3.7
month)

No. of items : 24 Scoring Procedure ; (/^ 0, 0, 0)

Mean Mode Scores : R 7.5 (S.D. 2.3)
A 5.9 ( 1.3)
Q 5.1 ( 1.2)
P 5.4 ( 0.9)

Comments from the respondents and their teachers were 
invited; 8 items were altered and 4 were replaced.

CPl-T .thinking in Chemistry - I (Appendix A)

No. of students : 606 Class Level - Illrd «'

No. of items : 24 Scoring Procedure : (3, 2, 1, 0)

Mean Mode Scores : R 38.42 (S.D. 8.09)
A 32.93 ( 10.64)
Q 33.90 ( 7.45)
P 38.40 ( 10.01)

CPi„tt1 -hlnlclng in Chemistry - II (Appendix B)

No. of students : 426 Class Level - IVth

No . of items : 28 Scoring Procedure : (3, 2, 1, 0)

Mean Mode Scores : R 41.81 (S.D. 11.09)
A 41.13 ( 9.97)
Q 37.70 ( 8.66)
P 47.27 ( 10.85)

Seven items in CPI-II'were also used in CPI-I (Nos, 5, 8, 16, 29, 23, 27 

28), These were the so-called 'link items’.

Teaching Notes (Appendix C)

No. of students : 439 Class Level - Vth
No. of items : 28 Scoring Procedure ; (*<X, / ;.0| X)
Moan Mode Scores : R 13.39 (S.D. 9.07)

A 10.88 ( 9.84)
Q 9.98 ( 8.86)
P 11.82 ( 0,44)
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second cognitive preference instrument, called 'Thinking in

ernistry II contained 28 items each with 4 options. 17 of the 28 items

er® written by Kempa and Dube (1971), 4 were new and 7 were from CPI-I,

l&tention of these 7 items was to repeat them a third time in CPI-III 
and the.en examine the stability of students' cognitive preference behaviour 

ese items in each of the three years. The need for extensive modification 

^**-111 frustrated this plan. CPI-II was administered to 606 students
In 19*7*5 477 of these had also worked CPI-I in the previous year. A
COpy ,

1 the instrument appears as Appendix B .

papers by Williams (1975) and Brown (1975) stressed the need to

ini»ize the factors/wliVck ̂ nt^rfe^re ̂ ith^he examination of preference.
Wi 11 *

iams measured the contribution made by preference to a cognitive

Reference score and found it to be small in comparison both to method

ftnce and content variance but he concluded that "preferences do

c°ntribute sufficient variance to make them worthy of examination" (p.74).
Brown / »11 (P.53) had raised the possibility that the tests used by Heath and by

a could have provided extensive cueing with linguistic flags and that

*8 ®ight have been responsible for the high internal consistency reported

y these investigators. In the light of this criticism by Brown a drastic

®vision was undertaken of the instrument which had already been written,

Cl,lltinised and pretested. The new document was written during the Spring

*976; it was scrutinised and discussed, but/not pretested through laedt

0f time before administration. No ’item-total score' analysis was done and 
thus some imperfections survived in the final document,

A particular innovation made for the third cognitive preference
ln®trum
The

as

ent (CPI-III) concornod the introductory statement of each item. 

r6ie of the statement is to identify a small part of subject area and

a rule.it-is interchangeable with the R (= Recall) mode option. It is 

clear whether respondents perform a triangular exercise whon declaring



. g by relating each to the 
ir of options oy

a preference between every Pa simply ignore the
. -l „ or whether th y

introductory statement separo * _a which entai s
tifying the subjeci

introductory statement after i en a4r-wise basis or int,m t  either on a pair »is
* straight comparison between op „ference la consistently

. u-eference ratingi
some other pattern, li ln thS " , .. nosslbly hiss the response

n+ this might P
»ade to the introductory stateme > tement (for instance,

the introductory star
towards the mode implicit in mode implicit in

13 of CPI”11 ”a
the introductory statement of item decision was made,

has a Q mode)•
H, of 15 has an A mode and of  ̂^  topics, to assign the four

therefore, to prepare four items ach page and each
strument and to givo

Hems to the same page of the n statement to a title
of the introductory sxax

item brief titles. The reductio _ acb 0f expressing
using or t)ias tn ,

H s  thought to minimise any c +eat items by releasing
d the construction °

Preferences, it also eased tn Ji4„Atlon as an option.
ment f°r utiHzai'x

H e  customary introductory state Q and p options were at

Halysis of the draft instrumen ssarlly more complex than the
>i TV©

higher level of abstract on ^ achieve and small

R and A options. Uniformity seemed ^  required modification.
it« few items»Iterations were made to 39 vth Form students, 123 IVthTor»

CPI-III was administered to « 9  ^  ^  ^  JolJ, 1976. It was

»Indents end 161 IUrd Form »‘nde might taclUtate an easier
«* _ »t scoring P

thought that ■ ^  ■ node responding was chosen,
»»pression o< prolerencea, and hence ^

* Copy of CPI-UI is Bl»C" “  e c 0J the first three
. .nereis, the *Pur °As an alternative exe  ̂ with 45 Illrd Form4nto 24 pairs and used with so

Pages of the CPI wore hrohon ^  >_i). *  m e  scoring

students for the Pal» ^  to pcrml't them to rate each

Procedure was altered for ^  data .lronl the former was used to gauge
response on a 100 point ^  ^  ^  n(>d(i8 and the data from the
commitment and construct vo

a

R



independent
la*ter furnished an opportunity to view each item as an 
tes* unit with normative score, to assess "item-total score" correlation,

to see how various scoring procedures and methods of analysis behave after 
the alteration to ipsative scoring has been superimposed on them, to 

examine fluctuations in intensity of response preferences and to illuminate 

the concepts of internal consistency and reliability when applied to

c°gnitive preference measurements.

; Judgement Tests
The Exercises of Judgement set out to present genuine judgement 

situations. They were intended to be genuine in the sense that the 

r6sPondent had sufficient knowledge of the general situations but no 

“Pacific knowledge of the problems. They were also intended to be well 

wi*hin the intellectual capacity of target samples of respondents. It 

be evident that the severity of these restraints ensures that no 

document will be ideal for any one student and that the test exercise

®Ust represent some compromise for both ability and experience.

A sound scientific judgement was theorised as having four attributes 
Celled sense, relevancy, adequacy and justification. These are described 

*h Section 3.4. The classification procedure which was used by the

Respondents was related to these attributes.
It was also thought necessary to accommodate within the set of Judgement

E*ercises both the theoretical and the practical dimensions which are

^aracteristic of the sciences. For this reason the Judgement Exercises

divided into two parts. In the first part, judgements of each of the

4 attributes were demanded in relation to theoretical situations. In the

®econd part, further judgements were required concerning the practical

Problems. For the latter purpose judgements of these attributes only were

Squired, The fourth attribute, ’justified1, was not used here because

is a necessary condition of the items in this part. (Judgement

Exercise - II, which served as the protest for the ensuing document, was

“R^uctured slightly differently).



edition of the test in order to

Rv , , Mlltv to devise useful experiments forexplore the respondents * ability
i . a written record ofthemselves. It was open-ended and asked only

®lucidate four iurther practical proble» situations. Tha propose
,hcy eaamioed evoa raootolyexPeriments were scrutinised to see w 

Relevant parameters.
.,nised by adult chemists to ensure face The exercises were scrutinised by

tlocated to each respondent was simp yvalidity and the score which was a
* which matched those Judgements of the the sum of those of his judgemen

adults.

to measure judgement was A teat (called JS-ID wMch purported to «
„  test whicb .as uaed and reported by Prepared In 1973. (JE-I »as the teat

„  , . theoretical altuatlona and live practicalKing (1972),1 It contained five t
. briefly and in each a problem was posed. 0n«s. Each situation was describe -»-tical

* ilowed by some statements and the practicalThe theoretical situations were followed y
„tv. statements and experiments were intended to °nes by some experiments. The

ethoses which would unify the problem Simulate the student into making hyp
test rubric required the statement/hhd the stateraent/experiment.

the four attributes of judgement.experiment to be classified in terms
_ ' responses was taken aa a measure ofThe sum of correct classification

w - in multiple-choice format andability of judgement. Response was man
u exemplars of each attribute. A copyno guidance was given on the numbe

°f the test booklet appears as A£Eendix_D.

nf JE-H were subjected to an ’item’ analysis. This The responses of JE-u we
. wrtttom group of 82 scripts (27% of the**s done by hand with a top and bottom gro p

* R Vnments' were found to have both a discrimination *otal sample). Only 25 statements w
« facility coefficient greater than 0.50,c°efficient greater than 0.30 and

« in «rtd o 25 and the remainder were even 23 had coefficients greater than0, i

i ™  rt efficients would not have been acceptable1®bs satisfactory. These coeffic

A  third part was added to the new

; :r 73 ■ *



„ nhilitv but in the present case itfor/the usual normative tests of cogn v

‘ , items with lowish statistics on the'«as thought justifiable to retain item
■ « the highest level of intellectual

wound, that the teat la operating h0(J consldoroble
«■Ulty. It »as particularly noticeable that reap

•terns keyed as inadequate and thosedifficulty in discriminating between operations
, «„ part II betweeninadequate praokeyed as justified and also

In Part II and those »hich were keyed f

cholce oi material »hich «.a imposed by the
The restriction on the ch readily

homical flavour, which were readilyneed to select situations with some c fficlently
c  a ts at ’O' Level and yet »hich »ere s u m c i euonprehenslble to students . 1 » « —

not have feature«h°vel to ensure that they would not n

oi-ruction rather difficult.teaching, made the task of item con which
vaster categories and situations which£ven so further items were added to

, uttable items with adequate statistics appeared to have a dearth of s fiPPOndary
th , f JE-II »as administered to 23 teachers of secondthe expanded version of «  “  and

„ u  „iormation gleaned iron the students andschool chemistry.* The body «rnrfuced
„ new version of the test was produced, teachers was carefully examined and

* and is abbreviated JE-1II.was called "Chemical Judgemen . a eonv
edition of the test were amplified. A copyThe instructions to the new

, part i of the test (relating to theoretical appears as Table 4.3(aX *or par . »

, Part II (dealing with practical situations), situations) nud Table 4.3(b). for

as Appendix E . A sample situation isA copy of the test booklet appe

. of a respondent at Table 4.4(a). andshown with the postulated thoug

nle of a situation from Part II is given Idib). respectively and an example of a —  n .

at „ 4  5(b) The terms which are used In the instructat gable 4.5(a) and 4_J5£b).. ine

respondents are defined as folio

■ „ „ Anclia 2 at the University of Keele and 10* 11 at the University of E Angl *
in schools in Kent.
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Sensible • This means that the statement is in harmony

with the whole body of scientific experience 

in its widest aspects. All statements in the JEs

were Intended to be sensible.

that the statement Is in harmony with justified : This means that tn

the facts and observations which are described 

in the situation in the test booklet. It is an 

essentially local concept.

. 0jon„flte if it makes full use of adequate : A statement is adequate

the information which has been given in the

description, ibis is both local and pragmatic.

The decision at issue here is the point at which

he iudged sufficient, the use may be juua

, has bearing on the problem; not relevant : The statement has bean g

merely on the situation alone.

V  in Part I each with 8 statements (two for There are five situations in Parr

at-ft a further five situations in Part IIe*ch of the 4 attributes) and there

ftarh of 3 attributes; as noted before,®ach with 6 proposed actions (two f

4++pdv Some simple illustrations were the attribute 'justified' was omitted).
‘«reduced to generate interest and to enhance comprehension.

/ r.ftfnorated into JE-III was treated separately The third part which was incorporated

1 ' ' -A)ir new problem situations were presented,the other two parts. Four new p

Thft \fftd to devise experiments which he thought wouldrespondent was required to a

.lom, he was told that the experiment should 8e*ve to elucidate the problem, he
L . . . . Mead to relevant information beyondsuitable for an ’E ’ classification lie« .— _—

a. .„„i.pd +o devise ton experiments and he wasthat already given). He was invited to ue »

if . ^  between the four situations in any combination.Ifeo to distribute the ten between

purpose of this p.rt wee two-fold, it was designed .to exsmlne the n.turo 

•« the experimcnta which were suggested sr.d it was designed to furnish y

« . , f« «hie to devise experiments to exploreevidonco on whether students were able to aevi P .
(to page 81)
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Zabi£-4.3 (aï Instructions to Respondents for Part I of JE-ÏII

THIS IS A TEST OF CUBICAL JUDGEMENT. It is designed for
wh° do not necessarily know a great deal of ohomiatry but have n
understanding of the subject. You are cxvon intomationon y
ar® askQd to say whether some further observations and e^rinents
2?« sense. T lie re are no catches, no mistakes, n0 nuv fast '
The test is in THREE parts. Work care£ j ^  ^to finish the test in the time allowed (AO minutes).
INSTRUCTIONS for PARPJMS« ' , ,hQ
In Fart One there are five eituationa wWoh^are yp^c aituation 

many situations which a chemist en &nd 30ine statements
is described briefly, a question 1 P (and one only)
are made. You are asked to put an X in ° _  
of the four boxes for that statemen .

* *  an ,x. in the A Box i f  tho S f l a  i ^

* *  an -A' in the »  Box i f  ~

5 2ys2nJS&£ *<“ > *■  ^been given in the description. ,
... +v,o statement has some bearing on thePut an 'X' in the C Box if the etateme ^

problem but contains information infomation whioh ha3
ffliLPFUTi because it merely any lisht on the problem,been given already or fails to throw any *

Put an 'X* in the D Box if t h e s o  has'no bearing*™ it. SffiSLBVANT to the problem given and so nas

PSMEMBER Choose A if the statement is JUSTIFIED
B NOT JUSTIFIED
C INADEQUATE
D IRRELEVANT

THINK CAREFULLY about the DIFFERENCES between these choices 
BEFORE you start. When you have started, think about 
each statement carefully and quite independently of all 
the other statements.

Put ONE 'X' ONLY in EACH GROUP OF FOUR BOXES.
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I?bl<
Instructions to Respondents for Part II of JE-III

^ ^ a r t ^ Vo ........

**••••.. of this tost you will meet five further situations. 
This time experiments are suggested which might 
be undertaken to shecl light on the problem which i3 
posed.

•Put an »X1 in the E column if the experiment which is suggested 
will lead to information BEYOND that already given, 
AND this information is RELEVAI IT to the problem 
stated.

an 'X' in the P column if the experiment which is suggested
will lead to information BEYOND that already given, 
BUT this information is m a LEVAIff to the problem 
stated.

Put an 'X* in the G column if the experiment which is suggested 
will merely give information which is ALREADY 
AVAILABLE.

Put o n e ’x* ONLY in EACH GROUP, of THREE, boxes.

avai?^ assurne that information from other experiments is
lablej consider each experiment according to its own merit.
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liA-(a) ; Situation 4 from JE-III

Vo Iume

Sample A 

Sample B

,  ̂ Sample 
B

Sample
A

low T| T2 T3 high

Temperature

%
0l,CUry. *'Wo tubes containing samples of gas trapped by a drop of
fra 9 the*2'^^83 are -̂n an oil bath which can be heated. The
ph s W Une two ^ ses at different temperatures can be measured. The 

gp ̂  178 the volumes of the samples over a range of temperatures.
?s ‘T^^gsjbehave differently. T7hv?

Saj»Ple B
*.

2?.
28.

29.
h o .
pi.

ha.

At tear
m y be turned into a liquid by cooling.

the*'eciP®rature Ti. there are more molecules of gas in Sample B 
^  there are ¿  Sample A.
^ple b undergoes a reaction when heated. ..... ........ .

shows that at temperatures higher than T ^  the two gases_ 1 •ve differently.  ̂ .
! «■» nitrogen tetroxlde *2-

ioth samples are caseous at tempo „ le A at temperatures
Ih= gas hydrogen loaide would t e h a v e ^ li^ ^ -^  500ec.
»*r 100OC and W -  B - P * ’ » * pressure.

experiment was conduoted
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(b) ; Thoughts postulated for a respondent while he is
■— Ŝ ££g__on Situation 4 of JE-III

Postulated thoughts 
of student
(possible hypotheses)

Zîi®__two
■£?ses
¿ghave

Interpret the graph/decrease in 
Vol B/T„ could be b.pt. of B.

more molecules/greater volume/ 
change in no. of molecules.

change in no. of molecules

kink in curve/more molecules of 
B/behave differently

N„0, must react when heated —2—4------ ------

Interpret the graph/both are 
gases.

ammonia not react at lower temp., 
does at higher

interpret graph/a straight line 
therefore no pressure change

Decision and 
Classification

Accept - D 
data says tubes 
filled with gas.

Accept - A

Accept - A

Accept - C
Does not explain
cause of difference

Accept - B 
Uses extraneous 
information

Accept - C
Does not explain
cause of difference

Accept - B 
Uses extraneous 
information.

Accept - D 
irrelevant : same 
for both gases.

(i) Postuiated hypotheses/inferences, underlined.

(Ü) The following must be in the cognitive structure of the 
student:

- ability to interpret graphs

- comprehension of phase change/temperature relationship

- kinetic theory of matter
t

- Arogadro's hypothesis

- Charles' Law

(Hi) The following must not be in the cognitive structure of the 
• student:■

" knowledge of thermal dissociation of gases.



The painted iron posts which 
are used to support the netting 
round playgrounds and tennis 
courts rust far more rapidly near 
the ground (i.e. within 25 cm. 
of the ground) than they rust 
elsewherc.
The rusting is y m o v e n _ V/liy? 
Assume that one or more poles are 
treated in each of the following 
ways and they will be carefully 
examined for rust at suitable 
intervals of time thereafter,
25. Provide a shield to

prevent rain water from 
splashing up from the 
ground on to the post.

D* Raise a pole and replant it with the buried section encased 
in polythene.
Replace an iron pole with another which is identical in all 
respects except in that it is made of aluminium.

28 n• Raise a pole and replant it the other way up.
29. Replant the poles with ru3t resistant paint.

Shorten a pole by cutting it through at 25 cm. above ground 
level and reset it in the ground.

(a) ; Situation Z from JE~III

£abi
Situation^ of^.rE-III
(b) ; Thoughts postulated for a respondent while he is

item

25

Postulated thoughts 
of student

rusting is due to chemicals

26
leached from the ground.
rusting is due to chemical 
interaction with soil water 
and/or solutes/polythene will 
serve as barrier.

^uneven
aluminium may or may not behave
similarly.

28 rusting will recur

29
rusting may be delayed.

30 rusting will recur ‘

N°te . the galvanic nature of rusting must not
bo in the cognitive structure of the 

, student,

, 80

Decision and 
Classification

accept - E

accept - E

accept - F 
new info, but 
irrelevant

accept - G 
info, already 
available
accept - F 
new info, but 
irrelevant
accept - G 
info, already 
available.



,,od that Meallngs (1901, 1963)alternative parameters (It will be re
, f „ifflenity for students). A record wasiound that this was an area of di .
. „ • „  . teyond and relevant) experiments which

"  #‘ “U  th° E'C“ eg0ri ‘ awarded a point tor each of the experiments
submitted, each student was ^  ln it and hia total

*Hch he devised if a relevant par ,,
. „♦ involved more than one apparently

score was recorded. It an exper me ,which
. , . „  „ere awarded; a mere explanation (televant variable two points wer correot

x Hid not score even if it was embraced no relevant parameter) or

explanation,
. , JE.IV) comprised seven problem

The final exercise (designa e ci>ven
nnrts Of JE-III)s Each of the seven equations (drawn from all three P

+ and the student was required to say in Problems had proposed experimen s
♦ the effort necessary for the

-ich of the experiments he ^  ^  ^  ^  the experiment

sompletlon of the experiment wns ^  ^  ^  Mlwllti extensive use

Sxplored n parameter which was been proffered by oth.r^^^ responSes
had previously / si-««Was made of experiments which B+„iient
eienale for the test was that the student 1° Part III of JE-III* The rations

, first to generate one or mere hypothesesin responding to it would have f
 ̂ Hffht, The instructions merely Rbd then review the experiment in t e worth

,. lneicate Whether the experiment was worth «tted that the student should lndlc ,
a ive a reason nor to provide any cl.sstfiction.»ding. He was not asked to give a rea ■ -

nrecorv E (= beyond and relevant) Items 31 of the 70 items were keyed as c a n
.n+oBorv F (=* beyond and it« divided between category r v**d the remainder were equally divi , *
i„i a copy of the bookleta already available). a copyirrelevant) and G (= information alrea y

*nd of the response key appears at A££endix_G.

ibUdity of Judgement Exercises rt
■ alidity of these must be a matter of defini The construct validity .

was assessed by 33 lodges who found the items representative of whs «

intended. Concurrent validity cannot he established because there

ith which to compare the judgements as they are Recognised other measure with
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defined hero and assessed by the judgement exercises,

d«6 : Analysis of Judgement Data (JE-III; N = 439/Vth/1976) 

Means and Standard Deviations _____________
* Sub tests

Total Theoretical Part Practical Part

A B C D E F G

Mean 32.70 4.00 4.61 2.71 4.12 6.03 5.60 5.51

S.D. 9.29 1.78 2.07 1.72 1.82 1.98 2.03 2.39

Not®: Maximum possible sub-test score : 10; maximum possible total score

(b) Correlation Coefficients between 'total' score and sub test score 
(xlô2) ('total' score = sum of other sub test scores)

A B C D E F G

47 49 30 • 48 48 59 57

Correlation Coefficients between sub test scores (x 102) and factor
analysis

5 2
-Seated Factor Analysis (factor loadings x 10 )

Factor I II III IV

A 70 -16 -01 23
B 15 05 09 97
C 01 94 01 03
D 08 -02 95 06

: ' ' E 83 -01 04 00
F 61 30 29 05
G ¿1 29 42 16

(loadings > V
I

i LJQ-Jûll
Eigenvalues 
Cumul. %nge

2.371
33.9

1.071
49.2

0.852
61.3

0.843
73.4
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Inspection of Table 4.6(a) shows that Sub tests E, F and G have a

, . than Sub tests A, B, C and D, i.o.higher facility (larger mean value > optical
pared to be easier than the theoretical that the practical situations app .

f,ct that the practical statements">««. This la due, In part, to th „.»tlcal
, . only three categories «»lie the theoreticalrequired classification into only

There is no obviousstatements required classification in

. +he two parts and tne difference In atandard of the altuatlona in

„ore confident 1» practical situations inclusion that respondents are rewarded
„ correlation coefficients may be regarded18 justified. The mean scores an

in Sub test C is interesting. This aa satisfactory but the low mean score . ,

nt of whether the statement made adequate category required an assessment
,4 . The concept of adequacy was

Usa of the information which was supp * scarcely
, „ o Level students (the mean score Is scarcely evidently too demanding for 0 f thiB

, Of 2 5) and the lower correlation of this greater than the random value o

, v of the table suggests that it did not Bub test in parts (b) and (c), that at
,nualv it could be argued that at..measure 'judgement' as defined pro

' it was no more than an exercise^ e  level of the sample under Inspec

*n semantics. ,
Hertaken. The very nature of the No tests of reliability were un would have been

4.» and ’Splif~hair tests/ C«luailye*ercise precluded 'test-retes . latlon
„.i, halves can be defined. The correlationinappropriate because no 'para
a and sub-test scores were determined t

^efficients between total scor f t r
x pnoistency as was the rotated factor Provide some evidence of interna c .

1a that sub-tests E, F and G (the practical
aaalySis. The latter » « «  ^  , („ sensible and justified) and
®ub tests) load together with Su iinction

three independent measures. The distinctionthat Sub tests B, C and D are three . .

* + « iA and E, D and F) and 'quality ~of-dbetween the 'global' sub tests ( the

0 .uo o, which was drawn in T  ^

factor analyata, «W  ~ ~  • —  ^  ^

. .Quality' la Immediate to the usage that la be ngbody of science while 'quality

4.4 s n is not loadod with tho”adeof the data withtn the item in nueattou), D la n



TllV B and C load

„„tor. than four were used they appeared separately and even when fewer . t
A fn be much the mostu „„ Sub test C proved to be mshare no properties in common. later

, . tor the teat constructor») and later
difficult for the respondents (an facility for students

m o 7) to have greater faciii yif will be shown (Chapter

with less academic achievement.

E H U £ ) ^ £!!iSi£Effl̂  s 4 Part C some relationship has previously 
A. was mentioned in S e c t i - - ^ - -  behaviour ^  chemlcal

^ h  reported to exist between ~  of snob ability

ebility/achievement. In view of > ^  ^  tbe atudy as
Vere required in relation to the three

. TTlrd Form levels.& whole, i.e. Vth Form, IVth Form a

u> Vth ..?orm.Levhi ^  ^  ior this level
Rather than develop an independen to and

, cartes in Chemistry as an aaequsT.
“  **5 deCldea ^  “COePt ° W V e  nt chemistry. This was not merely
tellable measure • * / * * « ’■ the censiderahle problem\bat 
® matter of convenience, it a ,

, '„hievement test covering the content ofwould have arisen if a singl®

vmH had to be designed.different examination syllabuses b - V  ^  ^  ^  ^

The basic assumption that has Is
. __ measures of chemical attainmentfrom different examining boards . awarded

„ board is equivalent to the same grade awarded
that a B-grade awarded by one b . lustified

.... .ccepted that this assumption la Justif1 
bF another board. It is gener different grades

nf candidates obtaining the different grafh terms of the percentile ranges 

ll> IVth Form Level

■---------- , .„cea were available hut no use was madeThe end-of-year examination
°t this information. .

*U) Ilird Form Level

, , . nrr^ ;  at Appendix H, allocates seventy p e r  The test instrument which app

, ■ . ner cent to Understanding.■ Knowledge and thirty per cem-®®nt of the available score to Knowi b
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^ ¿ I L.4.7 ; A Breakdown of the 0 Level grades awarded to the students 
in the 'longitudinal' study. (N — 439/Vth/1976)

Grade
A B C D E U Total

¡¡°n Nuffield 
Chemistry 62 99 73 12 9 6 261

Chemistry' in
Combination
'8ee note)

1 15 27 11 5 2 61

Nl*ffield
Chemistry 7 15 42 16 10 27 117

Total 70 129 142 39 24 35 439

N°te: Chemistry in Combination embraced Physics-with-Cheraistry, Chemistry- 
^ith-Biology and Combined Science.

: Test nf Achievement in Chemistry at Illrd Form Level 
(N ■ 161/IIIrd/1976)

Mean
Score S.D. Max.

Score

Ability l (Knowledge) 27.84 10.64 70

2 (Understanding) 9.40 4.62 30
Total 30.19 5.94 100

L--~___ ________________

No • °f structured items : * 25

*°V °f longer questions : = 1 0

See Appendix H.



. of the classes involvedThe test was scrutinised by the six teac
, content to Knowledge and Understanding1° ensure that the classified*00 °

* A4 of reasonable standard for theirwas correct and that the test was
, structured items were pretestedstudents. Both the multiple choice a

during the previous years and subsequently mod

E*>t (m : Tests of
■> _ copulations which were used in this 

The homogeneity of the earn ^ ^  aone wlth respondents
Mudy caused concern. The ■longitude

a the -one shot’ population, even though it Tfom nine different schools and tn
, H«d a «ide range of young students «ho had Was all from one school, includ
v. ,s It was deemed necessary, therefore,0nly fairly recently moved schools.
„ the behaviour of the students int0 adopt instruments for standardising .

to be as close to the area inthe samples and these had, of nece > h
to tests are employed for this but these Ideation as possible. Normally 10

, al{ierentiated in relation to different tee generally inadequately differ
. «a. Differential Aptitude Tests are
intellectual ability such traits < 6 ^ 7  numerical
exceptional in that they do distinguish between

,ns space relations, spelling and grammar, abstract
ability, mechanical reasoning, P

■ „ th„ e « r e  thought to he particularly relevantReasoning etc.). Of these,three
# ation which might broadly relate to sciencet0 this study as giving information ■

himical reasoning and space relations but i uaaeiy numerical ability, mechanical
..nical reasoning test because it isdecided not to adopt the mechanical 

strongly sex dependent.

"  Test J H d j ^ S k i l l S j ^ e ^Egrt (Ei i Bristol A c M gggggSZ-i--- * .. TTT„.
. tests which have validity at the IllrdThe development of achieveroen

tn vlew of the enormous (and now readilyT'orm Level poses major problems,
uifforencea that exist in different schools hdantiflablo)curricular dlffcrt- ,

e ,* first two or throe year«. Thoro is relativelyspecially during the first two

h „non as ’common’ to all schools; thus, the c°htent that may be relied upon
. (at least in relation to direct curricularhotion of a content-free test (

Content) must be considered. ■
7 7  . 86 ■



B*!s_4j> : Tests of t-taitactual Abilities. (K - 181/IIIrd/197«>

(11): Standard Score for Grade 8 : 25.6 and Grade 9 . 25.7

S * le 4,10 , .„I,,!, of Bristol lehlevgent Test, Study Skill., Level jj, 
with Illrd Form Sample J N « 326/111/1974)

r > 0.14, p < 0.01

* Note; Moan chronological age of sample 13,8 months
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*n the Present case, the Bristol Achievement Test, Study Skills,

0 was considered to be a suitable instrument whereby general scientific 
“chievc

ïllrd

'ement (and aptitude) could be adequately measured for the group of 

formers. The test which is intended for use with 12 to 13.11 year

attempts to test and measure in 5 sub-tests the skills and competences

®re required for the study of science without prescribing the form and 
Content- °f the curriculum. Part I of the test strives to expose properties

materials and situations that enable them to be characterised and assessed 
Part itA examines structures in which there is interdependence of parts. Part 

Enables respondents to display their ability to deal with processes and 

fences and so carry out extrapolations and interpolations. Part IV
•̂ OCügQiaes on explanations and on the level of concept-making through which

*Planation is generalised and Part 5 is concerned with interpretation of

filiation that is symbolic or graphical. A copy of the test is appended 
1A

• The administrative manual specifies that the students should be allowed 

50 ®inutes. One school period of 40 minutes was allotted to the test and
it
® students who had failed to finish were encouraged to use the next ten

Chutes; few incomplete booklets were submitted. The test was administered
to Be. andstudents. Mean part scores, standard deviations,/inter-part

d e l a t i o n  coefficients are given at Table 4,10,

The mean age of the sample of students was rather greater than the’age

1&tended by the test designers. Therefore the test statistics provided by
♦ L
e designer of the test were thought not to be strictly applicable. In 

c°hsequence the multiple choice items were subjected to item analysis (top 

ftd bottom groups “ 164). A satisfactory dispersion of facilities among 

0 40 items analysed was observed but no item had a discrimination greater
t}i
an 0.50 and only 15 had a discrimination greater than 0.30. In only 9 of 

the items were all the distractors acceptable to at least 2% of the sample; 

®ach of the remaining 56 items had one, or more than one, unsatisfactory 

f a c t o r .
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A modified form of tho Bristol Achievement Test was prepared from
0

Multiple choice items selected on the evidence of the item analysis.
The significance of cartography in the original was diminished but in other 

resPects the balance was preserved. Tho new test was administered as a

test to the third form sample (N = 161) and the time allotted to it 

*as 20 minutes. The mean score for this test was 16.21 (S.D. : 3.52!

B‘ax’ score 30).
: Science Orientation

It has previously been argued that cognitive preferences reveal aspects 
c°gnitive structure and that they must therefore be held to belong to 

the cognitive part of human behaviour. Further, it is not inconceivable 
that at least one of the scales of cognitive behaviour, the R-Q scale

reveal a 'leaning towards science' in that the question behaviour 

°ne extreme may be thoughtof as being more scientific than mere acceptance 

Saviour at the other extreme. If this is accepted it is not unreasonable 

Squire whether there is a relationship between science and scientific 

a°tivities and the respondent^ position on the R-Q axis. For this reason 

* brief questionnaire was compiled to assess orientation to seven scientific 

activities (namely science classes, scientific pursuits and hobbies, science 

*eading in books, magazines and journals, work in the laboratory, the use of 

e°Ientific tools, science programmes on television and scientific careers),

Ea°h of these was covered by one question which was answered on a 5 point 

^kert scale thus giving a score range of +14 to -14. This was not a major 

Measure and no undue importance should be attached to it. It was only 

Vftlidated by inspection and no estimate of reliability was taken. The test

I® appended (Appendix Of) .
Another measure with intent to measure orientation was also made. This 

®ndeavoured to assess attitude to chemistry in particualr rather than science 
general. Students were asked to list in order their three moat preferred 

Objects for study at A Level and to name in any order their three least
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eferred , A five point scale of chemistry bias was established

USing P°lnts 1 , 2 and 3 if chemistry featured in the most preferred list, 

int 4 nQ mention wag roacje Df chemistry and point 5 if chemistry was

st®d among the least preferred subjects.

: Chemistry Bias of Vth Form Students (N - 439/Vth/1976)

Number of respondents

1. Chemistry most preferred A Level 30 >
2. second most preferred A Level 72

)
) 173

3. 71
)

third " " " " )
4,

unplaced 118
5. among the three most disliked 148

A Levels i, *

439

(G\ . nf Intellectual_Pevelo£B£Si
. cation 4.3 that one of the problems whichIt will be recalled from Section_H^__

„ .»„„oMn if any. between intellectual Vasto be researched concerned the rela

¿ n u * * . «  and iu,e^ n t  (Research Pro,!.* (Fa,). The * . » • » « » • »

"«.lop.«.» was assessed by the Pia6.tlaa coabihaUonaX teat and the

* ' •-/■■■ Which Howell and Hoffman (1975) foundProcedure which was used was the on

. ,.h a ciass of students. In this test the^e satisfactory for use with a

. „.i0ur is observed when two solutions from Sclents are shown that a brown colour is

a . . v nt.herwlse unidentified solutions are mixed.* group of five numbered but otherwi

Yu .. iifluids and a worksheet on which he isr«e Btudent is given the five llqui

, ' . . _ experiments to determine the behaviour ofSquired to keep a log of his P

which produces the brown colour, The, ®«ch in relation to the chemical change whicn proaucus

*lve somtioaa which ware presided ware; CI> . dUhtacinarai acid,; <IX) water, 

< m >  hydrogen pore,Ida, (IV, aodia» thlcauiphat. and (V, pctasalu. Iodide.



^  Was possible for him to make one or more of the following findings;

^  III and V are essential but slow 

* assists

^  n  makes little difference 

^  IV hinders 

^  Hi and V and I fast

The students were assessed at one of the seven levelB as follows.

^eyel i, to f0umj.

2. (a) or (e) and one from (b), (c) or (d) omitted.

3* (a) and (b), (a) and (c) or (a) and (d).

4. III essential or V essential and either (b) or <c) or (d>.

5» III essential or V essential.

6. obvious plan but no deductions drawn.

7. no plan and no deductions,

It was felt that the restriction imposed on the accuracy of the 

“'easurement by the use of only a single test and by the group administration 

Procedure should limit the use made of this data. The administration was 

8atisfactory but the circumstances precluded the use of the prompts and 

Cties which are valued by some authors for improving the precision of the 

test- The levels which were assigned to students should be treated with 

Cauti0n but the marking procedure allows a reliable distinction between 

Pia8et's Level IIA and IIIA at Level 4 on the scale above.



5 ; COGNITIVE PREFERENCE : MEASUREMENT ASPECTS

Q ; Introduction

Much of the work in this chapter stems from the fact that it is

lmPoastble tQ validate the instruments which are used to measure cognitive

urence orientation by any other comparable instrument. The nature of

CoenitiVe preference and the literature which covers the research on it

discussed ln chapter 2. Section 4,1 deals with the division of the new

Search into three areas for studyi The measurement of cognitive preference

is first of these areas and it is treated in this chapter. The work

divided into two parts and it is assigned to Sections 5.1 and 5,2; the

tw° research problems which are concerned with the instrument (Research

oblems (A.la) and (A.lb) are covered in the former section and the aspects

are related to scoring procedures will be found in Section 5.2. Tamir

^ 9?5) postulated that cognitive preference measurements comprise three

dements. The third of these he called the subject-specific element and

** is that part of cognitive preference behaviour which can be specifically'

Sslghed to respond to the fragment of syllabus within an item. He suggested

tIiat response to different fragments may vary. The opportunity to investigate

differences, if any, between such fragments, was taken and the research 
i8

reported in Section 5.3. The evidence for new information on measurement
Of .

°gnitive preference is summarised in the final section

5.1 : Cognitive Preference Modes and Items (Research Problems (A.la) 
and (A.lb) •*

The nature and development of cognitive preference studies has been 

°utHned in Chapter 1, It will be recalled that Heath (1964) culled the 

Ul* cognitive preference modes from the literature which described the new 

c°UrBes in science but he gave no interpretation of the nature of those

LV. : 92 ■ '  a.’::'--;.-;-:"':



tt°<*08 of psychological theory. Subsequent research has either revolved 

r°und these four modes or three only have been employed and little attention 

has been paid to the manner in which they are perceived by the respondent.
m.
6 criteria which respondents employ have not been reported and no attempt 

1483 Previously been made to explore differences in intensity of preference.
IJlL
® single aim of the evidence which follows is to demonstrate that 

*fisPondents do perceive the four modes in the manner described by Heath 

*nd the four items in each option accurately reflect the mode intended by 

thB designer of the instrument,

The evidence which is described was gathered by administering a pair

c°®Parison exercise and followed immediately by an interview.

*,as Postulated that the evidence would furnish information on the extent 
to *hich the respondents were actively involved and intellectually committed

to *be preferences which they were expressing.

The rationale for this piece of work stems from the belief that 
If a student is presented with an option which embodies R mode information,

°r instance, and if he first signifies that be prefers it to the other
4l
re© options and subsequently justifies the preference with a statement 

wllich also reflects the R mode, his behaviour supports the thesis that he is 

Freising a genuine cognitive preference. (It is obviously essential that 

e should select the option before he is told that he will be required to 

'tostify the selectlon since the knowledge might modify.his selection).
A
nsistent behaviour towards this mode and towards the other three modes

ajc_
confers validity on the existence of the four cognitive preferences;

* bbe behaviour is further repeated across a population it has the hallmarks 

R cognitive style,

If the student gives as reason for selecting the R mode option a 

*atement containing extraneous information about his feeling with no R 

too<le thought implicit in it (or worse, with one of the other three modes 

Elicit in it), his decision to choose the R mode option is suspect, If 

0 «tudent is unable to choose consistently it must bo either that he is 

' ' ■ 03'.* ■ ' ;



and so 1» unable to Justify hisunconscious of the perceptual process, possible
that ,w has no “existence. It is

choice »or/the perceptual proce eveal ©odes of attending
that analysis of the extraneous material

. c/>T*ibed by Heath.to information beyond the four © f the pair-
,.11-established credentials

The simplicity and the wej. use for this
r ildford {1954» commended its

comparison procedure (see Gu operating in the
„ +hat an instrument which is opPurpose. It is recognised th constraint of

be unreliable when the c
affective domain might prove g interference was •
, . respondent. possJustification is imposed on tne previously

ation in two partforestalled by gathering the inform . d in a cognitive
«res which were obtained

8h° ™ bi Kl"e - ” 1“  Ior“at "  Preference exercise with t with scores
o tions correlated perfectly

Introductory statement and four op -.Hprincs as decisions
treated the rank order!

°htained from an analysis whi /(tV* and/65h, 0>) with (c*

between six pairs of options (i-e* ■ by shown to be a valid
.. Pair comparison was

n<i (d) and (c) with (d). hence its adoption for
* it-ive preference
Procedure for exploring cogn 4vate interview with each
* _ Part n  involved a privaxPan  i of this experiment. pa

Respondent.

iES£SSaii . ..a prepared in rtlch 48 stimulus
biti. . A pair comparison In.trumsn ^ ■ ■ t COBCerned . a „ U
.. . 24 pairB. bacn
8tatements were arranged . t all respondents.

, eacn was familiar to a u  re vfragment of the 0 level ayllahua a ^  ^  correct 6Clenco .ad
respondents were told that aThe

th:®y were asked to pay special attention to the selection of the preferred

tatement in each pair because the information would be used for subsequent 

efinement and improvement of syllabus. The statements were structured to 

©ach mode with each of the other three modes twice and the pairs were 

distributed randomly within the test. The statements which were used were 

tho °Ptions of the four items on pages I, II and III of CPI-IXI (Appendix C), 

0 Maximum score for each student for each mode was 12 and the scores were

04



+ . _t8 were selected because together ipsative. The two classes of s u might
, tll range of abilities which one might they embraced students with the . use

,0 . Level candidates end becauseexpect to tied In any normal group

a »nd had been Instructed byhad the same chemical backgroun

6 t6aCher' had completed the pair comparison
i H U i  - When all the respond» ^  ^  ^  again. aad »tthout

-rclao. they »ore ashed to ooas ^  ^  ^  ^  (avoured statement 

«term, any, to select ten or so ^  lor!a abd then more dully
... prederred. thin „ a  done -  ^  o£ p e n d e n t
ia discussion with the tester in P

Mention. Great care was taken to ensure absence of cue

i— 01 — —  *•
The data «hlch waregathera ^  ot^ r three nodes aad particularly

h W  tHe * m°de WaS 8tr°n6ly P the respondents were IVth Form
-  .he P »ode. It should he noted ^  ^  but 1,

®tudents. No attempt will be m (Research
r in relation to maturation (Researcn 

•U1 he discussed durther i. ^  olose b M a u.e the

°b U " <B-4>>- The StSndar latlon coeddleleuts and the dactor loadings 
Noting was ipsative; the corre a d direction the

losely resemble, in both size and direction,**« familiar in that they closely ■ . h

il973), by King (1972) and by others, figures obtained by Kempa and Du r0pnitive
y do confirm that gathering cognitiv*°tMag new arises from them but th y ,.hilitY

iannl8 acceptable and they lend credibilityReference data by pair comparison

. part II (the interviews).to tho data which were gathere . . d
v acts each selected to» or so responses aad explThe 45 respondents eacn - t4 '

. „air was preferred to the other option. ih<s reason why one option in eac P . the principal
■ - then assigned to categories, th p7he reasons which they gave we imnllcit

reaponaeo .hlch continued the mode Implicit division which was used aepara option
. , . those roaponso. in »hlch tho mode la tho option*» tho .elected option d r «  those r ' ^  rcsponBM are

vxamnle of four confirmatory rtsp ,^contradicted by the response. Example .

95  ■> ' '■ ' ""



Jflblg e .'— ‘ Analysis of Cognitive Preference Data gathered by Pair Comparison 
(N = 45/IV/1976)

~"~~~-̂U_Jjt1andard Deviations and Correlation Coefficients (x 10̂ )

R 8.13 2.11
A 6.38 1.74 -104
Q 5.16 1.87 -572 -100
P 4.31 2.19 - 3 7 4 -590 -229

R A Q

.372)

^iSiLFactor Analysis (loadings x 10 )
■

Factor I II

R 88 -22
A -04 -75
Q -82 0<M1

P -09 96

Eigenvalue: 3.84 3.56

Cumulative %age
variance: 42.0 81.3

Classification of responses to Pair Comparison and Interviews 
_ (N « 45/IV/1976)

^___ _
Top
(N * 25)

Bottom 
(N ■ 20)

Total 
(N « 45)

?0' and %age of confirmatory
resPonses 135 (57%) 114 (61%) 249 (59%)
Kg* and %age of contradictory
r<58Ponses 21 (8%) 5 (3%) 26 (06%)

and %age of unclassiftable 
^®®Ponses 82 (34%) 68 (36%) 150 (35%)

238 187 425



liven below with the pairs to which theŷ

8 „ oq a pood test_ wet litmus serves as a g
î) The bleaching action of chlor ne

f0r the 8“ ' , ,trong sulphur dioxide bleaches by .
Chlorine bleaches by removing

adding electrons.

îytJ!2^ i  chlorine beeauae their structure
(i) Coloured chemicals are oxid se altering their

is changed to different (and colourless) chemicals

electron structure. blèach discoloured
, „ i. water or alkali

(ii) Dilute solutions of chlorin

fabrics and ink stains. JE-IIX)•tions respectively of Item
il'bese are the A, Q» p and R mode P massification

S t u d H O l i 5 5 ® 2 S ^  ~~ "  "

to pair No. 8

D lUUVi* w -
gives use of bleaching effect not , 'bleach it is". A Pr®ferred to Qresponses ble8Ch it is
"I would like to have this explained
to me. It is interesting because _»'■»«aching can be done by oxidising ^ preferred to A

Sample responses
Pair No. 24

to me. It is i n x e r e s __ bleaching can be done by oxidising
and reduction".
"description of work done more 
interesting than more 
complicated one.

R preferred to P

Mto find why chlorine bleaches 
chemicals"

p preferred to R

fhat in about'60% of responses respondents
This piece of work shows th 

w ' n of a pair and give, as justification for the
*e*e able to select one option of P

. riled the mode which was implicit in the option. 
choice, a reason which embodied the

, bias towards R in Part I but the top group 
Tl,e respondents as a whole had

. a more nearly equally when asked for
e°iected options for all four mo

bias towards R was intensified by the bottom 
Masons in Part II, while the bias towa a

* thfi responses which were given show that e 
8i°up. Careful scrutiny of the r p
t ,■ m  the perception cl the »»pendent».«“»
f°ur modes do have real identity
t. . between the -odea the, are making conaclouetl*at in making preferences between x.
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docisions without being aware of the structure of the test instrument.
y a**e not responding merely to the cues in the options as Brown suggested.

Expected features which emerged include the stress which was placed on 

the laboratory and on practical skills by both groups ami by the bottom 

6r°uP in particular. The importance of precision of language and the 
g6nerauSabiXity of information were featured by the top group only but

stress was placed on teaching style, on relevance, on importance and

0,1 fa,BiHarity with the material by either group.

: The Evaluation of Cognitive Preference Data

Cognitive preference data may be collected for two broad purposes- 

to in
Aiustrate the inherent properties of the response behaviour itself 

fcnd
to relate this behaviour to other variables and examines 

Plications. Underlying both/these avenues of research lies the ultimate 
ob3ective 0f demonstrating . cognitive preference behaviour as a cognitive 

Unfortunately this work is hampered by the fact that cognitive

A
. rence data is ipsative. Examination of ipsative data with procedures 

*htch are insensitive to data type (e.g. means, standard deviations and 
4lysis of variance) severely restricts the scope of the analysis and so 

80l,t has been made to normative analysis procedures followed by cautious

31% j4rPretation. The work which is described in this section was done in 

er to estimate the confidence which can be placed in this practice. 
Normative cognitive preference data was gathered by requiring the 

6sPondents to use linear scales instead of the more usual voting or 'most 
erred option’ procedures. They were told to use the whole of the scale 

8n<1 they were asked not to give equal preference to any two options in the 
item. This data was then examined both in its raw state and after it 

114,1 been made ipsative by rank ordering and by subtraction of the mean

hr a -f*
Terence score for each item from each of the tour option scores of that



t„  the similar« <*' th° PrOPerU°'‘
^em. It was postulated that th confidence which accrues
«  these two types oi data, th° ^  COIJnitive preference data,
the practice of normative analysis -* #1 ipsative data conn»
M, in addition, other procedures «»lch are ln the practice Is
the practice and none are found to refuteft ,

farther enhanced.  ̂were ashed to resp
■ 4 sample of d5 studenta at » *  ~  ^  .  . 100 point linear scale.

Cognitive Preference Instrument sheet for each °f ^  ^

One such .cal* was provided on the resp ^  preterence tor each option
0« tho instrument. Xndication of -tens polnt with a thin line

has achieved by marking the sc  ̂^  ^  option. the ends
*»d Identifying the line with the _ The Items on pages 3
•tale were marked 'satisfying' and ^  >ere rcadminlstered 35 days
*nd d of the Instrument (i,e' 8 , period of school holiday
t̂er*, no warning of the re the two administrations.

. . e interval between . recorded as
amounted for the entir scale was measured and

The position of each Hue ■>" ossible to analyse the 86 k 38
• number between 0 and 33. »  -  "# recou„ e  was made to analysis

... a ontions) »nu
Matrix (t.e. 24 items each w geS of the instrument separately an
°* the 16 options on each of the Qreg of the four modes separately.
to scale analysis* on the 24 op n in general use because it is

This method of scoring has not been ^  ^  ^  between
. misgiVi^B5 OVei

laborious and because dudl students.
•tudents and between Items by opder to Bee whether It had

—  •* ~  ^  —  »  —  *  Pret0" nC“defects. Pour dualities were -  „  option-total corral.tio«
•or each of the four modes, 2)

*> reliability. -

■ 4a for Scales ‘. Version 6.
* B,p;S.s. Reliability Analya
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1. Intensity of preference for each of the four Modes 
It was postulated that the sum of the 24 options for each of the 

four “odes should be the same. In fact it was found that the mean R 
Terence mode score was significantly greater than the mean Q preference

score and the mean P preference mode score and that all other 
dlffer6ncea *ere not significant. The relevant figures are given in Tablejj.
lt evident that the stimuli of the four preference modes do differ and that

scoring procedure or the instrument or both are defective at p < 0.01 , 
la 2 of the six t-tests. It will be shown later (Section_6 .2,.Part C) that

the ipsative data generated from this data and the ipsative data 
Coll®cted with the same instrument on another sample of IVth year students 
Usiftg the normal voting procedure have similar patterns. Every effort was 
®ftde during test construction to minimise differences (and when expressed 
*s Percentages (Line (c), Table 5.3) they are seen to be small) but they 

a feature of cognitive preference measurements. The differences are
t&erefore a feature of the instrument and not of the scoring procedure.

the findings reported later in this chapter and
"— behavithey

they
’«'ith

*ore a feature of the instrument and not ui
do not invalidate the findings reported later in this chapter and 
are/relevant to the study of change in cognitive preference behaviour

- *—  4«stance.. o for instanceage in Cha£ter_8. for

Jabli
¿__5.3 ; Total and Option Preference Mode Scores and t̂j-tests

(N « 45/IV/1976) ______ j.------ 1--( R Mode } A Mode I Q

Mean Total Preference Mode Score
Standard Deviation of (a)
(a) as a %age of grand total
Mean Option Score

R Mode
mmmuì .... ■ ■
1427.56 
309.46 
27.26 
59.48

A.Mode I Q Mode P Mode

1342.27
280.62
25.63
55.93

1231.6®
238.87 
23.52 
51.32

1233.69
254.27
23.56
51.40

Mean upu»..__
t-tests on Mean Total Preference Mode Scores:

R “ A : 1.35- «o** a - Q ;R ** A : 1.35R “ Q : 3.32** A * Q : 1.99 
R ** P : 3.21** A * P ; 1.90 Q " P : 0.04
(p > 0,01 t « 2.69, shown **)
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2,
d choice situation that each of « •

It is meltable in a force ^  po,tul.t«l that in « «ell
^tribute equally to the txn ^  possible to

4 tiff ^
Glanced instrument with scale s Table 5.4 shows

uality« The data in ~-- -thieve this obviously desirable qu * standard deviation
ch item differ but the

that the total mean score of ea ^  items are within one

U  0nly 8.2% of these totals and that rks (page 4, item 3)
OT, The item on fir

8tandard deviation of the me • distiliation of
j the second that on

*as the most preferred item a might have been
ores for these items u s

alc°hol (page 2, item D  * Hieh 8® (page 5, item 1) * * *
+Ke item on solub

foreseen; the low scores fo rationalise. It I® difficult
8uUimation (page 1, item 1>were 1 content is a

+ that familiarity with item
t0 substantiate the argument tn ^  n0t appear to have
l6levant factor; /utillly'oh^ lntelloctual

obvious bearing on item totals

Total mean sewen _ 
scoring (N « 45/IV/1976) 

— ------------ “1
4 5 !

6

222.31 182.54 231.00

213.45 209.43 244.06

254.74 200.35 196.91

237.42 215.81 222.93

927.92 808.13 i 894.90

Me.„of the 1 .0» tot.ls - 217.72 (S.D. - 17.84)

The topic» on each of the »lx P»*** "ot CP1-III » O o  fnlrly o,ual 
0ontribution »part iron, tho aolublllty topic on papo 5 »bleb . »  noticeably 

,t 1. con.,moron that tbl. oxa.ln.tlon ot 1 . «  baa not rovonlob



Bny gross failing and that all the
edition of the instrument.
3* Option-Total Correlation

could be retained in a new

^^le_5.5 : QnHnn-Mode Total Score 
<N « 45/IV /1976)

Product Moment Correlation Coefficients

a
Correlation Coefficients (x 10 )

, n 0 5 . r > 0.372, p < 0.01) (r > 0.288, P <0.05,

The interest in the correlation coefficients in Tablets lies in the
6*tent to which they generate confidence in the quality of the instruments.
°Qly 16 of the 96 options failed to correlate with significance less than

figures would be of value
°*°5 and 8 of these were on Page 1 whil
to
be

a and 8 of tnese w i b --  -
. the cPI-IXI; there does not appear to

the author of a new edition o
.V, a and Q options of the first item on page 5 

any obvious reason why the A
. . r of instances of options which correlatehave failed. There are a number .

' total other than their own; thus optiona°*e strongly with a mode total
' ■ correlates more strongly with the A total and

D&ge 3 which is an R option c
correlates more strongly with the Q totaoption 9 which is an A option corn ,
vnofiQes.in test construction but it 18 This evidence points to some weakncsse

. validity because reexamination of these 
Valuable in enhancing construct/ escaped notice when the instrument was 
options reveals impurities which P

Bcrutinised. m o



on

It t. interesting to speculate why so many poor options appear on 

«» Ilrst page. It is reasonable to postulate that the four Items are 

aasatlsfactory but as 7 of the 8 options which failed to reach the 0.05 

“ ealflcance level are on the first page this seems unlikely. It is •

'*« that students of science are not generally asked for information 

Preferences and they may therefore take time to adjust to the new task.
11 this IS so,and there is some evidence to sustain it in the analysis 

°l reliability,it suggests that further examination of the phenomenon 

*■ «lied for and also that it is advisable to discard the scores which 

registered on the first four items on cognitive preference tests in

the future.

4# Reliability

ith the possible exception of the Cronbach - «kure 
These figures, with the pos .{1 nt-figures quoted by Tamir from 9 different
the Q mode,are similar to th

“ources (Table 3, p.115, 1977a). .
g 3 and 4 of CPl-XH were retested 35 d y 

The eight items on pages t
no warning'of the retest was given a

aiter the first administration. events
1 holidays occurred between the two events. 

th® first test and only schoo -e shown* efficients were calculated and these are shown^st-retest correlation coefficie .
, ee level of 28 of the 32 options exceededIn Tables^. The significance level

. to exceed Significance level 0.05.
°-0l and only one option falle

• ol the satisfactory quality of the
il»is is ’considered to be eviden

normative data. .«nnrted. dstaauality have been examined and reported
All possible measures of data a. .„..mntion about some Inadequacies of tno

lh this soctiou. important Information



„ „ t M  evidence supports the contention 
‘«strument hss been revealed n ^  ^  on cognlti,. preierences

this procedure for gathering »or  ̂ normative and ipsative
l> reliable and that statistical comp

Gata are justified. . thl8 study starts from the premise that the

on a normative scale is the most
Measurement of cognitive preference datament confidence in the quality of the data
»etisfactory method of measurement. n  is

-ta on the findings reported above.
^ich is gathered in this way rest teat

^ it refiects preference with greatest
Relieved to be the best method e nt with

weaknesses in the test instrument with 
^curacy and because it expos adopted for

unlikely that the method will be adopteddecision. (It is, however, unlikely .
' t  evaluation and improvement because

Purposes other than instrument, ' requires extensive computer memory).
laborious and data analys *.<va datato the relationships betveen normative data

The interest moves on to the
may he generated from it as «ell os

Rhd both the ipsative data w attention
ipsative data .hich is gathered independently of it. Spec a
M U  ho paid to featur.a vhlch appear during anal,.la of ips.tlve



—  rather than as properties inherent *» *“  data- ce
nerated from normative cognitive preference Ipsative data can be generated RUbtest

. 4+em can be treated as ft subtestiat» ln a number of ways. Firstly eac
C/<nt>A for the rour wheats the mean score- c t  is distinct from . U  other suntests, ^  _  of

»«ions of that i t ™  can he caicnlated • « . . .  which preserve

“ * °f *“ * ThlS "  eth0d .as to subloot the normative

^  tnUMlty °' Prele" " Ce' “ I v e  heen used tn the past. Thus

: :  *  ~  r r i i n t s ,  ~ - —
&s Heath (1964) required his re P -«„„tina

red from the normative scores by counting °Ption 'Heath data’ was prepared _ .g
nearn an«.» ^ 0fprred. Kempa and Dube. „Arte was most preferreu. t-

‘he °* U “ 3 *“ W“iCh 1  studles required ait opttnus to he voted

, m ‘> -  —  ln 9eVeral 3 2 , i^nd thou summed the itemfcpon, (by scoring the four options *

for each mode. Kempa aud Dub« data .ere Bcores to yield a total score for

. the order of preference. Mackay (197 )
«»Pared b, assigning vote, in ^ ^  ^  ^  w t  preferred
*”d Lt.r Brown <1964) ashed their reap n en a th<i„

»«Pion and -1 to the least prelerrad option, l.e. 1 .  0. .

. * , riven to each mode. In like manner. Mackaythey summed to obtain the total e
rtnta It was postulated that thed*ta can be obtained from normative \ ^

- dislike than preference and so a 0, 0, ,Rodents might be more aware o «„orine
r, <rhe analysis of all four methods of scoring,Procedure was also examined. The

„ n bg Mackay and dislike, will be reported. In 1‘®. Heath, Kempa and Dube, Mac y t ■
„rtthpred on 45 IVth year studentsM <litlon the normative data which »ere 6

. . 1  <1 e ipsative) cognitive preference data vhl18 compared with normal <i'e' xv
■ A M t a  The data ai*e given in TableJ^7.^re gathered on 78 IV year students. .

t- t nte that if the respondents had been asked It is necessary to postula .

a one of the four methods described above to score their preferences in one

nAr w h i c h T 1<Sbo predicted.exactly from^ U l d  have done so in a manner which /

thoy did in fact use. The loss of rollahlU the normativo method which they

; . los ■ ■

artofacts o f  the procedure which was^Mch might b e  described as mere



burred by each of tho methods is examined here and examination of the 

*** total scores by analysis was undertaken to see which portrayed normative 

beh*viour with least damage. Cronbach - coefficients and test-retest 

Efficients were calculated for each mode to assess the reliability of

a°h method of scoring.
The coefficients in Table 5.8 show that with all three statistics 

the V 3 , 2 , 1 method of scoring is superior to 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 and 1 , 0 , 0 , - 1  

*Ud that the indication of least preferred options is actually detrimental 

t0 reliability. The figures given in the note at the bottom of Table,,8.8

are Particularly interesting because they were obtained with ipsatlve 

8CoE  which were gathered in the normal manner. The Cronbach - reliability

Efficients with scores made ipsative by (4, 3, 2, 1) scoring (i.e. Kempa 

8,1(1 DubS’s method of scoring) compare very closely with those in the note 

t0 tfc* table. The general conclusion to this part of the study is that 

th(E  is no difference between the reliability of normative data andeitber 

the iPsative data which may be prepared from it or traditional ipsative 

<Uta- Thus, it is reasonable in so far as reliability is concerned, to use

ipe*tlve data.

^ ^ A .7 ; Means and Standard Deviations _of~  Ipsative data"prepared from them by.di.ff_eren^ gc_o_rlng_procedu_rg:9

(N * 45/IV /1976)-------—  . , --------1----------- :------1---------“

A

Normative:

1 R \ 

t 141.09 (33.41) !
1132.63 (29.35) J123.44 (23.52)

i ̂ Psative:
(1.70) 1 1.96(1.33) 1 1.49 (1.47)

I1» 0 , 0 , 0
1(Heath) 

p  3, 2, 1

1 2.96

1 22.62 (4.33) 1 19.96 (4.79) 1 17.98 (4.68)

I (Kempa &•' Dube)
(6.23) 1 0.71 (4.39) 1 8.69 (5.08)

p  o, 0 , - 1  
1 (Mackay)

1 13.U



s,8:Product Movement Correlation Coefficients between Normative 
and Ipsmt-ive Data prepared fromthemby different scoring procedures. 

^ L ^_45/XV^1976>

Coefficients <x io3)

^SS^ach «< Scoring Procedure R. A. Q. P.

OOo'•» 
1—1 566 478 467 712

4> 3, 2, 1 750 635 541 771
1 . 0 , 0 , -1 721 566 447 731
0 , 0 , 0 , -1 732 464 249 600

(Normative 833 693 520 796)
0

^SSir.Retest Correlation Coefficients

M o o o

]

401 354 393 347
4» 3, 2, 1 366 651 583 399

o 0 1 M 362 197 340 341
(Normative 585 689 567 501)

^SSguct Movement Correlation between Normative Scores and Ipsative Scores

M O O o 715 617 572 436
4* 3, 2 , 1 719 720 736 557
1 , 0 , 0 , - 1 677 486 438 366

Not the CronbachC?^ coefficients obtained with CPI-I and a population

The

1) wer<s:-

633 776 548 669

-  v w w i ^ i u A  v  a n v w v t «  a v a j t  t r a  v- *«  * * * • ■  — — c> — F ’  ~  o  —  - — —  •  j  v  j  m  f p v v *

*b°v® and they are interesting because they were obtained with traditional 
Psative scores. "

It is not adequate, however, to rely only upon reliability before 

etBPloyingipsative scores. It is also important that the two types of 

data should furnish the same information on inter mode correlation and 

°h factor analysis, The correlation coefficients which are reported in 

ilLblo 5 .8 are strong and particularly so for the (4, 3, 2, 1) scoring
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in
i 8 data for this data are given 

Procedure. The rotated factor an be reCaUed that
. ht forward. **

table 5 .9 and arenot quite so str „„risers found loadings^ a m o n g  other wor
Kampa and DubS (1973) and King < and on the second

ia with ana *
on one factor of a two factor analys on Factors H  and

„hese loadings are xou
factor they found +A and 'P* factor analysis is performe

a three iscw*
n :  with <«. 3. 3, x, —  vMlonce is «  Factor i

’ K>noL of the van»
but under these circumstances rOCedures with three factors
W i n g  on R and 'P. The other n±nea the loadings with ipsative
*** similar. m>en two factors are w0rkerS other than
■cores „ „  not as previously reported b, •> +R and _p „„ yactor I

„ +hat the loading
Mackay (1971). Inspection show normative data from which t e

*nd +A and -Q on Factor • FaCtor 1 aad 'Q and ~
4.4 and +R on

ipaatlve data « a  derived load ^  ̂  alon(J u  heavily loaded
bbiactor IX but when three iaotoraareJ8̂ ^ ^ w r i i _ ^  fading

“« Factor III and +A and -* loading ^  wean In wbleb snore
byPuttern for scores made ipsat other ipsative scoretbe patterns ox

^tensity is preserved resemble on normative scores.

■»re closely than it resembles the tact^ ^  ^  ^  K t  oI obliging
The general conclusion which »•» ^ ^  ^  rlBk order procedure

We respondent to 'quantise' bis scores aaie„.i* tactor loadings
«4. responsihlo IO

baing whole intervals is» . e scores into ipsative ones
turning normativ

*>« rather it is the act of intensity is preserved
t.ive scores in

that is responsible. IPsa losely than normative scores an
^semble other ipsative scores ^  ̂there is a difference in behaviour
One must conclude, very ^  be tentative because
that requires further examination.

the sample size was small (« 85 44)

t. of coKrttlvftJS^^
faction 5,3 TheJSu5igfc=-E----~~~ —

.won facets

T amir’s suggestion i t. i i.
4 „retovcnco behaviour___t + tve Pr



X£ble 5.0 Rnhnfpri Factor Analyses of Normative Data and of the same 
after being made Ipsative. (N s 44/IV/1976).

loadings (x 102)

. Three Factors Two Factors
-------- i-----

Factor I II III I II

Scores R 70 25 -20 72 25
(normative) A 50 55 -15 50 49

Q 12 -27 72 01 -64

P -18 -49 36 -23 -59

|£Sies_made
'-El5.&tive hy
^H^traction

R 77 04 -51_ 85 26

A 20 84 -38 25 89

^i-Atem Mean Q -31 -37 81 -44 -74

P -69 -60 01 -67 -44

Oo

R 86 -1 2 -45 93 08
¿gores
■ilEsative) A 06 92 -26 09 89

Q -23 -26 87 -38 -68

P -83 -44 -1 2 -79 -22

4 ^  2 x R 79 03 -52 87 25
¿gores
•Üj&aative') A 19 89 -29 23 88

Q -29 -42 81 -42 -77

P -72 -59 ,03 -69 -40

S S e T " ---
R 85 -15 -39 91 02

Üßsa^uve) A 01 83 •2 & 04 82
Q 18 -15 81 -33 -56
P -79 -36 - 1 1 -75 -16

Eigenvalues 10.308 3,116 2,583 10.308 3.116

Cu">ul. %age 
°i variance 51 .5 67.1 80.0 51.5 67.1

K°toj Loadings > ,39, p <  0.01 loadings > ,38, p <  0.01
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.4 «23). He described these threeha8 been reported in Chapter^^iSec-- ___
.flc The subject-specific*s general, disciplinary and subject-sp

. r bv experimental data, but the
tlcment hue not hcen < « « —  no *■ ' ^  ^  coenltlte pcotorcuco

"PP°rtunlty ior checkins on tt was 5elze administration
. Aanttl at IVth Form Level.
“  waa administered to 44 stn ^  preIere„c. score between

Permitted the respondents to OI> ^  cover<!d distinct

‘ *“  "  l" ' ^ ^ " n o p e r t l e s  end purlUcatlon technics
•«.a 0 1 chemistry, Including phys ieatures 1« relation
Imperative aspects of chemistry, sp phenomena.

of rate of reaction phenomena.:—
lt w°uld be expected, from Tamir s y

BUch subject areas and this was*°hld show pronounced consistencies w

**a®ined. „  ■ preference ratings
The strategy for this examination was as i- ^

«nnse categories were factor-analysed,rscslycd lor osch „1 the lour ~ ^

- U 6 the usual technique lu.olv ^  ̂  ^  was restricted
‘i Varlmax rotation,. In each case, „arlance was
. , that at least 5 «  ol the total variance wasto four factors which ensured _ Tnadines of

ontfl0es - see Table S.lQ).Loadings orc°nsidered. (Listing of variance perc
.. # were taken as evidence that such items
U ®»w on one and the same factor Where

. their subject-matter content. Where*ere "undifferentiated” in terms f
» t h e  possibility was considered of this U ««s loaded on different factors, te

res as proposed by Tamir. Seph«ing due to subject-matter in * r 10)
a Q and P responses. (See TableJSJjJ?. * * » W s  Were carried out for R- ^ther

, normative rathera +hat the data used wasIt should be noted that t ,Thia
«omient loss of some discrimination, i tlian ipsative and there was con f

' " 5 2 ). Further, the total sample sit*rohlem is discussed in Section z~- , *»n*or~

aa adequate for a fully valid factor
44 would not normally be rega ourpose

. . but n  is thought to be acceptable for the P PRhalytic data evaluation but it  ̂ the
. . » third point concerning the formatthis provisional analys •

; uo . ‘ .



Ill
IV \ I

1« 1 Sublimation 

*• 1 lime Water

1 Oxides of Carbon 
1 Prep, of COg

II
(-ve)lll III

II

III

III

5* 1 Distillation

| Chromatography

7.
8.

Crystallisation

Melting pt.-Purity

II

II

Nature’s Cataiysts- 
Enzymes II

IV I

III

III

9. 1 l1Prep of Cl2 l IV 1 1
1 1 1

*0. 1 Reaction of with Cl2 1
A 1 1

III

lu. 1 Uses of chlorine l I n  1

1 ’

1 \l 
1 Halogens (Periodic l
1 Table Group) -- -4-— — • 1 III \ III

13, i Catalysts and P*eP oi 1
1 T

IV
Oxygen W l *

u. 1 Slow Reaction (Busting) l III 1 III

U . 1 Tast Reaction (Flrev°ritB̂  1 11 III \ III

11

II

H. 1 Solutions - Solubility l1 1 l 1 XI

Ua. 1 Vfater of CrystalU8ation 1 
1 1 II 1 I 1 I

U . 1 Solution of Gases 1 1^  I

1*0. \ Solution of Acids ____ — - '
1 I

i m y

m

(IV)

IV

Physical frop»* —

U .  1 Manuiacturo oi A-»»1»
W .  1 Behaviour ot A-»”1“ 10

V
|M. 1 Teats for Ammonia^

II
III

IV

III



items io *also worth noting. The items used in this cognitive preference
tost M,«ere constructed with a substantially diminished stem. This was
dong +n10 conserve information for possible use in an option and to minimise 

nfhaion, it was not thought to change the character of the items nor 

®tudents’ modes of responding to them.

Discussion

^ - ^ g gponses

The distribution of items, according to R - responses which they 

Pi°ited, among the four factors is summarized thus:

No. of Items

Factor 1 . * « 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17 , 20, 21

pftctor n  . 3, 15, 18, 19, 22

Pftctor i n  *. 4, 23

pftttor iv . 10, 11, 24

'^i®__5.1o ; Factor-Analysis bf R. A, Q> P responses

Percentage of Percentage of Variance accounted
Response Variance for by Factors after Varimax rotation
Category accounted for

by 4 Factors FI FII Fill FIV

R 59,7 64.0 15.7 1 1 .8 8.5

A 56,0 55.3 17.7 16.5 10.5

Q 50.3 50.8 18.0 16.2 15.1

P 51.7 50.4 22.6 15,8 1 1 .2

The table showing actual leading. on the lector.,, sub.eonent to V.rlmax 

Station, is given in Appendix K .
Feurteen of the Item, load on Factor I, a further ten are found

'"■eclated with Factor II, whilst the remaining live lteme have their main 

loading on Factor. Ill and IV. respectively. Analysis el the theme, broueht 

‘“gather by Items loading on the various factor» doe. not reveal any

us' V  v' ■



brings together
tor I *or ®xamPle’ Dr b immediately obvious patterns. âc '

Averse themes such as
i. Sublimation of CC>2
ii. Lime water in C02 testing

iii. Distillation

iv. Chromatography

v. Crystallisation
vi. Melting point testing

vii. preparation of Chlorine
the Periodic Table)

viii. Halogens (as a group
o-rntion of oxygen lx. catalysis la the preparatl

x. Busting (as a slow reaction)

xi. Enzymes as "natural" 
xlt. Solutions and solubility
xiii. Solutions Of acids

«».ties of ammonia
XI,. Physical props ertaln clusters may he laentilled, e.g.
Within this array of themes, ^ _al<,h deal with separating

on®

and

Within this array of themes ,. vi all of which deal with separating
comprising themes in, iv, v an

. , or ene comprising themes lx, x end xi all o, whichPurifying materials, or one co p
* However, such clustering is at best

•*n aspects of reaction rates.
indicate some measure of "subject-specificity

lous and, whilst it max. indicate s
.̂..„in-hed by the substantial loading of

Cohcern

tehu°us and, whilst it may indicate sob® ----
°f c°gnitive preferences, it is outweighed by the substantial loading of so 
Hti* items on one factor. This would suggest that the similarities among

hre more prominent than the differences.
The second factor identified in the factor-analysis of the R ~ responses 
hot contradict this; on the contrary, the themes which are brought 

Aether in this factor (oxides of carbon, fast reactions, water of 
*ystaluSation, solution of gases) show little thematic coherence, and

'hls provides little support for the Tamir hypothesis.

Sterns

toes



A -

The distribution oi the ite” 

*he lour factors is as follows.

- responses. among

No, of Items

4, 7, 0, 11, 14, 18, 19, 21, 23

2, 6 , 8 , 12, 17

1, 5, 13, 15, 16, 22

3, 10, 20, 24

r i . .

i8ctor u  .

Factor m  . 

pflctor iv .

As in the case of the R - responses, none of the factors brings 

Aether items of a distinct thematic connection. Some tenuous links 

C°Ultl suggested as before, but one cannot have much confidence that

these are really significant groupings.
la also noticeable that for the A -responses the distribution over 

the *>ur factors appears more even (and random?) than for other response 

types. This may have its cause in the nature of the A - responses itself: 

though these were constructed to reflect genuine -applications", it was 

°0t «ways possible to eliminate elements of 'recall' or "questioning" 

ironi such responses. This is a reflection of the difficulty associated

*itl* the design of good cognitive preference items,

^ R e s g  onses
These distributed over the four factors as follows;-

No. of Items

factor I 

factor II J 

factor III » 

factor IV i ,

5| 6, 7, 0| 10^ 

17, 18

12V 19, 20, 23

U  13, 15, I®i 21, 24
2 (-ve loading)* 1

1, 3, 14» 22
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nf the four factors andItems 4 nnd 8 80 not loan s t r o n g  on an,

**• th" 3 "0t l"ClU,1,>d ln th6 USti"e 'hlch in terms of the item analysis 
Factor I »rings together items ^  ^  There are

°i the Q - responses, are generally e
p here especially the following two.
Certain thematic connections here,

. «line with techniques for the (i> Items 5, 6 and 7 <all dealing

separation and purification of materiais).

„„ /ail relating to solutions in the(11) Items 19, 20 and 23 *

broadest sense). * there is no
the Taroir hypothesis,

^ilst this may marginally suppor items on the same
of the two groups of itemsObv*ous reason for the co-appearance
hflve genuine Q - responses.f*c*or other than that all the items ^  ^  of items

Factors 11 and IV nre -mlhor. Factors-

—  -  -  *  “0t Mrlt diSCs“V t t; tselr Q - responses;
*°£ether seven different items wi -rtions of groupings

nhvious thematic connections ox g r
‘"»Paction of these items shone no laa„es are

, that ln these « - responses, issues 
«  is noteworthy, though, a- chMllcai principles. Perhaps

^ised/touched upon which involve.asp®

thls explains the comrounality of these
* »

— ~~^esPQnses

, pattern was found:- • ,the following distribution pattern

No, of Items

r*Ct0* I : 1, 3, 6 , 8, 11, 14, 17, 18, 20, 24
fe ct°r II : 15, (20), 22, 23 (Item 20 also loads on Factor I)

**ct°r III : 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10

°t°r iv . 1 2 , 13, 19 (weakish loading), 21

The general pattern observed for P - responses is not different from 

that for the other responses, Thematic groupings, where they exist, appear 

®uhinet,ge(j in tho broa£jer clustering of items on the basis of their overall

f a c t o r .
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general Conclusion ^  supPort for the Tamir
data do not o**er  ̂ . incorporate aThe present data ou s should me

itive preference reap diiferentiation
B«Egestion that cognitiv P tion to the dif

. nt element, i* additi all cognitive
8trongly subject-depend foundation

which has been *
according to response-type

. _ -  +v.e cognitive
Preference work so fa * themes of

. be recognised that efficiently
It must of course he ^  ^  study may not b

Preference items used for this P . ct-dependent variations in

highly ^  “ y “  ’ the test *“  lia” ”°rall items «lew. have
atudents’ response pattern: . students’ Point °

. may thus, **om tB u Tamir suggestion
°« O-level chemistry and m 7 until the Ta

to be «-pl«» 01 S8“e 8“ t wtter, if.— « be regarded
i differentiated »ub;>eCtested on more dif*®IC

"experimentally established •

' t0 neeeatcb Ptebtees -  «ecbete)

W  , coa c l i a i g a  ”Ce ork ln  s e c t l o n j - i  - a t  «  —
It w m  be observed ire» the ne* « ^  ^  0l a cognitive

4 *he reiationsh P . e same modes
confidence can rest in th 'used to assess tho
treierence rest and the eptione .**> ^  ^  ^  Btudents do iind the
U.H end A.lb) • evidence «• — d»t coniidence to rest in

• ■ a,,« mode specif^ , „ivsis of scoring
options to be suffice * strument. Extensive an
the vaUdity°/Uhnitive *  in an ipsative form give
Procedures shows that scores which are procedures used to gather

.inline result, regardless oi -e P" ^  Bnd then »ado

the data <A.2>. «  -*•*“ "  ^  f tll0 t«o bodies ei data but this
there IS dliiereuc. 1» -» analyses ^  JrM comparison oi two

analysts, ie Income-- » T ? .  ^  scoring end the other using nornstlvo
Identical samples, one using »»» .  ̂ nlct with those oi Ta»lr an

, . P1o98 because th «a. element of
lunetta and of C - Bub3©cC~8pociFinally tho b«dj

not taken,Ibgical conclusion w „tablished. . -
. was not e .-♦«wince behaviour .,■» i e — -- >cognitive preferenc



: THE STRUCTURE OF COGNITIVE PREFERENCE AND THE EVALUATION 
OF PUPILS

jSj-gtion 6.0 : Introduction

uive preference test is threeThe data structure of the cogn

the four modes are four stimulus po n dimensional by definition since th
i ln three dimensional space. (This is as such they are locatable in

t /« . i) dimensional space).because n stimulus points can be loca e relative
. , data structures seek to establish the rolatlvainvestigations of particular data s
, th. data space and/or to ilnd a suitablelocation of stimulus points in . .

.ed if the Stimuli are to be accommodatedEduction of data space that is ne 

ln less than (n - 1> dimensions.
. bv Kempa and DubS and by Mackay had The procedures which were used y

, « and Dube employed factor analysis andthese two objectives in mind. Kemp

, t.rs after rotation which resulted in two . obtained two major factors n
the H mode scores loaded with -Q -ode bipolarities. They found that tn , .

„ <th two factors and the A mode score loaded °h one factor of an analysis wit
The disadvantage oi their procedure*ith -p mode scores on the other.

«moloved statistical techniques,strictly*a8> at least in principle, that
i r m  relation to ipsative data. aPplicable to normative data only.

* <• pmoloyed the unfolding procedure describedMackay (1971) in contrast empl y
Mo n  of the three dimensional data structureby Coombs (1964). His reduction

annarently gave a format of data arrangement into two dimensional data space apparently

of axes, may be represented by R/P and A/Q. *hich, after the introduction of axe ,

conflict with the findings of Kempa and Dube Mackay*s work is therefore in con

u .Wised as to the real nature oi the structure ofand some questions may be raised .

. x„ order to ehed sene light on this, two additionalc°gnltive preference data, in

. the data obtained in this study and the data analyses were performed on the da

k M „kav was re-examined. Tho additional analyses ware- reported by Mackay .

d> tnr- analysis on the same data and a cluster analysis, an p_ and Q- type factor anaiys
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Both ol these are also strictly applicable to normative data so the

‘ladings must be viewed with some caution.
• a rm the relationships betweenc ff»i*uso9 on viv©The second part of ChagterJ. focus

ts and the more routine measurementsthe cognitive preference measurem
«tion These have been outlined in oi classroom behaviour and oper •

, . w l U  be described in greater detail m
faction 4.1 (B) Part II and .

a 2 It was anticipated that the iniormation Introduction to Section 6.— • * '
. £ considerable value in demonstrating

°h these relationships would ® -artletive
M  data in student assessment for predictive tlle value of cognitive preferenc Certainly
.Ability for particular careers. Certainly Purposes and in establishing suitability

AtkA to be explored fully before thewas felt that the relationships nee
test in a battery of assessment tests^elusion of a cognitive preference 

could be recommended.

^££ti°n 6.1 ; The alternative methods of demonstrating the structure of 
cognitive preference behaviour (Research Problem (B.l))

A ; Mackay*s method
,.rtaA the structure which underlies Mackay (1971) sought to .expose t P

ath0(j of unfolding analysis.. His method is c°gnitive preference by the meth
« , . 0aT.+ /m . This was first developed byfuUy explained in Section 2 .4 ^ art-U^‘
Be« Havs and Bennett (1961) and described byu®nnett and Hays (1960) and Hays anu

'»»»b. (1964 ). McElwaln and Keats <19611 described a simple method ol 
determining configuration from a given sat ol orderings. They showed that 
‘here are only a United number ol distinguishable geometrical configuration, 
»« lour stimuli Intwo dimensional space which each regulre that 6 out of 
‘ha possible 24 orderings of the lour stimuli aro missing i the orderings 
Witch are missing arc used to Identify the precise configuration and the 
aonfldenca which can bo placed on the chosen configuration rests on the 
Percentage of rank orderings which are accommodated In the IS orderings 
Witch are acceptable to that configuration, wish (1964) and Brown (1976)
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torence datai « » "  ‘“=cc,,tod ‘
«ad thia method « U h  comitive pro accom„odation hut Bro«n

. »8 6% and
configuration on the evidence ^  accommodated 88% of her
Ejected the method since at best it only the l8 orderings

. w- accommodât eo
the percentage of data that must

^aence can be said to
out of the 24 before confi lned.
*hich is then exposed, has not been ^  structures d 971’ p,l70)

r 3 possible two dim used orderings
Mackay considered 3 P structures. He

«ter rejecting all possible one concluded that 'cognitive
, of respondents.

obtained from 13 samples ot dimensions .... represented in two
Preference stimuli can best dimension 1® A * R| P * ^

o+^muli on «.vreeded 88.4%Bering of the four stim , All 13 groups exc
on the second dimension is R. A ' ’ d 96.3% accommodation.

, +he best sample, ha
Accommodation and Sample » tructure which is describe
ìbis configuration is derived from a st ^  preferred in 3

« . « , 6 , 3 )  structure since the R ^  U e  k and Q mode scores

Acceptable ordering», a* is th wbich they are least preferred.

Are acceptable in all the ordering* in * 8tructure of R/p a*d A/Q'
ted by Mackay l®aû

The two-dimensions rep found R/Q and A//p̂  *
Ut will be recalled that Kempa and Pube ̂  of all orderings

In Table 5.4.1 (P .147-l49) w ^  repeftted (in condensed form) in

Jcr all 13 groups of data and t _her getft of data. r°r instance,
t*ûlB f

table 6.1 with rank orderine» (3( 6 , 3, «> accounts tor 92.03V
•«,.1. ot Macks,'s data ^  V  ̂  ercater than tno percentase

at tha data lor Sample 1. Thl‘ 1 ^  ^  ot data « » »  (3. «. 6' 3>
accommodations tor all oaoept ls evident that Mack ,

aaveeptions). AUUB
(Sample I Is °»» oi tl>0 1001 wlth sntllclent car«l : *hl* ***-
did not,examine all posai ^ ^  Tnhla 6.2. Inspection ot t
theretore romedlod and It Is roporto . least «nnallï

figures show that both (3. • ' . 3) ¿trUcture which Mackay

acceptable (or unacceptable) « .

H P



Poiir further points are worth making in this context;

(i)

<ii>

(iii)

(iv)

The instrument used by Mackay had only 11 items.

It is possible to recreate scores from the rank orderings 

given by Mackay; correlation and subsequent factor analysis 

of these gives the figures shown in Table 6.3. It is evident 

that the structure which they reveal conforms to the Kempa and 

Dube pattern and contradicts Mackay's pattern.

It will be observed from the figures given at the foot of 

Table 6,2 that only 12.5% of all the orderings had either the 

R mode and P mode in the least preferred position. This is 

indicative of an unbalanced instrument. The similar figures 

for the other bodies of data in this table which are part 

of this study are not ideal though they are more balanced.

Balance is important since 100% of the orderings with (3, 6 , 6, 3) 

would be accommodated if the R mode and P mode never appeared 

in the last position of a body of cognitive prefer«nee data; 

if all modes appeared in all positions equally frequently 

and if 100% of the orderings were accommodated, much confidence 

would accrue to the configuration which could then be inferred 

but in the present sample where the frequency is highly 

distributed, little confidence accrues to the pattern of 

behaviour that is reported.

Mackay supported his evidence from unfolding analysis with a 

Q-sort factor analysis procedure. During this ho selected 

64 respondents from the 1358 in Group I (the method used for 

selection was not given) and of these 64 only 4 had either 

R mode or P mode scores in the least preferred position while CO 

had either A or Q modes in the last position. In the analysis 

3 of those 4 are rejected because they cannot be accommodated.

It seems possible that this lack of balance may have been over*'

.1 ■' ■*) p .124 ■' ; ■ •
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6.1 Preference Rank Orderings of Individuals

Mackay 
(Sample I) 
N *» 1358

CPI-I 
N = 830 
(ipsatlve)

CPI-II 
N = 581 
(ipsative)

CPI-III 
N = 439 
(ipsative)

CPI-III 
N = 45

(normative with 
24 items)

aqpr 9 19 10 11 29
APQR 9 10 8 5 32
QAPr 5 18 12 8 20

Qpar 13 21 19 11 22

PAQR 12 10 4 6 36
PQAR 20 25 15 13 30

68 103 68 54 169

RQPa 36 25 19 12 33
rpqa 304 79 59 18 70
Qrpa 7 9 8 13 16
Qpra 22 21 19 23 30
p«Qa 95 133 85 30 29
PQRA 38 55 42 27 44

502 322 232 123 222
--- , '— ~ .. -.- -.... .. - - ..-.-....

PAPq 215 • 62 37 48 57
RPAQ 353 76 47 31 40
ARPq 30 24 20 25 95
aprq 10 19 18 12 40
P«AQ 65 52 41 14 60
PARQ 12 17 13 __9 38

685 250 176 139 330

RAqp 49 33 30 32 100

*Qap 26 7 6 17 47
ARqp

10 49 27 29 95
aqrp 8 46 30 12 47
QRap 7 6 2 ;■ 7 31
QARp 3 14 10 14 ' 39

103 155 105 1 1 1 Wv 359

1358 830 581 427 * 1080



Unfolding Analysis: %age of orderings 
''— £Sj-ent strupt.nrog and five bodies of data.

accommodated by three

Mackay 
(Sample 1) CPI-I CPI-II CPI-III 

N = 439 
Ipsative

CPI-III 
N ® 45 
Normative 
24 items

6 r 31 Structure (from which R/P, A/Q structure is inferred)

no. of 
orderings 

accom
modated

45 124 86 63

%age of 
orderings 
which are 
accommo- 
dated

96.30 85.06 85.20 85.20

188

82.59

2* I L  6 . 3f g) Structure (from which R/G, A/P structure is inferred)

ho. of
orderings 
SSI accom
modated

108 99 73 59

%age of 
orderings 
which are 
accoramo-

92.05 88.07 87.44 86.18

■236

78.15

dated
3* 6r 4, 6) Structure (from which R/Q» A/P structure is also inferred)

fco. of
orderings 
¿jot. accom
modated
%age of 
orderings 
which are 
accommo
dated
%age of
orderings
with

95 100 68 56

93.00 87,95 88.29 86.88

205

81.02

R least 5.0 12 .8 U.7 12 .6 . 15,6
A least 36.9 39.8 39.9 28.8 20.5
Q least 50.4 30.1 30.2 32.5 30.5
P least 7.5 18.6 18.1 25.9 33.2



?^i£-§_.3 Means. Standard Deviations, Correlation Cootficients__and 
^iHedJFactor Loadings of Cognitive Preferences which were recreated 
-SSSU^ank Orderings r Mackay, Table 5.4,1, p.147-149, (1971) (N_f_ 1358)

Factor Loadings ( x 10 )

Factor 1 II

Jt 95 -07
A -13 93

Q -72 -18

-28 -76

^°tej this data was recreated from frequencies of orderings by

awarding 4 points to the mode which was most preferred, 3 to the next, 

and X to the least preferred score in each ordering.
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looked and thus if a more balanced sample had been used Mackay 

would have found that the Q-sort procedure did not confirm 

the structure which was revealed by the unfolding analysis,

R- and Q-type Factor Analysis
The report on this piece of work on ipsative scores is presented here 

Cause it serves as evidence of the structure which underlies cognitive 

ireference inodes. Q-type factor analysis of four total mode scores with 

60 respondents is analagous to R-type factor analysis of the scores of 

ioUr individuals each with 60 measurements: both types of analysis with 

tlle same data are presented for comparison. Scrutiny of the loadings in 

 ̂tyPe analysis allows respondents with similar patterns of cognitive 

References to be identified and assigned to groups. It was postulated 

the mean scores of the individuals in the groups would reveal
6V1fl 1 - 'ence of structure.

The data which was used was obtained from respondents who completed 
Cpr^TtT

normally but who were rejected from the principle sample because

hey Tailed to complete one or more of the other tests in the battery.
A *
Sa,BPle of only 60 respondents was used here because factor analysis of 

ft 6h x 60 matrix utilised the full capacity of the memory of the computer,
Us6 „*as made of the Q-type factor analysis with.two factors to assign each 

*he 60 respondents to one of five groups according to loading <+ and - 

®ach of the two factors and a fifth, with no obvious loading, formed 

^  Reject group), 17 loadings were greater than 0.919 (p < 0.01 with

and a further 21 had loadings greater than 0.811 (p < 0.05). 6

* The remaining 22 had insufficient loadings on one or other of the two 

Tactors and were allocated to the reject group. The mean mode scores and 

Tftndard deviations are shown .in Table 6.4,

1 2  4



ihtype.
g P /V /1 9 7 6 ï

and Q-type Factor Analysis of the same data.

R-type

. Mean Stan. Dev. Correlation Coefficients 
(x 10 )

R 14.13 8.47
A 6.93 10.18 27

Q 11.97 8.83 -73 -52
p 15.35 9.85 -51 -79 32

R A Q

(r > .33, p <  0.01)

Factor Analysis (loadings x 10 )

Factor I II

R 03 92
A 93 13

Q -16 -89
P -91 04
Eigen value 2.567 0.955
Cum. %age of 
variance 64.2 88.0

Mean Mode Scores and Standard Deviations with mean 'O1 Level Grade

N loadings R Â Q P 5
Level Grade

Gr°uPi i 9 +ive on 
Factor I

18.22(7.97) 21.7 (4.15) 7.88(5.01) 0.00(4,60) 2.77

h 22 -ive on 
Factor I

12.14(6.43) -2.18(6.83) 16.14(7.26) 21.77(7.32) . 1.91

h i 5 +ive on 
Factor II 1.20(6.83) 11.40(9,69) 21.40(7,40) 14,00(6 96) 2.00

iv 18 -ive on 
Factor II 20.00(5.91) 10.11(5.61) 5.11(5.41) 12.61(6.09) 2.39

L— _  V (6 rejects)

The data in Table 6.4 show strong evidence of the same bipolar 

structure (A/P, H/Q ) in the loadings on the two factors of the R-type i

*nalysis and in the moan mode scores of the Groups in the Q-type analynis :

lh0U8h the ovidence i» slightly less strong in the latter. Respondents !
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i 111 Croup I with high A mode scores and low P mode scores loaded

p°8Uively on Factor I and those in Group II with these scores reversed

*°aded negatively on this factor but there is some support for A/Q,
R/p ®tructure since the R score of Group I and the Q score of Group II are

*ls° high. Groups III and IV, however, lend unequivocal support to the
A/p» R/Q structure.
^-1-C i Cluster Analysis**

The hypothesis that natural groupings occur in the normative data 

er examined by cluster analysis using Ward’s method (1963).

8 is a hierarchical technique in which the individual respondents 

classified into groups or clusters and the process is repeated at 

dif*srent levels to form a tree. At each step in the analysis, union of 

ev<*y Possible pair of clusters is considered and the loss of information

"r8s iurth 
Thi

*hich results is measured by the total sum of squared deviations of every

h + to Which it belongs. The two clustersp°int from the mean of the clus

, increase in 'error scores of squares' '"'here fusion results in the minimum

, spherical clusters with minimumthen combined and so, ultimately, P

’»«»ace are generated. (See Evcrltt (1974, p.15-18)).

„ , 4 5  respondentB en lour ol the six pages of The normative scores of 45 reap

. i6 cognitive preference items for eachCPI“X H  (pages 1, 2, 5 and 6, i^e. ^

■■ th 10 cluster stage there were three clusters Respondent) were analysed. At the i

. - _nre for the remaining 15 individuals. *hich embraced 30 individuals and 7
* was not complete until the 3 cluster stagePusion of these small fragments was n

, 4-v,» individuals in these three clusters which &I»d it was the behaviour of the ind
the 16 items for each of the three clustersexamined by reassembling

the mean option scores to Z-scores. The mean rately and converting the me«» .r

. Aiii«ters and the Z-scores for Cluster 2 are^ede scores for all three dust 

Siven at Table 6.5.

Computed by programme CLUSTAN IB, UMItCC 7600 version.
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£ab: 06.5 Cluster Analysis of Normative Data with 3 Clusters (N = 45/IV/1976)

duster

No. c 
ondei 
Top 
Group

)f resp- 
lts in 
Bottom 
Group

F-
Ratio
(sum)

Mea
(an

R

n Mode Scores 
td standard de 

A

(see note) 
viations)

Q P

1 10 0 3.65 101.00(30.99) 100.55(27.61) 137.11(24.45) 146.00(13.98)
2 9 7 2.68 156.31(25.16) 148.56(21.76) 134.88(14.93) 134.38(9.79)
3 2 17 3.33 148.58(28.50) 135.00(25.606 106.68(20.43) 100.47(21.71)

: mean score on all 16 items (x 10 )

^Èiion z- scores for Cluster 2 (N 81 16; 9 from the top group and 7 from the

2Option Z-scores (x 10 )

iage Item R A Q P
1 I 29 33 ‘ 37 0H1 • *

• 2 13 38 0 24 0

3 60 52 30 -02

-____ 4 44 20 39 41
2 1 63 22 51 79 *

. 2 00 20 - 1 1 01 0

. : 3 08 20 16 62
4 09 12 -06 -31 *

5 1 14 20 14 -25 * >-
' 2 23 36 34 ' "2 1" ‘ * :
- : 3 ■■■ 25 34 -03 36

4 47 65 24 22 *

6 1 32 48 35 46
2 45 10 39 51
3 58 32 21 51 *

. 4 08 -■ 32 44 28 *

The option Z-scores for Cluster 1 (with high overall mean mode scores for
p
a,)d Q) showed strong preference stimuli for P in 11 of the 16 items and
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. str„„g response lor both P 
j there was stro»b

and for Q in 8 of the Items a assess whether
„«■ therefore possible

and Q in some items. U  was n ^  strong preference for
. , i were actira

the 10 individuals in C us Q (and weak for orreference for w v
p (and weak for A) a«11 by strong P p (ftnd weak for R) '

«vyA jC*
Whether they were activated by -tructure motivating their

. i ©, the st*u
and strong for Q (and weak for A), * 3 with high mean

was true i°r
behaviour was concealed, ftie reversed. It was , ^

w + the strong stimuli were
*ode scores for R and A but ffuse than Cluster 2.

“nticeable that these two cluste wftS the mean of the suin
j tO 6 3 ^ ^ ^

(The measurement which was us items» ior eac**
mod©» across

«  ths tour F-ratlos, one lor ouch » ' lndlcate lor variation

ot the three clusters separately-

«thin a cluster.) er 2 (J»bi*Ji£> »bo« that S ol the
The option z-acoros tor- Cluster ^ *hilo only 2

‘tana (marhed *) «• ***** " 14“ "  “  ' c.uster contains the respondents
' p Thi© midt*^®

Marked 0) supported A/Q, R/ * p r q modes but not for both
for eiiker *

'ho experienced strong prof „„itive preference behaviour
, structure of cognitive

*** they thereby revealed rcasonable to argue by
Aiugf work.

'hich was anticipated from „^respondent behaviour but
rture pervades a n  re v

^tension that the Bame struc . general.both P and Q were strong
individuals tn Cluster l tound "“ V ^  t]) general both the P and 0
•tlmull and those In Cluster 3 t 

ttluulus statements were «

SSSSHi-2;t̂ SSiiS!L̂ i  gathered together shoes that there t.
The evidence «hich ^  rtlcll Bachay reported .«htle .

»0 reason to place « * * « “ “ . “ a„aly.ls do support the »hdlngs
the Q-type factor analysis »  ^  ^  wlth the same caution tha

* — ^
V  l i d  no contradlctor, e v t - e .  ; ;;

. is has. at leasf* iurn
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. . pu_ils , ^Rf-aearch Prob l ^ g - j g ^ ^ ^faction 6.2 : The Evaluation of P__E— -- -

introduction to Section 6^2

„ «  the analysis of cognitive preference data This section is devoted to the

* These «ere selected because theyin the light of other measurements. ,

nnm implications. The justificationWete thought to have important classr .

4 that if it «an be shown that cognitive *°r this section of the research is

.teristic bearing on, say, academic Preference behaviour has a characterieti ,

4wi« to argue in reverse in laterachievement or bias, It will he possihle lndlvlau»l
ncnitlve preference style of an individual•ctk and claim that, because the c

. , the academic achievement or the bias m y*8 found to be of a certain type, ■■ ■
, nttern that that type has been shown tobe expected to conform to the p

. g of considerable importance andbave, Obviously academic achieve

4«, Avnlored in Part A usinS. it8 relationship with cognitive preference ^

,. ntg and special tests with IUrd Form 0 level grades with Vth Form student .

‘ Research Problem (B.3> is concerned8tudents. (Research Problem t»«*"•

,• •*, n r  differences »ay exist in differentthe possibility that curricular

sv such « in cognitive preference behaviour as exist8c&oola and that/differences in cogn ,

^ to their respective curricula. Forbetween schools may be ascribed

+ „hillty in scientific fields was used for thethis reason, a test of global abili y

4 the major sample and the cognitive preference indents of all the schools in t

- abuity test and one year later, was^Haviour at the time of the global abii y

lned‘ ,ant dimension of this study was the relationshipA further and most important dimen ^

j class level (Research Problem (B.4>).between cognitive preference and

44miW of study: the first involved three*®re two approaches to this

„ . „ h  of throe class All> « •  examinedAfferent samples, one at each of

„ __6nce inatrumont. In thn second apprcach, a alngle0n the same cognitive preference in v

®smple was examined at three momanfa —  achnoHag. The anmpfa va.

^  wtth a different cognitive preference Instrument and » » »  a faaf
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lilt

has
0ival of one year. The data generated by the second of these two approaches 

keen viewed as a problem of stability and it has been assigned to

S!i2£terj7f

Another Research Problem (B.5) sought to assess the relationship, if 

between cognitive preference and both bias towards science and interest 

study of science, i.e. towards Science Orientation. The rationale 

th*s approach stemmed from the belief that both are essentially affective

the

f<Jy

*®spO;nses and that some allied behaviour might be expected. Finally it was
«ee.

bet
important to see whether discernable differences in behaviour 

We®n schools and between classes in schools

C°uld be detected. Positive evidence of a relationship would have had a 

^ked bearing on the work reported earlier in this section and related to 

Cftr*icmar influences. In fact the findings proved to be negative and they 

ePorted only for the sake of completion.

This section is concluded with an investigation of the relevance of 

^f any, to cognitive preference behaviour. (Research Problem (B.6)) 

Academic Achievement (Research Problem (B.2))

Kempa and Dub& (1973) administered a cognitive preference instrument 

t0 a sample of students of 'A* level in Chemistry about six months after 

tll08<s students had taken their ’O ’ level examinations. They found strong 

^Ponses on both the 'curiosity* and ’awareness’ scales. King (1972)
üatnS the same instrument and a very similar sample of students obtained
8 itti 1ar results. In both studies students with high rating on the two
®cai scored well in their Chemistry examinations. Tamir worked in 
tK hioi0gicai sciences with a substantially larger sample of etudents
than either Kempa and Dube’s or King's and it contained a less highly
iei®ctive population. When Tamir related the scores on a 30 item multiple
^koicg to cognitive preference scores by analysis of variance he found 

8*&hificance for the R/Q scale,(the ’curiosity’ scale)but not for the 

bareness' scale (Tarolr, 1976, Tables 2 and 3).
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ïabi66.6 Mean Cognitive Preference Mode Scores, Standard Deviations 
and Analysis of Variance by 0 Level Grade (N = 439/Vth/1976)

/f
o, r N = R A Q P

A 70 12.06 (8.67) 4.06 (10.96) 13.56 (9.39) 18.26 (10.17)
B 70 15,26 (9.32) 10.13 (10.29) 10.70 (9.95) 12.04 (10.51)

C 70 17.79 (9.38) 13.20 (9.09) 7.59 (8.47) 8.76 (9.15)
^ a i l ^ 70 15.91 (8.21) 13.67 (8.03) 8.59 (7.23) 10.19 (7.27)

280

Anai
of Variance

«
artance

Sum of Squares Mean Squares
between 
grades 
df - 3

within 
grades 
df « 275

between
grades

within
grades

F P

R
1551 17807.8 517.0

i

64.76 7.98 0.01

A
4333 26Í26 1444.3 95.00 15,20 0,01

Q 1465 21798 488.3 79.27 6.16 0.01
R

3680 24530 1226.7 89.20 13.75 0.01

The data given in Table 6.6 concerns students younger than

11086 in the sample which was used by Tamir, This sample comprised 280 Vth

®tudents and the mean cognitive preference scores are analysed by ’O'

6vei gra(jes in chemistry with the failing grades (i.e. Grades D, E and F)

^Uped together. The figures show that there is little difference in

Saviour between those who were awarded a Grade 'C' and those who failed.
Aa
ft*ysis of variance, however, shows that there is more significant variance 

11 the A and P mode behaviours than the R and Q modes. This finding is 

c°ntrary to that of Tarair. It would not be reasonable to argue from those
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. Mle achievement is «»ore strongly

that i0r yOUn8°r 8tUdentthatCa 6 9 (i.e. those at college) it
Elated to the A/P scale and/for older cues @

,aA the circumstances ot tne

‘s l* H/Q 8cale whlc11 ls -  — lbB' h°*ever-
^diea are so widely diiferen the two. part E, shows, also,
■* fUnher analySlS °f SimUar ^  a,lationshiP between achievement and 
s«xes behave differently and the re a t r 10 (see,

, r i 8  studied again in ChaEter_10(^.
CoGnitive preference behaviou

^nicui.rly. « h l ^ -  stuienta ^  that too, heh'a.e

Analysis of dale ^  — 1„  preference dal. .*■ °—
l!1fferontly. In this instance (CPI-III) was

■ (1, exercise which «as used (CPI H D
*Hh m r d  Form students an ^  ^  „tudents. The mean preference

“ • 8""> °ne tbat W‘8 USed ',ith the ,vsl9 „! variance) for five groups
“ area (with standard deviations ^  partltlon after ran*

18 Eh° ™  ln ™  ^  a test of recall of chemical
Ordering the students on ¿ T -  tar the students of this

^formation, | The test «as “  c(mld be classified as

8a*Ple and it contained only i» students
«hows that these young students 

'knowledge*. i The analysis of variance shows  ̂ ^  ^
the R-Mode and on the Q-Mode scores but

®kowed significant variance on groups,H«ntical analysis was performed on five gro P
a°t on the other two. An identical .. .. thea test of chemical ’understanding .
Previously partitioned by scores on

«lanificant for all four modes.
fiance was found to be non signiti ^ ^

d Tamlr found significant variance on the a
Thus, to summarise, students

, whUe in this study the younger student
^des with college students, wh ^  . lt The

h. «O' Level students contradic
toafirm Tamir's finding and th -  th„ e  may be change in

from this is meagre; there may u
information which emerges . the data. nation but further investigation of the

k.h.,lO T  .lth increasing maturatl^ ^ ^  „  :

^  necessary. This will be atte P ^  Research Problem (B.2)
reasonable to say that the evidence in respon

is still incomplete.
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Mean Cognitive Preference Scores of Illrd Form students 
partitioned in five groups by scores in a test of Recall of 
Chemical Information, with standard deviation and analyses 
of variance. (N = 161/IIIrd/1976) * 8

Meana and Standard Deviations

GrOup Recall
Score N R A Q P

1 42.88(5 .66) 33 14 .91 (8 .15 ) 15.06(8 .52) 10 .39 (9 .72 ) 7 .39 (7 .87 )
2 33.78(1 .92) 32 17 .66(9 .39) 17 .22(8 .82) 6 .16 (9 .90 ) 6 .78 (9 .33 )
3

27.03(1 .47) 32 20 .09 (8 .14 ) 18 .25(8 .41) 5 .41 (8 .96 ) 4 .25 (8 .5 1 )
4 21 .75(1 .85) 32 21 .19 (7 .71 ) 20 .16 (6 .92 ) 3 .34 (7 .52 ) 3 .03 (8 .89 )
5

14 .22(4 .55) 32 19.06(7 .41) 19 .91(6 .19) 4 .19 (5 :4 9 ) 5 .03 (6 .93 )

Sum of Squares Mean Squares F P

Between
Groups
(df=4)

Within
Groups
(df“156)

Between
Groups

Within
Groups

R 770.6 10792.4 192.65 69.18 2.78 0.05
A 569.7 9900.0 142.43 63.46 2.24 NS
Q 979.1 11619.9 244.77 74.49 3.29 0.02

P 417.7 11214.3 104.43 71.89 1.45 NS

. Aptitude for Science (Research Problem (B.3))

At an early stage in the research, the need for a test to sample the 

^ogeneity of the sample which was drawn from many schools and classes, 

foreseen. The first test package of the longitudinal study (i.e for 

tll°se tested at Illrd, IVth and Vth Form Level) therefore included the 

Pistol Aptitude Test, Study Skills, Level 5. It was'administered to

8 schools and to 33 classes at Illrd Form Level. Analysis of variance of
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Coenitive preference scores between groups constructed by partitioning

*itl1 B.A.T. scores showed no significant differences. Once this homogeneity

118(1 been established it was considered acceptable to use the scores from

tl16 sample at this level and at subsequent levels as a single body of data.
In B subsequent study, two-way analysis of variance using fourteen randomised
C1

Saes of fifth form students, drawn from 7 schools with two classes of 

t}ltrteen students in each class, showed no significant variance for any 

of the four cognitive preference modes. (No doubt streaming was responsible
f
r the highly significant variance of 'O' level grades in these same 

classes), in another experiment using 7 classes at Illrd form level, each 

Witb 17 students and all in one school, the variance for the P mode only 

*as signifleant (p < 0.05) but an analysis of covariance showed that when 

tlls achievement in chemistry score was used as covariate the variance in 

k® ** mode score then ceased, to be significant.

Careful scrutiny of all the sample populations for significant variance 

ln toode preference behaviour between schools and between classes failed to 

®al differences and so it jnust be concluded that school and class 

6llvironments do not modify cognitive preference data.

"^~L.C. i Class Levels (Research Problem (B.4)

This problem is concerned with the relationship between class levels 

atl cognitive preference. The data 1 gathered for the resolution
Of

this problemwere cognitive preference data obtained with the same 

instrument (CPI-III) from Illrd, IVth and Vth Form students. The fourth
fftrai Population proved to be the smallest of the three and a random 

Section was made from the students of the other two populations to give 

tllr6© populations of equal size* The means and standard deviations and the 

*nalysis of variance is reported in Table 6 .8. The most interesting fact 

Vlltch is apparent from these data is the significant variance of the A and
p
n)ode scores, the moan values of the A-mode diminishing with Increasing 

®turity while P-mode mean values Increase, It must be accepted therefore
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^ i S L.6.8 ; MPftna, Standard Deviations, Variance of Cognitive Preference 
Mode Scores by Class Levels (N = 369/IIIrd, IVth, Vth/1976)

Jfod Standard Deviations

Preference Levels 
Mode

Illrd Form 
(N ** 123)

IVth Form 
(N - 123)

Vth Form 
(N » 123) •

R 18,95 (8.47) 17,41 (10.63) 16,69 (8.68)

A 18,14 (7.96) 15.38 (9.21) 12.26 (9.57)

Q 6.28 (8.60) 7,74 (10.51) 8.73 (9,25)

P 4.60 (8.76) 7.37 (9.51) 10.69 (8.79)

b•plance

Sum of Squares Mean Square

Between Within Between Within F P
Levels Levels Levels Levels

R 328.2 31992.8 164.1 87.41 1.88 NS

A ..... 2127.6 29491.0 1063.8 80.58 13.20 0.01

Q 373.1 33205.9 186.6 90.73 2.06 NS

P 2287.7 30042.2 1143.9 82.08 13,94 0.01

these data confirm convincingly the classroomexperience of many teachers
that

the

as maturation increases, so pupils become increasingly interested in 

Principles which underlie their chemistry and less interested in the
Use® to which that information may be put, In other words there is 

s*8nificant movement along the 'application* axis of the double bipolarity 

ehaviour which is such a strong feature of other cognitivo preference work.
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ca the relationship bet.een t.o aHectlve parameters This problem concerned the re

< v The measures which were used were the and cognitive preference behaviour.

ire described in S e c t i c m J ^ ^  “ drudijnentary orientation questionnai

' lt Was felt that these two measures togetherthe bias towards chemistry. It .

iationship between science orientation give some insight into the relationship

ao<5..res are insensitive but the An* these measuresahd cognitive preference. Both tn

ii n  D ■ m-l«nt.«tlon Bias (Research Problem B.5)

tsit

the

the

®htion of the work was merely exploratory. It may be recalled from 

^formation in Section 4.5 that bias towards chemistry was assessed by

Meet In the H a t  of subjeota selected for study Place assigned to the subj
_  we shown by a student who preferredA Level. Strong bias was thoug

lt tioathy was indicated if chemistry was Hated^  to all other subjects; antip

„ study at A Level. This analysis was &s«>bg the subjects least liked for study

s. each of the five categories:inducted by selecting 30 students _

a  „ hemlstry second most preferred, chemistry thlrMinistry most preferred, chemistry 4 „ ....
■ 14at fl{ subjects liked and disliked at>st preferred, chemistry omitted from

* the disliked subjects. The sample size finally chemistry listed among t

/.fl+ftporv had only 30 students and theVaa determined by the fact that one catego y

^ „ n.»es were pared down byAmbers in the remaining categ

r®ndom selection. (See T^bles_6_:9_and_6 )

The evidence from these two tables shows that there is significant 

>*tween group- variance in -application* scores (A and P, Table .6,9)

*h6„ the groups are determined by Science Orientation and there is. also,

* strong indication that the 'between group- variance in -curiosity- scores
is significant when the groups are fashioned by bias towards chemistry 

(Table 6.10). Those who plan to pursue their chemistry are motivated by 

Curiosity, while those who express a general Interest in scientific things 

**e interested in the underlying principles and eschew the applications. 

fhi8 pattern of behaviour conforms to the pattern that might reasonably 

h*ve been anticipated but it is gratifying to find that logical expectation 

*s confirmed by data.



Means, Standard Deviations and Analysis of Variance of Cognitive 
Preference Mode scores partitioned by Science Orientation 
(N - 439/Vth/1976)

Science
Interest

N* H A Q P

^^(l.-ie) 55 12.76(7.22) 6.11(11.33) 12.93(8.53) 16.20(10.71)

9.40(0.49) 55 16.33(10.06) 9.51(10.70) 9.84(9.50) 12.09(10.54)

7.58(0.53) 55 13.15(9.52) 10.93(7.82) 11.56(8.35) 12.69(9.69)

6.38(0.49) 55 15.24(9.73) 9.24(10.01) 10.75(10.11) 13.13(9.59)

4.84(0.65) 55 15.93(8.98) 10.13(8.80) 10.07(8.38) 12.04(8.58)

^•51(0.63) 55 17.62(8.92) 12.91(9.13) 7.00(8.62) 10.38(7.19)

°*02(0.82) 55 15.60(7.22) 14.16(8.06) 9.31(7.74) 9.07(6,65)

“5.00(3.88) 54 16.46(8,94) 13.85(9.70) 8.46(8.03) 9.19(9.68)

Variance

ari&nce

, Sum of 
Between 
Groups 
(df*7)

Squares 
' Within 
Groups 
(dfss430

Mean Squ 
Between 
Groups 

) ‘

ares
Within
Groups

F P .

*

8 751.8 35117 107.4 81,67 1.32 (NS)
A 2831.3 40018 404.4 93.07 4.34 0.01

Q 1286.9 33034 183.84 76,82 2.39 0.05
P 2100.7 36628 300.09 85.18 3.52 0,01
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Cognitive Preference inuu<; ~~—  
--- - (N = 439/Vth/1976)Bias Groups.

'oup Bias Ns

l. TChemistry most 
preferred subject

30

Chemistry 2nd most 
preferred

30

3. Chemistry 3rd most 
preferred

30

4. Chemistry neither 
most nor least 
preferred

30

5.L Chemistry names as 
one of three least 
preferred A levels

30
18.63(9.04)15.37(8.79)

Q P

37(10.15) 14.53(11.07)

,40(9.23) 14.33(9.50)

.40(8.48) 14.47(6.89)

.97(7.39) 13.40(8.24)

7.23(8.48) 7.23(9.01

150

U galysiB of Variance

Mean Squares
Sum of Squares

Within Between 
Groups Groups 
(df=145)

Between
Groups
(df*4)

11591*68

12276.2

Within
Groups

428.53 , 65.47 6.55 0.01

226.9 99.29 2.29 NS

198.5 1 79.94 I 2.48 1 0.05

292.9 1 84.64 3.46 0,05



The analysis oi the dilierenc u  s e c t i o n a l

ted by Tamir was
®aies and females which was repo ferenCe scores grouped

of cognitive Pr
(Tamir, 1976). Analysis of varianc  ̂^  ,awareness* measure rather

by tour levels at 'O' Level exami and 'P'
Table 6.11. (F values for

tban a 'curiosity' measure, see and 4 01
d *E and 'Q* values are *•

**• 9*04 *»d 7‘57 respectively an _ the hlgh element of
much &3 expect©0

>*»pectively). This result ■ . ̂  tradltl0Ml and, to a lesser
Naming as opposed to comprehension 3 of difference

- r z . 1 1.
. a ¿I» fl fU/i) S C X V “ ^in ’0’ Level success by significant atd i« in the sample was not sign
bass level secured by the g r

» v ^ was 4.02).
b < 0.10. The value o ^  sexes separately show that the boys

Analysis of variance by ^  ^  ^  whUe t M  response by the
«acrlminate far »ore strongly on the of t M

v 2 values between the senes
Slrls is much more even. ah0„ marked differences. The T
cognitive preference »odes separa e ^ are glve„ and summarised

v«ues are shown in T*bU_eAl and X Table_6a2
, 0 76) findings are also gi

I5^  li rittes between the two bodies of data is
«or comparison. The aim « ^  ^  pD..lbl. fro» this data
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. . he YtJi Form year a

*s that even at the end 0 ,...tv than boys.", to considerations of utility than d y 
a»bitious and less susceptible

. .-|v-i h ration Scales 
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d D„b6 (1973) showed that high academic achievers

The work by Kempa and mated as 'curiosity. m mode score on the scale designated as c.
«cored .'well on the Q &g .Application’

B 8COre on the scale designated as App
and in favour of the P m core from the R

- <ned by subtracting the Q mode score(the former score was obtained y
latter by subtracting the R mode score from

»ode score and the latter by p , 143
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6.11 Moan Cognitivo Preference Scores of Boys and Girls by *0* 
Level Grades, with standard deviation and variance 
CN - 439/Vth/1976)

Mean and Standard Deviation

0

Grade
N=

R A Q P
boys

1 39 13.36 (7.29) 4.95 (11.00 12.00 (8.10) 17.41 (10.85)

2 75 15.12 (9.71) 11.07 (8.80) 9.73 (8.79) 12.36 (9.74)

3 88 15.84 (8.72) 14.93 (8.32) 8.58 (7.87) 8.36 (8.25)

Fail 67

269

14.10 (7.17) 13.72 (8.07) 9.91 (6.60) 10.46 (7.31)

girls 1 31 10.42 (9.91) 2.94 (10.81) 15.52 (10.48) 19.32 (9.13)

2 54 14.74 (10.11) 9.54 (9.70) 12.13 (10.96) 11.67 (9.20)

3 54 19.33 (7.93) 10.33 (9.46) 7.35 (8.10) 11.20 (9.10)

Fail 31

170

19.35 (8.88) 11.55 (9.04) 7.34 (8.37) 10.03 (7.85)

'^Si^sis of Variance

........ Sum of Square Mean Squares

®°urce of between within between within
ftriance groups groups groups groups . F P

(df-7) (df=431)

T°tal Sample

R 2412 33673 344.5 78.1 4.41 .01
A 5442 37059 777.5 86.0 9.04 .01
Q 2108 32333 301.1 75.0 4.01 .01
P 4281 34826 611.8 80,8 7.57 .01

U°ys Only (df=3) (df=265)
R 216 19269 72.0 73.0 0.99 NS
A 2955 20984 985,0 79.5 12.39 .01
Q 319 16734 106.4 63.4 1.68 NS
P 2346 21288 781.9 80.6 9.70 .01

140
Table 6.11 continued p, 141



Girls Only 
R

(d£=3)
1992

(df=166)
144004 664.0 86.8 7.65 .01

A 1453 16075 484.2 96.8 5.00 .01

Q 1744 15600 581.3 94.0 6.18 .01

P 1758 13538 586.0 81,6 7.18 .01

R A Q P

§utn 0f „^ ^  Squares

ŝ) Between sexes (df=l) 203.6 1034.3 43.9 177.1

Between 0 Grade 
levels (df=3)

1145.5 1987.5 1535.2 3928.7

(df*3)Cti°n ' <S> x <o) 2207.9 4408.0 2063.1 4103.9

*ithln cells (df=431) 33672 37059 32333 34826

^¿n^Sguares 

Between Sexes 203.6 1034.3 43.9 177.1

®tween 0 Grade Levels 381.8 662.5 511.8 1309,6

lnteraction 735.9 1469.3 687.7 1368.0

Cells 78.1 85.9 75.0 80.8

interaction) 9,42 17.09 9.17 16.93
P .01 .01 .01 .01

i

• ■ ■ . .=■ . ■ ■ ■■ . . ,  ̂ . ..
* I

; :■ : . ■ ■' - • ; :7V;:
:
.. .. *>•

• ■ -'r'-l-r-. ■

--!■.'
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6.12 : Interaction between Cognitive Preference, Academic Achievement 
examined by X ^ Values^ (N = 439/Vth/1976, df = 1)

Boys Girls

More Less 
able V’ able Boys v. Girls More

able
Less 

V* Able

R equally high high low low R higher R

(.83 ; NS) (5.38 ; 0.02) (21.15 ; 0 .0 1)

A high A highest A high low equally low

^____ <1 1 . 2  ; 0 .01) <15,13 ; 0 .0 1) (2.02 ; NS)

Q equally low equal highest Q high Q

(3.26 ; 0.10) (0 .10 ; NS) (14.15 ; 0 .0 1)

p fair low low high higher ; high
(14.56) ; 0.01) (4.51 ; 0.05) (7.70 j 0 .0 1)

Jgniir
<1976)
8e® p.31

high
score

low
score

high
score

Q

low
score

Less
able
boys
More
able
boys

\ able 
\ girls

\ less 
Vble 
\girls

Boys \

More
able
girls
Less
able
girls

Boys

Less
able
girls
More
able
orirls

Girls

More
able
boys
Less
able
boys

able able
girls boys

Boys able
No boys

infor-
mation

Less given less
Able able
Girls girls
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8C0re>. This work was repeated with ’O ’ Level students and with lllrd

for® students.Keinpa and Dube's sample contained only students who had opted for 

A Level courses in Chemistry; the present sample was larger and embraced
0 Level students. It is apparent from Table 6.13 that the earlier finding 

*8 c°nfirmed since the between group variance in 0 Level grade, which is 
the criterion used in both studies for achievement in chemistry, is found 
t0>  significant on both scales. Thus those with better 0 Level grades 

^nd to show preferences for Q on the 'curiosity' scale and for P on the

^PUcation’ scale.The behaviour of the younger students is different. The variance 
bet*een groups in scores of recall of chemical information and in 
^standing chemistry is significant on the 'curiosity’ scale but there 
i8 ̂  significance on the /application’ scale. Thus,achievement in chemistry 
at thi. xevel ia a property associated with ’curiosity' and not with
application’, i.e. the more able students In this sample of young boys 
have a preference for the ’Q' mode but their preference for the P mode has
i n  to develop. The data suggests that it will have developed by the 

tl!Be that the students are ready to take their 0 Level examinations and 

that their interest in the principles which underly their chemistry will 

Ultimately become dominant over their curiosity, An analysis similar to 

tbe one in Table 6.13 using IVth Form students (instead of Vth Form students)

6il(J the end-of-year examination in Chemistry as the assessment of achievement,
that the swing towards the P mode was already well developed before 

beginning of the final year leading to the ’O ’ level examination.

on 6.4 : wv».—-------

Haut »oints considered in this chapter are whether U) }*• 
The two salient point» v• the bipolar structure oi inioraation perception

«vidonce substantiates the bip nablo (bl„„„ v,Hnr,larity is unassailablee, (b) 
Ww,„„, and . if tho ovidence for bipolarity

' ' / — ^  Ï
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6.13 : Means, Standard Deviations and Analysis of Variance of 
0 Level grades of ten Groups partitioned by 'Curiosity' 
and 'Application' scores (N = 439/Vth/1976)

Mean 0 Leve 
partitioned

Curiosity Score

1 Grade 
by

Application ScoreN

1 . 44 2.89 (0,96) 3.02 (0.99)

2. 44 2.80 (1.29) 2.95 (1.43)

3. 44 2.98 (1.48) 3.16 (1.36)

4. 44 3.07 (1.40) 3.05 (1.43)

5. 44 2.48 (1.29) 3.48 (1.59)

6. 44 3.23 (1,41) 2.75 (1.40)

7. 44 3.05 (1.57) 2.89 (1.23)

8. 44 3.16 (1.43) 2.43 (1.21)

9. 44 2.59 (1.44) 2.64 (1.21)

10, 43 1.98 (1.02) 1.84 (1.29)

Sum of Squares Mean Squares

Between
Groups
(df=9)

Within
Groups
(df=429)

' Between 
• Groups

Within
Groups

F P

£
^Osity (R/Q) 56.66 791.34 6.30 1.840 3,41 0.01

^J^cation (A/P) 136.29 711.71 15.14 1 .6 6 ; 9 .10 0.01



: Means, Standard Deviations and Analyses of Variance of
Recall-of Chemistry and Understanding-Chemistry partitioned 
Into five groups by 'Curiosity' and 'Application* scores 
(N « 161/III/1976)

N

CE-R

Curiosity
Score

Application
Score

CE

Curiosity
Score

-U

Application
Score

1 33 27.55 (9.21) 25.64 (8.45) 10.12 (4.49) 10.15 (4.18)
2 32 24.19 (8.44) 27.25 (10.05) 8.72 (4.01) 9.41 (4.26)
3 32 27.66 (11.10) 27.03 (10.59) 8.91 (4.02) 9.03 (3.21)
4 32 26.00 (9.90) 27.50 (11.17) 7.94 (3.37) 8.22 (5.17)

[5 32 33.72 (11.68) 30.97 (10.24) 11.34 (5.98) 9.56 (4.32)

. Sum of Squares Mean Squares

Between
Groups
(df=4)

Within
Groups
(df=156)

Between
Groups

Within
Groups F P

"^£11 of Chemistry

.Curiosity Score (R/Q) 1645.0 17760 411.25 113.85 3.61 0,01

Application Score (A/P) 504,3 165296 126.08 105.96 1.19 NS

■^SSSstandinR Chemistry

Curiosity Score (R/Q) 227.8 2919 56.95 18.71 3.04 0.01

Application Score (A/P) 66.7 2940 16.68 18.84 .88 NS
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, ir to be obtained Iron our, n+ behaviour to
v&luable information about s u shown to confirm, the evidence is Tn SectionJLiiknowledge of structure, i n ------" idence of the alternative

, * m  structure , the
Ke®pa and Dube’s R/Q and A/ -_,ind to be incomplete!

ted is re-examined, found
structure which Mackay presen Other statistical

. Keropa and Dube’s work.
yet strongly supportive o ide»ce in favour of

, +rtbe supportive and the
treatments are also foun scales is found to be

t /0Y *
the !curiosity’ and ’application
**"*«■.' ■■ oi 0 levs! grades on the ’application’

. distribution of u
There is signiflean third f0rm students, the

Bcale but not on the 'curiosi V _ 0j chemistry is
, u^tstry and understanding

distribution of recall of c ’application', scale.4 0v, scale but not on the app
aignificant on the ’curiosity _ Formers are found to be

TV̂llchanges from Illvd, to  ̂ lication' scale but not on
* Ranees on the 'app^companied by signifioan , among Vth Formers

»interest xti ®C1the ’curiosity’ scale, whie Those with an interest in»towards chemistry . *
behaves differently to bias ^ wiviie those whointerested in rne
lienee are significantly more V * thev would choose to study at

. three subjects wh c
Place chemistry among the t rested ln the Q mode. Computation
K Level are significantly more ctual scores for ’curiosity1

,4_p\ score (i*e •
°* an (R-Q) score and a C - distribution of 0 Level grades

1(rnificance or
’application’) ° ' ,«»d.r.tandl„*'. scores on the ’curloalt,'

°a both scales and of ’recall’ an

‘C S U °"ly- lu t „idence .! cheapo In behaviour bate but
There la, theroloro, c ^  o( no coneenuence In

“  “18° r l e a a t n l  eeamatlon ct PnpUb - I r . a  ‘bat cb.nEe

»aychometrlc studies. ^  and theretore predictable.
‘b benavlonr with see i. ^  ^  Is osed

is, therefore, devoted to . . perception andwith both information and percep
*or the evaluation of pupil»
‘formation tr.n.lornatlon In »Ind.
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^ £ l*-on 7.0 • Introduction

hiiity of cognitive PrcIerCTCe
j _ 0f stability

An extensive exaraina to be essential to
it was considere

behaviour was undertaken because oreference andi between cognitive pr
^  discussion of the relation . that cognitiveis to demonstrate tnav
«Shlttye style. The one ^ „ „ „ . t i » .  that It Is
Preference behaviour is stable w dividual’s behaviour is

d that the indivi
«lable over a period of years an hole population.

_ in the behaviour of th
8t*ble within the trends in individual is cognisant

i _ y ^ o^iy
A Co6nitive preference test and hence the lapse

of all the factual material w >courge to 'O' level and
* tih® ‘tin*®®

°i time between the beginning time span for the
4+-Alf was selected as vn

the examination i for three
ime for pretesting ana «•

lamination since this allowed t m ^  ^  ^  & U m e  oi intense

tuH  of potential to be important.
lnteUectual development was a * concerned

, narts of Chapters 5 and
It will be recalled tha of the

«th/iSiut, of the cognitive  ̂ . Thl. chapter is concerned
Evaluation of both inatrunen«^ Measure»ent of stability of
*l8° »1th the behaviour of the ind rlect instrument and
Ecgnitlve preference behaviour presupp

. „+ 4*v its light.vtanines the respondent ^  v lnternai consistency has a long
The measurement of reliab - y . Both are related

.. ree in educational psy
«»d „ U  establiehed pedtg M C h  ha. „specie .hich .re union.

<&ferewc0 oux* v . y.
to stability of cognitive pr daring one administration,

Hnn of relationships during one
fthd demands quantifies ^ the treatment of

and the next as w e n
Et Changes het.een one year tho „„pectatton that increased
lour measurements ^  The eaantnatton of the

^ -from the analysis.. in
Accuracy will thereby accru

• ■' ■ •iA1



will be undertaken in four sections.
Section 7.1 will concern the behaviour of each individual on each 

01 four modes treated separately within the 24 or so items of a single 
Ministration. The hypothesis is that each individual shows such a

of consistency of behaviour from one item to the next that a high 
level of confidence may be placed in his behaviour. Section..?^ will also 
be concerned with the four modes separately. The interest in this part 
concerns both individual behaviour between one year and the next by 
Mmination of mode totals and behaviour and the same items when 
Resented a year after the first presentation. Secticm J^l 18 devoted 
t0 ̂ e procedures which achieve an amalgamation of the four modes and to 
th® light which they throw on behaviour. In Sectlon_7̂ 4 the four mode 
8Coros are treated as a single 'relationship pattern' and the change of 
thia relationship within the time spanned by the tests is examined and

discussed. .

^£tion,7,l :

The evidence which is given in this part is presented in order to 
®uPport the argument that individuals do behave consistently in responding 
to cognitive preference instruments. The coefficients which are given

^¿ble 5.8 using normative data and ipsative data are the routine measures
test consistency. The interval of 35 days of school holiday which 

*l*Psed between the administration of the test and of the retest was . 
Considered sufficiently long to obliterate recall and sufficiently short

tft guarantee no change in cognitive structure.
The, test-retest coefficients in Table 7.1 are not as high as the 

Coefficients which are often given by the routine classroom tests, but they 
show that the respondents behaviour reflects a positive attempt to express 

Reference in a manner that is genuine and meaningful to the respondent. 
Sl«ilarly, the several coefficients of reliability support the contention
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an acceptably high degree instruments have an acc p
the cognitive preference.in 8eparately. «  1 ».

h of the four modes aepa
oi internal consistency for eac t and the measuring

t both the respondent
therefore, reassuring to find  ̂intended by the designers

^trument are behaving in th  ̂ preference.

0. «. method .* me.aurement o ^  llmlt agilnst

There is no frame o cueeests that they
na.essed but experience suggests

^ieh these measures may e „incing evidence of
afford sufficiently convincing

ajre acceptable in that they  ̂ three remaining
v  -luatify examination of the

insistency of behaviour to j f interest that the
■Terence behaviour. It 18

Measures of cognitive pre , 7 1  4oenot support
oefficients in TableJLi /

Relative magnitude of the c v**rarchy of cognitive
v, based on Bloom's hierareny 

^ n ' s  prediction which she based

ability (Brown 1975, p.55-57).

Ijction 7.2 ; Mode Stability

The next hypothesis which was examined was that the mode totals of 

e»ch individual are stable with respect to the remainder of the population.■

The four preference mode totals for each individual were related to the 
fifild independently. The data which was used was gathered by administering 

th*ee different cognitive preference instruments (CPI-I, CPI-11 and CPI-III) 

annual intervals to students of 'O’ Level Chemistry, 325 respondents

c°®Pleted all three tests.
If the hypothesis is valid (a) preference mode totals should correlate 
<b) each total should remain in each band of the population throughout 

test period and (c) it should be possible to subdivide the sample 

clusters which contain equal or equivalent scores on all three 
^astruments. The division of the sample into bands was done in two ways.

the first an arbitrary decision was made to divide it into ten bands each 

*Ith 32 respondents and analyse behaviour on two administrations. In the 

8econd, five bands (each with 65 respondents), were examined on the three



7.1 :  Coefficients of Modo Reliability using Ipsatlvo. Data

Measurement Instrument No. of 
Respon
dents R

Coef

A

iicients

Q P

^  Test-retest CPI-III 45 , 366 .651 .583 .399

Split-half 
(after modif-

CPI-III 45 .789 .808 .763 .850

cation with 
Spearman 
Brown formula)

CPI-I 599 .533 .723 .596 .625

ĉ) Kuder Richardson 
(Formula 21)

CPI-III 45 .731 .562 .650 .749

Cronback CPI-III 45 .750 .635 .541 .771

^ _
CPI-I 599 .633 .776 .548 .669

Note : see also the coefficients in Table,6^6.

£gble 7.2 ; Product Moment Correlation Coefficients of Mode Scores (N«à25)
2(Coefficients x 10 )

T C.P, 
»^strumenta Classes

Years of 
Adraini * 
strations CP Mode R 

•
A Q P

1 : II 3rd ; 4th 1974 : 1975 58 45 41 39

11 : III 4th : 5th 1975 : 1976 23 39 26 42

1 : III 3rd : 5th 1974 : 1976V 11 20 15 28

Note ; p .< 0.01; r
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-  administration. together. The duster analyaia which ... »ducted 
«or (c) above) contained the largest number of clusters in which there 
,,ere at iea8t 20 respondents,

A further hypothesis with bearing on stability 
Ba”* time. It was postulated that more stable mode totals would b 
deaerated b, re-use of items i« aocceaaive indumenta thah would he
obtained by fresh items. Convincing evidence oi the validity of this
W e a l s  would support Brown'» couteution that response to a cognitive

. ore by item content than by compliancePreference instrument is governe
1th the construct of the cognitive preference test. .
n * from correlation coefficients£*rt (\\ . rv-irifance for mode_gtabiUt3U— ------

, for each of the three administrations were Preference mode totals fo
to product moment correlation aualyais. TheSpared and then subjected to p

‘ , „„ <„ Table 7.2. They are positive^efficients which were obtained are g v __ —
* « < o 01 It will be.recalled thatall except one are significant at P

, CPI-I and CPI-1 1 in order todiffered slightly in s^yle
4. the earlier style; this differenceCo»Ply with criticisms by Brown of t

_ . .  r coefficients which were obtained withttieht be responsible for rather lowe
.. ... ,.ntg lend some support to the case forthis instrument. The coefficients
Validity of the mode stability hypothesis.

(B) : Evidence for &
'' ' 1 .... ;

, , analysis starts with the notion that idealThe rationale for banding anaxy»
behaviour of both in.trument and respondents would generate identical rank ;
Orderings oi cognitive preferencescores in each aubaegueht administration to
» »table population. In practice the behaviour of both is less than ideal
•»d it la expedient to use rank orderings of the flret administration to
h».lgn the four cognitive preference scores to a bend, on. for^each
After the second administration, . count is main of the number of reapondenp
H o  recur in the same band; a high count indicates »high degree of mode
»lability. Table 7.3 »ho»» the»» count». The first portion of the table
concern« the change which occurred between the administration of CPI-I in
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iuly 1974 and CPI-II in July, 1975. The first figure, 56, shows that only

Sfi the 325 respondents in the sample (17%) recurred in the same R mode 

b*0d. As 10 bands were used, random behaviour alone accounts for 10% of this 

(>j>he figUres in the lowest portion of Table 7.3 were obtained with

random numbers in lieu of cognitive preference scores. They show close 

*8reement with chance counts.)
The analysis was extended by widening the count to include those who 

^ a i n  in tlie same band with those in the neighbouring bands, thus both the

°n° above and the one below were counted. Every count except the top and 

b°ttom ones had three bands, These two had only two bands, The analysis 
yet further extended to include two neighbouring bands, a maximum of 
bands and 3 neighbouring bands, i.e. a maximum of 7 bands in all.v’ 
figures will be found In Table 7,3. One year separated the two tests in 

the second portion of the table (CPI-II and CPI-Ill) and therefore two years
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SePar

be
°bed the two tests in the third portion (CPI-I and CPI-III). It should 

n°tod that three different instruments were used. Inspection of the data
«hows

c°unt
that the band count is approximately 1.7 times greater than the random 
when the interval is 1 year but the ratio falls to 1.4 (and much less

for

Ì8'

 ̂®nd Q modes) when there is a two year interval. The ratio also decreases 
*be number of bands being counted is increased. On average, therefore, it 
re®sonable to claim that the counts are 1.5 or 1.6 times greater than the

cha;nc® value. A x2 test shows that the significance level of these ratios is
betWeen 0.10 and 0.50 but they are, of course, derived from rank ordered
“«ta.
'»ode
had

There is, therefore, some measure of support for the notion of 
stability and, no doubt, there would be more if the same instrument

been used for all administrations.
* similar analysis la which live hands ware used with the same data,

" » w  that while streng preferences and strong rejections of modes are
„ . . in the middle bands. (Randomdistent, there is almost random behaviour in tne m
due. u hanrt in Col. (1) aRd Col. (2) with a totalgives counts of 13 for each band in cox. i >
°f 5

totai
x 13, i.e. 65, and in Col. (3) random data gives counts of 3 and a 
°f 15.) Much of the low count behaviour in Col. (2) can be ascribed

to *be difference in the style between CPI-II and CPI-III,

Parti

On balance it is claimed that there is some evidence for mode stability 
cularly at the extremes of cognitive preference. This method of analysis

1b °rlginal to cognitive preference studies.

(C) ; Evidence for mode stability from_cluster analysis 
The 4 preference mode scores from each of the three administrations 
subjected to cluster analysis. A number of different analyses were 

°btained and the one with 8 clusters was used because .each cluster had 
least 20 respondents, a Table 7.5 the mean score on all 12 modes 

*°r these clusters are given with the mean score after conversion to a 
 ̂score and with a letter to indicate the rank order of the variation of
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Band Counts with 5 Bands
WV.. -----------—----- --— -----------Number in tho same Band in

(l)Year 1 (2) Year 2 (3) Year
and and and

Mod© Band No. Year 2 Year 3 Year 3
ft 1 24 11 4

2 19 13 2
3 13 13 4
4 16 17 7
5 25 17 9

— --- "-r
Total 97 71 26

A 1 19 14 10
2 16 13 5
3 14 15 2
4 11 7 3
5 28 18 9

Total 88 67 29

Q 1 29 . 20 9
2 12 11 2
3 19 13 6
4 16 11 ... ....4.... .
5 21 13 7

Total 97 68 28

P 1 30 25 17
2 11 8 1' '
3 13 15 2

' 4 16 15 ■ . . 3 ■
5 20 19 10

Total 90 82 33
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>*« score in the cluster. The letters range fro« a to l : a
that measurement8ignifies least variation and therefore

' letter l signifies that thereis a good diagnostic of the cluster,
wider variation on that measurement than on any of the other measure

r s  and therefore less confidence can be placed in it. The procedure
the size of each group or*8 far more sensitive than banding n

C1uster is determined by the data,
- 4„ fahle 7.5 shows that in each of the Inspection of the Z scores in Tab.-----

+ - . » 4 6  and 7 the Z scores for theio«r clusters which are numbered 3, 4,
+v A cr.nres for the three Q scores and for^fee R values, for the three A scores,
. -iportion. This means that in thesethree P scores are in the same

' of the population the modes areclusters which together embrace 60%
r* . this cursory inspection has failed to makeReasonably stable. However, this cu r

is in the table. This is due to the elective use of all the data which is m  m
fa* /  + +ms analysis was to treat mode scoresfect that the intention of this ana y
^poUeutlT o( o »  another. A re-examination of thla cat. »1th a
Different purpose will be presented in a later part (Section. >
£grt (pi ; Link Data

order to determine whether the items whichA test was set up in order
,v test administrations behaved differently ^appeared unchanged in successiv

- , instruments. Seven items (called, forfrom the remaining items of the inst
■ .. were thought to be suitable for inclusionc°hvenience, 'link items') which were tnoug

In ,u  three cognitive preference Instruments »ere prepared. They »ere
included In CM-I and CPl-Il hut the reshaping of CW-III to meet
„ have required alterations in both phrasingcriticisms made by Brown would have requx
•nd content ef th.ee Item. end eo the link Item, »ere ouitted from thte 
‘»atrement. (The link+tem. appear a. number. 2 , 3 . 7, 9, 8.5 and 22 In 
»1-! and 5, 8. 9, 19. 23. 27 and 28 In CPI-11 respectively!. The ecoree 
»»the,. Items In each of the t»o .dmlnletrat.one »ere correlated aud thee.

if»».!* ft There is only, on© link item Rhd other coefficients are given in TableJ7^6. There y ,
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.. u4s.b<i (1970) for significance which exceeds the minimum required y
. 4ngative data. The evidence in this of correlation coefficients of P

. . rtt. refutes the
“ M. either reluct, 'the inadequacy ol the

„rned hy item contentJiiSn by item intention that response is governe y
for stability of behaviour on theconstruct and it affords no support 

four modes. * 22

I*ble 7.6

R
A
Q
P

Product Moment Correlation Coefficients obtained with Items 
linking CPI-I and CPI-II (N ■ 340)

Correlation Coefficients (x 10 >

CPI-I : CPI-« Non-Link Link 
Items j-terns

23
32
22

46

36
49
34
39

CPI-ILink . Remaining 
Items ‘ Items 

of CPI-I

CPI-II
Link , Remaining 
Items 5 Items 

of CPI-II

44 58 , *
55 41

30 35 '

46 53

It might be expected that factor analysis of ’link' and ’non-link’
Sc°res in the two tests with 4 factors would load the link item scores 
0tl the same factors. In practice only the A mode link item scores Were 
found to have significant loadings (p <0.01) on the same factor. In 
other respects the analysis resembled the factor analyses reported by

Koinpa and Dube.

Nummary of Section 7.2

Evidence ,or eupport ol the concept ol mode etahUlty soupht trom 
> t .  which were E.th.rcd Iron, the adminlatratlon to the came population ol
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„ 1 Intervals- The data vas analysed 
three cognitive preference tests at a oefficients between

correlation coefficients 
a „ Product moment cortear dl^erent ways. ^  ^  to be «,«, sl.nincant.
Uke node scores of the three ^  ^  reqülred that the data

so,e evidence r « * . » » — — nce umus-
-at be rank ordered and of 6<W of the population Is stable
duster analysis showed that the complete to furnish corroborative
aver the three tests. The «ays of deallnk
evidence. Together these anaiy notion of mode

. they give tentative support %ith longitudinal data and th y g
lability..

7.3 : Mode Consistency

Mode consistency coefficients quantify the behaviour of each respondent 
a areirately on the four modes together, k** t h e y  /  a measure of the individual 
hot Of the instrument. An individual with a high mode consistency . 
Efficient will be consistent in giving four votes to the R mode, for 
ŝtance, in giving three votes to the A mode, two to the Q and one to 
tlle p. A large coefficient will occur only when all the stimuli in the 
Etions of the instrument are sufficiently strong and the implicit mode 
Efficiently pure and unequivocal for the respondent to respond 
c°hsistently to the stimuli even though they are randomly distributed 

the items. Further, his preferences must be sufficiently strong and 
Vell grounded in his cognitive structure to motivate his selection 
r̂°cedure reliably. It is reasonable to hypothesize that these conditions 
^ll be fulfilled only by experienced and mature chemists when working a 
p6l*fect instrument. Two methods of assessing mode consistency will be

°*amined. •
Kendal's coefficient of concordance (W) is one suitable statistic.

^ is calculated from the total {ipsative) mode scores by tho equation:



W B 12s/(k2 (n3 - n)

B equals the sura of squares of observed deviations from the mean 
«core ni n equals the number of modes and k equals the number of items
(n a 4 ftnd k = 24). It varies from 0 to +1 and the statistic (k(n - 1) W)
18 Used to test the value of W since it is distributed as with (n - 1)
4egr
vai

ees of freedom. (A suitable reference is Galfo and Miller (1970)).
Ues f°r W are shown in Table 7.7. It was found that 27 of the 45

^spondents

id 4

v°tes

s had significant coefficients with p < 0.01. 4 with
»ore .if. P < 0.1. XKe remaining 10 reeponlenla <i.e. 23, oi me

references or they scattered their either appeared to have no p
randomly.

Kendal's coefficient utilises the mode total score but 
« account of the distribution of votes which leads to the totals.

a J which is of more direct relevance toMother coefficient (V) was devised whi
e rembraced the number of times each vote was°Snitive preference tests.
Pi r.maf-ii'i ated that this would reflect modeelven to each mode and it was postulated

examDle will best illustrate theinsistency much more accurately, 
ilculation of this coefficient.
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Student No. 19 voted as follows:

4 votes 3 votes 2 votes 1 vote Total
Score

R mode 3 times 2 times 8 times 11 times 45
A 0 4 8 12 40
Q 12 8 3 1 79
P 9 10 5 0 76

240

*. C„elll0lent u  calculated by taking esc line 0« the tahle separately.
largest number on the line Is multiplied by 3, the second largest

hv „ , ^  emuiipftt bv 0 and the figures which are•y 2, the third by 1 and the smallest oy
nka. , For an instrument with 24Gained are added to obtain the line sum.
. ' o eonrmt exceed 72; 36 is deducted fromSteins this must exceed 36 and it cannot
a. tAaA Kv qn to eet the line coefficient.tl* line sum and the resultant divided by 36 to get x
-rv. ,4 efficients is the desired coefficient CV).The average of the four line coefficien
Tk , n. . 52 52-36 31 16, 16 * 36 = 0.444Thus; (11x 3)+(8x2) + (3x1) + <2x0) .* ' °

' ' ' _ cd 56-36 « 20, 20 * 36 » 0.555(12x3)+(8x2)+(4xl)+(2x0) - 56,

(1 2 x3 )+(8 x2 )+(3x1)+<1x0) - 55, 55-36 « 19, 19 * 36 « 0.528

(10x3)+(9x2)+(5xl)+(0x0) = 5 3 ,  53-56 = 17, 17 4 36 =0.472

1.999

Mean * 1.999 i 4 = 0.499 = V

coomclan« varies Irom 0 (for 6, 6, 6, 6, l.o. random voting) td .1 
<ior 24, o, 0, 0 voting) and the statistic (4kV/(n-l» is distributed as X 2 
*ith (n-1) degrees of freedom. The mean value of V for the 45 respondents 
w«s 0.353 (0.102 of this was contributed by the R mode and the remainder 
bV the other three modes equally, i.e. 0.084 each). If any one of the
flowing voting patterns was repeated across all modes and all respondents
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lt would also give a value of V 0 6 2)
(8, 8, 8, 0) (12. *• 4< 4> ll° ’ ■' ' 361. The value obtained

.ves a value of V
<l0. 7, 5, 2), for instance, S atterns reflect the mean

ond so these voting P
lQr V lies between these two significant at

t. (U°» 7* 5> Z?
behaviour employed on the inst ifleant at P < 0.05))*notterns are sign!*
p < 0.01 and the other three P the treatmentthe two coefficients lies

The distinction between g 5) or (0, l2* 12' 0) ’
*Mch each will el»« to » Patter“ llk® ‘ ' ’ 6) ,ince all pat«1-“9. fhpv were (6, u, »
• n u  treat the» both aa though section of the aeuond

the consistency
,u» to 60, while V will acknowle g statistic if the data isi« the more practical s
*°Bt preferred option. ^  preference data s

, u is preferred
0nly available as mode tota s,
bailable on computer cards. ^  regpondents with values of

The cognitive preference scores o ^  highly preferred modes
» 5- 0*01

V *lth significance greater than scores
. . is had high R »OQe

*nd two highly dislihed modes, ^  remaining 19 kad one
. _«. -o mode scores.

«iil

“ __
two highly disliked modes; 18 had high R mou* ---
8 bad high Q mode and high P mode scores. 6 of the remaining 19 had one

fckly preferred or disliked mode,
The mean value of V with another body of students was found to be

'̂28$. (jj *. 7 1 7/HI/1 9 7 4), jf every student in this sample had had a
Votihg pattern of (9, 7, 5, 3) V would have equalled 0.280, The value of
*̂̂ 86 fs significant at p < 0.05. The fact that it is less than the value
Gained with CPI-III and reported in Table 7.7 may be due to the greater

duration of the sample which was tested with CPI-III.
Confidence was placed in the mode reliability figures given in Table 7.1

level of significance was claimed for them. This confidence seems ‘
We3T founded in the light of the significance levels claimed for the mode

Qtlaistency coefficients in this part.
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°f Section 7.3Sunn'mari

vhen
to n
19)

The two statistics show that highly significant behaviour operates 
least half of the population (26 out of 45 respondents) respond 

c°gnitive preference test and for a third of the remainder (6 out of
a* least one mode has positive significance. The 30% of the sample 

*ho have,e low coefficients are motivated either by equal preference for
the four modes or scored their instrument randomly. Some of the later
Sroup toay have had difficulty in interpreting their instructions. The
v*°us and subsequent behaviour of this group of students and their 

e®6erness to cooperate with the test, suggests that few, if any, cast 
^eir .Preferences aimlessly. There is, therefore, in every sample a 
'̂ «ifi*
Pi*,efer

Lcant proportion of respondents who have four equally foreeful
©nces.

>

I

*
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Table 7,7 : Values of W  (Kendal's coefficient) and V.
(N « 45/1V/197G)

of the respondent W V No. of the respondent W V
1 .044 .210 23 .231 .323
2 .118 .205 24 .202 .335
3 .222 .380 25 .085 .290
4 .356 .453 26 .252 .398
5 .182 .358 27 .279 .420
6 .083 .230 28 .278 .468
7 .030 .290 29 .453 .518
8 .097 .330 30 .238 .420
9 .017 .323 31 .042 ,245
10 .247 .425 32 .270 . 35Q
11 .042 . 260 33 .045 .285
12 .182 .300 34 ,429 .455
13 .094 ‘ .205 35 .263 .433
14 .009 .190 36 .356 .455
15 • .491 .518 37 .113 .253
16 .386 .475 38 .274 .363
17 .238 .413 39 .042 .268
18 .109 .378 40 .183 .385
19 .431 .495 41 .042 .288
20 .059 .258 42 .205 .340
21 .015 .418 43 .181 .273
22 .325 .385 44 .291 .413

45 .363 .495
Mean value of W = 0.342 < 2 * 24,6, df » 3, p «£0.01)

V « 0.353 ( 2 « 11,3, df = 3, p 4.0.01)



J

/ Action 7.4 : Relationship Stability

Evidence oi stable cognitive preference behaviour within each mode 
in each administration and within each voting pattern in a single 
administration was given in Section 7.1 and Section 7.3 and claims were 
toade for significant stability of these two measures. No such claim was 
ttade.for the stability of behaviour on each of the four modes separately 
*hen these wereexamined between annual administrations (as they were in 
Ijgction 7.21. In this section an examination is made of the four modes 
together and a claim is made for stability between annual administrations, 
ĥe intention is (a) to demonstrate stable behaviour of individuals 
r©lative to the sample population, (b) to explore the direction and extent 
°* change of the population as a whole and (c) to examine the behaviour of 
groups within that population change. No attempt is made to examine 
individual behaviour in terms of the cognitive preference model but the 
behaviour of groups is. related to the model.
£fLrt A : Stability of behaviour in successive cognitive preference tests 

This was done by a procedure which is best described as discrepancy 
nnalyais. The total mode scores for each respondent were considered in 
rank order and the number of discrepancies between the rank order obtained 
in one administration and the rank order obtained in a subsequent 
ndministration were counted. A discrepancy is defined as a change in rank 
°nder and it was calculated thus:-

Exampie Rank order in Year 1 : A > R > P > Q
2 : Q > R > P > A

Year 1 Year 2 No. of discrepancies
A > R 
A > P 
A > Q 
R > P 
R > Q 
P > Q

R > P > A 
P > A
Q > R > P > A
R > P 
Q > R 
Q > P

2
1
3
0
1
1

' 9 • ■ ■
 ̂complete reversal of the rank order leads to a maximum discrepancy count of 10
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Pour digits can bo rank ordered In 41 «ays, l.e. 24. A 24 x 24 
matrix, »1th 576 cells, each »1th the appropriate discrepancy count 
»as prepared. The frequency of each of the 11 possible discrepancy 
counts »as made and their cumulative frequency Is presented as a proportion 
Of 576 in Col.(c) In Table 7.8. The behaviour of 325 respondents on three 
Cognitive preference tests at annual Intervals was examined »1th this matrix. 
An analysis »as made of the frequencies of the discrepancies »hlch occurred 
between the first administration and the second, between the second and the 
third and between the first and the third. This data is presented in Cols.
(e> to (m) in Table 7.8. The analysis »as repeated with random numbers 
Instead of cognitive preference scores and the cumulative frequencies of 
the discrepancies between one set of random figures and another set are 
chown in Col.(d). The figures In Col.(c) and Col.(d) agree closely together 
hut differ from Cols.(g), <J> and (m>. The two horisontal lines In the table 
Indicate the division between the body of respondents tor whom £ „ exceeds 
$ e. Below the lines random behaviour Is increasingly evident. The 
numbers of students above the lines are 204 (62.«), 179 (55.1%) and 119 
(37.7%) for the three analyses respectively: 119.7, 119.7 and 68.6 are 

®xpected from random scores.
The values of t in T a b l ^ H  are large and highly significant but 

it could reasonably be argued that this test is insufficiently sensitive 
to the loss of intensity which has arisen through rank ordering of the 
scores. It is not possible to place any other quantitative measure on 
such heavily skewed data but value judgement must confer a large degree 

support for the hypothesis of relationship stability where 62.8% of the 
sample have 3 or less than 3 discrepancies between one year and the next.
(A discrepancy of 3 is, for instance, the difference between a score of
Q > p > R > a and another with Q >  A > P > R in which the A mode has 
®oved from 4th in the order to being the second most preferred score).



Table 7.8 : Frequencies of Discrepancies (N = 325)

ooæ -------- ------,-----
Expected Random

discrepa. Matrix Year l^Year 2 Year 2^ Year 3 Year 1 Year 3

*̂©
cum. cum. 
Je *e

cunu 
6̂ ♦ T

'cum.
i *o Sc

cum
ô• T f*o

cym
io

cum.
*o

(prop' prop- (prop- (prop- (prop-
ortior]ortion) ortie ortion) ortion)

Col. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (1) (m)
0 13.5 13.5 .04 .04 36 36 .11 32 32 .09 28 28 .08
1 41.8 155.3 .171 .13 85 121 j  .37 70 102 .31 66 94 .29
2 13.5 68.8 .21 .17 22 143 .44 23 125 .38 25 119 .37
3 50.9

I
319.71 .37 .35 61 204 .63 54 179 .55 38 157 .48

4 35.0
1

154.7 .48 .44 26 230 .71 29 208 .64 28 185 .56
5 21.3 176.0 .54 .51 26 256 .79 20 228 .70 19 204 .62
6 29.3 205.3 »63 .60 18 274 .84 16 244 .75 24 228 .70
7 56.4 261.7 .81 .79 32 306 .94 36 280 .86 45 273 .84
8 13.5 275.2 .85 .85 4 310 .95 11 291 .89 9 282 .87
9 38.4 313.6 .96 .97 11 321 .99 22 313 .96 33 315 .97
10 11.3 324.9 1.00 1.00 4 325 1.00 12 325 1.00 T o 325 1.00

Wean discrepancies 5.16 3.23 3.84 4.31

Standard deviation 2.78 2.58 2.96 3.05
Values of t (random* 

observed) 9.17 5.86 3.71

.««Significance Qf t p <0 .001 p <0 001 p<0 .001



Part B ; Change in cognitive preference behaviour by the sample populations 
It was reported in Part A above that while a substantial measure of 

stability of individual behaviour in the sample does occur it is not 
Possible to calculate a confidence limit. This portion of Chapter 7 concerns 
cognitive preference behaviour of the whole population. The interest now 
lies in the extent to which the whole population changes on maturation,
°h the direction of that change and on the behaviour of subgroups within 
that sample population. Data from two sources was available. The first 

the data which has already been used extensively in this chapter and 
it was generated by 325 respondents with three cognitive preference instrument 
which were used in successive years. Factor analysis of inter-mode 
correlation coefficients and cluster analysis of total mode scores was 
used. The same cognitive preference test (CPI-III) was also administered 
t° three different bodies of respondents; one «as at each of the three 
stages which were used with three different cognitive preference tests.
Ihese bodies had 161, 123 and 439 respondents in the 3rd, 4th and 5th year 
classes respectively and the two larger samples were reduced to the size 

the smallest for the analysis which is reported in Table 7,9. The 
selection was random. (Analysis with all 723 respondents gave essentially 
similar results).

The mean mode scores in Table 7.9 are contradictory. In Part (I)
0i this table, the A mode mean scores are shown to increase over the 
three years in question and the P mode mean scores decrease. In both cases 
the changes are significant. The mean scores for the R and Q modes are 
c°nfused. In Part (II) of the table the A mode mean scores decrease and 
the p mode increase while the changes to the R and Q modes are, again, 
h°h significant. The data in Part (I) concerns one population and three 
Afferent cognitive pre^reflee instruments but in Part (II), the ^ata from 
three similar bodies of students who were subjected to the same instrument 

reported. It appears that the conflict stems from the disparity between



th© three tests particularly in view of the alteration that was made to 
both to alleviate the faults reported by Brown and also to the 

Mjustment that had to be made to allow for different numbers of items 
*n the three tests, rather than to mismatching of the three samples of 
®tudents. The students in the third of these three samples were from nine 
8choois but identical results to the ones reported here were obtained when 
8̂ ples from the Ulrd, IVth and Vth Forms of the same school were used.

There is, therefore, some doubt about the changes which occur in 
c°gnitive preference behaviour if the data in Part (I) are accepted. The 
^Mity of the data in Part (II) are such that it dispels any doubt about 

changes; the consistency of the mean scores and, hence, the large 
vaiues for the ratio of variances is convincing evidence. The same instrument 
*°uld, if administered to the same students at annual intervals, give results 
^at closely resemble the results in Part (II).

The significant factor loadings for the respondents in 3rd year
Masses in the four factors analysis in Table 7.10 are on Factors I and II
atl<i they are characteristic of the orthogonal bipolar axes reported by 
Ife®Pa and Dube (1973), The same students at the end of their 5th year 
Masses generated mode totals which are largely loaded in similar manner 
011 ̂ actors III and IV. The loadings for scores from students at the end 
0f their 4th year classes show a degree of transition; significant loadings 
011 Ml four factors occur and they reflect the behaviour of both the 
^Ceding and following years. Together these loadings show that the 
PoPdlation is in a state of flux.
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?able 7.9 ; Moan Cognitive Preference Scores (N = 325 and 369)

Different Cognitive Preference Instruments administered to the same 
respondents
Level CPI R A Q P
3rd Form I 39.05(7.8 31.82(10.2) 33.22(7.4) 39.38(9.0)
4th Form II 35.93(8.3) 35.14(8.9) 32.55(7.8) 40.43(8.9)
5th Form III 39.68(9.3) 34.17(9.9) 34.17(8.9) 36.18(9.7)
Variance Sum of Squares Mean Square

Between
Levels
(df=2)

Within
Levels
(df=972)

Between
Levels

Within
Levels

F P

R 2628.0 1279162 13140 1316.0 1.00 NS
A 1893.6 159319 947.0 163.9 5.78 0.01
Q 431.3 123502 215.6 127.1 1.70 NS
P 3181.8 175040 1590.9 180.1 8.83 0.01

Note: the number of items in CPI-II differed from the number in CPI-I, 
28 and 24, respectively and the scoring procedure for CPI-III 
differed from the procedure used to score the other instruments. 
Allowance has been made for these differences in the data in 
this part of the table.

(II) The same Cognitive Preference Instrument (CPI-Ill) administered to 
administered to three different levels

Level CPI R A Q . ■■ • P

3rd Form 
(N - 123)

III 18.95(8.47) 18.14(7,96) 6.28(8.60) 4.60(8.76)

4th Form 
(N =123)

III 17,41(10.63) 15.38(9.21) 7.74(10.51) 7.37(9.51)

5th Form 
(N '«* 123)

III 16.69(8,68) 12.26(9.57) 8.73(9.25) 10.69(8.79)

F ratio 1,88(NS) 13.2Ò
(p < 0.01)

2.06(NS) 13.94
(p < 0.01)

(The variance of this data is reported in Table 6.8),
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liable 7,10; Two Factor Analyses of Inter Mode Correlation Coefficients 
*lth Three Cognitive Preference Tests. (N = 325)

Class CPI Preference
Mode I II

Factor Loadings (x 
III IV

102)
I II

3rd I
R -30 76 20 -01 -15 71
A 89 -06 02 05 65 -16
Q 07 -81 -14 12 07 -68
P -82 05 -09 -12 -67 11

4th II
R 13 78 -22 31 01 80
A 63 -09 52 -02 76 -JL7
Q -14 -74 27 -34 00 -79
P -64 -12 -SI -02 -75 -03

5th III
R 06 06 18 90 48 44
A 14 02 84 20 69 09
Q -07 -17 -28 -82 -51 -49

_____ P -16 05 -78 -35 -72 -09
Eigenvalues 3,56 2.73 1,50 1.13 3.56 2.73
bilance (cura.%age) 29,6 52.4 65.0 74.4 29,6 52,4

N°te ; Loadings >0,168, p < 0,01 loadings» 0,152
p < 0.01



jjgction 7.5 : Conclusions

The data on mode reliability confirms that respondents to cognitive 
Preference instruments do behave with a substantial measure of reliability, 
^is claim is supported by the traditional measures of reliability as well 
as by the test : retest coefficients which though routine to most tests of 
intellectual ability are new in this field. The coefficients support the 
cT»im of the test designer that the respondents are aware of the structure 
°f the instrument, albeit unconsciously, and they do express their preferences 
c°hsistently. The suggestion that the administration of the test initially 
fftshions or conditions preferences and then,in later items, reinforces the 
Preferenceg is refuted jjUt evidence was found to suggest that a few of the 

e®rly items in an instrument do have less stability than the body of the items 
the remainder of the instrument.
The conclusion which must be drawn from all the evidence for mode 

Ability, i.e. on stable behaviour in each mode independently over a span
of vTears, is meagre. There are at least three possible explanations for this.
* ®eems probable that the isolation of the individual mode scores from one
bother for the purpose of the analysis in Section 7.2 is ill-advised, or 
it i8 Possible that the behaviour is unstable or, even, that the instruments *
*hicK“ were used to measure it are insensitive, inaccurate or both. An



analysis of the four mode scores together as a single relationship was 
therefore examined.

The data on mode consistency is based on two coefficients which are 
Used here for the first time in cognitive preference studies. The coefficients 
which have been reported show that each individual continues to behave 
consistently when the four modes are examined together. It was shown in an 
®arlier section that consistent behaviour is shown for each mode separately, 
ĥe high level of consistent behaviour in each 'tetrad' of votes to each item 
is reported for the first time.

The attempt to demonstrate the stability of each individual's 
c°gnltive preference in the web of the whole population over a period of 
Efficient time for that web to show alteration was attempted by counting 
discrepancies and examining mean scores. The discrepancies showed that 
tllere was greater stability between*the first and second year of the study 
î»e. between class levels of Illrd and IVth forms) than between the second 

third years (i.e. IVth and Vth years). This is due, in part, to the 
fact that the students in the sample in the Vth form had chosen their fields
J.
r future study and this act of choice tended to polarise their cognitive
erences. This study is unusual in that it embraced students from the 

III forms with uncertain academic aspirations and followed them through to 
th6 Vth forms; previous studies have tended to examine respondents who had 
air«®ady embarked upon their preferred specialisations. The exploration of 
®haviour by counting discrepancies between one year and the next is novel 

ft is, apparently, a sound and reliable method of determining individual 
Saviour against the background of behaviour which might be predicted by 
0 chance or when random scores are used. The differences between mean 

^served scores and mean random scores are found to be highly significant
rt *the actual behaviour revealed is markedly different from the.behaviour 
^^ipated by chance.

The mean scores in Table 7. p furnish conflicting evidence but it is
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Probable that the scores generated with the three samples of students 
at different class levels and using tho same instrument is more reliable 
than the data obtained with the same students using three different 
instruments, one at the end of each of the last three years to ’O' level,
The former body of data shows that the population as a whole does change 
®ignificantly on the 'application' scale while there is little change on 
i?1® 'questioning' scale. The significant change towards P at the expense of 
A suggests that this is an inevitable consequence of training and experience 
in chemistry in the classroom; the stability of the response to R and Q 
Su6gests that these preferences are manifestations of genetic make-up, i.e. 
that 'curiosity' is a property that cannot be as readily developed by 
teaching. This difference in behaviour on the two scales is a finding of 
some consequence in that it suggests that the teaching of chemistry with the 
ftvowed aim of increasing 'curiosity' is doomed. The second body of data 
d°es not support or refute these observations but the evidence is confused.

The cluster analysis demonstrates that when the shifts of behaviour 
wlllch have just been described are annulled, 60% of the population moves 

a progressive manner and only 6% fluctuate wildly. It must now be argued 
that this data lends support to the contention that cognitive preference 
behaviour should, in future, be established as a cognitive style. (In practice 
*he act of annulling the shifts makes little difference and it serves merely
to clarify cluster progression), There is no limit of confidence which can
v justification of® Placed on this observation of progression for/ stylistic attributes
ût all the evidence amassed in this chapter, relating as it does to stability
to consistency and to the response being deemed a single measure, does lend
^tofound support in favour of the treatment of cognitive preferences as a
CoBnitive style.



CHAPTER 8 : THE JUDGEMENT EXERCISES

Section 8.0 : Introduction

The background for this work was sketched in Chapter 3 and the 
individual problems requiring elucidation were listed in Section 4.3. 
it has been explained that only two of the three broad problems of 
Measuring judgement have been investigated. The first is the conceptualisation 

what constitutes judgement and it does not lend itself to research. Once 
the notion of judgement has been established the notion can be researched, 
i'he second problem, then, is to produce an instrument of acceptable 
Vftlidity and the third is to expose a suitable population of students both 
t° the instrument and to other, and more conventional, tests of abilities 
*° discern the relationships between the new te^ts and the old (and proven) 
ones.

Section 8.1 is devoted to an investigation of validity using a very 
different instrument which is claimed to work in an allied field. The 
Problems associated with the hypotheses which are integral to the notion of 
Bcientific judgement are explored in Section 8.2 and in Section 8,3 the 
^oasurements of judgement are investigated with six facets of school life.

^i£fion 8.1 ; Validity of the Judgement Exercise (JE) (Research Problem (D.l))

The JE claims to measure intellectual skills within the confines of 
ft®cientific discipline: it was hypothesised that specific previous
khn°wledge should play no part in problem solving. The instrument will have 

Validity only if the scientific method is invoked and possible 
hypotheses examined in the light of general previous knowledge,and experience,
Th ■ • -6 face validity of the instrument was not questioned by the panel of 
qu*Utied adults who examined the instrument. It is possible that for 
8o,na respondents, particularly for some of the younger ones, difficulty
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"'as experienced with semantics. Spot checks revealed no problem with 
the words used for evaluation of hypotheses (adequate, relevant, justified) 
bat these terms may have caused difficulty in operation. The face validity 
v°uld also be diminished if respondents had experience of identical or 
closely allied situations. The quality of the experiments which they 
devised was of such low calibre that it seems unlikely that face validity 
Vas significantly impaired by previous knowledge or experience. (The 
exPeriments are reported in Section 9.5).

The skills which the JE claims to measure are defined clearly and 
tt was thought by the designers of the instrument that the situations 
Sa|tipled the judgemental situations which a young chemist might encounter 
ĥite adequately but no frame of reference exists for complete confidence 
°n this aspect of content v a l id it y . The test was examined by a panel

21 adult chemists and much useful comment was produced but there was
disagreement over the correct keying of items. The adults with wide •
exPerience had difficulty in recalling which experiences would be available
to chemists with pre-0 Level experience and conflict ensued between the
knowledge of the adults and the projection into genuine judgemental
situations of the adolescents. The inability to agree unquestionably
r*ght answers is a significant weakness which should not be overlooked.
It Was, however, minimised by a very thorough and careful pretest and by 
* humber of pilot studies.

The JE was developed because there is no recognised instrument in
field. For this reason concurrent validity cannot be established.

An attempt was made to see whether the measurements which are made by 
the Study Skills section of the Bristol Achievement Test have relevance 
to those made by the Judgement Test since both tests strive to assess 
*ntellectual skills in an essentially scientific form. Analysis of the 
la furnished by students on the BAT test and on the improved JE test

f Yhb'lll) is given in Table 8.1. Inspection of the figures shows that 
°i'I‘elation coefficients between subtests of the two are weak and that factor
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Iffble 8.1 ¡Means, Standard Deviations, Correlation Coefficients and Factor 
Analysis of scores on Bristol Achievement Subtesta and JE-III 
subtests. (N = 364/IIIrd and Vth/1974 and 1976)

Mean S.D.

BAT-l Props, of Materials 8.49 2.17
fiAT-2 Structures 11.39 1.96 35
BAT-3 Sequences 7.25 1.63 42 31
BAT-4 Explanations 6.65 1.59 32 24 35
BAT-5 Interpretations 7.10 1.84 28 20 38 30
JE~A Sensible ) 3.87 1.81 05 05 07 16 19
JE-B justified ) 4.70 2.08 10 19 18 16 27 23
«-o Adequate )Theory 2.77 1.84 10 04 05 05 02 02 06
JE-d Relevant ) 4.05 1.86 01 08 20 12 12 09 16 16
jE-E Beyond & Rel. ) 5.92 2.02 08 14 23 31 29 30 11 01 21
Je-F Beyond & Irrel. )Lab 5.51 2.00 24 12 23 34 16 19 17 10 27 30
JE~G Already Available) 5.35 2.40 04 18 11 12 23 25 20 21 21 34 46
— —

(r > .158, p < 0.01)
BAT -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 A B C D E F

Factor Loadings

c*oX

I II III IV V VI
BAT-l Props, of Materials 12 -76 22 07 -09 -16
EAT-2 Structures 40 -41 25 47 -12 -25
BAT-3 Sequences 01 -72 -06 15 29 -09
EAT-4 Explanations 19 -67 -29 -11 -03 16
BAT- 5 Interpretations 10 -56 -43 32 03 18
Je~A Sensible ) 18 09 -73 28 -06 -10
Je~B justified ) 04 09 -18 82 13 ' 09' Theory
JE-C Adequate ) 16 04 11 os 06 92
Je-D Relevant ) 18 -05 -03 10 93 07
jE-e Beyond k Rel ) 34 -26 -63 -13 18 -08
Je~F Beyond & Irrel )Lab 74 -25 -15 -08 20 05
J ^ G  Already Available ) 76 06 -25 21 06 20

(Loadings >■ .193, p <  0,01)
Eigenvalues 3.107 1.609 1.110 0;986 0.862 0,842

. Percent. 25.9 39.3 48.5 56.8 63.9 71.0
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loadings largely distinguish JE subtests (Factors I and II - VI) from 
BAT subtests (Factor II). It was anticipated that from the evident 
®iniiiarity between the descriptions of the two tests (see Chapter 4) 
that some common measurement would be obtained. Thus both tests explore 
relevance as a scientific parameter and both are demanding some measure 
°* Judgement.

Another method of approaching the data was to use the BAT scores as 
a standard to which the JE scores can be related. (The thorough 
standardisation of the BAT with a wide range of populations is reported 

the BAT manual.) The scores obtained by the population which worked 
k°th the BAT test and the earlier from of the JE test were examined for 
ahalySis of variance and it was found that the 'between group' variance 
of JE scores when subdivided into ten groups by BAT score was significantly 
Sweater than the 'within group' variance. The chief source of variance 
is found to be in the groups with poor scores on both tests while those 
wh° performed best on the BAT did not also perform with distinction in 

JE-li. The explanation for this difference in behaviour may be 
Elated to the fact that the BAT level 5 test is designed for students
*Uh younger chronological age than those in the sample population and there
w&s therefore little distinction between the/test for those of moderate
a**ility. Subsequent analysis of the JE-II data revealed weaknesses in 
f oility which may have tended to suppress the true distinction between
the
*hu

Best and the moderates. It is postulated on the evidence given that 
e the total score in the JE does show the variance anticipated, the

dividual subscores do not reveal any meaningful behaviour that is common
to the subtest scores of the BAT. It must be admitted that this negative
nding ig a disappointment since it would have been useful to have a 
tonally recognised instrument with standardised scores to serve as a 

ian>e of reference for the new test which is being reported hero. (A 
rter version of the Bristol Test using only items with good statistics
Prepared and used in later investigations. See Section 8.3).
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Table 8.2 : Variance of JE-II Score in Groups by DAT Standard Score 
(N = 421/IIIrd and IVth/1974 and 1975).

BAT Score JE-II Score
Mean S ■ D. Mean S.D.

Group l N = 43 129.19 2.34 31.07 4.98
2 42 124.52 1.01 32.19 5.12
3 42 121.79 0.64 30.52 5.10
4 42 119.74 0.58 28.60 6.05
5 42 118.17 0.53 29.52 5.20
6 42 116.45 0.62 30.26 5.98
7 42 114.00 0.72 29.67 4.08
8 42 111.02 0.86 27.07 4.93
9 42 107.12 1.47 26.62 4.34
10 42 99.69 3.56 24.36 4.26

Anaiysis of Variance

®°urce of Variance Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
between Groups 1456 9 161,79 6.21
^thin Groups 10731 411 26.11

420

Significance : p < 0.01

s 8.2 ; The Quality of Respondents' Hypotheses (Research Problems 
(D.2) - (P.4))

It was theorised from the low scores achieved by respondents to JE-II 
tllat the quality of their hypotheses might be at fault. Further, it was-si': ■■■: ■ ■
Po8tuiated that covert exposition of these hypotheses could be obtained 
^  inviting the respondents to devise experiments of their own which they
♦.v ....
°uEht would earn an 'E* grading (an experiment which "will lead to
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information beyond that already given, and this information is relevant 
to the problem stated.") The interest in this exercise was only to 
exPlore the parameters which the respondent considered to be worth 
investigation. This was the purpose of the third part of JE-III. It was 
Scored independently of the other two parts of the JE. The respondents 
*ere offered five problem situations which were similar in principle to 
those which they had already experienced in Part II and they were instructed 
to devise no more than ten experiments that they considered to be worth 
the 'E' grading. In Part II of the JE the experiments were outlined for 
Sssessment by the respondent; in Part III the experiments were outlined 
by the respondent and their quality was assessed by the investigator.
N° parallel assessment was made by another adult so the findings which 
are reported must be tentative but the experience and discussion initiated 
by the construction of two editions of Part II ensures that the findings 
*n Part III are well worth consideration.

The respondents were permitted to distribute their ten proposed 
Experiments between the five situations in any pattern. Table 8.3 shows
thfte responses of both third and fifth form respondents, classified by the 
Elected parameter, to Problem J. This problem is reported here because 
** received most attention from the respondents. (It concerns the growth
Of . ■ ■* holophytic organism in aqueous manganese(II) sulphate solution. The 
r̂°wth arises through airborne infection. Other, and apparently similar, 
c°®aon laboratory reagents do not appear to provide a hospitable medium 
*°r the organism.)

The responses of 289 Vth Form students and 161 Illrd Form students 
6av® mean scores of 3.67 (SD * 2.12) and 2.37 (SD * 2.19) respectively.
* Was predictable that in both sets of data this test would have correlated 
°ngiy with the JE-Part II subtest scores but the test also correlated 
with Test A of Part I (the ’helpful' and ’justified’ statements). 

°il‘°lation with the test of achievement in chemistry by the younger 

tU(1«nts was strong (r « 0.362) and it was also strong with the IQ scores



(r = 0,393). It could be argued that strong correlations reflect
wlllingness to co-operate with instructions as much as any other 
quality but it appeared that even those who showed by the number of 
Buggested experiments that their dedication to the task was strong 
Produced a high proportion of unsatisfactory responses. It is of interest 
that the percentage of 'E' responses in Table 8.3 (42.7% and 45.4% 
respectively) accurately reflects the overall success in the other two 
Parts of JE-III.

The new information which is generated by this work is the low 
Quality of the understanding of likely causes of simple scientific phenomena; 
*t is remarkable that six intelligent and willing students in each of 
the samples which are quoted in Table 8.3 believe that the green deposit 
°riginates from interaction between the solution within the bottle and the 
Blass from which the bottle was made. The modest scores achieved by many 
°n the first two parts of the JE must be the result of many elementary 
Misunderstandings of this type; those who were more successful were 
als° able to suggest experiments that were helpful (i.e. 'E' type) in 
**art in. They were the brighter students in testsof chemical ability 
and they had the highest general ability as measured by IQ. (Between- 
B*oup variances of chemical achievement and IQ when grouped by scores 
°n the third part of the JE were significantly greater than within group 
^^iances.)

In many scientific situations alteration of one parameter may alter 
atl°ther through a chain of events. Thus in the candle experiment it is 
*eas°nable to expect that alteration to the chemical nature of the candle 

win alter the volume of water which ultimately enters the bell jar 
8*hce the temperature of the flame is governed by the composition of the 
*• the temperature determines the proportion of air expelled by heating, 
the later contraction of this air on cooling causes the water to enter 
adjust the differences in pressure when the flame is extinguished.

** a respondent is asked whether experimentation with the chemical



Table 8.3 ; Classified Responses to Problem Situation J in JE-III
(N = 161,160/IIIrd & Vth/1976)

% age

Parameter Examined
Illrd Form Vth Form

Classification (217 responses) (259 responses)
(N = 161 N = 160

Analysis of the green 
material E 20.3 15.0
Location - light E 9.5 6.9

- dry F 5.0 5.2
- disperse G 1.1 1.2
- bottle sequence G 1.1 0.6

Air - no oxygen 3 
- no oarbon (IV) oxide) E 5.4 8.5
- remove stopper )
- secure stopper ) G 1.5 0.7

Water - concentration ) F 2.3 8.1- purity ) ¡U

Contamination by users F 8.6
Surface area of solution E 0.6
Chemical nature of X E 2.8 0.6
Other green solids F 4.6 2.0
Microscopic nature of solid E 1.8
Mottle - chemical nature oi 

glass
F 3.7 3.7

Shelf - height )
- position )
- paint on surface )

F 2.8 2.0

Temperature E 6.3
Anion ) 
Cation ) F 6.9
tautological responses 13.8 6.9
^classifiable 23.7 16.8

100.0 100,0

Responses Classified as 'E' type 42.7 45.4
; 'F' 16.1 28.4

*G' , 3.7.; 8.8

-~jgsalfloatIon E the proposed experiment will lead to information that
is 'beyond* the information that is already^available 
and also relevant 

F 'beyond' but irrelevant 
G 'already available’ information



composition of the wax, he must first decide whether there is a chain 
°f scientific events linking the wax to the volume of water and if 
alteration of the former will modify the latter.

A new angle on students engaged in judgement tests was examined by 
taking use of the experiments that had been suggested by former students 
°f equal experience and ability. The responses to the third part of the 
JE were built into a new test, JE-IV, to see whether a relationship 
exists between the quality of judgement and the number of events in the 
cause and effect' chain. The outcome which was anticipated was that 
the greater the number of steps in the chain the lower would be the 
shCcess rate for that item. It was then hypothesised that an introduction 
t° the notion of the chain would enhance success since judgement in this 
e*ercise demands both an understanding of the science and an ability to 
a®sess relevance and importance.

JE-IV contained 70 items of this type. The test has been described
Hgction 4.5 Part (B) and it appears with the response key at Appendix G.

ĥe sample population was assigned at randomto one of four groups and
6a°h group was given a different response sheet. Copies of these also
Appear at Appendix G, The information on the response sheets proffered 
diff•‘•©rent strategies for problem solving. Group A was given only an example 

answers, Group B was given the example and the notion of chained events 
explained, Group C were asked to categorise each item as in Part II of 

'Hi (with the addition of a fourth category) and Group D received
ill fformation on both the chaining and the categorisation, (A copy of the
illstrUctions is also given in Appendix G.) The sample had had no
^vious experience of any judgement test. No Information was given on 
th6 „«umber of correct, i.e. *E* type, responses and no record was taken 
* Aether or not the respondent made use of the information on tho response 

Record was made of success on items keyed as E^, Eg, and Eg. The 
Ul)8cript identified the number of steps which unified the problem with 
situation. The mean scores and standard deviations of the four groups 
Bhown in Tablo 8.4 and the data is analysed for variance in Table 8,5.



Table 8.4 : Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on three 'E' type categories 
of JE-IV (N = 141/III/1977)

Groups
A B C D
No

Strategy
Categ
ories

Chains &
Chains Catego

ries
Total

No. of 
students 35 36 35 35 141

End of Year 
Chemistry 
Exam (%)

53.34(16.01) 54.89(14.28) 52.17(14.47) 51.86(15.11) 52.83(15.05)

(V
5.91(1.86) 5.83(2.22) 5.03(2.24) 4.80(2.07) 5.40(2.16)

6.46(2.18) 6.11(2.07) 4.74(2.27) 4.91(2.73) 5.56(2.44)
JE-IV-( 2

(E3 3.91(1.52) 4.39(1.78) 2.57(1.08) 3.37(1.62) 3.57(1.67)

Total 33.57(7.90) 33.00(8.56) 25.46(7.78) 26.34(8.04) 29.62(8.89)

Jntelii-
Gence
Quotient

L20.83(10.06) l24.36(12.00) L22,77(9.09) 123.94(10.84) 122,99(10.65)

(* Eg has 14 items, E^-and E^ have 10 each; max. score 70 )

8.5 : Analysis of Variance of the data in Table 8,4

source
of

Van.
Rhce

Sum of

Between
Groups

Squares

Within
Groups

d.

Between
Groups

f

Within
Groups

Between
Groups

Within
Groups

F P

chem. 209 31728 3 137 69.8 231,6 0.30 (NS)

Et 34 622 3 137 1 1 .2 2 4.54 2.46 (NS)

*3 77 761 3 137 25.66 5,55 4.62 0 .0 1

E3 64 327 3 137 21,33 2.39 8,92 0 .0 1

JE-iv
Total 1940 10494 3 137 646.67 76.60 4.72 0.01

¿Q. 265 15736 3 137 88.32 114.86 0.77 (NS)
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The analysis of variance in Table 8,5 shows that the end of year

®cores in the Chemistry examination and I.Q. scores were not significant.

This was expected since the students were randomly assigned to groups.

The variance on the single-step chains (E^) was also not significant 

whilst on the two-step and three-step chains (E^ and E^) the variance is 

s*Enificant and it is because of these two types of item that the total 

scores also show significant variance. The interesting conclusion which 

aust be drawn from this information is that the introduction to the idea 

°T the chain of events which may link the effect with the cause is 

Efficient to make noticeable difference to the group scores. The request 

*° categorise the items into four types also helped students to select the 

® type responses more accurately (Group C) but Group D students who had 

the advantage of the idea of the chain and the information on categories of 

Response fared less well than those in Group B who had had the introduction 

t° the chain and no information on categories.

The essence of this work in this Section has been to show that the 

6eneral quality of the understanding of cause and effect on fairly 

®lementary chemical problem situations is surprisingly low but better 

gcores are obtained if instruction is given on linked causes. The implication 

of this is that students would benefit considerably from classroom tests 

thcorporating physical and chemical problems of the type developed here and 

their understanding of science in general and of chemistry in particular • 

w°uld be much improved by subdivision of major problems into component 

Pieces, it is one of the aims of all teaching in science to expose students 

to challenging situations and it would appear that the Judgement Exercices 

^achieve on paper much that is difficult and laborious to achieve in the 

Moratory.



Section 8.3 : Measurement of Judgement (Research Problems (E.1)-(E.3))

The two previous sections were concerned to show that both the validity 

°t the instruments and the intellectual challenges that they make are 

®atisfactory and meaningful in a classroom situation. This section 

^elates how other important data related to scores on the Judgement 

Exercises. In particular, six possible influences on the measurement 

°f judgement will be considered. The sample populations furnished 

information on the improvement in total score over a period of time, on 

the relationship between judgement and achievement in chemistry as 

Measured by the 0 Level grade, on the differences in success on the test 

hy the sexes, and on the influence of scientific awareness, bias, intelligence, 

aQd intellectual maturation on the JE scores. When this data has been 

Presented and analysed it should then be possible to examine the wider 

usefulness of the instrument in classroom situations.

<a) je_ scores and class level (Research Problem E.2)

This data was obtained by administering JE-III to three samples of 

®tudents, one at the end of the Illrd Form year, the second comprising IVth 

^°rm students only and the third Vth Form students only.

far as it was possible to gauge, the three samples were equal in every 

*esPect and the data reported here were obtained by random selection

°i individuals from a pool of over seven hundred students to give a sample 

^ith equal numbers in each of the class levels. The data in Table 8.6 show 

i^at in all scores there is an increase in ability with class level and that 

thls increase is significant for all subtests except Subtests A , D  and F.

parameters examined by these two subtests are ’justified and helpful' in 

**art I ^nd 'irrelevance' in both Part I and Part II. (Tests D and F 

i^spectively). It can be inferred that understanding of what is relevant 

the whole body of science does not develop significantly during the time 

aPan in question; it is unlikely to have developed in the preceding years
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Table 8.6 : Means, Standard Deviations and Analysis of Variance of the 
JE-III subtest scores by three Class Levels 
(N = 369/IIIrd, IVth, Vth/1976)

Subtest
C

III
lass Level 

IV V

A (sensible) 4.11 (1.60) 4.08 (1.53) 4.52 (1.78)
B (justified) 3.63 (1.88) 3.93 (2.03) 4.58 (2.04)
C (adequate) 2.55 (1.29) 2.55 (1.61) 3.08 (1.78)
D (relevant) 4.20 (1.76) 4.28 (1.83) 4.31 (1.73)
E (beyond and 

relevant) 5.94 (1.26) 6.05 (1.64) 6.51 (1.99)
p (beyond and 

irrelevant) 5.18 (1.79) 5.65 (2.03) 5.72 (1.92)
q (already 

available) 4.90 (2.22) 4.93 (2.41) 6.02 (2.44)
.̂ JĴ II Total 30.51 (6.02) 31.63 (6.85) 34.71 (8.27)

(Maximum Scores : All Subtests : 10.. Total ; 70)

^alysis of Variance

Sum of Squares df Mean Squares
FBetween

Classes
Within
Classes

Between
Classes

Within
Classes

Between
Classes

Within
Classes

P

A 15.49 993 2 366 7.74 2.71 2,85 (NS)
fi 57.85 1102 2 366 28,92 3.99 7.25 01

C 23.00 1102 2 366 11,50 3.01 3.82 ,05
D

1.00 2 366 (NS)
E 22.96 1199 2 366 11.48 3.28 3.50 .05
F 21.50 1355 2 366 10.75 3.70 2.90 (NS)
G 98.85 2049 2 : 366 49.42 5.60 8.82 .01

Total 1162 18658 2 366 580.85 50.98  ̂31.39 .01
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ahd it must be assumed to be an aspect that is developed by the 'A'

Level course rather than the ’O' Level course. It is, however, reasonable 

to postulate that in so far as the students understand the implications 

the exercise, they do all equally understand what is justified by the 

information given and what is not. The two subtests which show the most 

significant change with time are subtests B and G. Subtest B is concerned 

With an assessment in Part I of whether or not important information is 

heeded but not supplied while Subtest G is asking for an assessment in 

Part II of whether the information which an experiment will furnish is 

already available or not. The subtests are similar in spirit and both are 

belated closely to the student's background and experience in chemistry.

is therefore entirely reasonable that these two measures should show 

s*Snificant development with time and it is interesting that the time in 

Question is now shown to be duration of the 0 Level course.

(b) JE Scores and 0 Level Grades in Chemistry (Research Problem E.l)>

The JE was seen to be an instrument that measured traits which are 

distinct from the qualities which are required of an 0 Level candidate and 

Ligh level correlation between 0 Level grades and JE scores was not expected. 

*n the event the analysis of the Vth Form data showed it to be quite high 

 ̂r * 0.341, N “ 439) The data is further analysed in Table 8,8 by analysis

°f variance. Analysis of variance of subtest scores by

grades showed that all the subtests with the exception of subtest C made a 

8 * 6n i f i can t contribution t reVat^on^fcS.p between JE Score and 0 Level grade,

^ Very similar result was obtained with Illrd Form students when the test 

°* achievement that was used was the end-of-year examination. In both sets 

°* data the ability to assess 'adequacy' (subtest C) made no contribution 

*hd one must conclude that this skill develops later if at all. It is 

®vident that mastery of a far wider body of data is required than is 

Callable to an 0 Level candidate to assess whether information is mere 

tfthtology and therefore useless,or whether it embodies some useful material.
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^ble 8.7 ; Means, Standard Deviations and Analysis of Variance of JE-III 
Scores by 0 Level Grades (N = 280/Vth/197G)

ot»
M 

11z

0

II
N = 70

3rade
III

N « 70
IV (fail) 
N = 70

A 4.54 (1.70) 4.04 (1.83) 3.94 (1.72) 3.60 (1.82)

B 5.80 (1.72) 4.82 (2.09) 4.47 (2.08) 3.65 (1.78)
C 2.69 (1.90) 2.70 (1.92) 2.70 (1.62) 2.73 (1.51)
0 4.79 (1.89) 4.24 (1.83) 4.21 (1.69) 3.46 (1.51)
E 6.71 (1.91) 6.30 (1.68) 6.00 (1.97) 5.21 (2.22)
P 6.53 (1.87) 5.83 (2.14) 5.59 (1.77) 4.63 (2.05)
G 6.30 (2.20) 5.99 (2.46) 5.47 (2.09) 4.37 (2.43

JE
Total 37.39 (7.38) 33.84 (7.52) 33.04 (11.14) 27.36 (7.21) •

L_

^Sglysis of Variance

Sum of Squares df Mean Square

®°urce of Variance Between Within Between Within Between Within F P
____ Grades Grades Grades Grades Grades Grades
A 32 870 3 276 10.73 3.15 3,40 0.05
B 162 1025 3 276 54.00 3.71 14.54 0.01

C -3 3 276 NS
t) 458 438 3 276 152.73 1.59 96.24 0.01
E 78 1059 3 276 26.08 3.84 6.80 0.01

P 124 1070 3 276 41,43, ; 3.88 10.69 0.01

G 144 1465 3 276 48.17 5.31 9.07 0.01

JE Total 3623 L9878 3 276 1207.7 72.02 16.707 0.01
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The temptation to 'play safe' in responding to subtest C items is paramount.

(c) Sex

It has been shown in Parts (a) and (b) above that JE scores are modified

by class level and by achievement. Inspection of the scores obtained by

b°ys and girls showed that their mean JE scores differed quite substantially

(the mean scores were 31.17 and 35.40 respectively and the standard deviations

Were 7.75 and 8.01) but two-way analysis of variance of JE scores by sex and

by academic achievement as measured by the four 0 Level categories used

above failed to show that the girls' performance was significantly better
other‘•«an the boys. (There were no/significant differences between the sexes 

any test in the test battery).

(d) Maturation (Research Problem (E.3))

There is , within one class level, a sample of students with chronological 

a8©s all within one year but with widely differing maturation levels. A 

sifflpie test of maturation with obvious relevance to chemistry was used with 

a sample of 161 Illrd Form students. (The test, the Piaget Combinatorial 

^est, is reported in Chapter 4). This sample was divided into five groups 

by the scores on the test and the JE scores were examined for variance.

e 8.8 : Means, Standard Deviation and Analysis of Variance of JE Scores 
grouped into five groups by scores or Piaget Combinatorial Test 
(N * 161/IIIrd/1976)

PCT JE
N» Mean Stan. Dev. Mean Stan. Dev,

Group l 33 7.00 0.00 28,00 5.18
2 32 6.22 0.41 30.88 5.43
3 32 5.22 0.41 28.91 5.89
4 32 4.06 0.66 30.72 6.01

5 32 2*47 0.66 32.53 6.06

^SSlysis of Variance

^ ® ^ c e  of Variance Sum of Squares df Mean Square , F P

between Groups 380 4 95.09 2.82 0.05
-^bhin Groups 5267 156 33.76
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The data given in Table 8.8 shows that the variance in JE scores in the 

five groups is significant (p < 0.05) but it also shows that the maturation 

test scores are skewed towards the less mature students and some caution 

should therefore be exercised. However, this result is interesting in that 

ft suggests that the significant improvement in JE scores with class level 

(reported in Part (a) above) is attributable in part to increasing 

Saturation.

It is reasonable to suggest that success in the JE is related to aware 

hess and experience of scientific things and to global intelligence. It 

Was not possible in this work to follow the change of scientific awareness 

and experience which inevitably comes with increasing class level but the 

behaviour within one sample of students in the 'one shot' study was used to 

exPlore the relationship between JE scores and scientific awareness and 

between JE scores and a measure of I.Q.

Scientific Awareness and Bias

^£ble 8.9 (a) ; Means, Standard Deviations and Analysis of Variance of JE 
Scores grouped into five groups by scores on the BRI test 
(N ■ 161/IIIrd/1976)

BRI JE

Mean Stan. Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

Group i 33 20.94 1.58 33.73 5.93

2 32 18.28 0.51 29.69 5.56

3 32 16,25 0.43 29.53 5.81

4 32 14.22 0.78 28.22 5.34

^__ 5 32 1 1 .2 2 1.60 29.69 5.50

An

So
¿lysis of Variance 

5rc© of Variance
^6tween Groups 
Jj^bhin Groups

Sum of Squares df Mean Squares ; ;■ f  : '■ P
537 4 134.25 4 ilO 0 .0 1

5110 156 32.75
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It is apparent from the data given in Table 8.9 (a) that the variance

in scores between the five groups formed by using the BRI test with Illrd 

iorm students is significantly greater than the within group variance 

(F = 4.10, p < 0.01). It may be recalled from Chapter 4 that the BRI test 

w®s a test with 25 items with acceptable statistics from the Bristol 

Achievement Test, Study Skills, Level 5. The full test purports to measure 

®cientific experience in five subtests and standard scores are available: 

the modified test did not distinguish the five subtests and it is unique 

this study. It is claimed that the shortened form of the test is at 

least as effective in measuring scientific experience with this sample as 

the full test and, subject to that caveat, it is now evident that JE scores 

are in part dependent on scientific experience.

3!jd>le 8.9 (fr) , Means t standard Deviations and analysis of Variance of JE 
scores of five groups by A Level Chemistry Bias 
(N - 439/Vth/1976)

A Level Chemistry 
Bias JE

Group N= Chemistry ... Mean Standard
Deviation

l 30 Most preferred A Level 34.67 6.84

2 30 2nd most preferred 38,03 7,06

3 30 3rd most preferred 34.60 8.33

4 30 No comment 31.43 7.44
S 30 Chem. among the three least 32.90 9.48

preferred subjects
150

^glysis of Variance

^®urce of Variance Sum of Squares df Mean Square F : P

between Groups 767.6 V  4'"' 191.90^ 2.98 0.05
^J^lthin Groups 9339.4 145 64,40
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Tho mean JE scores in Table 8.9 (b) show that Vth Form students with

* strong bias towards chemistry achieve .significantly better scores than 

those with antipathy to chemistry. It is noteworthy that those who placed 

Chemistry second in their preferences for subjects for A Level study scored 

wore strongly on the JE than those who placed Chemistry first; the 

explanation lies in the greater affinity for Physics among those that are 

in Group 2. The ’best' scientists (i.e. best in terms of the JE) tended 

to put Physics first, then Chemistry and then, probably, Mathematics. For 

this reason the finding in Table 8.9 (b) that bias does influence the 

Performance, is to be expected and the significance of the F value (p < 0.05) 

is certainly weaker than it would be shown to be by a more sensitive test 

of attitude to chemistry.

<f> I.Q.

Sgble 8 .10 ; Means, Standard Deviations and Analysis of variance of JE Scores 
grouped into five groups by scores on the Otis a and B I.Q. Test 
(N ■ 161/IIIrd/1976)

N
I

Mean
.Q.
Standard Dev. Mean

JE
Standard Dev.

Group l 33 138.00 4.23 31.94 6.46

2 32 127.47 1.97 31.53 5.88

3 32 120,59 1.89 31.53 5.13

4 32 113.69 2.38 29.81 5.11

5 - 32 103.72 5.35 26.22 4.94

^Sjjlysis of Variance

J^hrce of Variance Sura of Squares df Mean Squares F P

between Groups 724 4 181.00 5.71 0 .0 1

^Ihin Groups 4943 156 31.69 ■T ' ;V-
.... .....
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The instrument which was used to measure I.Q. was the Otis a and 8 

instrument which comprises items which demand literacy/anumerical and 

geometrical reasoning. It would seem to have little obvious bearing on 

the JE but it has been shown in Table 8.10 that the relationship is quite a 

strong one. The inference is that the tests both measure intelligence 

nibeit of different styles,but evidently those who have the one type are 

richly endowed with the other.

Summary of Section 8.3

The data which has been reported in this section shows that there are 

®ignifleant relationships between scores on the JE and class level, 

achievement in chemistry, maturation, scientific experience and I.Q.

^ e  attempt to show that the sexes scored significantly different scores 

bailed though it was found that the girls in the sample did slightly better 

than the boys.

■§®gtion 8.4 : The Judgement Exercise related to Academic Achievement and 
. other variables

It has been shown iu Section 8.3 that the JE scores are related to 

Access on the tests of academic achievement, scientific awareness,

Maturity and I.Q. The next stage in the analysis was to extend the 

investigation to embrace the possibility of joint influence of these facts 

behaviour on the JE score. The justification for this particular piece 

work stretches back to the notion .touched on in Chapter 1

*hat the JE is probing into the intellectual behaviour termed information 

jfr’ane formation. It was postulated at the onset of this work that a variety 

intellectual qualities would have direct bearing on the transformation 

^Ocess ,and evidence for this was sought by including a variety of tests 

the test battery. In all the work which follows in this section (and
j

Chapter 9) the success of each student in the test of academic achievement 
la considered with the JE score because both achievement and judgement



necessitate transformation of chemical information. In the work which 

follows these two scores are considered together and in relation to 

a number of other parameters in 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables. It was 

hoped that this approach would reveal more about judgement behaviour than 

the several tests revealed separately.(This approach is further developed 

tn Chapter 9 where the third parameter is the information perception data.)

The data in Table 8 . 1 1 was obtained by rank ordering the sample of 

Illrd form students on each of the three tests in question; the students 

were then assigned to the top or bottom half of the sample on each 

Measurement and the contingencies were counted. It was found that in all 

^ree analyses the biggest cells were the two which contained either the 

toP students or all three measurements on the bottom students in all three.

*h each of the analyses these two cells together accommodated about 47% of 

sample: it is not unexpected that those who score well on two tests 

shouid also do well on the third.
2The significance levels of the x value for each of the three tables 

Table 8.11 were found to be 0.05, 0.10 and 0.01 for the awareness test, 

f°r the maturity test and for I.Q, respectively.

The data in these three tables show that there is marked division

°? the sample into three groups. The top quarter are successful on

three tests in each part of Table 8.11, they are the best students

*nteliectually and they are located in all top groups. Similarly the

k°ttom quarter are found in all three bottom groups and the remainder, which

ac°ounts for about 50% of the sample, are undifferentiated by this treatment

the data. The inference that is drawn is that success in the end-of-year

lamination in chemistry is independently related to both information

ansformation and to each of the three variables in Table 8.11 separately;

ose with success in both information transformation and in any .one of

®se three succeed in CE, poor scores in both are associated with low
Ct; m™arks, while success in one delineates the partially successful
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candidates in the chemistry examination. It is, therefore, suggested 

that these three intellectual attributes are in fact subsumed into the 

information transformation process; general classroom experience would 

confirm the validity of this observation.

Section 8.5 : Conclusions (The references in brackets are to Research Problems)

The validity of the Judgement Exercise was established by 23 adult 

assessors. They found the task of assigning the statements to the 'correct' 

category (l.e. to the category intended by the test constructors) difficult 

ftnd extensive refinement was undertaken in the light of their comments. It 

Was» however, generally agreed that the tasks which were imposed on the 

Respondents conformed to the test design. The attempt to establish validity 

(D.l) by the use of an allied instrument (Bristol Achievement Test, Study 

®kills, Level 5) was not successful except in that there was some significant 

compatibility between the two tests for less able students.

The investigation into the hypotheses which the respondents generated 

f°R themselves was successful (D.2). It was found that success in Parts I 

and II of JE-III correlated strongly with the score on Part III, i.e, those 

®tudents who were able to reveal large numbers of correct and relevant 

hypotheses of their own in Part III also did well when the hypotheses 

not require explicit statement in Parts I and II. In general, the 

Sa®Ple population produced an unexpectedly large proportion (about 55%)

°t hypotheses which were worthless in terms of leading to correct answers 

the JE-III but were often useful in indicating the nature of the misunder- 

fitandings which lead to incorrect answers in this test.

It was found that problems which required chaining of two, and of three, 

*inks in a sequence caused greater difficulty than single step problems (D.4). 

Ihe facilities for these/Found to be 0.54, 0,40 and 0.36 for single, double 

11,1(1 triple step problems respectively. It was also found that even simple
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Table 8.11 : 2 x 2 x 2  Contingency Tables of Academic Achievement Scores,
Judgement Scores and one other variable (modified Bristol test, 
Piaget Combinatorial Tost and Intelligence Quotient).
(N = lGl/IIIrd/1976

JE-Top JE-Bottom
(a) Modified Bristol Test

CE-top CE-bottom CE-top CE-bottom

bri- CE 52.14(11.66) 29.33(5.66) 46.34(6.82) 25.14(6.63)
ton JE (36)35.75(4.36) (12)33.83(3.61) (7)28.21(3.42) (22)27.14(2.65)

BRI 19.11(2.24) 19.08(1.31) 19.10(1.85) 19.32(1.73)

bri- CE 47.76(7.28) 31.00(3.61) 44.12(5.74) 24.32(7.28)
bottom JE (17)34.76(3.61) (13)33.92(2.24) (17)25.88(3.16) (29)25.68(2.45)

BRI 13.71(1.41) 12.77(2.09) 14.35(1.41) 13.39(2.24)

X2 » 4.35, df - 1, p = 0.05

(b) Piaget Combinatorial Test

PCT- CE 49.39(8.29) 28.36(5.07) 44.69(5.39) 24.00(7.28)
top JE (18)34.94(4.35) (11)34.72(3.32) (13)25.62(3.46) (35)26.25(2.45)

PCT 6.00(0.59) 6.36(0.67) 6.92(0.28) 6.43(0.65)

PCT- CE 51.55(11.83) 31.46(4.12) 45.58(6.32) 25.75(6.02)
bottom JE (34)35.71(4.12) (13)33.23(2.65) (12)25.00(2.83) (16)26,69(2.83)

PCT 3.26(1.08) 3.76(0.93) 3.92(1.16) 4.06(1.00)

X2 ■ 2.73, df ■ 1, p ■ 0.10

(°) Intelligence Quotient •

IQ- CE 51.22(11.66) 29.38(5.06) 46.13(5.66) 27.15(7.06)
top JE (37)35.70(4.24) (13)33.54(2.45) (15)25.53(2.65) (13)26.46(2.24)

IQ 131.68(7.42) 129.69(5.10) 132.33(7.55) 129.73(6.40)

IQ- CE 50.07(7.81) 31.08(4.36) 43.60(5.83) 23.94(6.48)
bottom JE (15)35.07(4.00) (12)34.25(3.32) (10)25.00(3.87) (37)26,51(2.65)

IQ 115.67(4.12) 113.00(7.07) 111.50(5.39) , 108.84(7,14)

X2 * 10.95, df * 1, p » 0.01

Mean Values and standard deviation CE : 37.24 (14.17)
for Illrd Form sample JE • : 30.19 (5.94)

BRI : 16.21 (3.52)
PCT : 5,01 (1 .68)
IQ : 120.60 (12*41)

Note CE j End of Year Examination in Chemistry
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training in the nature of the problems presented by the exercise produced 

eiGni£icant improvement in the two- and In the three-step problems but made 

no difference in one-step problems (D.3).

Exploration of the relevance of class level (E.2) on the subtest scores 

of the JE revealed no significance for the A, D and F subtests and only 

significance at p = 0.05 for Subtest E. These four subtests together explore 

tlle gc°Pe aspect of the JE, i.e. they examine the science in the problem 

tn relation to 'global' science. The other three subtests which can be 

bracketed under quality and are concerned with the immediate problem and the 

e*tent to which use is made of the data (Subtests B, C and G) had significant 

difference at p = 0.01, .p = 0.05 and p = 0.01 levels respectively. The 

interesting and, perhaps unexpected, finding is that class level has little 

0r no bearing on scope but a direct bearing on quality. It might be 

®xpected that progression through the three class levels would improve 

Understanding of chemical situations and expose conflicts between the 

chemistry which is local to a problem and the whole body of scientific 

information. It is more predictable that discernment of quality, i.e. data

Use within a problem, should become more acute with training, and that Vth 

form students might be expected to perform better.

The relationship between achievement in chemistry (within one class 

level) as measured by 0 grade (E.l) and JE score is found to be significant 

*°r all subtests at p * 0,01 except for Subtest A where the significance is 

^ a 0.05 and for Subtest C which is not significant. (Indeed, the 0 Level

faiiures were better at assessing 'adequacy' than were any passing grade). 

When the relationship between intellectual maturity and the success in

the je is investigated (E.3), the evidence is weak. Awareness of Science and 

are equally unconvincing. If, however, the data is studied in terms 

2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables which embrace CE scores, JE scores and any 

°ne of these three measures, it is found that there is evidence of a relation 

®bip between these intellectual qualities and information transformation, 

difference in bohaviour was found for the two sexes.
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CHAPTER 9 : INFORMATION PERCEPTION AND INFORMATION TRANSFORMATION

Section 9.0 : Introduction

The Introduction to Chapter 1 of this work is devoted to a three- 

stage sequence of classroom learning. The theoretical structure was 

®dvanced in order to set cognitive preference styles and judgement styles 

*n & psychological framework. This framework of learning

exPlored aspects of information reception and transformation. In Section 1.1 

cognitive preference behaviour was interpreted in terms of information 

reception and perception styles and in the next section the process of 

Judgement was connected with information transformation. Chapter 2 was 

Used to further develop the cognitive preference aspect and Chapter 3 

describes the concept of judgement in so far as it relates to this study.

No immediate connection can be established on theoretical grounds

between information reception and perception on the one hand and information

tr&nsformation on the other, except that the former must precede the

Matter. However, information perception modes do not lead, as their

donsequence, to particular information transformation modes. Indeed, it

is quite possible that the two are quite independent, not only from a

theoretical point of view (which may, of course, be the consequence of

au inadequately developed theory), but also empirically. The present

investigation allowed this issue to be examined, albeit in a limited and

tentative manner.
been foundIt haty'possible on the basis of an analysis of cognitive preference 

®cores to identify population sub-groups having distinctly different 

c°gnitive preference traits. The methods which are used are described 

below. If it is assumed that some relationship exists between cognitive 

Preference styles (as a measure of information perception and reception styles) 

aUd judgement behaviour (as a measure of information transformation behaviour), 

*be judgement scores of different cognitive preference sub-groups should show
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significant differences.

There are, however, four different 'ways of approaching the cognitive 

Preference data. The first to examine the scores in the

Judgement exercise of groups which have been identified by the score of 

respondents to each of the four cognitive preference modes separately.

this analysis, which will be found in Section 9.1, the CP scores are 

Presumed to be independent of one another. / ec°ev\fencee which is reported 

lu Chapter 6 shows that there are, in fact, dichotomous relationships 

between the R and Q modes and the A and P modes. In Section 9.2 

Judgement scores are examined in the light of these two dichotomies separately 

and together. Another approach is to consider the cognitive preference 

data as delineating one single trait for each individual. In principle,

Ibis means that all four scores are considered as one 'trait score'. In 

¿gction 9.3 judgement scores are related to the 'trait score'. The fourth 

aPproach is to subject the cognitive preference data to cluster analysis 

and then to examine the behaviour of each cluster on the JE. The merit 

of this last system is that no predetermined outcome is placed on either 

ibe structure of the cognitive preference data or the size of each cell, 

is reported in Section 9.4 and the findings of all four approaches are 

summarised in Section 9,5.

¿Sgtion 9.1 ; CP Scores, as four separate modes, related to JE Scores

Two samples of data are reported in this section because they give 

different results. The first sample is analysed in Table 9.1. It was 

fathered from Illrd Form students and it shows that when JE scores are 

^a*titioned by cognitive preference mode scores the between-group variance 

*s significantly greater than the within-group variance for groups partitioned 

°b their Q score but there is no significance in the variance of the other

*bre© mode scores. The JE scores are seen to increase with increasing Q

ec°re for the first three groups but not for the last two groups
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Tubiti 9,1 ;__JK Sctirus grouped luto & groups by elicli CP Mode scoro separatola, 
w 11 li iiiiii I/h lm uj viir littico (N - Ili 1/111 ni/1D76)

£roup Modo Score (mean and S.D.) and Group jJK Score (monn »ml S.D.)

N* R JE A JE Q JE P JE
1 33 28.58(2.36) 29.55(5.39) 28.70(4.03) 30.45(6.31) 19.76(4.47) 33.52(6.78) 17.61(4.82) 30,64(5.96)
2 32 23,69(1.40) 28.69(4.96) 22.25(1.32) 30.44(4.39) 9.09(1.61) 30.13(5.45) 8.97(1.51) 30.75(6.38)
3 32 19.97(1.07) 29.50(5.65) 18.78(1,02) 29.03(5.75) 5.09(1.28) 28,34(5.48) 5.13(0.96) 29.50(5.33)
4 32 14.31(1.67) 31.81(6.01) 14.59(1.85) 28.75(5.62) 0.72(1.61) 28.91(4.49) 0.75(1.50) 30,34(6.56)
S 32 6.59(3.54) 31.09(6.62) 6.91(4,25) 31.94(6.45) -4.78(2.64) 29.66(5.45) -6.19(3.13) 29.72(5.80)

161

Croup Variance of JE Scores

' Sum of Squares Degree of Freedom Mean Square
Between Within Between Within Between Wi thin

R 210.9 5326.6 4 156 52.72 34.14 1.54 NS
A 210.9 5326.6 4 156 52.72 34.14 1.54 NS
Q 535.4 5024.9 4 156 133.8 32.21 4.15 0.01
P 39.74 5637.3 4 156 9.93 36.14 .27 NS

Table 9.2 ; je Scores grouped Into 8 groups by each CP mode score separately, 
with analysis of variance (N “ 439/V/1976)

Croup Mode Score (mean and S.D.) and Group JE Score (mean and S,D.)

N5» R JE A JE Q JE P JE
l 55 30.40(3.30) 34.11(6.85) 25.25(2.91) 31.80(7.38) 25. "'>(3.39) 36.49(8.34) 28.44(4.87) 37.69(7.08)
2 55 23.71(1.34) 32.51(7.00) 20.33(1.32) 30.18(8.73) 18.45(1.97) 32.64(8.51) 19.67(8.74) 32.18(8,21)
3 55 19.84(1.02) 30.56(7.27) 16.27(1.03) 31.09(6.56) 13.51(1.01) 32.62(15.53) 15.85(1.13) 33.51(7.58)
4 55 16.62(0.98) 32.04(7.82) 13.15(1.10) 31.64(7.20) 10.85(0.96) 32.02(8.52) 12.69(0.91) 33.02(15.82)
5 55 13.89(0.71) 33.76(15.71) 10.16(0,80) 29.00(7.89) 7.84(0.78) 31.40(8.19) 9.98(0.80) 30.89(7.68)
6 55 11.04(i:03) 32.24(8.73) 6.47(1.22) 34.22(15.21) 4.85(1.05) 31.25(7.20) 7.38(0.96) 30.95(7.95)
7 55 6.96(1.35) 32.15(9.08) 2.05(1.55) 36.45(6.94) 1.64(1.00) 31.58(6.86) 3.35(1.05) 29.84(6.53)
8 54

439

0,80(3,22) 34.26(7.91) -6.61(3.92) 37.31(7,74) -2,69(3.21) 33.83(6.83) -2.48(4,55) 33.43(7.47)

Sgoup Variance of JE Score»
• Sum of Squares Degree of Freedom Mean Square FBetween Within Between Within Between Within -
R 608.70 37227.3 7 431 86.9 86.37 1.00 NS
A 3402.9 34447.1 7 431 486.1 79.92 6.08 0.01
« 1162.2 36704.8 7 431 166.0 85.16 1.95 NS
P 2254.6 35458.4 7 431 322.08 82.27 3.91 0.01
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and to decrease with increasing R score (this latter relationship 

has a correlation coefficient = -0.197). The interesting feature which 

a**ises from this data is that JE scores are, to some extent at least, 

distributed along the 'curiosity' (or R/Q) scale. It will be recalled that 

these students had not completed their 0 level course in chemistry.

The second sample comprises Vth Form students and the analysis of 

their data is reported in Table 9.2. The procedure used for the two 

analyses was the same but with the ^founcl ŶiaipbeWeen-group variance on 

the JE are significantly greater than within-group variance when A and P 

•node scores are used to fashion the groups but not as previously for Q.

Thus it is seen that when the students had completed their 0 Level courses 

in chemistry their behaviour on the JE is distributed along the 'approach' 

scale; those who score high P preference scores are more likely to do well 

°n the JE than those who score high A preferenr-> scores.

When I.Q. scores were examined for variance between groups differences 

Were non significant with all four modes.

^¿gtion 9.2 ; CP Scores used dichotomously for the purpose of grouping 
JE scores

The data which is contained in Tables 9,3 and 9,4 for the Illrd and 

^th Form students respectively is predictable from the data in the previous 

Section. When XlXrd Form students are examined it is found that the between 

6roup variance in JE scores is significantly greater than the within-group 

Vftriance along the 'curiosity' axis but not along the 'approach' axis.

^he position is reversed for the older boys in the Vth Form samples.

When two-way analysis of variance is performed using both the 

dichotomous axes with the Vth Form sample it shows that the interaction 

between the 'curiosity* and 'approach' scores is significant. The evidence 

*8 that those with high P and high Q scores (top RII corner) have scored best 

Whiie those with low P and high Q (bottom RH corner) have scored least well.
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Table 9.3 : JE Scores grouped into 5 groups by CP scores used dlchotomously, 
with analysis of variance (N = 161/IIIrd/1976)

Group Mode Score (mean and S.D.) and Group JE Score (mean and S.P.)

N=

1

2

3
4
5

33
32
32
32
32

(R-Q) JE (A-P) JE

32.36(4.05) 30.52(5.68) 33.48(6.33) 30.82(5.92)
22.59(2.38) 28.31(4.29) 20.50(2.06) 28.84(4.50)
14.69(1.86) 29.00(5.81) 13.88(1.75) 30.91(6.14)
5.25(3.77) 30.16(5.76) 5.88(3.25) 28.72(6.20)

11.09(10.32) 32.63(6.60) -8.44(9.94) 31.31(5.87)

161

Group Variance of JE Scores

(R-Q)
(A-p)

Sum of S
Between
df=4

quares
Within
df=156

Mean Sqi 
Between

lare
Within F P

350.7
196.3

5186.8
5341.2

87.68
49.08

32.25
34.24

2.63
1.43

0.05
NS

Xgble 9.4 : JE Scores grouped into 10 Groups by CP scores used dichotomously, 
with analysis of variance (N = 439/Vth/1976)

^£oiip Mode Difference Score (mean and S.D.) and Group JE Score (mean and S.D.)

N* (R-Q) JE (A-P) JE
1 44 32.70(5.34) 34.02(6.63) 28,14(5.28) 32,73(8.01)
2 44 23.50(1.84) 33.05(6.76) 17.52(1,94) 30.86(7.91)
3 44 17.91(1.89) 31.61(6.99) 11.36(1.48) 31.00(7.28)
4 44 12.16(1.48) 30,41(6.81) 6,48(1.23) 30.50(6.30)
5 44 7.70(1.37) 32.00(8.76) 2.43(1.48) 29.25(7,23)
6 44 3.73(1.16) 32.55(17.41) -1.93(1.39) 31.43(8.35)
7 44 -0.30(1.10) 32.30(7.97) -6.43(1.24) 34,18(16,86)
8 44 -5.80(1.67) 30.95(8.41) -11,25(1.84) 32,77(8.49)
9 44 -13.41(2.77) 34.18(8.68) -19.75(3.13) 36.16(5.97)

10 J13; -23.95(6.13) 36.00(7.89) -36.07(7.73) 38.23(7.68)
439

§£oup Vari ance of Scores
Sum of Squares Degrees of Freedom Mean Square
Between Within .Between Within Between. Within • Jr ' ■ P

(R-Q) 1093,8 36743 9 429 121,53 .85.65 1,42 NS
L . J U - P ) 3022.5 34814 9 429 335.83 81.15 4,14 0.01
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^able 9.5 ; Two-way analysis of variance of JE Scores partitioned by (R-Q) 
score and (A-P) score. (N = 439/Vth/197G)

Mean Score and S.D. of Cells

(A-P)
Score Group Mean - 

Population Mean

Top Middle Bottom

Top 31.63(7.62) 32.44(6.33) 33.92(6.09) -0.04 0.77 2.25

(R-Q)
Score Middle 33.45(7.99) 29.98(7.23) 30.54(6.60) 1.78 -1.69 -1.13

N = 49 N * 48 N = 48

Bottom 32.43(8.09) 31.79(7.54) 28.88(7.43) 0.76 0 .1 2 -2.79
^ ____ N - 49 N = 48 N « 48

Analysis of Variance

Source of Variance Sura of Squares df Mean Squares F P

<A-P) Scores 157.3 2 78.65 (1.47) NS

(R-Q) Scores 214.0 2 106.9 (1.99) NS

interaction 656,6 4 164.1 3.06 .02

Wlthin Cells 22865.0 426 53.67

434

I
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It is therefore apparent that the interaction is significant only because 

the 'approach' score has so much bearing on the JE score. The implications 

°f the data in this section and in the previous section are discussed 

*n Section 9.5.

The same two-way analysis of data was performed on JE scores and 

°n I.Q. on the Illrd Form sample and the interaction was found to be non 

8ignifleant for both. The non significance of the I.Q. score, which is 

a measure of general ability, suggests that groupings are homogeneous for 

traits other than the ones in question.

Itgction 9.3 : CP scores treated as a 'trait score’

The third method of handling CP Scores was to treat all four CP scores 

as though they portray a single cognitive preference 'trait'. The scores 

are, of course, ipsative i.e. they inter-related mathematically. The purpose 

Was to break a sample of CP data into groups without making any condition 

ab°ut group size or cognitive preference structure. The method .

Used was/rank order the CP scores and then to assign respondents to their 

'trait' group by a top half/bottom half decision on each of the four scores. 

Ihus a student with a higher than average preference for the R and A modes and 

a lower than average preference for the Q and P modes would be given a 'trait 

8core' of 1122. The ipsative nature of the scores preclude 'trait scores* 

of Ull and 2222 but all of the other possible groupings were found in the 

Sampie, The incidence of each 'trait score' is reported in Table 9.6, with 

the jg score both as a mean score (with S.D.) and as a Z-score.

Any four measurements can be related to one another as axes within 

a tetrahedron. If this structure is used for the four CP scales, and the 

tetrahedron is assumed to be regular, a 1222 'trait score' will occupy a 

Position at the R apex of the tetrahedron, 2122 at the A apex, etc. 1112 

***1 lie in the middle of the face which has RAQ at its corners. This is 

k°cause these are the above average scores and only P is below average;
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Table 9.6 : Mean JE scores, S.D.t and Z-score of groups containing
individuals with same CP 'trait' score. (N = 439/Vth/1976)

Group
No.

CP
'Trait 
Score'

N
Mean
JE

Score
S.D.

JE
Score
as

Z-Score 
(note 1)

Rank
Order

2 1112 16 30.87 7.08 -0.20 10

3 112 1 10 33.50 5.63 0.09 4

4 1122 90 31.71 7.30 -0 .10 7

5 12 11 18 35.35 9.29 0.29 2

6 1212 20 30.25 7.18 -0.26 12=

7 1221 46 33.93 6.19 0.13 3

8 1222 20 31.45 6.93 -0.13 8

9 2 111 20 31.00 7.65 -0.18 9

10 2112 38 30.32 7.61 -0.26 12=

U 2121 32 28.94 7.88 -0.40 14

12 2122 13 33.31 7.78 0.07 5

13 2211 84 36,77 13.42 0.44 1

U 2212 22 30.36 9 . 01 -0.25 11

15 2221 10

439

33.10 9.02 0.04 6

^te (I); the Z-score was calculated with the population mean (32.70) 
and the population standard deviation (9.29),



** is therefor© below the face. 1212 has above average R and Q scores

®nd below average A and P scores; it li.es in the edge of the tetrahedron

which joins the apex of R and the apex of Q. (Most statistical procedures

®trive to relate data to fewer axes without unacceptable loss of intensity;

this process retains all the four axes. The approach which relates CP
wliich Is®tructure to two dichotomous axes / used widely in this study, selects 

two edges of the tetrahedron and relates the data to them. The geometrical 

hature of a regular tetrahedron requires that the dichotomous axes shall 

he mutually perpendicular.)

The purpose of the tetrahedral axes in this instance is to provide 

a frame of reference for the 'trait scores'. Each group of respondents 

With the same 'trait score' has a mean JE score which, for convenience,

*® also presented as a Z-score. It is reasonable to ask whether the 

tetrahedron, if it is turned in the order given by the JE group scores 

ftfter they have been rank ordered, turns in a regular manner and also 

Whether this exercise has any useful purpose. In fact the first five in 

the rank order largely approximate to a turn round the P axis and the last 

to a turn round the A axis. No doubt this could have been predicted 

,ro® the evidence in the previous sections of this chapter but the exercise 

^oes prove to be valuable when a third variable is added to the two embraced 

s° far, i.e. when academic achievement is added to the CP and JE data 

*hat is under discussion. This is reported in Chapter 10.

^ gtion 9.4 ; Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is another method of aggregating individuals into 

fĉ oups without predetermining the size of the groups. In using this method, 

*he only restriction on group size was the necessity that the number of indivi 

^hals m  each group be sufficient to be statistically viable. It is

UîUike the 'trait score' method which was described in Section 9,3 in that 

^er© is extensive reduction of data.
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Kjjjiirc 9 .1 ; A plot of (R-Q) v. _(A-P) Scores for the six clusters In 
0.7 < N » 1G1 /1IJ ril/107G ~  ~ * ..

R-Q

ii£te; the figures in brackets are the mean JE scores of the six groups 
(see also Table 9.7).
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ffable 9,7 : JE scores of 6 Clusters. Clusters identified by cluster 
analysis of CP Data, (N = 161/IIIrd/1876)

Cluster N= R A Q P JE

1 51 16.90(4.67) 20.00(4.21) 7.45(3.58) 3.84(4.04) 29.57(6.54)

2 36 25.64(3.60) 20.75(3.26) -2.83(3.56) 4.08(4.07) 31.00(6.57)

. 3 12 20.83(2.37) 12.50(3.75) 0.92(1.98) 13.83(3.08) 28.25(7.34)

4 18 2.33(4.67) 7.17(5.80) 17.89(7.27) 20.11(4.95) 32.44(6.25)

5 27 25.48(4.78) 27.55(6.03) 1.30(6.43) -6.59(3.29) 29.07(5.94)

6 17 12.24(2.41) 7.59(3.74) 18.53(4.51) 9.71(3.04) 29.65(4.06)

The technique used previously in this chapter, of partitioning samples 

into groups of equal size is arbitrary. The di tribution (in Table 9.7)

*hich was obtained by subjecting the four mode scores to cluster analysis, 

is found to be uneven; the largest group contains almost a third of the 

sample, the smallest has less than 10%. It must be admitted that the 

humber of clusters which is selected for examination is also arbitrary: 

ih this case six clusters were examined because an analysis with more 

t.han six includes clusters with unacceptably small size, (The seventh

cluster was reduced to six by adding 2 students to 25 students and

fashioning Cluster No. 5).

A plot of (R-Q) scores against (A-P) scores for these six clusters 

figure 9.11 shows Cluster Nos, 5, 1, 6 and 4 on a straight line (correlation 

c°efficient, r, = 0,9999), These four clusters contain 70% t>f the sample 

the remaining 30% is contained in two clusters (Nos. 2 and 3) which are

*°und to lie at a distance of + 20 units from the line.

The data which was used for forming the clusters in Table 9.7 and
p, - . ' -r ..-¿.Eure 9,1 was the four cognitive preference scores. The mean JE score 

°f the students in the clusters on the line are found to progress from 

^9.07 for Group 5 to 32.44 for Group 4. (These moan JE scores were
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Calculated by hand after the students had been assigned to clusters.)

This is, therefore, both a powerful demonstration of the interaction 

between information perception and information transformation for the 

students on the line where high Q and P mode scores are associated with 

high JE scores, and an apparent inversion for 30% of the sample. The 

important conclusion is that a positive approach to any of the four modes 

is associated with gain on the JE; for 70% it is increasingly positive 

Q and P mode scores which lead to success, for 30% it is increasingly 

Positive R and, particularly, A mode scores which lead to higher JE scores.

faction 9.5 : Conclusions

It has been shown in this chapter that JE scores are related to R 

and q scores to (R-Q) scores for younger students (Illrd Forms) and 

they are related to A and P scores and to (A-P) scores for older students 

(Vth Forms), Further,the interaction between (R-Q) and (A-P) is found

to be significant for the Vth Formers but it is not significant for the 

Illrd Formers.

The most interesting, but still tentative, conclusions which can be 

drawn arise from the comparison of these two bodies of data. In younger 

students it is curiosity which is dominant in those who have the greatest 

Capacity for effective information transformation while in the older boyŝ , 

*ith two years of additional experience and a structured course to 0 Level 

that was both complete and thoroughly revised, it is the interest in the 

Principles of chemistry which distinguish those with the better performance 

°h the JE. The conclusion which this leads to is that younger students are
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differentiated in their higher levels of intellectual thought along the 

curiosity scale but as they pursue their, studies there is a change- They 

become less interested in the applications of chemistry and more interested 

ih principles. The suggestion was made by King (1972) on the evidence 

gathered from 1st year Vlth Form students that the 'curiosity' scale 

behaviour is not susceptible to alteration by different styles of teaching 

while the behaviour or the 'approach' may be modified by teacher traits.

The new information neither supports nor refutes the suggestion. Now it 

*s suggested that what is in fact altered depends to some extent on the 

siage that the student has reached in his examination programme. A profound 

Preference for principles at the expense of application is retained 

at the end of the 0 Level course; the interest in the pursuit of aspects 

chemistry that are tangential to the body of information in the syllabus, 

i«e. curiosity, is equivocal.

It is worth noting further that the data gathered by Kempa and Dube 

(1971) and by King (1972) shows that there is abundant interest in the 

a®pects defined as ’questioning’ and it is now suggested that this 

r®candescence of what is loosely described as curiosity is a property of 

classroom atmosphere arising out of the new terrain that was being explored 

at the time when the tests were undertaken. This introduced the new notion 

the study of cognitive preference behaviour that respondents whose 

Gaining on a syllabus is only half complete will behave differently from 

those whose training on that syllabus is complete, i.e. that in the 'O' 

bevel - 'A' Level - degree sequence there will be evidence of cyclical 

behaviour. The alternative hypothesis that the cognitive preference is 

®tatic throughout is untenable but research on different academic levels 

*8 difficult because numerous tests with several different instruments over 

a bong span of time would be required.

The significance of the (K-Q), (A-P) interaction shows that there #is 

R relationship between information perception and information transformation 

bht the discussion hitherto has taken no account of other classroom attributes

*bat might well bo implicated. This omission is remedied in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 10 : COGNITIVE PREFERENCES, JUDGEMENT BEHAVIOUR AND CLASSROOM 
LEARNING BEHAVIOUR

Section 10.0 : Introduction

In the broadest sense, research into cognitive styles has potentially 

Promising applications. For, if it were possible to identify learners' 

cognitive styles in an adequate and reliable manner, educational 

(Pedagogical) strategies could be so designed as to match learners' 

thinking and reasoning behaviours. The relationship between learning 

behaviour and students* cognitive styles has in recent years become an 

educational research field of increasing importance (see, for example,

Kempa 1979). Research knowledge is still too scant to allow the matching 

Process just referred to to be put into operation. Nevertheless, the 

educational potential in this area seems promising, especially with attempts 

"individualise learning" more than is currently possible.

* Although the "predictive" applications of cognitive styles research 

er© still remote, interest in correlational research seeking to examine 

the relationships between cognitive styles and, e.g., achievement in 

®tudies, motivational traits, etc,, is high. The main reason for this 

interest lies in an endeavour to identify correlates and possible determinants 

°f success in the study of academic disciplines, other than conventional 

iQ measures.

The purpose of Chapter 9 was to establish the existence of a

relationship between the two procedures for intellectual manipulation of

information which have been identified in this research. Significant

interaction between the information perception processes and information 
tr&nsformation has not been established. The burden of Sections 1 - 4 

this chapter is to relate these two procedures directly to classroom 

behaviour. The intention is to examine the relationship from two directions.

16 first approach is an examination of the interaction between



information perception and information transformation on student performance 

and in the second, the implications of selected attitudes and qualities as 

well as established academic achievement on the interaction, are 

examined. It will be evident, then, that the interaction is used to 

expose the determinants of academic success. The data is examined 

broadly by correlation and subsequent factor analysis in Section 10.1,

*h Section 1Q.2 the first approach is used and Section 10.3 is devoted to 

the relationships between academic achievement and information transformation 

together on cognitive preference for each mode separately, for dichotomous 

behaviour and for all four modes as a single trait.

The data which will be used is the sample that was obtained from 

the Vth Form students. For some analyses the data has been reduced to 

6lve four academic achievement categories of uniform size. The data from 

a*l the students who scored Grade A at '0' Level has been retained, and as 

these numbered 70, equal numbers of students were selected at random for 

the 'O’ Level Grade? B, C and 'failing' grades. (A 'failing' grade is 

a Grade D, E or F). Section 10.4 explores differences between the 

behaviour of younger students, i.e. Illrd Forms, and the behaviour that has 

been demonstrated by Vth Form students with the intention of examining 

the extent to which information perception, information transformation and 

bhe interaction can be considered stylistic in nature. In the final section 

before the summary, the incidence of different behaviours within a student 

Population and the bearing on their future performance is described.

Section 10,1 : Correlation and Factor Analysis

The data which is used for the statistical analyses in Table 10,1 

oomprised part of the Vih Form Sample: 70 of the students in the full sample 

^©re awarded *A* grades at 0 Level and so 70 of the students who scored 'B1,

^ and 'failing'grades were randomly selected from the sample to make a 

b°tal population of 280. (This restricted sample was also used for the analysis

ln Table 6.6). 212



Tablo 10.1 : Correlation and Factor Analysis of CP, JE and Other Data, 
(N = 439/Vth/1976)

Means r Standard Deviations and Correlation Coefficients (x 10 (N = 280)

Variables Mean S.D.

1 . 0 Grade (see Note) 2.50 1 . 1 2

‘2. JE 32.84 8.36 41

3. Scientific Awareness 4.33 5.31 33 32

4. A Level Chemistry Bias 2.64 1.33 -54 -27 -57

5. R 15.25 9.15 -17 -04 -05 24

6. A 10.39 10.43 -35 -25 -31 33 23

7. Q 1 0 . 1 1 9.11 22 15 14 -27 -75 -49

^ 8. P 12.31 10.04 31 18 24 -31 -48 -80

1 2 3 4 5 6

(r > 0.16, p < 0 .0 1)
; the sign has been changed to facilitate comprehension

Stated Factor Analysis (loadings x 10

Factor No. *. I 11 III IV

Variables

1 0 Grade 47 15 17 59
2 JE - 1 1 -00 -09 -93
3 Sci. Awar. -84 05 -15 -13
4 Bias 86 20 13 17
5 R 05 93 v ;■ -18 ■ .. -02

6 A 18 18 90 17
7 Q -1 0 -89 OCM1 - 1 2

8 P '■ -14 123 -91 -06

^Bonvalues 
Cu«i, %age

3.309
41.4
(loadings

1,540
60.6

> 0 .20, p

0.963
72.6 

< 0 .0 1)

0.789’
82.6
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The relationships which are revealed by the data in Table 10.1 

are much as expected. The close bearing between the general measure of 

Scientific Awareness and the more specific one of Chemical Bias is shown 

by the loadings on Factor I. The (R-Q) and (A-P) loadings on Factors II 

a»d III respectively are expected from the dichotomous relationship studied 

*n Chapter 6 . The strong correlation between academic achievement and the 

JE score is also expected from earlier work (Section 8.3).

This data is given chiefly to show that the variables when examined 

separately do not serve to elucidate further our understanding of the 

Mature of those variables. In subsequent sections they are examined in 

injunction with one another.

¿action 10.2 : Interaction between Perception of Information, Information 
Transformation and Academic Achievement by Tests

The justification for the analyses which follow stems from the 

Relationships which were demonstrated in Chapter 9 . It was shown that 

with Vth Form data there was some increase in success in the JE 

with increasing P mode score and decreasing success with increasing A 

toode score. The relationship between the R and Q mode scores and JE scores 

were shown to have variance that was not significant.

In this section the significance of the difference in incidence between
2°bserved and forecast samples is tested by .examination of x ♦ Table 10.2 

®bows this analysis for the Vth Form sample when divided into top and 

k°ttom groups with three variables. The first variable is one of the four 

c°Enitive preference scores, the second is the JE score and the third is 

*he 0 Level grade which is taken as the measure of academic achievement. 

£gble 10.3 is similar except that the cognitive preference score is one 

the two 'dichotomous* scores and in Table 10.4 both 'dichotomous' scores 

used and the contingency table has the dimensions 2 x 2 x 2 x 2. It was 

bopod that this analytical technique would rovoal whether the relationship
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between cognitive preference and judgement has bearing on the quality of 
0 Level grade.

It is reasonable to start from the assumption that there is no 
relationship between information perception and information transformation 
beyond the interaction which has been demonstrated already (Chapter 9). 
lable 10.2 shows that when the sample is divided into high achievers and low 
achievers there is no significance in the relationship between the R mode 
and JE scores and between the Q mode and JE scores. There is also no relation- 
ship of significance between the A modes and JE and between the P mode and 
JE when the low achievers are investigated but for the high achievers the 
Relationship is strongly significant. If both the A mode score is low and 
bbe JE score is high, the high achievers are more numerous than expected;

either the JE score is low or the JE score is high the high achievers 
Are less numerous than expected. The pattern i>»r the high achievers and 
the P mode score is similar; if both P mode score is high and JE scores 
Are high, the high achievers are more abundant than expected (note that it 
*s low A mode scores or high P mode scores that are involved here), but 

either high P mode or high JE score are obtained the number of high 
Achievers is less than expected.

This evidence is substantiated when the analysis is done with the 
dichotomous scores (Table 10.3) but the effect described above is 
strengthened to include the low achievers also, thus both the high and 
ibe low achievers are found to be significantly more numerous when both the 
(A~P) score is low (because P is high and A is low) and the JE is higher 
iban might be expected. There is some evidence, though it is weak, of 
similar behaviour in favour of Q at the expense of R in the (R-Q) portion 
°* ffsble 10.3. The relationship becomes even more marked when both (R-Q) 
fthd (A-P) are used together (Table 10,4). In brief then, low A scores and

- si. ■
high p scores together with high JE scores cause a larger number of high 
Achievers than anticipated but if any one of these conditions is not fulfilled



Tub 1 o i 0 ,2 ; 2 x 2 x 2  Con 11 Tubl oh_̂ U**i* J voil from «corns In lint Cognitive Prĉ f orimcc
a w l J ^ h« and 0 jjnult; (ouch mcuMurc way partitioned into top and bottom group*)(T - Tao/Vtti7 iu7ii)

R A Q P

High Achievers
JE High JE Low JE High JE Low JE High JE Low JE High JE Low

Cog. Pref. High 54 44 47 43 75 37 88 34

Cog. Pref. Low 76 39 81 40 55 47 42 51

x2 ■ 2 24 (NS) 4.84 (p » 0.05) 3.28 (NS) 14.95 (p » 0.01)

jjQw Achievi?ra

Cog, Pref. High 49 68 43 81 43 58 39 54

Cog. Pref. Low 36 64 42 51 42 73 46 77

x2 = | 0.55 (NS) 2.03 (NS) 0.39 (NS) 0.27 (NS)

H®an Scores and S.D.s

Sigh Achievers

0 Grade 1.76(0.61) 2.07(0.54) 1.79(0.58) 2.07(0.53) 1.55(0.55) 1.92(0.59) 1.51(0.56) 2.03(0,57)
JE 39.48(3.29) 27.73(3.61) 39.66(3.32) 27.11(4.46) 40.47(4.66) 26.08(4.90) 40.15(4.28) 27.03(4.81)
Cog.Pref. 22.96(5.69) 23.05(5.08) 18.09(4.19) 18.27(4.28) 19.29(6.55) 17.84(6.36) 21.35(7.65) 19,00(6.32)
N= (54) (44) (47) (45) (75) (37) (88) (34)
G Grade 1.55(0.55) 1.95(0.60) 1,56(0.56) 1.95(0.59) 1.76(0.60) 2.11(0.52) 1,90(0.53) 2.00(0.56)
JE 39.92(4.60) 25.53(5.28) 40.35(4.29) 26.53(4.80) 38.80(2.95) 27.57(4.24) 38.74(3.44) 26.71(4.50)
Cog.Pref. 7.09(3.53) 8.51(5.42) 0.47(6.20) 4.45(6.42) 3.40(3.95) 2.74(4.59) 4.21(5.45) 5.61(4.12)
N» (76) (39) (81) (40) (35) (47) (42) (51)

¿2» Achievers •

0 Orade 3.51(0.86) 3.97(1.18) 3.65(0.96) 4.05(1.22) 3.49(0.87) 4.22(1.20) 3.49(0.64) 4.24(1,23)
JE 38.27(3.67) 26.16(4.51) 38,51(3.74) 25.04(4.35) 38.19(3.09) 24.39(4.62) 38.46(3.26) 25.20(4.90)
c°g.Pref. 22.82(6.10) 22,22(5.00) 19.26(5.04) 19.28(5.14) 17.02(5.46) 14.55(3.89) 18.18(4.48) 16.76(3.99)
S’a (49) (68) C43) (81) (43) (58) (39) (54)
0 Grade 3.56(0.93) 4.27(1.24) 3.40(0.79) 4.22(1.21) 3.57(0.90) 4.04(1.22) 3.57(0.92) 4.04(1.20)
JE 38.47(3.30) 24.33(4,76) 38.19(3.14) 25,65(5.24) 38.52(3.79) 25.78(4.76) 38.26(3,62) 25,29(4.61)
Cog.Pref, 8.25(4.71) 9.52(4.39) 2.62(5.90) 7.00(4.16) 2.24(4.05) 3.29(3.97) 4.17(5.55) 4,48(5.04)
N a (36) (64) ( 42) (51) (42) (73) (48) (77)

the figures in brackets denote numbers in each group
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Table 10.3 : 2 x 2 x 2  Contingency Tables derived from scores in the 
Cognitive Preference and Judgement Exercises and 0 Grade 
using (R-Q) and (A-P) separately 
(N = 439/Vth/1976)

(R-Q) (A-P)
Hifh Achievers

JE High JE Low JE High JE Low
Cog.Pref.High 58 48 44 44
Cog.Pref.Low 71 36 84 41

J(2 = 2.55 (NS) 5.67 (p * 0.02)
Low Achievers
Cog.Pref.High 41 68 44 85
Cog.Pref.Low 44 64 41 47
x2 = 0.11 (NS) 3.42 (0.05)

Mean Scores and S.D.s
High Achievers
C Grade 1.72(0.61) 2.08(0.57) 1.84(0.56) 2.00(0.52)
JE 39.28(3.25) 27.65(3.89) 38.77(3.36) 26.95(4.39)
Cog.Pref. 17.97(9.64) 18.88(9.02) 13.48(8.95) 12.75(7.24)
N= (58) (48) (44) (44)
0 Grade 1.56(0.55) 1.92(0.55) 1.54(0.57) 2.02(0.60)
JE 40.18(4.66) 25.64(5.27) 40.29(4.40) 26.71(4.88)
Cog.Pref. -11.58(11.07) -9.89(10.82) -19.85(13.74) -12.02(11.96)
N= (71) (36) (84) (41)

Achievers
C Grade 3.56(0.91) 3,94(1.19) 3,57(0.89) 4.12(1.23)
JE 38.44(3.56) 25.84(4.52) 38.23(3.68) 25.26(4,58)
Cog.Pref. 20.93(8.87) 18.66(8.90) 13.89(9.26) 13.01(10.44)

(41) (68) (44) (85)
C Grade 3.50(0.87) 4.30(1.22) 3.49(0.89) 4.11(1,19)
JE 38.27(3.36) 24.67(4.86) 38.43(3.85) 25.30(4.98)
Cog.Pref. -6.11(9.18) -3.45(7.18) -14.00(10.31) -9.04(7.54)

(44) (64) (41) (47)/

£°te; the figures in brackets denote numbers in each group.
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-T“b>.«L x^_2_* J  Continpency T«bl„ derived Jr.,ro_»(:[)roa ln Ult. Cognitive
Judy<'mfnt KK«TciiH:«_ “'HLO.KradeuHlnuiA-^) nnd (A-P) torrlhi-r " '(N V 430/Vth/l976) ---- -----V /..A i.V.Vn,X

(A-P) High (A-P) Low

Achievers High Low High Low

JE High JE Low JE High | JE Low JE High JE Low JE High JE Low

(R-Q) High 31 25 30 48 26 23 11 20

(R-Q) Low 13 18 14 37 56 18 30 27

X8 » 0.95 (NS) 1.21 (NS) 5.80 (p * 0.02) 1.73 (NS)

0 1.94(0.56) 1.96(0.54) 3.63(0.93) 4.00(1.19) 1.46(0.58) 2.22(0.60) 3.36(0.92) 3.80(1.20)

JE 38.74(3.30) 27.52(3.70) 38.27(3.75) 25.04(4.43) 39.88(3.20) 27.78(4.24) 38.91(3.30) 27.75(4.27)

(R-QJj 17.65(9.73) 19.64(9.03) 21.40(8.73) 18.83(9.05) 18.65(9.74) 18.04(9.35) 19.64(9.97) 18.25(8.74)
(A-P) 14.94(9.48) 13.44(6.89) 14.60(10.50)16.71(10.79 145.31(13.36) -8.83(8.15) -14.45(9.14)- 10.35(8.02)
N» (31) (25) (3) (48) (26) (23) (11) (20)
0 1.62(0.51) 2.06(0.54) 3.43(0.85) 4.27(1.27) 1.55(0.56) 1.78(0.54) 3.53(0.88) 4.33(1,18)

JE 38.55(3.63) 25.94(5.30) 38.14(3.80) 25.54(4.75) 40.57(4.88) 25.33(5.52) 38.33(3.21) 23.48(4.84)

<R-Q)2 -5.54(7.15) • -6.50(8.49) -1.71(5.80) -3.92(7.36) -13.16(11.31)- 13.27(12.31) -8.17(9.79) -2.81(7.02)
(A-P) 10.00(6.53) 11.94(8.18} 12.36(6.38) 8.22(7.65) -21.77(13.75)- 16.11(15.07) -13.83(10.83) -8.07(7.31)
N« (13) (18) (14) (37) (56) (18) (30) (27)

Note; the figures in brackets denote numbers in each group,



there are fewer high achievers than expected. The effect is far less 
Marked among low achievers and the similar effect for R and Q modes is 
also much weaker.

One attribute which is common to high P/low A, high JE and high 
achieving subset is likely to be motivation but this cannot be the only 
explanation because low achievers with sufficiently high motivation to 
*all into the high P/low A and high JE subset do not show the relationship. 
Another possible quality which has a bearing is aptitudes and these will 
each be examined in the next section (Section 10.4). There is a large 
Proportion of factual material integrated into the syllabuses of all 0 Level 
laminations and it is possible that it is mastery of this material which 
differentiates the low from the high achievers in this sample. It can 
then be argued that information perception and information transformation 
have relevance only if the factual detail is both sufficiently abundant 
and accurately known by the student. The implication is that the high 
achievers can pursue their appetite for the principles of chemistry and 
they can operate meaningfully in information transformation exercises; those 
*ho can do both these things and also do well at 0 Level are more numerous 
than those who do only one of them and yet also do well at 0 Level. Another 
Cesible facet of this work is the relevance of experience in chemistry .
Jt is also interesting to reflect upon why there seems to be no relation- 
®hip with curisotiy, i.e. the (R-Q) mode, a property that most successful 
chemists might be expected to display in abundance. It is also possible 
that experience and curiosity are related. Evidence to substantiate or 
*efute this was sought and is reported in Section 10.5.

It is also of interest that an analysis of variance of 0 grade of nine 
c®lls formed by partitioning (R-Q) scores in top, middle and bottom groups 
ahd (A-P) scores divided similarly, give values for F which are found to 
k® insignificant and there is no significant interaction, Yet it has just 
k®©n shown that when JE scores are included and the relationship is sought
*°r in terms of x2 values a limited relationship is found; limited because
^  is apparent for high and not for low achievers.
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Section 10,3 : Interaction between Perception of Information, Information 
Transformation and Academic Achievement by Analysis of 
Variance and by 'Trait' Score

The approach to the data in this section differs from the approach in 
the previous section in that the Vth Form sample is first divided into four 
ftoademic achievement cells of equal size and then each cell is divided into 
'high JE' and ’Low JE' subcells. Mean mode scores were calculated and the 
significance of the variance between and within the eight cells was determined. 
The data is shown in Table 10.5 for each of the four modes separately and in 
Table 10,6 for the (R-Q) and (A-P) scores.

The data in Tables 6.6 and Table 10.5 show that the significant 
variance in cognitive preference scores which was observed with 0 Level 
6**ade cells of equal size is further strengthened when the analysis includes 
a division of each cell into high and low JE score, When dichotomous scores 
are used (Table 10.6) highly significant variance is obtained. The mean 
scores of the students who scored ,'C’ grades and 'Fail' grades are much more 
aimilar than the mean scores of the other academic achievement categories.

The inferences to be drawn from Tables 10,2 and 10,3 differ markedly 
*r°m the information which is shown in Tables 10,5 and 10,6. This is remarkable 
in view of the fact that both analyses were conducted on Vth Form data. In 
the first analysis a procedure was used with all the data; in the second 
ahalysis of variance was done with 0 Level grade cells of equal size. The 
* analysis showed significant differences with high achievers on A, P and 
^'P) mode scores; the analysis ̂ ar^amfe^s^iowed significance on all six 
c°gnitive preference scores even though low achievers tended to behave 
sintilarly. The divergence between the two methods of analysis is in degree 
°aTy and it is probable that if a more uniform measure of academic achievement

9- . ■
than the 0 Level grade had been used some of the distinction would have vanished.

-tS’1 ■
*t is, however, true to say that if the sample is restricted to cells of 
eiUal size, the dichotomous behaviour is much accentuated.



XSl’.l'- ' 10_. 5 : Moun C o g n i t i  V» P r e f e r e n c e  S c o r e » ,  w i t h  S t  uni lurd Dev 1 u t  Ion» unii Ani i l j ’Kl» o f  V a r i a n c e  
hy O L eve l  Orni le  ujul liy JE »i -ore  (N - 4 J ' . f / V l h / 1970)

0
.Crucio N=

R

High JE Low JK High JE

A

tow JE
<9

High JE tow JE High JE

P

Low JE

A 70 11.29(8.55) 12.82(8.41) 4.09(11.31) 4.02(10.47) 14.37(9.80) 12.74(8.08) 18.17(9.96) 18.34(10.94)
B 70 12.80(10.19) 17.71(9.30) 5.49(11.91) 14.77(10.79) 15.49(9.83) 5.91(9.62) 14.26(12.64) 9.83(9.72)
C 70 14.20(10.31) 21.37(8.97) 6.57(12.63) 20.83(10.49) 11.57(9.71) 0.60(9.71) 12.69(13.21) 4.83(9.63)

Fall 70 15.26(10.68) 16.57(9.27) 8.34(13.60) 19.00(10.07) 12.97(10.69) •1.20(8.98) 11.83(13.30) 8.54(8.84)

280

(N * 35 in each cell)

Afijlyals of Variance

Source of Variance Sun of Squares Mean Squares F P
Between Within Detween Within
Croups Croups Groups Croups
(Of=7) (df=272)

R 2589 20828 369.9 76.57 4.83 0.01
A 11386 19073 1626.6 70.12 23.20 0.01
Q 7877 22137 1125.3 81.39 13.83 0.01

____ p 5293 22916 756.2 84.25 8.97 0.01

illLle 10.6 : Mean Dichotomous Cognitive Preference Score, with Standard Deviation and Analysts 
of Variance by 0 Level Grade and by JE score (N * 439/Vth/1976)

<R-Q> (A-Í

P Crade N* High JE Low JE High JE Low JE

A 70 -3.09(17.34) 0.09(15.46) -14.09(20.48) -14.31(20.53)
B 70 -2.69(19.07) 11.80(18,15) -8.77(23.92) 4.94(19.78)
C 70 -0.37(19.20) 20.77(17.75) -0,11(25.11) 16.00(19.28)

Fail 70 2.29(20.50) 12.37(16.73) -3.49(26.20) 10.45(17.53)

280

^SAI/aia of Variance

s°urce of Variance Sun of Squares Mean Squares F P
Between Within Between Within
Croups Groups Croups Croups
(df-7) (df“272)

<R-<3> 18687 62813 2669.8 230.9 11.58 0.01
_  <A-P> 31151 74099 4450.1 272;4 16,34 0,01



It will be recalled from Section 9.4 that a significant proportion 
(70%) of the sample (of Illrd Form students) behaved in one way while a 
minority behaved in another when the analytical procedure which was used 
did not require the sample in cells of predetermined size. It will also be 
Recalled from Section 9.3 that the 'trait score’ procedure also permitted 
disparity of cell size. Table 10.7 is identical with Table 9,6 except in 
that the mean 0 grade (with standard deviation and Z-score) has been added. 
Correlation between the mean JE score and mean 0 grade of 14 'trait scores' 
gives a coefficient = -0.8695 but it is clear from the" distribution of the 
'trait' groups when plotted on mean 0 grade and mean JE score axes that 
two populations exist. Each population has 7 'trait' groups; those on 
kine l are nos, 6, 9, 4, 3, 5, 13 and 7 and for these the correlation 
c°efficient is -0.9865; those on Line 2 are 11, 14, 2, 10, 8, 12 and 15 and 
for them the coefficient is -0.9692. The Line 1 groups contain 66% of the 
Sa»ple and they have, in general, higher R and P mode scores. There is,
Perhaps, only an artificial distinction between the two populations on the 
tw° lines in that any population can be split into two subpopulations with 
c°rrelation coefficients higher than the original coefficient, but the division 

the sample into two in both this analysis and in the cluster analysis is 
revealing. The conclusion to the cluster analysis was that positive response 
°n any mode tended to be associated with better JE scores but the P and Q 
^de preferences favoured JE more frequently than R and A preferences. In 
tlle present situation where there are three variables (0 grade, CP scores 
a»d je scores), for any given 0 grade, positive response to R and P tends 
to b© associated with better JE scores,

^ £tion 10.4 ; The Sample of Younger Students

The purpose of this section is to compare the behaviour of the Illrd
j,

sample with the behaviour of the Vth Form sample which has already 
ê°n described. The interest in this approach is to expose the changes which
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Table 10.7 : Mean JK »cores, S.)). , and Z-scoro of groups containing
* individuals with same CP 'trait1 score. (N - 439/Vth/197G)

Group
No.

CP
'Trait
Score'

N
Mean
JE

Score
S.D.

JE
Score
as

Z-Scorc 
(note 1)

Rank
Order

Mean
*0’
Grade

S.D.
’O ’
Grade
as

Z-score 
(note 2)2 1112 16 30.87 7.08 -0.20 10 3.00 1.21 0.13

3 1121 10 33.50 5.63 0.09 4 2.80 1.54 -0.02
4 1122 90 31.71 7.30 -0.10 7 3.08 1.21 0.19
5 1211 18 35.35 9.29 0.29 2 2.41 1.37 -0.29
6 1212 20 30.25 7.18 -0.26 12= 3.40 1.50 0.42
7 1221 46 33.93 6.19 0.13 3 2.60 1.22 -0.16
8 1222 20 31.45 6.93 -0.13 8 2.85 1.28 0.02
9 2111 20 31.00 7,65 -0.18 9 3.35 1,68 0.38
10 2112 38 30.32 7.61 -0.26 12= 2.92 1.48 0.07
U 2121 32 28.94 7.88 -0.40 . * 1 3.42 1.54 0.43
12 2122 13 33.31 7.78 0.07 5 2.38 1.08 -0.32
*3 2211 84 36.77 13.42 0.44 1 ' 2.26 1.23 -0.40
14 2212 22 30.36 9.01 -0.25 11 3.18 1.40 0.26
15 2221 10 33.10 9.02 0.04 6 2.30 1,49 -0.37

439 -

Note (i); tho Z-score was calculated with the population mean (32.70) 
and the population standard deviation (9.29).

(2); the Z-score was calculated with the population mean (2.82) 
and the population standard deviation (1.39).



Figure 10.1 : Groups in Table 10.7 plotted on Mean 0 Grade and Mean JE 
Scores



occur during the 0 Level period.
Correlation and subsequent factor analysis of the tests which are 

displayed in Table 10.1 give coefficients and loadings which are essentially 
8imilar (Table 10,8). These younger students are found to be less scientifically 
'aware’ than the Vth Formers and this test correlates much less strongly with 
both academic achievement and the JE. Bias towards chemistry is weaker and 
this also has weaker correlation with the achievement test and with the JE.
The difference in strength of correlation of the 'awareness' test on the 
* and P mode scores is worth noticing; the increasing 'awareness' that comes 
with age and class level significantly increases the strength of the correlation 
**th the P mode behaviour and decreases the A mode.

The analyses which were performed with contingency tables in Section 10.2 
8refound to give non significant values for Tor the A, P and (A-P) modes 
8cores but significant values are found for R, Q and (R-Q) modes (Table 10.9).

each of these three cases it is the frequency of the high achievers 'which 
differs from the expected frequency; for R (and (R-Q)) there are fewer 
'high R' and 'high JE' than expected and there are more 'high R''lower JE' 
than expected. The reverse is true for Q; among the high achievers 'high Q* 
add 'high JE' are more frequent than expected. Thus, there is further evidence 
°* higher achievers having high JE scores and both higher Q and lower R 
Scores, If the sample is divided into nine cells by three divisions of 
^-Q) scores and three divisions by (A-P) scores and if the variance of either 
®hd-of-year chemistry examination or JE scores is examined, it is found that 
there is no significant difference in the variance nor is the interaction 
tonnd to have significance.

It must, therefore, be concluded that this sample of younger students 
differs from the 0 Level sample in its response to the 'curiosity' axis of 
c°6nitive preference (R-Q) but it shows no differentiation on the 'approach' 
a*is. it was suggested in Section 9.5 that this is a fundamental difference
Of ,Borne importance. It is a difference that is also sustained by the evidence 

this section but the conviction is less positive.



Table 10.8 : Means, Standard Deviations and Correlation Coefficients of
CP, JE and other data of younger students (N - 161/IIIrd/1976)

Means S.D. Correlation Coefficients

1 End of Year Chemistry 
Exam

37.24 14.17

2 JE 30.19 5.94 43
3 Scientific Awareness 6.52 3.84 12 -01
4 A Level Chemistry Bias 3.60 1.28 -26 -09 -46
5 R 18.47 8.44 -15 -20 -06 19
6 A 18.14 8.10 -20 -07 -05 31 48
7 Q 5.97 8.85 22 20 10 -26 -78 -64
8 P 5.33 8.48 09 04 04 -23 -65 -76 37

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(r > ,20, p < 0,01)

faction 10,5 ; The Distribution of Student Type within one Level

The next analysis was undertaken in order to explore the distribution 
°f groups of students of different type within a sample population by 
cluster analysis. The Illrd Form sample was used.as thirteen items of data 
were available on each student. No preconceived number of clusters was 
envisaged and the analysis given in Table 10,10was the one
c°atainingthe largest number of clusters which were all large enough to be 
vi&ble. It was found that there were five clusters of approximately equal 
s*ze and one which was much larger.

Cluster 1 contained 22 students. The mean scores on the academic tests 
ar© high, the Combinatorial test shows that they are advanced in their 
formal thinking, they have strong preference for the Q Mode and little

i

Reference for the It Mode and they have mild willingness to attend to 
Chemistry. Students with strong leaning towards Science and others with 
8trong leaning to Arts subject were clustered together.
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Tabic 10. 9 : 2 x 2 x 2  font lnguncy Tub 1 cm derived from K Mode u ̂  Mode und_(INQ) Mode» Sc o t c h , Judgement
Exercises and _t]u* Knd-of-your Chumlalry Examination for younger student«
(N « lUl/nTrU/luYti)'

R Q (H -Q)
High Achievers

JE High JE Low JE High JE Low JE High JE Low

Cog.Pref. High 19 15 32 | 8 20 18

Cog.Prof. Low 32 10 19 , 17 31 7

x2 ■ 3.SI (.06) 5.18 (.03) 7.21 (.01)

Low Achievers

Cog.Prof. High IS 28 12 25 12 27

Cog.Pref. Low 10 23 12 | 27 13 24
2X ■ 0.76 (NS) 0.00 (NS) 0.54 (NS)

Mean Scores and S.D.a ■

High Achievers

CE 48.68(10.54) 45.47(6.22) 51.81(10.67) 45.54(7.76) 48.40(10.07) 29,61(5.27)
JE 33.47(3.76) 25.87(3.23) 36.19(4.34) 28.76(3.32) 33.95(3.41) 33.22(3.14)
Cog.Pref. 26.32(3.92) 24.13(3.76) 15.72(6.53) 14.92(7.01) 27.90(7.52) 24.22(7.12)

N= • (19) (IS) (32) (8) (20) (18)
CE 52.13(10.76) 44.60(5.34) 48.58(10.31) 30.88(4.44) >52.68(10.78) 31.34(5.28)
JE 36.34(4.02) 24.50(3.31) 34.00(3.50) 33.53(3.12) 36,32(4.27) 32.02(3,16)
Cog.Pref. 11.50(5.95) 10.20(4.26) -1.47(4.66) -0.66(4.05) -3.48(11.69) -1,20(5.31)

N= (32) (10) (10) (17) (31) (2)
Low Achievers

CE 30.07(5.16) 24.82(7.31) 46.92(4.96) ‘ 24.04(6.19) 44.00(6,12) 24.70(7.43)
JE 33.13(3.14) 26.21(2.53) 25,17(3.43) 25.92(2.75) 25.25(3,28) 26.26(2.57)
Cog.Pref. 25.07(3.47) 25.14(3.14) 12.58(7.12) 10.20(5.19) 24.33(6.97) 23.37(6.14)

' N= (15) (28) (12) (25) (12) (27)

' CE '. 30.40(4.27) 24,78(6.01) 42,58(5.53) 25.04(7.51) 46.15(5,49) 24.92(5.91)
JE 35.00(2.45) 26.43(2.95) 25.75(3.19) 26.67(2.60) 25.38(3,38) 26.38(2.90)
Cog.Pref. 14.30(6.31) 8,78(15.08) -0.33(3.23) -0 63(3.43) 1.54(11.59) 3.88(9.57)

N* (10) (23) (12) (27) (13) (24)

f 'i
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Table 10.10: Cluster Analysis of Third Fora Studente (N = 161/III/1976). (Mean Score, Z Score (x 10 ) and Diagnostic Quality (Note (2)2

Measurement Mean & 
S.D. (1) (N = 22) (2) (N - 21) (3) (N = 63) (4) (N = 20) (5) (N = 15) (6) (N != 20) !}

Scientific
Aptitude

16.21
(3.52) 18.27 59k 16.90 20i 15.69 -15m 18.00 51k 15.47 -21d 13.60 i-74m S

j
Number Facility 22.32

(5.62) 27.13 861 28.24 105d 20.84 -26c 22.45 021 19.93 —43f 17.15 -92 j !Ì
Space Facility 34.98

(8.67) 39.18 48c 35.62 07 j 36.05 12J 39.45 521 34.93 00k 21.90 -151f
English Comp. 12.71

(3.15) 15.18 78a 14.00 41h 11.46 -40g 15.50 89 f 11.80 -29b 10.45 -721
Judgement Ex. 30.19

(5.94) 37.27 119d 29.90 -05f 28.60 -27i 33.30 52g 28.53 -28m 25.85 -73k
ScientificAwareness 6.52

(3.84) 7.63 29a 4.19 -61m 7.02 13k 4.60 -50m 7.20 18a 7.55 27a
R *8.47

(8.44) 8.50 -118g 21.00 30e 22.12 43f 21.45 35c 7.73 -127 j 20.30 22c j
j

COGNITIVE A 18.14
(8.10) 9.59 -1051 15.57 -32b 20.96 35a 28.25 125d 6.53 -143c 19.90 22hj

PREFERENCE Q 5.97
(8.85) 17.82 134b 2.05 -44g 2.49 -39b 1.50 -51h 17.40 129c 3.90 -23d 1

i

P 5.33
(8.48) 12.04 791 8.67 39 a 2.49 -33h -3.50 -104a 16.53 132i 3.75 -19g •

End-of-Year 
Chemistry Test

37.24
(14.17) 55.13 126e 39.81 18k 35.21 -14d 39.90 19b 34.93 -161 20.35

E

-119e1
Piaget Combinat- 5.01 
orial Test (Note(l>)(1.68) 3.18 108j 5.66 -39c 5.32 -131 3.65 81J 5.40 -23h 6.40 -83b !

i

Intelligence
Quotient

120.60
(12.41) 127.55 56h 128.81 661 119.49 -09c 129.25 70c 114.7 -48g 103.60 -136i

% of Cluster opted 
for science 2 years later 41 . 24 52 35 60 25
Convenient Label 
(Note(3)) Most Able Maths/Arts ‘ Mean Strong Arts Weak Scientists Low Achievers

Note (1) : Sign of Z score reversed for convenience -
(2) : Diagnostic Quality is indicated by a letter : the letter ’a’ indicates least

variance with the cluster, the letter ’m’ indicates most variance.
(3) : The Convenient label was based on behaviour 2 years subsequent to the administration of these



Cluster 3 was the mean group. It contained 63 respondents and it was 
found to have undistinguished Z scores o'n all 13 data items, The low 
achievers were assigned to Cluster 6. These cognitive preferences were 
similar to those in the mean group but they fared much less well on the 
academic tests and they had the lowest I.Q.s.

Cluster 2 scored well on the IQ test and on numerical aptitude, 
they disliked science and had high P score but low A and high R but low Q. 
This group would appear to contain the mathematicians and some of the more 
able Arts students. Cluster 4 also disliked Science but did not score 
well on numerical aptitude. They had strong preference for A but not for 
p and some preference for R but not for Q. The few who subsequently 
opted to do chemistry for A Level all selected non-mathematical subjects 
fo go with it (Biology, Geography, etc.). Cluster 5 was the smallest 
cluster and contained boys of poor quality in terms of academic tests but 
they had strong interest in science, and unlike Cluster 6 they had strong 
Preferences for the Q and P Modes. The only cluster with either strong P/ 
weak A and strong Q/weak R or strong A/weak P and strong R/weak Q was 
Cluster 2 but this was shown by subsequent behaviour to have a mixture of 
8tudents: those with leaning for the Arts preferred P but rejected Q and 
Were more numerous than those who preferred Sciences and who preferred both 
** and Q. It seems that these latter were rejected from Cluster 1 because 
°f low JE and Combinatorial scores.

jjsctlon 10.6 i Conclusions

The Vth Form sample was tackled in two ways. In the first, the whole 
sample was divided into 2 x 2 x 2  contingency tables by behaviour in 0 Level, 
*h the JE and in the six cognitive preference measures (R, A, P, (R-Q) 
ahd (A-P)). It was found that for the A, P and (A-P) scores the incidence 
°f students who scored well at 0 Level, scored a high mark in the JE and
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were above average in the preference for the P mode and/or below average 
in the preference for the A mode was significantly greater than expected. 
Closer examination of the mean scores shows that there are more 'high CP' 
ftnd ’high JE' among ’high achievers’ than might be expected and fewer 
'high CP' and ’low JE* among 'high achievers'. It would be reasonable to 
expect a higher frequency of 'low CP' and 'low JE' among low achievers but 
this scoring was not observed. It seems therefore that the gain in the 
'best' students is balanced by fewer high CP/low JE students rather than 
an unexpected increase in 'worst' students: in short there is a 'gain' 
for the best but no 'loss' for the worst. The evidence for interaction 
from the 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table using (R-Q), (A-P), JE and 0 grade 
for the four variables was positive but it was more muted than expected; 
aEain, the high scorers on all four measures were more abundant than chance 
«lone would predict.

In the second approach the same sample was reduced in number to ensure
the same number in each of the four academic achievement categories and
c®lls fashioned from high/low. JE division for variance of cognitive preference
scores. Highly significant variance was found for all six cognitive
Preference mode scores; R and A were found to increase with less good A
grades and Q and P were found to decrease. The finding that there was
*lttle distinction, if any, between the 'C' grade sample and the 'Fail'
grade sample confirms the finding of distinction in the better half of the

' 2sample when tested by the x test. The fact that all six modes gave 
®fgnificant variance whereas only three were significant with x shows the 
®ffect of 'improving* the sample by artificial selection (i.e, random 
Election within each grade level). The firmer response to A, P and (A-P)
*n this sample was confirmed by both types of test but the distinction 
between these three mode scores and the other three (R, Q and (R-Q)) was 
^ore marked with x̂ «

The wholly different approach of treating the four cognitive preference 
Bcores as a single 'trait score* was examined. Its merit is that it does



not impose uniform cell sizes, and examination of the 0 Level and JE 
Performance of the fourteeen groups(each containing students with the same 
'trait' score) showed that the sample could be divided into two portions 
with much the same results as those which were obtained by an entirely 
different technique in Chapter 9. The division of the sample by cluster 
analysis into more sub-samples using data from the whole battery of tests 
rather than with the cognitive preference data alonedoes not support the 
division by ’trait' score but the subsamples identified in this way 
(i.e. by cluster analysis) do have distinctive character and are
rudimentary traces of a means of parcelling students into groups for 
career counselling and for other pedagogical ends.



CHAPTER 11 : CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Section 11.0 : Introduction

The broad intention of this work was to coalesce current thought 
on learning processes and habits with work on cognitive styles. The 
Learning Model which was introduced was postulated as having a cognitive 
style of perception and a cognitive style of transformation. Evidence 
of the former in terms of cognitive preferences was found but the evidence 
of the latter in terms of qualities of judgement was inconclusive. New 
instruments were designed and developed; their quality and characteristics, 
as well as their behaviour with dependent, independent and affective 
Variables, was examined and reported.

i,

Section 11.1 ; The Perception of Information

A large proportion of this work centred on the cognitive preference 
test since this instrument was considered to gauge perception of scientific 
information with accuracy. For the first time attention was paid to 
the construct validity of the instrument and the confidence placed in 
this type of testing was shown to be justified. A pair comparison 
Procedure with interviews was used to establish motives for preference. 
Strong evidence of the existence of each of the four cognitive preference 
toodes which were first described by Heath (1965) was found and there was 
ho evidence of other modes. Some further evidence of construct validity 
Was found by analysis of each of the items of a cognitive preference test 
Beparately and this novel technique exposed some weak items and some 
Weaknesses of the instrument as a whole.

The statistical credentials of the instrument were examined. The 
several scoring procedures which have been used previously were compared 
ftnd, since normative statistical procedures have recognised advantages
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much attention was paid to normative scoring and analysis. Comparisons 
showed that ipsative scoring facilitates measurement and yet gives results 
which compare closely with normative scores and analysis. The practice 
of using ipsative scores with normative procedures followed by cautious 
interpretation was shown to be justified.

The structure of cognitive preference behaviour was pursued and much 

Evidence in support of previous workers was found. Both R-type and Q-type 

factor analysis and cluster analysis lent statistical support to

the two dimensional approach which has been demonstrated in the past. 

Re-examination of the contrary finding on structure by Mackay showed 

that while his method was probably acceptable his findings were incomplete. 

Deeper investigation of his data showed ,that his structure was certainly 

no more acceptable than several of the structures which he rejected.

The attempt which was made to demonstrate the existence of a 
subject-specific component in cognitive preference behaviour failed but 
the technique which was employed (namely the factor analysis of normative 
data from items which contained only a single facet of an extensive 
syllabus) is worthy of further attention. There was convincing evidence 
°f the relationship between academic achievement and cognitive preference 
behaviour; able 0 Level students had a strong preference for the P mode 
at the expense of A, i.e. they were differentiated principally on the 
'application' scale, while able Illrd Formers were differentiated on the 
'curiosity' scale. The differentiation of girls at 0 Level on the 
'application' scale was particularly marked. It is interesting, also, 
tl»at the interaction of the (A-P) and (R-Q) scores academic achievement 
was shown to be significant. The relationship, among Vth Form students,
*n which scientific orientation is differentiated on the 'application' scale 
and the chemical bias is differentiated on the 'curiosity' scale, casts an 
Unexpected light on the nature of these scales. The interest in chemistry 
as a subject for further study is related to the behaviour which is loosely 

described as curiosity while scientific orientation elicits a different
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response and one that is a function of the utility of scientific 
information. It was not anticipated that chemistry as a subject is 
separately identified from the whole mass of scientific information 
in the minds of the students in this way.

The relationship between cognitive preference and cognitive style 
was developed. Evidence was found which showed that cognitive preference 
is stable over each mode separately in each administration of a cognitive 
Preference instrument and between the four modes together. A cognitive 
Preference relationship is also stable over a period of years, i.e, 
of three years in this instance. This evidence was used in support of 
the claim that cognitive preference is stylistic in that it is an idiosyncratic 
and stable pattern of the perception of information and hence its acceptance 
as a cognitive style is justified. The support for the stability of any 
°ne mode over the period of years was not strong.

Section 11.2 : The Transformation of Information

The concept of judgement was related to critical thinking and it was 
seen as a high level of intellectual activity. It was defined in terms 
of the generation and subsequent classification of hypotheses and four 
specific attributes of good judgement were postulated and used in the 
classification process. The test instrument consisted of items in which 
chemical situations were described, a problem was posed and the statements 
ahd experiments for classification were given. Judgement was considered 
to be important in both theoretical and practical situations and both were 
incorporated in the test. The former with four levels of classification 
discriminated less well than the latter with only three levels of 
classification. An addendum to one edition of the exercise required the 
Respondents to suggest experiments which would serve to elucidate the 
Problem. The interest in the roplies to this section centred chiefly on

iha actual parameter which the student considered sufficiently relevant
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to deserve further experiment. It may be recalled that the items in the 
Judgement Exercises endeavoured to explore situations which were wholly 
novel to the students. The evidence arising from the poor quality of the 
experiments which were suggested by the students showed that recall of 
the chemical situations in the Exercises, and of the scientific 
explanations of them, was not a contributory factor in test scores. In 
another experiment the facility was found to be related directly to the 
number of the hypotheses in the chain which united the problem with the 
suggested experiment. This was seen to be important since each link in 
the chain provides opportunity for the respondent to falter.

One of the principal weaknesses of the instruments which were used 
was the allocation of a single mark for the correct answer. It is 
suggested that,in future work in this field,the respondent should be 
Required both to state his hypothesis and then to classify the statements 
included in the item. This would enable the quality of the hypothesis and 
the classification to be scored separately and some method of grading to 
distinguish gross errors from smaller ones could be adopted. Some lack of 
comprehension was expected with an unfamiliar task but the high level of 
comprehension which is required to cope successfully with the instructions 
to the test, the situations, the problems and the semantics of the 
classification procedure ensured a more taxing exercise than had been 
anticipated, The pre-test furnished warning of this problem and every 
attempt was made to mitigate it. An improved version might embrace 
demonstrations, films and pictures and as greater curiosity is generated 
by practical situations it might be wise to confine new situations to the 
laboratory. (Discussion of the nature and rationale of the test and its 
objectives prior to an administration would also serve to improve the 
efficacy of the instrument) . ■

The question whether the JE presents the respondent with an 
exercise of divergent thought in a convergent disguise is interesting:

the differences in JE behaviour of students previously classified at the
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extremes of the divergent/convergent spectrum would be revealing.
«

Further, the relationships between quality of judgement and the well 
documented cognitive styles like breadth of categorising, impulsivity 
and levelling would probably be illuminating. The role which is played 
by the teacher in stimulating and improving judgement could be assessed 
by actively teaching some problems to one group and comparing subsequent 
behaviour in untaught problems with a matched group. It would also be 
interesting to establish whether the quality of scientific judgement 
of an Arts student reaches a peak at 'O’ Level and then declines or 
whether it simply levels off. (It seems improbable that it might 
actually increase with no further training in science but increasing 
maturation might be the salient component.)

Section 11,3 ; The Learning Model

The cognitive and affective hierarchies which have been proposed in 
the past inspired much valuable and illuminating research into learning 
Processes. They have been valuable for assessment of effective teaching 
and for diagnostic investigations. This research has been concerned with 
the learning disciplines of a factual science and it was postulated that 
information on the cognitive styles of perception and transformation of 
material might similarly serve to improve both teaching and testing.
The behavioural model which was proposed was thought to have three stages. 
The reception and perception stages were related to cognitive preference 
and the transformation stage to judgement. The intellectual activities 
Were examined for relationships with the stage of intellectual development 
and understanding chemistry as distinct from the recall of chemical 
information. The Learning model was invoked to unify these disparate 
facets of the learning process.

In the past, research on cognitive preference has been confined to 

one-shot’ studies. This longitudinal study shows that the population
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Appendix A
Cognitive Preference Test



Every finger has its own print; 
similarly each of us has our own way 
of processing information. This 
booklet has been written with the 
intention of exploring fingerprints 
of the mind. The subject matter which 
has been used happens to be Chemistry 
but other factual subjects could have 
been used instead. THIS IS HOT A TEST; 
your way of handling data is not 
necessarily any better or worse than 
any one else's.

Each section has four statements and 
every statement in every one of the 
twentyfour sections is intended to be 
wholly CORRECT1. You are simply asked 
to say how strong your liking is for 

each of the four parts by giving it a vote. This may be difficult to 
get vised to because you are not usually asked about your feelings in 
Chemistry, but don't worry; just go through the booklet thoughtfully.

WHAT TO DO. Start by filling in the top part of the Response Sheet 
then read several sections to see what they are like. Next go back 
to the first Section and give

three votes to the statement which you like most,
two votes to the statement which you prefer next,
one vote to the next,
no votes to the statement which you like least.

Enter your votes in the boxes on the Response Sheet. Don’t write 
anything in the booklet and don't give half votes.

Here is an BXAMPIE:-

Section 40. When coloured crystals are dropped into a 
solution of water glass, they behave in a
curious manner.
(A) Their growth resembles plants growing 

in a tropical forest.
(B) An understanding of osmosis is necessary 

for an understanding of the behaviour of - 
the crystals.

(c) The concentration of the water glass is 
important.

0» Water glass can be used for preserving eggs.

A student who filled in the Response Sheet like this:

40 3 0 2 1

lias shown the strongest liking for statement A, he gavo no votes to 
statement B, two votes to statement C and one vote to statement D.
Work steadily through the beoxlet and try to finish just as the lesson ends

June 197̂ -» J.N.KIN&.
__.Tonhniil'ro,,



(A) Yiax burns on the wick to give heat and light.

(B) Flames are the result of chemical reactions 
between gases which combine to release heat 
and light energy.

(C) A candle is a convenient source of light 
when there is a power cut,

(D) The flame is coloured yellow because it 
contains tiny pieces of hot carbon.

1. A candle flame is both hot and yellow.

2. In winter, salt is spread on icy roads.

(A) The more salty a solution is, the more 
difficult it is to freeze it.

(B) Salt tends to make ice turn to water,

(C) The snag about salting roads is that 
extensive damage is done to the metalwork 
of cars.

(D) . The use of salt keeps many roads open
which might otherwise be too dangerous,

3. The farmers in Britain spend millions of pounds a
year on fertilisers.

(A) When a crop is taken from a field, the chemicals 
which were needed to grow that crop must be 
returned to the soil.

(B) Fertilisers are generally balanced mixtures 
of the chemicals which growing plants need,

(C) Neglected soils can bo made to yiold good 
crops by careful use of artificial and 
natural fertilisers.

(D) The use of too much artificial fertiliser - . 
or tho wrong one can le: d to severe damage to 
the texture of tho soil and to the pollution 
of neighbouring water.



Many elements and compounds can bo obtained in 
crystalline form. They occur in many shapes 
and colours.

(A) Crystallisation is a useful method of 
purification.

(B) It would be interesting to know how tho chape 
and colour of crystals are determined.

(c) A crystal is formed when the solvent is 
evaporated from a saturated solution.

(D) A crystal is a solid with flat surfaces 
at characteristic angles to one another.

5« Separation of the several dyes in ink is most
easily done by chromatography.

(A) Chromatography relies on the fact that each 
chemical in a mixture can be ’bowled along’ 
at a different speed by the moving fluid 
(generally a liquid).

(B) Liquids in a mixture of liquids like petrol 
can be separated by chromatography; they
are moved along a tube filled with warm, powder 
by a stream of gas.

(C) Tho coloured components of chlorophyll can be 
separated on filter paper with an alcohol solvent,

(D) Chromatography is used to check that only 
harmless dyes are used in fruit drinks.

The brown solid which forms on the surface of iron and
steel is called rust.

(A) Iron does not rust in wet air which has first been
treated to remove carbon (IV) oxide (carbon dioxide) 
so the explanation for rusting must account for the 
role played by this chemical. - '

(B) In rusting,iron is reverting to a similar chemical 
to the one in which it was found in the crust of 
the earth and energy is released in the process.

(C) Iron will only rust if it is both wet and exposed 
to the air; paint and grease serve as barriers
and delay the process.

(») In the past many millions of pounds a year have 
been spent on applying paint to structures which 
are made of Iron, In order to prevent'them from 
rusting.



7» Fireworks give a great deal of pleasure and they 
also have their uses.

(A) The distress signals which are used at sea are 
large fireworks.

(B) The fuse starts a chemical reaction inside 
the case of the firework.

(c) The different colours are produced by using 
the elements which impart colours to a flame.

(D) The firework contains at least two chemicals; 
one burns and gives out a great deal of heat 
and gas as it does so, and the other provides 
oxygen.

8, Fire often does a great deal of damage merely because
the correct fire extinguisher was not used in time.

(A) Fire extinguishers are brightly coloured and they 
are placed in convenient and conspicuous places.

(B) Fire extinguishers are used wherever there is 
a risk of fire. The extinguisher is designed 
for the type of fire which is likely to occur.

(C) One type of fire extinguisher,produces a rush of 
gas which blows out the flame, another type 
produces foam and gas, another uses a fine powder, 
and a fourth uses a blanket.

(D) If a flame is cooled below the temperature at 
which the gases in it will burn or if it is 
starved of oxygen, the flame will be extinguished.

9. Steel can be made into stainless steel by the addition
of elements like chromium and nickel,

(A) The use of stainless steel for knives and razor 
blades is only fairly recent because the technique 
for applying sharp edges developed slowly,

(B) Stainless steel is a form of steel which does
not rust because other elements besides the carbon 
which is normally present in steel havo been added.

(C) It seems likely that, other'metals might be ' 
protected in the came way.

(D) The elements chromium and nickel both form thin 
protective layers on their surfaces and on the 
surface of the steel which protect them.



10, Pure water bolls at 100°C on some days but on others 
it boils at temperatures which arc slightly above or 
below this temperature,

(A) Climbers find that it is impossible to prepare 
hot drinks on mountains because the air 
pressure is low.

(B) The boiling point of a liquid is the 
temperature at which the liquid turns into vapour.

(C) The boiling point is reached when there is a 
stronger pressure of molecules wishing to 
escape than there is pressure on the surface of 
the liquid.

(D) The boiling point of an unknown.but liquid 
may serve as a clue to its identity.

11. Laboratories are generally equipped with Bunsen burners.

(A) The burner is used in industry to heat fire bricks 
which then heat ovens etc,

(b ) The burner is designed so that the speed of gas 
coming up the pipe just equals the speed at which 
it can be burnt in the flame.

(C) The burner is an interesting one because air is 
drawn in to give a flame which is hot because it 
has two cones of burning gas.

(D) G-as and air are combined in a Bunsen burner to 
produce a safe, clean flame.

12, The separation of a solid from a liquid and solid is 
brought about by filtration. The apparatus shown in 
the diagram is suitable.

(A) A slow and tedious filtration can be speeded 
up by attaching a suction pump onto 
Tube (A),

(B) The fine holes in the filter paper 
allow the liquid through' but hold back 
the grains of solid.

■(C) Beer cannot be-clarified by filtration
because the particles are too small; .¿r.■>./.
precipitation is used instead. f'

(D) A solid may be separated from a liquid 
by filtration; the solid (called tho 
residue) is retained by the filter paper, and 
the liquid (called the filtrate) is 
collected in the flask.



13. The Flask and Condenser

(A) The enormous towers which stand beside 
electricity generating stations serve 
as condensers for steam.

(B) The vapour which rises to C goes into 
the side arm, is cooled and collects 
as a liquid at D,

(C) The condenser allows thermal energy to 
be transferred from the molecules of 
the vapour to the liquid which enters 
at A and leaves at B.

0>) Sometimes vapours which are difficult to 
condense may be made liquid by using 
the cold water in the condenser.

Ik. ..Water which .has chlorine dissolved in it will
function as a bleach.

(A) A chemical which turns a coloured material 
white is called a bleach. -

(B) Oxygon—-hating bacteria are quickly destroyed 
by dilute solutions of chlorine .in water 
because the chlorine releases oxygen from 
the water.

(C) Chlorine is a powerful bleach for stained 
material.

(D) The bleaching action occurs because the 
chemical which is coloured is turned into 
another which is colourless.



15. Pollution of our environment by all typos of waste 
is a world-wide problem of growing importance.

(a ) The careful disposal of every type of waste 
is a major headache for all of us.

(B) It is noteworthy that no animal besides man 
causes pollution.

(C) The waste which causes polution includes 
solids, liquids and gaso3 but it also includes 
heat.

(D) 'Pollution occurs because man has the ability
to make rapid changes in his environment 
which Nature can only adjust to slowly.

16, Sodium Hydrogen carbonate is added to flour to make
it into 'self raising* flour.

(A) Baking powder contains sodium hydrogen 
carbonate (NaliCC^) which gives off carbon (IV) 
oxide (carbon dioxide) and steam when it is 
heated.

(B) It should be possible and it might be more 
efficient to produce bubbles in semi-liquid 
foods by injecting them with gas from a 
cylinder.

(C) A baking powder gives off a gas which makes 
bubbles in the food while it is still wet. 
Cooking prevents the holes from collapsing.

(D) Baking powders are used to make food lighter; 
they prevent scones from turning out like 
biscuits, for instance.

17. A reaction which is slow may benefit from the use
of a catalyst.

(A) A catalyst provides an easier pathway for 
molecules to break the bonds and refora . 
new ones..

(B) Nature's catalysts, called ensyraas, are used 
in some washing powders to hasten the removal 
of stains,

.(C) A catalyst may make a reaction go faster or it 
may make it go slower but the quantity of 
catalyst docs not change,

(D) It is remarkable that tho catalyst for a reaction 
■■ which-• is ■reversible will catalyso the reaction in 
one direction exactly as efficiently as it will 
catalyse the reaction in the opposite direction.



18. Burning magnesium ribbon in a crucible is an 
experiment which is included at an early stage 
of courses in Chemistry.

(A) So much heat is produced by the reaction 
with oxygen that a magnesium also combines 
with the nitrogen in the air.'

(B) Magnesium powder burns so brightly that it 
used to be used for indoor photography.

(C) Solid magnesium and oxygen gas combine to 
form solid magnesium oxide. The oxide 
'is seen as a smoke and a white residue.

(D) The release of energy in the form of light 
and heat occurs because a chemical which 
is more stable is formed.

19. Crude oil is a mixture which can be separated
by distillation.

(A) Separation of the components in crude oil 
into ’fractions* is possible because the 
components have different boiling points.

(B) Oil from the different oil fields round 
the world differ widely in composition.

(C) None of the products of crude oil are wasted.
(D) The separation of crude oil requires the 

use of columns of considerable height 
fitted with trays of ’bubble caps’.

20. Mercury (XT') oxide (mercuric oxide) is an orange
powder which is unstable to heat,

(A) Heating agitates the molecules and breaks 
the bonds between the mercury and the oxygen

(B) This is an easy but expensive way of 
making small quantities of oxygen,

(C) There is no explanation for the dark rod 
solid which is produced when the oxide is 
just heated.

(D) If the tube is heated oxygen is released and 
a film of mercury remains.



21. Drinks are made fizzy by pumping a gas into the 
liquid before the mouth of the bottle is sealed 
by the cap.

(A) Carbon (IV) oxide (carbon dioxide) is 
suitable because it is colourless, 
tasteless and not very soluble.

(B) Carbonisation of sweet, coloured liquids 
is used because it makes them more 
appetising to drink.

(C) The mass of gas which is dissolved by 
the liquid in the bottle depends on the 
pressure used during bottling.

(D) Carbon (IV) oxide (carbon dioxide) forms 
naturally in sparkling wines after the 
wines have been bottled and corked.

22. The protection of a less reactive metal (like 
iron) by a coating of another which is more 
reactive (like zinc) is an interesting way of 
preventing rusting.

(A) In tin plating the less reactive metal is 
put on the outside but when the rusting does 
eventually penetrate down to the iron beneath, 
the holes which are formed are small but deep.

(B) The protection of iron by zinc is commonplace; 
corrugated iron sheets for buildings, 
dustbins and wall nails are examples.

(C) The zinc serves to protect the iron underneath 
because the zinc is sacrificed before the iron 
starts to rust,

(D) Iron which is protected by a thin layer of 
zinc is said to have been 'galvanised’.



23. When crystals of copper sulphate are heated 
they lose the water which is chemically 
combined within them (i.e. tney lose their 
water of crystallisation),

(A) The white form of copper sulphate may be 
used as a test for water since it turns 
blue when in contact with it.

(B) The white form of copper sulphate is a 
powder so it would seem that the water 
molecules are involved in the formation of 
the crystal.

(C) The crystal of copper sulphate is blue before 
heating, then turns a chalky white after 
heating.

(D) In crystalline copper sulphate the water is 
bound into the crystal by chemical bonds 
and it is therefore an important part of the 
structure of the crystal.

24. Air is a mixture of gases and it is also a most
valuable raw material.

(A) Nitrogen is the most abundant and accounts for 
4/3ths of the air, while the remaining 3/3th is 
mostly oxygen.

(B) Separation by physical means of the components 
in a mixture of gases is possible because each 
component behaves quite independently of all 
the others which are mixed with it,

(C) The oil and coal which man has burnt during the 
last fifty years has made little change to the 
proportion of oxygen and nitrogen in air,

CD) The removal of nitrogen from the air used in 
making steel saves money because it reduces 
the total bill for fuel.



Appendix B
Cognitive Preference Test - II



Some of you will be familiar with this exercise from last time 
and will knovr v/hat to do. The purpose is to explore "finger- 
prints" of the mind. It is HOT A TEST in which some students 
do well and others do badly: your way of handling chemical 
information is not necessarily better or worse than anyone 
else's.

Each section has four statements and every statement 
in every one of the tvventyeight sections is intended to be 
wholly CORRECT! You are simply ashed to say how strong your 
liking is for each of the four parts by giving it a vote.
This may be difficult to get used to because you are not usually 
asked about your feelings in Chemistry, but don't worry; just 
go through the booklet thoughtfully.

-.THAT TO DO. Start by filling in the top part of the Response Sheet 
then read several sections to see what they are like. Next go back 
to the first Section and give

throe votes to the statement which you like most,
two votes to the statement which, you prefer next,
one vote to the next,
no • votes to the statement which you like least.

Enter ŷ our votes in the boxes on the Response Sheet. Don't write 
anything in the booklet and don't give half votes.

Here is an EXMtPIH:-

Section 40. Y/hen coloured crystals are dropped into a 
solution of water glass, they behave in a 
curious manner.

: (A) Their growth resembles plants growing 
in a tropical forest.

(B) An understanding of osmosis is necessary 
for an understanding of the behaviour of 
the crystals.

(C) The concentration of the water glass is 
important.

(D) R'ater glass can be used for preserving eggs.

A student who filled in the Response.Sheet like this:

4 0 3 0 2 1

has shown the strongest liking for statement A, ho gave no votes to 
statement B, two votes to statement C and ono vote to statement D,
\York steadily through the booklet and try -to• finish just as the lesson o



(A)
(B)

called sublimation.This is a physical process
The sublimation temperature of carbon dioxide 
is lovr because the forces between CO2 molecules in 
’dry ice’ are weak.

(C) Solid carbon dioxide is of'tsn used for keeping 
food-stuffs cool.

(h) It would be interesting to know how many other
substances change from solid to gas without melting.

2. When
when
(A)

a salt is dissolved 
no more solute will

in a solvent a point is reached 
dissolve in a given amount of solve*1

*1 icLIn a saturated solution the solute molecules in the so 
constantly interchange with the solute molecules m  
solution.

(B) When some of the solute remains undissolved in the 
solution, the solution is said to be saturated.

(C) The saturation point of salts in solution will vary 
considerably with temperature.

(D) A variety of useful salts may be prepared from 
seawater by evaporation of the water.

3. Acids are a most important class of chemicals.
(A) Any chemical which gives the H+ ion or reacts with 

an alkali is, by simple definition, an acid.
(B) Acids release H+ ions in solution,
(C) The annual consumption of sulphuric acid by & nation ^  

is a good measure of how vie 11 its industry is develop'
(D) No chemical will behave as an acid unless water or 

some similar liquid is present.



When crystals of* hydrated salts are heated, they lose their
v'ater of crystallisation.
(A) Plaster of Paris hardens and so holds broken limbs in 

place v/hen the anhydrous calcium sulphate recovers its 
we.ter of crystallisation.

(B) Since anhydrous copper sulphate is non-crystalline, it 
would appear that the water molecules are responsible 
for the crystalline nature of hydrated copper sulphate.

(C) In crystalline copper sulphate the water is chemically 
bonded to the copper sulphate forming part of the 
crystal structure.

(D) Hydrated copper sulphate is blue before heating, then 
turns a chalky white after heating.

In winter, salt is spread on icy roads.
(A) The more salty a solution is, the more difficult it 

is to freese it.
(E) The snag about salting roads is that extensive 

damage is done to the metal work of cars.
(C) Salt prevents ice forming on roads.
(B) The use of salt keeps many roads open which might 

otherwise be too dangerous to use.

An. atom is composed essentially of a small, dense,
Positively charged nucleus surrounded by levels of
diffuse negatively charged electrons.
(A) Man’s understanding of the atom is still incomplete since 

he has yet to understand the forces that- hold the 
protons together in the nucleus.

(B) The chemical activity of an atom is determined
- by the number and energy of its outermost electrons.

(c) An atom is the smallest particle of an element that 
can take part in a chemical change.

(B) A'knowledge of the structure of'the atom can be used 
to predict its chemical behaviour.



7. A pure liquid may be separated from a solution by the
process of distil Tation.
(A) The refining of petroleum involves the distillation 

of crude oil into its principal fractions.
(B) Distillation is a method of purification frequently 

used in organic chemistry.
(C) If strong forces exist between the molecules of 

the different components of a mixture, complete 
separation is impossible with even the best 
fractionating column.

(D) By evaporating a solution and recondensing the 
resulting vapour in a separate vessel we can 
separate a pure liquid from a solution.

8. The farmers in Britain spend millions of pounds every 
year on fertilisers.
(A) Fertilisers are mixtures of the chemicals which 

growing plants need.
(B) The careful use of fertilisers ensures good crops 

from poor or tired fields.
(C) The use of too much fertiliser or the wrong one

can lead to severe damage to the field and pollution 
of neighbouring ’water.

(D) When a crop is taken from a field, the chemicals 
which were needed to grow that crop must be returned 
to the soil of that field.

9» Fircvcorks give a great deal of pleasure and they also
have their uses.
(A) The distress signals which are used at sea are large 

fireworks which make bright light and a great deal 
smoke.

(B) The chemical reaction inside the cardboard container 
of the firework is started by lighting the fuse.

(C) Exciting variety is achieved by using salts of those 
elements which impart colour to a flame, by using grainj 
of iron to make sparks and by careful packaging to 
bring about different rates of burning.

(D) All fireworks contain two principle chemicals; the 
first one burns and gives out a great deal of heat a*1 
gas as it does so, the second provides the oxygen f°r 
the first to b u m  in.



Oxygon is an odourless, tasteless, colourless gas which is
slightly heavier than air.
(A) One should consider that O2 Oj, both found in air*, 

differ in their physical and chemical properties.
(B) It is commonly prepared in the laboratory by treating 

hydrogen peroxide with a catalyst like manganese (1Y) 
oxide.

(C) The large amount of nitrogen in the air accounts for 
the fact that air is lighter than oxygen.

(D) Without oxygen, life as we know it, could not exist.

Bilute solutions of ammonia in water are sold in bottles
bearing the name "Scrubbs Cloudy Ammonia".
(A) Scrubbs Cloudy Ammonia is a valuable chomical for 

cleaning many pieces of household equipment.
(B) The greater the pressure which is applied to a gas 

in order to make it dissolve in a certain volume of 
solvent, the greater the mass of the gas which dissolve

(c)  The label on the bottle does not list the other 
chemicals which aro used and so there is no quick 
way of knowing why this solution is cloudy.

(B) Ammonia is an alkaline gas, so "Scrubbs Cloudy 
Ammonia" will turn red litmus blue.

Chlorine is a highly reactive element and readily forms
Negatively charged chloride ions.
(A) It is remarkable that chlorine, an electron-receiving

element, can react with other electron-receiving 
elements. y

(B) In accepting one electron, a chlorine atom completes 
its outer electron shell,

(c) One of the important applications of chlorine is 
in the purification of drinking water,

(B) Chlorine reacts directly with sodium with the 
evolution of light and heat.



13. The rate at which a given quantity of a solid dissolves 
in a fixed volume of liquid varies with the size of 
the solid particles.
(A) When making a copper sulphate solution it is better 

to use many fine copper sulphate crystals, rather 
than a few large ones.

(B) A s a rule, the smaller the particles of solid, the 
faster, they dissolve.

(C) The reason for this is that by decreasing the 
particle size of the solid one increases the 
surface area available for interaction.

(D) The rate of dissolution of large solid particles 
can often be increased by warming and by vigorous 
stirring.

1A* Water which has either chlorine or sulphur dioxide
dissolved in it will function as a bleach.
(A) A chemical which turns a coloured material white 

is called a bleach.
(B) Chlorine is a powerful bleach but there is a 

danger that it may damage the material; sulphur 
dioxide is less destructive but also less powerful*

(C) Bleaches can also be used to destroy bacteria,
<D) The bleaching action occurs because the chemical 

nature of the coloured material is changed to a 
colourless chemical either by the addition or 
removal of oxygen.



The Periodic Table is a valuable tool to the chemist 
since it shows trends in the physical properties of 
the elements and predicts patterns of chemical behaviour.
(A) The properties of an element can be predicted

from a knowledge of the properties of a neighbouring 
element,

(B) It is disappointing that the Periodic Table does not 
predict all the different valency states of the 
elements,

(C) The Periodic Table now contains over 100 elements.
These are arranged in chemical families, e.g. the 
alkali metals, the halogens, the transition metals, etc.

0>) The Tab3.e is based on the principle that if elements 
are arranged in the order of increasing atomic number 
they show a periodic repetition of properties.

Pollution is a world-wide problem of great importance.
(A) The waste which man produces and which Nature is slow 

to deal with, including heat as well as solids, 
liquids and gases, is the material of pollution.

(B) No animal besides man causes pollution but the oxygen, 
in the air which we breathe could be looked upon as 
being the result of the pollution of the earth by 
plants: there was no oxygen in the atmosphere which 
first surrounded the earth.

(c):  Almost every chemical process for which man is 
responsible results in pollution.

(?) New uses should be found for every kind of vjaste in 
order to minimise the damage done by pollution.



17. When a silver nitrate solution is added to a solution
of sodium chloride a curdy white precipitate is formed.
(A) A precipitate is formed because the solution is 

overburdened with an insoluble solute.
(B) This reaction is the' basis of the test for the 

presence of chloride ions.
(C) The reaction between silver nitrate and sodium 

chloride is best described by the equation:
Ag+ + Cl" = ' AgCl

(D) It would be interesting to find out why the 
solubility of AgCl differs so much from that of 
NaCl.

10. When atoms either lose or gain electrons, they become ¿2,2^
(a ) This statement would be more meaningful if it

indicated which type of atoms tend to gain electrons 
and which type tend to lose electrons.

(B) Pure metal may be obtained by electrolysing a 
solution containing its ions.

(C) Ions are electrically charged particles which in 
solution conduct electricity.

(D) Since atoms can become ions by electron loss, they 
must be made up of positively and negatively charge 
particles.

19« Steel can be made into stainless steel by the addition
elements like chromium and nickel,
(A) The elements chromium and nickel both form a thin 

layer on their surfaces which protects them from 
further action. They do this when they are mixed 
in with steel and so the steel is also protected.

(b ) At present stainless steels are expensive: , an equally 
effective protection which was also cheap would bo n 
major technological breakthrough.

(C) The use^of stainless steel for knives and razor
blades is fairly recent because it was not, possible 
to put a sharp edge on implements which wore made °u ” 
of the early stainless steels.

0 »  Stainless steel is a form of steel which does not



The reaction between hydrochloric acid and zinc is
Represented by this equatlon:-

2HC1 + Zn = ZnCl2 + H2

(A) Most metals above hydrogen in the electrochemical 
sories give hydrogen when treated with hydrochloric 
acid.

(B) The action of hydrochloric acid on zinc is a 
convenient method of preparation of small samples 
of hydrogen.

(c) Traces of several other gases may be present in
the hydrogen; if their origins were known, it might 
be possible to eliminate them and so prepare pure 
hydrogen.

(D) Hydrogen is a light, colourless gas which pops 
when lit in air.

• Some chemical substances can affect the rate of a
chemical reaction between other chemical substances.
(A) Such substances are known as catalysts.
(B) An uneconomic process can suddenly be mad8 

profitable by the discovery of an effective catalyst. 
Considerable sums are spent on improving existing 
catalysts and finding new ones.

(C) Although a catalyst appears unchanged at the end of a 
reaction, it is always chemically involved in the reaction

, (B) Catalysts increase the rate of chemical reactions by 
making bond-breaking and bond-making easier. •

•
S ^hen smoke -particles are suspended in air and observed .
I through a microscope, they can be seen to carry out an 
j -^regular zigzag movement,
•| (A) The fact that this motion can also be observed with
| solid particles suspended in liquids, shows that
| gases and liquids have important properties in common.
| (B) This motion can be used to illustrate the random
| movement of the molecules of a gas.
I (C) The movement is caused by the bombardment of smoke 
? particles by the rapidly moving air molecules.
: (d ) This irregular movement of fine particles is

called Brownian motion.



23. Fire often does a great deal of damage merely because
the correct fire extinguisher vr&s not used in time.
(A) Everywhere where there is a risk of fire, including 

the home and the car, should have a fire extinguisher 
and it should be designed for the type of fire 
which is likely to occur.

(B) Fire extinguishers function in different ways. One 
type produces a rush of gas which blows out the flame, 
another produces foam and gas, a third uses a fine 
powder and a fourth uses a blanket,

(C) There are numerous different types and shapes of 
fire extinguisher. Most of them are started by 
turning them upside down and/or by banging the knob 
against something hard.

(D) Either the flame must be cooled below the temperature 
at which the gases in it will burn, or it must be 
starved of oxygen.

21j., Salt and sugar both dissolve in water; the solution of ^
salt will conduct electricity, the solution of sugar will n
(A) A solution which will conduct electricity contains 

ions; one that does not do so contains molecules.
(B) Crystals dissolve because Nature prefers the random^ 

motion of the particles in a solution to the orderlin 
of the same particles in a crystal.

(C) Yfarming the water in which sugar is being dissolved 
makes a marked difference to the quantity which will 
dissolve; it makes little difference to the quantity 
of salt which will dissolve.

(D) The chemical charges which occur at the electrodes 
when a current is passed through a solution of salt 
can lead to the preparation of many useful chemicals 
like chlorine and sodium hydroxide.



The bnlogens. group VII in the periodic table, arc
the most reactive of the non-metallic elements.
(A) The halogens readily combine with other elements.
(B) The activity of the halogens is explained by their tendency 

to ^ll^lectrons.
(C) One should consider that there is a steady decrease in 

reactivity from fluorine to iodine.
(b) The halogens are never found free in nature but always 

occur in thp form of salts.

When conper turnings are heated in air, a black powdery
compound is formed.
(A) The compound is copper oxide and has the formula CuO.
(B) It is difficult to change all copper into copper oxide, 

even in excess air or oxygen.
(C) This reaction can be used to determine the percentage 

of oxygen in air.
to) Analysis of the black compound shows that copper 

atoms and oxygen atoms combine in the ratio 1:1.

Separation of the several dyes in ink is most easily 
Bone by chromatography.
(A) Chromatography is used to check that only harmless 

dyes are used in fruit drinks.
(B) Chromatography relies on the fact that each chemical

in a mixture can be 'bowled along1 at a different speed 
by the moving fluid (generally a liquid).

(c) Liquids in a mixture of liquids like petrol can be 
separated by chromatography; they are moved along a 
tube filled with warm powder by a stream of gas.

to) The coloured components of chlorophyll can be
separated on filter paper with ah alcohol solvent.



The protection of a less reactive metal (like iron) 
by a coating of another which is more reactive (like 
zinc) is an interesting way of preventing rusting.
(A) In tin plating the" less reactive metal is 

put on the outside but whon the rusting does 
eventually penetrate down to the iron beneath, 
the holes which are formed are small but deep.

(B) Iron which is protected by a thin layer of 
zinc is said.to have been 'galvanised1.

(C) The zinc serves to protect the iron underneath 
because the zinc is sacrificed before the iron 
starts to rust.

(D) The protection, of iron by zinc is commonplace; 
corrugated iron sheets for buildings, dustbins 
and wall nails are examples.



Appendix C
Cognitive Preference Test - III



TOPICS FOE DISCUSSION 11,1 CLASS

The Information which is given in this booklet has been taken 
from textbooks and from teachers’ notes. There are no intention
al mistakes and yet this is in no sense a test. Each page has 
sixteen topics'for discussion in class; all you are asked to do 
is to say which of these topics you like and which ones*you 
find unsatisfying. To make this job easier the sixteen topics 
on each page are grouped into four groups each of four topics.
You are to think about the four topics in each group at the same 
time; first decide which one of the four topics you would (or 
perhaps did) find most satisfying for discussion in form and you 
are to give it two ticks(v/y) in the appropriate box of the Answe 
Sheet.. Next decide which of the four topics you like least and 
put an 'XL-in its box. Then decide which you prefer of the two 
which remain and give it one tick; leave the last of the four 
boxes empty. Treat the next four topics in the same way and 
continue until yo.u have dealt with all sixteen topics on the 
page, four at a time. Turn over and carry on in the same way.

When you have finished a set of four boxes it might look like 
this:~

b 0 (5)
vf/ X V

This student found (l) most satisfying, he disliked (3) and 
he preferred (4) to (2). When he had finished a page it looked 
like this:-

Page I

The information which'you are giving by doing this test is 
heeded to'help us to decide whether-we have been teaching you 
your chemistry in the right way and in the right order. Concen
trate carefully on what you are doing and learn as much chemistry 
from the material given here as you can. Work quite fast and be 
sure to finish by the end of the time available(about 35 minutes) 
You may ask for extra time if you need it.

Please-start by putting your name and' initials'a t ;the top of 
the Answer Sheet and also the name of your, chemistry teacher. 
Please do not make any marks of any kind on the actual booklet 
itself.

1__
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___
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I.

Carbon Dioxide (COg) Carbon Monoxide (CO)

Sublimation.

(1) Solids are said to sublime if they turn directly into gas 
when heated, e.g. solid carbon dioxide heat carbon dioxide gas;

(2) Strong bonds exist between atoms in CO2 but weak bonds between 
molecules, heating breaks v/eak bonds;

(3) Mixture of solid carbon dioxide and a volatile liquid like 
ether is most effective freezing mixture for obtaining low temperatures 
in lab.;

(4 ) SOg (sulphur dioxide) gas forms liquid when cooled, i.e. no 
sublimation, but SO^ does sublime.

Lime Water.

(5) Carbon dioxide reacts in solution with calcium ions to form 
insoluble carbonate of calcium, this is precipitated;

( O  A  solution of lime water is turned milky by carbon dioxide, 
may go clear again if lots of gas is used;

(7) A  solution of barium ions would serve just a3 effectively as
a solution of calcium ions; -•

(8) Provides convenient method for distinguishing carbon dioxide 
from other gases.

Oxides of Carbon.

(9) CO reacts with oxygen to give CO2 because more stable 
electron-sharing bonds are formed; energy released;

(10) Both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are colourless gases, 
carbon monoxide takes oxygen from oxides (e.g. lead oxide) and is 
therefore reducing agent, carbon dioxide is not reducing agent;

(11) Oxygen-free samples of less reactive metals prepared by 
heating oxide in carbon monoxide, e.g. clean lead from yellow lead 
oxide;

(12) C02(s) + C(s) if heated strongly ---- 2C0, reverse action
impossible. ' •

Preparation of carbon dioxide.

(13) Convenient supply for lab. demonstrations from Kipps’ apparatus,
containing marble and mod, cone, hydrochloric acid; '

(1A) Weak acids unsuitable even in concentrated solution;

(15) H* from the acid displace CO*^- , H 2C0? formed, unstable so 
C02(g) given off;

(16) Every carbonate gives carbon dioxide when treated with either 
hydrochloric, sulphuric or nitric acids.



II.

Separation of Mixtures. Purity

Distillation.

(1 ) Separation of mixture of liquids by distillation possible if 
the chemicals in the mixture have different boiling points, i.e. at 
any one temperature, the vapours of those chemicals exert different 
pressures;

(2) Fairly weak bonds between alcohol molecules and water molecules 
exist and they prevent complete separation of alcohol from water and 
water from alcohol;

(3) The tern distillation means separation by boiling followed by 
condensation of vapour;

(4) Some alcohol is made by fermentation of sugar followed by 
distillation of the products of fermentation.

C hrona t ograpby.

(5) If the strengths of the interactions between the dye molecules 
and the water molecules on the fibres of the filter papers could be 
measured, the order of the spots on a chromatogram could be predicted;

(6) Equilibrium occurs between the molecules of dye in the moving 
solvent and the molecules of dye in the solvent which is held by the 
fibres of the paper;

(7) Separations of mixtures by this means is called chromatography>5

(8) This is much the easiest way to demonstrate that ink or 
chlorophyll is mixture.

Crystallisation.■ » ■  -mm -** - »  ** «■*-<•

(9) Fairly pure crystals of copper sulphate can be prepared from 
solution of copper oxide in sulphuric acid by crystallisation;

- (10) Crystals form when concentrated solution of crystalline 
chemical is cooled;

(ll) It is not obvious why the formation of some crystals, e.g. 
sodiui.^hiosulphate, is delayed by supercooling;

(1 2 } The solubility of most solid chemicals decreases on cooling
and the crystals fora whan the solvent becomes saturated,*
Melting Point, test. f 0jr

(13) Accurate melting points of pure chemicals are known, chemicals 
which malt at temperatures lower than the correct melting point are 
impure;

(14 ) If Chemical X is known to be either Chemical A  or Chemical B
it is possible to determine which one it is by finding the melting point 
of pure A, of A  with a little X, of pure B and of B with a little X;

(15) If a little of C lowers the melting point of D and a little of 
D lowers the melting point of C, some mixture of C and B must have a 
melting point which is raised when either C or D is added to it;

■ (l6) A  small proportion of solute interferes with the formation of 
crystal lattices and so makes formation of lattice more difficult.



III.
' Chlorine janA The Halcyons

Preparation of Chlorine. Cono. hydrochloric acid and warm manganese .(All 
fdl|oxide.

(1) Convenient for small samples of chlorine in lab. for showing props, 
of chlorine;

(2) Manganese dioxide oxidises hydrochloric acid to chlorine and 
water;

(3) In acid conditions solid manganese (iv) compounds take electrons, 
manganese ( n )  in alkaline conditions receives electrons from chlorine 
and forms solid manganese (rv) compounds;

(4) Manganese (IV) reacts with cold hydrochloric acid to give an acid 
containing Mn(IV), when this is warmed it decomposes to give C 12(g) and 
Mn(ll) (aq).

The reaction of chlorin3< with iron.

(5) The compound formed between iron and chlorine (iron (ill) chloride) 
is largely ionic in water but is largely covalent when in the solid state;

(6) If chlorine is passed over hot iron, the iron burns brightly 
to give a brown smoke of iron (ill) chloride;

(7) V/hen iron is oxidised by chlorine a sharing of electrons between 
iron and chlorine atoms occurs, this serves to complete the shell 
structure of both atoms;

(8) This is the only possible way to make dry iron (ill) chloride 
for reactions which require it as a catalyst.

Uses of chlorine (e.g. as a bleach),

(?) The bleaching action of chlorine on wet litmus serves as a good 
test for the gas;

(10) Coloured chemicals are oxidised by chlorine because their 
structure is changed to different (and colourless) chemicals by altering 
their electron structure; •

(11) Chlorine bleaches by removing electrons, sulphur dioxide (gas) 
bleaches by adding electrons;

(12) Dilute solutions of chlorine in water or alkali bleach discoloured 
fabrics and ink stains.

The Halogens. A Periodic Group (F. C.l,. Br, i )^

(13) Some aspects of the chemistry of fluorine do not oonform to the 
general behaviour in this Group, fluoride ions are particularly small and 
have a larger charge on each unit of surface area;

(14) All the elements in a Group have the same number of electrons in 
the outermost shell, they differ only.in the number of complete shells;

(15) Grouping like elements together beneath one another on the Periodic 
Table provides a framework for learning the chemistry of elements;

(16) The elements in a Group have similar physical and chemical 
properties.



IV.
Reactions; fast and slow.

Catalysis and prep, of oxygen.
(1) The catalyst manganese (IV) oxide is needed in both common lab, 

preps, of oxygen, i.e. from hydrogen peroxide or from potassium 
chlorate (V);

(2) Catalysts hasten chemical reactions but they can be recovered 
again in some chemical condition when the reaction bias finished;

(3) Catalyst provides reaction with pathway (involving intermediate 
compounds) which requires less energy, hence more molecules can react 
so lower temperature is possible;

(4 ) Chemical intermediates like KMnC>4 and Cl2 are known to form when
MnOp reacts with potassium chlorate (V), the composition of the intermediates
with hydrogen peroxide are not known.

«

Slow reaction, e.g. rusting.

(5) Unprotected iron rusts in damp air, water and oxygen are both 
necessary;

(6) Iron in electrolyte (solution of ions) or with uneven exposure 
to oxygon rusts rapidly;

(7) Rusting is prevented by physical means (i.e, paint or plastio 
coatings) and by chemical means (i.e. zino),

($) An anodio region (electrons released) forms under drop and 
cathodio region (electrons consuming) forms at edgo where oxygen is 
abundant, rust (red iron (III) oxide) forms between them.

Fast reaction (e,g, fireworks).
(9) Way of sitowing fast reaction in reasonable safety;

(10) Different colours in flames, atoms (of different elements) with 
excited electrons, cool and give out different coloured light;

(11) Compact mixtures of oxygen-rich, unstable chemicals in body of 
firework give large volume of hot gas very quickly when ignited;

(12) Energy released by reaction; energy stored in firework as 
chemical energy and released in mass of hot gas as kinetic energy,

llature^ catalysts, enzymes in fermentation.

(13) All living cells employ cataylsts, called enzymes, e.g. yeast 
uses enzymes in conversion of sugar to alcohol and carbon dioxide, process 
called fermentation.

(14) Date at which enzyme controlled reaction proceeds depends on the 
pH, optimum rate for a specific pH, chemical nature of enzyme determines pH.

(15) Yeast oxidises the sugar and chemical energy useful to yeast is 
released, many different stages therefore many different enzymes;

(16) Fermentation useful in preparing dilute solution of alcohol for
demonstrating distillation. .



V.

Solutions.

Solutibns of solids. solubility.

(1 ) Solids which dissolve do so because elm age of orderly 
crystalline lattice into random scattering of particles in solution 
releases energy;

(2) Analysis of an unknown chemical often achieved by gathering 
information on the solubility of salts of that compound;

(3) Solubility is defined as mass of solute required to saturate a 
specified mass of solvent at a specified temperature;

(4) Sugar and salt are both soluble, sugar as complete hydrated 
molecules, salt as hydrated ions, water accommodates both types of 
particle.

Water of crystallisation,

(5) If water vapour pressure inside a crystal is greater than the 
water vapour pressure outside, water is lost to atmosphere, i.e, 
effloi-escence occurs;

(6) White copper sulphate goes blue when water is added, convenient 
test for water;

(7) Water trapped inside a crystal by chemical means is called water 
of crystallisation, such crystals are in no sense damp;

(8) Water in crystals held by electron-sharing bonds,in well- 
defined spaces, and in precise molecular proportion.

Solution of gases.

(9) Gas above solvent comes to equilibrium with gas within solvent 
so mass of gas which is required to saturate given volume of solvent is 
proportional to the pressure which is applied to the gas,

(10) In theory the volume of a gas which dissolves is independent of 
pressure, in practice gases do not conform to this ideal behaviour;

(11) Some important laboratory reagents (e.g. hydrochloric acid, 
ammonium hydroxide) are solutions of very soluble gases;

(32) All gases are soluble, some much more soluble than others, but 
all less soluble in warm water than in cold water.

Solution of acids; • •

(03) Acidity is dependent on the presence of Hj$0+ In solution;

( l O  Solutions of acids are frequently needed for the preparation of 
salt3 , other chemicals, for catalysts, etc,;

(15) Acid strength is determined by the extent to which acid molecules 
are split into ions, not by the mass of the acid which will dissolve; -

( 1 0  An acid solution reacts with indicators, gives carbon dioxide 
with carbonates and dissolves metal, oxides and bases.



Ammonia (Kilj).

VI.

Physical properties.

(1 ) Ammonia is a light, colourless soluble gas with a strong smell, 
easily turned into liquid by slight pressure or cooling;

(2) Changes from liquid to gas and gas to liquid so easily that it 
is usually selected for the demonstration of how a refrigerator works;

(3) The atoms within a molecule of ammonia are covalently bonded, 
forces between molecules are weak, hence gaseous nature of ammonia at 
room temperature;

(4) Hydrogen.combines with most elements including nitrogen to give 
compounds which are gases, hydrogen combines with oxygen to give liquid 
(H^O)» another type of bond needed to explain why water is liquid.

Manufacture of ammonia (Haber process) from nitrogen and hydrogen.

(5 ) Good yields at low temperatures because reaction is exothermic 
(energy released) and yet process is conducted at quite high temperature 
(about 370°C);

(6) Ammonia (gas) sprayed beneath surface of soil to replace nitrogen 
removed by crops;

(7 ) Molecules of N 2 ani react when they collide, catalysts 
encourage fruitful collisions, heat required to give molecules .sufficient 
energy to react at acceptable rate;

(8) Mixture of three parts of hydrogen to one part of nitrogen heated 
to 370°C and compressed to 250 Atmospheres pressure, passed over 
catalyst of pure iron;

Behaviour of ammonia in water.

(9) Concentrated and dilute solutions available in labs,, constant 
demand for demonstration of reactions of ammonia and for cleaning sinks 
and glassware;

(10) The properties of ammonia in water are quite different from these 
of ammonia in other solvents, e.g, covalent solvents like ethanol, clearly 
role of solvent is important;

(11) Solution is found to be alkaline to red litmus, to acids and to 
solutions of metal salts;

(12) HH3 reacts with H + (aq) in water forming OH are released
and solution is alkaline, weakly,alkaline though.

Tests for ammonia.

(13) Strip of filter paper dipped in a solution of a copper salt 
goes dark blue in ammonia gas;

(24) (aq) displaces HgO molecules which normally surround the pale
blue copper ion (Cu2+);

(15) Phosphorus is in same Periodic Croup as nitrogen but T H 3 will not 
do this test, phosphorus atom less able to give electrons- away;

(1 6 ) More reliable test for ammonia than either red litmus or the 
•white smoke test* with hydrogen chloride.



Appendix D
Judgement Exercises - II



In Part One

..... . of this test you will meet five situations which are
typical of the many situations which a chemist encounters. 
Each situation is described, briefly, a question is posed 
and some statements are made. You are simply asked to 
write one letter in the appropriate box of the response 
sheet.

Put an A  if the statement gives a SENSIBLE answer to the question and
if it is also JUSTIFIED in relation to facts and 
observations which are described.

Put a B if the statement gives a SENSIBLE answer to the question, but
it is NOT JUSTIFIED because it makes use of 
information not given.

Put a £  if the statement gives only an INADEQUATE answer to the question 
~  because it IGNORES important parts of the information.

Put a D if the statement, though correct, is TPJIELEVAbT to the question
and so does not answer it.

It is IMPORTANT .......
that you notice that all the science in this book is correct. 
You are NOT looking for incorrect statements.



SITUATION 1.

A bottle contains a red solution called Solution A. It has 
at lease one chemical dissolved in it. If .....

Solution A is cooled . .............. a white solid appears in
a rad.solution,

if this is then warmed . . . . . . .  the solid dissolves.

If Solution A is treated
with a c i d ........................ a white solid appears,

and if excess alkali is added # . _ the solid dissolves and the
solution turns green.

Y/hat conclusions can ve draw about the nature of Solution A?

1. The same precipitate is formed by either the addition 
of acid or by cooling.

2. A' further sample of Solution A can be made in the lab.

3. Changes in temperature do not cause the same effects 
on Solution A a3 changes in pH.

4. Cooling causes Solution A to become saturated with 
respect to one chemical.

5«. Solution A contains the chemicals which behave independently.

6. The addition of acid to Solution A  causes a chemical change 
.which leads to the formation of an insoluble chemical.

7» Solution A is a mixture.



SITUATION 2.

When the hell jar that is shown 
in the diagram is slowly 
lowered over the burning candle, 
the flame is extinguished and 
water is seen to enter the jar 
to a height of about one fifth 
of the total volume of the jar.

Analysis of the gas that remains 
in the jar shows that it 
contains 16% by volume of oxygen 
and kfo by volume of carbon dioxide 
with a little hydrocarbon vapour.

What conclusions can be drawn from these observations?

1. Hot gases are trapped when the jar is lowered over the flame 
and the water rises as the gases cool.

2. The flame is extinguished when there is insufficient oxygen to 
support combustion.

3. Similar observations are made when a candle with a long
wick is used. .

4. More than 1$ hy volume of carbon dioxide suffocates the 
flame.

5» The water level will rise to the same height if an alcohol 
flame is used.

6. The flame is extinguished when the proportion of oxygen 
in the air is reduced to a minimum value.



SITUATION 3.

A student observes that when chlorine gas is passed over 
solid iodine, an apparently black liquid is. formed which 
slowly turns into an orange solid. If this orange solid 
is allowed to stand in the air, a black liquid is observed.

ÏÏHàt conclusions may be drawn?

1. The 'apparently black liquid' contains both iodine and 
chlorine.

2. Chlorine reacts with iodine.

3. The iodine cannot easily be recovered afterwards.

4. Two reactions are occurring.

5. The orange solid can only be preserved in an atmosphere 
of chlorine.

6. The black liquid which is formed when the iodine reacts 
with chlorine has the same composition as the black liquid 
which is formed when the orange solid is left in the air.

7. The black liquid resembles liquid bromine.

8. There is a greater proportion of chlorine in the orange 
solid than there is in the black liquid.



SITUATION A.

Volume

Gas A 

Gas B

Gas B

Temperature

The diagram shows two tubes containing gas A and gas B, respectively, 
each trapped by a drop of mercury. The tubes are held in an oil 
bath so that the volume of the two gases at different tem’perature3 
can be measured. The graph shows these volumes.

7/hat conclusions may be drawn about the behaviour of gas B?

1. Gas B may be turned into a liquid by cooling.
2. The volume which is effectively filled by each molecule of 

gas B contracts as the temperature is lowered,
3. At temperature t^ there are more molecules of gas B than 

there are of gas A.
4 . At temperature tg there are as many molecules of gas B as 

there are of gas A,

5. Gas B undergoes a reaction at temperature t^»
6 . At temperatures higher than t̂j the two gases behave differently,
7 . Y/hen gas B is cooled from temperature t^ to temperature t^, it will

have the same volume as gas A, - *

**



SITUATION 5.

Concentration 
of iodine

\ ss
s

Liquid B

Liquid A

Time

Liquid A and Liquid B do not dissolve in one another but iodine is 
soluble in them both, A flask which contained a litre of Liquid B 
with iodine dissolved in it was shaken with a litre of Liquid A for 
five minutes. The flask was allowed to stand and then 10 cm3 samples 
of each liquid were withdrawn with pipettes and the concentration of 
iodine in these small volumes was determined. Shaking was resumed 
and after each period of five minutes further 10 cm3 samples of each 
liquid v:ere withdrawn and analysed. The readings which were obtained 
are shown in the diagram.

What conclusions can be dra'.ra. about the behaviour of the iodine?

1. If all the iodine had been dissolved in Liquid A at the start of 
' the experiment, the two curves would have crossed over.-

2. The iodine is more soluble in one liquid than in the other.
3. Similar results would have been obtained if half-litre volumes 

of liquids had been used.
4. If the experiment were to be repeated at another temperature 

different readings would have been obtained.
5. The concentrations of iodine come to a state of equilibrium.
6 . Bromine will behave similarly.
7. If all the iodine had been dissolved in Liquid A at the 

beginning of the experiment, the concentration of iodine in 
this liquid would have fallen.

8 . The curves would have levelled off sooner if a mechanical 
stirrer had been used.



In Part Two

of this tost you will meet five further situations. 
This time experiments are suggested which might 
be undertaken to shed light on the problem which is 
posed.

Put an E if the experiment will lead to information BEYOND 
that already given, AND this information is 
Kg LEVANT to the problem stated.

Put an F if the experiment v/ill lead to information BEYOND 
that already given, BUT this information is 
IRRELEVANT to the problem stated.

Put a G if the experiment will merely give information which 
is ALREADY AVAILABLE,



SITUATION V.

Powder A was in a paper bag and Crystals B were in a large carton. 
Both were stored in a damp cupboard. After some days A was found 
to be wet and B was still fairly dry.

Tin PROBLU:,! is to determine the cause of this difference in behaviour. 
You are to assume that the chemicals will be-re-examined for'.change 
some time after the experiment has been set up.

1 . Dry both chemicals before putting them away.
2. Store Powder A in the carton and Crystals B in the bag.
3. G-rind B to a powder before storing A and B together as before.
4. Find the degree of humidity of the air inside the cupboard.
5. Store both the chemicals in a dry cupboard.
6 . Store Powder A and Crystals B on separate watch glasses contained 

in the same paper bag in the cupboard.

SITUATION W.

A line of coloured iron poles was sticking out of a muddy beach between 
the low and high tide levels. The poles which were painted red were 
well covered with barnacles; the blue poles were fairly free of 
barnacles.

THE PROBLEM is to determine the cause of the uneven distribution of - 
barnacles. Assume that a note will be made of the number of barnacles 
on each pole before the suggested experiment and another count will be 
made after a lapse of time.

1, Prepare a mixture of red and blue paint and then repaint some poles 
• with the mixture.

2, Alter the colour of the paint by adding charcoal or other black 
pigment and repaint the poles.

3. Paint iron poles with yellow and green paint.
4. Paint wooden poles with the red and blue paint and stand them 

between the tide levels,
3 . Move each of the existing poles to a new site.
6 . Have the red and blue paints analysed to determine chemical 

composition.
7 . Turn the poles upside down.
8 . Clean the poles and then paint them in bands with alternating 

red and blue paint.
9. Study the size etc. of the barnacles on the red and blue poles.



SITUATION X.

When a solution of the blue dyestuff Q is freshly prepared in 
tap water it is coloured. The colour fades when the solution 
has been left to stand in sunlight in a beaker on a windowsill.

THE FR03LSM is to determine the cause of the fading. Assume that
the colour of the solution will be re-examined some time after
each experiment has been set up,

1. Prepare solutions of Q covering a range of concentrations.
2. Dissolve Q into water which has previously been boiled to 

remove the air dissolved in it and then stopper the bottle 
tightly.

3. Leave a fresh sample of Solution Q in a darkroom.
4. Prepare a solution of Q in alcohol and leave it in sunlight.
5. Add more tap water to a faded solution of Q.
6 . Leave a fresh solution of Q in sunlight in a refrigerated 

thermostatic tank.
7. Examine the behaviour of other blue dyestuffs.

SITUATION Y.

Two bottles containing liquids v/ere placed on a tray. After a 
while a fine layer of "smoke” was observed and this gradually 
settled on the tray as a white powder.

THE PROBLEM is to determine the cause of the "smoke". Assume 
that each experiment will be re-observed at a suitable time after 
setting it up.

1. Wash, dry and tighten the stoppers.
'2. Place the tray and bottles in a fume cupboard or fume 

chamber to see whether the "smoke" disperses,
3. Test small portions of the two liquids in test tubes,
4. Loave the tray and battles in a cabinet containing dry air.
5. Store the bottles separately.
6 . Dip separate strips'of filter paper into each liquid and 

hold the strips near one another,
7. Remove both stoppers and leave.
8 . Examine the solubility of the powder in water.



SITUATION Z.

The painted iron posts which are used to support the netting round 
playgrounds and tennis courts rust far more rapidly near the ground 
(i.e. within 9 inches of the ground) than they rust elsewhere.

TIG FROBLEI.I is to establish the cause of the uneven rusting. Assume 
that one or more poles are treated in each of the following ways and 
they will be carefully examined for rust at suitable intervals of 
time thereafter.
1 . Scrape all the paint off.
2. Encase a pole in concrete.
jS. Provide a shield to prevent rain water from splashing up from 

the ground on to the post.
¿t-. Raise a pole and replant it with the buried section encased 

in polythene.
5. Replace an iron pole with another which is identical in all 

respects except in that it is raa.de of aluminium. .
6 . Raise a pole and replant it the other way up.



Appendix E
Judgement Exercises - III



THIS IS A TEST OF CH3I.IICAL JUDGEMENT. It is designed for those 
Yiho do not necessarily know a great deal of chemistry but have an 
understanding of the subject. You are given information and you • 
are asked to say whether some further observations and experiments 
make sense. There are no catches, no mistakes, no false statements 
The test is in THREE parts, \7orlc carefully and sufficiently fast 
to finish the test in the time allowed (lj.0 minutes),

DiS£RUCTI^
In Part One there are five situations which are typical of the 

many situations which a chemist encounters. Each situation 
is described briefly, a question is posed and some statements 
are made. You are asked to put an *X‘ in one (and one only) 
of the four boxes for that statement.

Put an ’X 1 in the A Box if the statement has a SFHSIBIfi bearing 
on the problem and if it is also JWTXPI3D and IELK^UL in 
relation to the facts and observations -which are given.

Put an ’X* in the B Box if the statement has a SENSIBLE bearing 
on the problem but it is HOT JUSTIFIED because it makes use 
of important information about the situation which has-not 
been given in the description.

Put an ’X’ in the £  Box if the statement 1ms some bearing on the 
problem but contains information which is JdID
UNHELPFUL because it merely restates the information which lias 
been given already or fails to throw any light on the problem.

Put an ’X^.in the D Box if the statement, though sensible, is 
IRRELEVANT to the problem given and so has no bearing on it.

PJ31.fEl.IBER Choose A if the statement is JUSTIFIED
B NOT JUSTIFIED'
C INADEQUATE
D IRRELEVANT ’

THINK CAREFULLY about the DIFFERENCES between these choices 
BEFORE you start. 'When you have started, think about 
each statement carefully and quite independently of all 
the other statements.

Put ONE ‘X 1 ONLY in EACH GROUP OF FOUR BOXES.



A "bottle contains e red liquid called Solution A, It lias at least two 
chemicals dissolved in water. If ......

SITUATION 1.

Solution A is cooled a white solid 
appears in a red solution,
if this is then warned the solid 
dissolves.
If Solution A is treated with 
acid a white solid appears,
and if excess alkali is added 
the solid dissolves and the 
solution turns green.

Solution A is w&iko „other^solutions.__V/hy?

1. The same precipitate is formed by either the addition of 
acid or by cooling.

2. A further sample of Solution A can be made in the lab.
3. The behaviour cf one of the chemicals depends on pH.
4. Cooling causes Solution A to become saturated with 

respect to one chemical.
5* Solution A is a mixture,
6 . Solution A contains an indicator and another chemical.
7. Solution A contains phenol (CgH-OH). which is soluble in 

alkali but not in acid.
8 . The two chemicals in Solution A do not react with water.



: SITUATION 2.

The bell jar is lowered over the 
burning candle and left for a few 
minutes. When the stopper is 
pushed into position the candle 
flame is slowly extinguished and 
water is seen to enter the jar.
Analysis of the gas that remains 
in the jar afterwards shows that there 
is l&fo by volume of oxygen and 
4f5 by volume of carbon dioxide.

The water rises to replace ]/ 5 th of the air in the jar. 'Why?

9. While the candle is alight, it warms the air in the jar.
10. The flame is extinguished before all the oxygen in the jar has

reacted.
11. Similar observations are made when a long, thin candle is used,
12. The water rises when the hot gases in the jar cool and contract.
13. The water level will rise to about the sane height if an alcohol

flame is used,
14. The flame is extinguished when the proportion of carbon dioxide 

in the gas which reaches the flame rises to a maximum value.
15. Air contains'l/5th oxygen.
16. Water does not rise so far up the jar if the stopper is pushed 

in immediately the jar is in place.

/ SITUATION 3.

A student was experimenting with the elements in the Vllth Periodic 
'Group, i.e, the Halogens. lie observed that when chlorine gas is 
passed over solid iodine, first an apparently blade liquid formed 
and there was a small increase in mass. Then the liquid slowly 
turned into an orange solid with a further increase in mass. When 
this orange solid was allowed to stand in the air, a black liquid wag 
observed.

.Pn - .<n* ■.i.*«. I. «I...
studentjqadej? ..

17. 'The ’apparently black liquid' contains both iodine and chlorine,
18. Two chemical reactions are occurring.
19. The orange solid is chemically unstable.
20. The black liquid which is formed when the iodine resets with 

chlorine has the same composition as the black liquid which is 
formed when' the orange solid is left in the air.

21. The black liquid resembles liquid bromine. •’
22v The proportion of chlorine in the orange solid is three times the 

proportion of chlorine in the black liquid.
23. Iron reacts with chlorine to .give an orange solid.
24. Halogens react with one another,-.



simTipri ;t.

The diagram shows two tubes containing samples of gas trapped by a drop of 
mercury. The tubes are held in an oil bath which can be heated. The 
volume of the two gases at different temperatures can be measured.. The. 
graph shows the volumes of the samples over a range of temperatures.
The. two gases behave differently.___hy?
25. Sample B may be turned into a liquid by cooling.
26. At temperature T^, there are more molecules of gas in Sample B 

than there are in Sample A.
27. Sample B undergoes a reaction when heated.
28. The graph shows that at temperatures higher than T^, the two gases 

behave differently.
29. Sample B was dinitrogen tetroxi&e (^2^4 )*
30. Both samples are gaseous at temperatures below T 2 .
Jl. The gas hydrogen iodide would behave like Sample A at temperatures 

near 100°C and like Sample B at temperatures near 500°C.
32. The experiment was conducted at constant pressure.



SITUATION 5.

Liquid A and Liquid B do not dissolve in one another hut iodine is 
soluble in them both. A flask which contained a litre of Liquid B 
with iodine dissolved in it was shaken with a litre of Liquid A for 
five minutes. The flask was allowed to stand and then 10 crrK samples 
of each liquid were withdrawn with pipettes and the concentration of 
iodine in these small volumes was determined. Shaving was resumed
and after each period of five minutes further 10 cnP samples of each 
liquid were withdrawn and analysed. The readings which were obtained 
are shown in the diagram.
Some chemistry 1m s occurred. __7,rhat do you think.of the following 
' observations or̂ jlt?., * ■
33. The iodine is more soluble in one liquid than in the other,
34. The concentration of iodine in Liquid A increases until it 

reaches a maximum value.
3 5 . If the experiment were to be repeated at a higher temperature 

the.two curves would become level sooner.
36. The iodine comes to a state of equilibrium,
37« Bromine will behave similarly in the two liquids.
38. Some iodine is lost from the flask each time the 10 cm3 samples 

. are withdrawn.
39. The ratio of *&’ : ’b* is constant after time t,
40. 'When Liquid A is water and Liquid & is triehloromothane, the 

value of 'o’ will be 4 0 times greater than 'a'.



In Part Two
of this test you will meet five further situations. 
This time experiments are suggested which might 
be undertaken to shed light on the problem which is 
posed.

Put an 'Z* in the E column if the experiment which is suggested 
will lead to information BEYOND that already given 
AKD this information is IBLSVAIiT to the problem 
stated.

Put an ' X’ in the F column if the experiment which is suggested
will lead to information BEYOND that already given 
BUT this information is to the problem
stated. *■

Put an 'X’ in the & column if the experiment which is suggested 
will merely give information which is ALIGADY 
AVAILABLE.

Put OKS ’X 1 ONLY in EACH GROUP of THREE boxes.

Do not assume that information from other experiments is 
available; .consider each experiment according to its own merit.



Solution Q is made by dissolving 3g* of Solid Q in 100 cnr of 
water. When it is freshly prepared it is blue coloured. The 
colour fades when the solution has been left to stand in a 250 cm-'' 
conical flask on a windowsill.
Tho colour fades. Why? Assume that the colour of the solution 
will be re-examined some time after each experiment has been set up.
1. Dissolve Solid Q into water which has previously been boiled to 

remove the air which is normally dissolved in it and then stopper 
the bottle tightly.

2. Leave a fresh sample of Solution Q in a darkroom. .
3. Prepare a solution of 3g. of Q in 100 cbv  ̂alcohol and leave it 

’ on the windowsill..
. ■ x

k-. Dissolve bg. of Solid Q in 200 cnr of water and leave in a 
250 cit k conical flask on the windowsill.

5. Examine the behaviour of other blue chemicals.
6. Prepare Solution Q in a 250 cnr' beaker and leave it on the 
. windowsill.

SITUATION V.

SITUATION Y7.

Two loosely stoppered bottles containing liquids in frequent use in ’ 
the laboratory were placed in a rack. After a while a fine layer of 
smoke mms observed and this gradually settled on the tray as a white 
powder.
Smoke is formed. Why? Assume that each experiment will be re
observed at a suitable time after setting it up. .
7 . Place the tray and bottles in a fume cupboard or fume chamber 

to see whether the smoke disperses.
8. Leave the tray and bottles in a cabinet containing dry air,
9. Stopper the bottles firmly and store them separately,

10, Remove both stoppers and leave. •
11, Examine the solubility of the powder in water.
12, Empty the two bottles, then wash, dry and refill them. Stopper

them loosely, shake and store them in the rack. •



SITUATION X.

17. Shalce to remove the powder from 
chemicals as before.

Two chemicals, A and B, were stored 
in a damp cupboard. A was a pure 
powder and it was in a paper bag.
The crystals B wore in a large open, 
waxed carton. After some days A 
was found to be fairly wet and B 
was still fairly dry, but the 
surface of the crystals were 
covered with white. powder.
A and B_have behaved, ciff 
You are to assume that the chemicals 
will bo re-examined for change some 
time after the experiment has been 
set up.
13. Dry both chemicals before 

putting them away.
14. Store A in the carton and T3 

in the bag,
15. Grind B to a powder before 

storing A and B together as 
before,

1 6 . Measure the degree of humidity 
of the air inside the cupboard 
with a hygrometer.

the surface of B, dry A and store the

18. Replace A with powdered sodium chloride and replace B with hydrated 
sodium carbonate (Xte^CC^.IO^O), and store as before.

SITUAT:

the red paint and some with the

A line of iron poles was sticking oU^
'of a muddy beach between the low and 
high tide levels^ Some poles were 
painted red and they were found to b® 
well covered with barnacles; other 
poles were painted blue and they 
were-found to be fairly free of 
barnacles.
The barnacles are unevenly distribui^" 
lOlXli Assume that a note will be 
made of the number of barnacles on 
each pole before the suggested 
experiment and another count will be 
made after a lapse of time.
19. Paint some iron poles with yelloii 

paint and some with green and 
plant them between the tide

20. Replace the iron poles with 
ones which are identical with, 
iron poles in all other aspects 
except that they are made of wo®

21. Paint some tall iron poles w i t h ^  
Lue and plant them below the low tid®

22, Have the red and blue paints analysed to determine chemical composition'
23, Turn the poles upside dorm. ,
24, Plant a new iron pole,close to each existing pole and paint the new

poles.to match the old, .



SITUATION Z

t

The painted iron posts which 
are used to support the netting 
round playgrounds and tennis 
courts rust far more rapidly near 
the ground (i.e. within 25 cm. 
of the ground) than they ru3t 
elsewhere.

Assume that one or more poles are 
treated in each of the following 
ways and they will be carefully
examined for rust at suitable 
intervals of time thereafter.
25. Provide a shield to

prevent rain water from 
splashing up from the 
ground on to the post.

26. Raise a pole and replant it with the buried section encased 
in polythene.

27. Replace an iron pole with another which is identical in all 
respects except in that it is made of aluminium*

28. Raise a pole and replant it the other way up,
29. Replant the poles with rust resistant paint.
30. Shorten a pole by cutting it through at 25 cm. above ground 

level and reset it in the ground.

TURN OVER for PART 111



Part THREE,

Here are FIVE more problems. On the piece of paper provided foll
owing on from Part II, devise TEN simple experiments similar to 
the ones given' in Part TWO which you think would lead to RETT5YAHT 
information BEYOND that already, given, i.e. experiments which 
you "hive*'given as ’E* in Part TWO. All your ten experiments • 
may concern one problem only or they may be distributed between 
the five problems in any combination. Show which problem each 
of your experiments relate to by writing the appropriate letter 
in.the margin. Outline experiments in as few words as possible 
and keep them simple.

Problem
• You observe that all the bottles of a certain metal salt solution 

which have been on the shelves in your laboratory for a long time 
have a pale green material in the bottom.

’.That is the origin of this material?

Problem K.r
You are supplied with some copper powder and you are surprised 

to see.that it gives a gas when heated with dilute hydrochloric acid.
\Yhy does this sample of copper react with dilute hydrochloric acid?

¿Problem wL,_
You notice that a block of ice in a metal can does not float to 

the surface as soon as the can is filled with water but does rise 
to the surface later.

Why is the ascent of the ice delayed?

Problem'M » •
You are told to prepare a solution of alcohol by mixing •

50,0 ctrr of water and 50.0 cm3 alcohol. You do so carefully and 
find that you have only 96,0 cnr of solution.

Why is the total volume less than 100.0 cm3?

Problem N...
You notice that a drop of pink salt solution gives a steady 

supply of oxygen when added to some bleaching powder and the 
powder turns black. ,

What is the role played by the chemical in the pink salt solution?



Appendix G
Judgement Exercises

.CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS

Inside this leaflet you will find a brief 
description of seven laboratory situations. Each one asks a 
question and then has some ideas about experiments which might 
be done to answer the question. If you think that the 
experiment would lead to information which is helpful in 
answering THAT question, please put a tick t O  in the appropriate 
box on the answer sheet. If you think that the experiment is 
unlikely to be helpful please put a dash (-) in the box. You 
are not expected to be able to answer the question yourself} 
we only want to know if you think that the experiments would help* 
you to discover the answer. Think particularly about the word 
which has been underlined..

Please assume that only one experiment is being done 
at a time} one thing only is being changed in each experiment.

Your answers to this exercise are going to be used 
to help in the design of teaching in Chemistry so do please take 
care. If you really have no idea, then you must make a guess, 
but do think carefully first. Vork steadily and do not allow , 
yourself to get too far behind.

Thank you very much for your help.



(A) You are told to mix 50 cm-'" of a certain solution of 
hydrochloric acid with 5 0 cm^ of a solution of sodium 
hydroxide. You do as you are told and find that you 
have only 96 cm3 of solution.

*hy have yon got less than 100 cm-̂  of solution?
(1) Check on the accuracy of your measuring equipment.
(2) Vary the proportion of acid to alkali.
(5) Use a different acid.
(*0 Use acid of different strength.
(5) Observe the temperature changes on mixing.
(6) Fit a condenser to ensure that there is no loss of water vapour
(?) Weigh the two solutions before mixing and then again 

afterwards.
CS) Wait while the mixing flask cools.
(9) Repeat the experiment with alcohol as solvent instead of 

water.
.(lO) Mix 52 cm^ of acid with 5 2 of alkali.

(B) You take an ice cube from the refrigerator and put it into
a stainless steel mug. You pour water into the mug and you 
find that the ice cube remains at the bottom of the mug for 
some seconds before it bobs up to the surface.

Why is the ice.cube delayed at the bottom of the mug?
(11) Freeze the mug before putting the ice cube in it.
(12) Vary the time before pouring the water in.
(15) Use a .•jammed piece of ice.
(l*0 Use a glass.
Cl5) Rou ¿¡hen the inside of the mug.
(16) Paint th£ inside of the mug.
(17) Use a liquid other than water.
(18) Use a stainless steel mug of another shape.
(19) Allow the ice to stand in a warm room before using it.
(£0) Fill the mug with water then add the ice.
(21) Use warm water.



(C) A 6mall glass tube was hung in a horizontal position on a 
cotton thread. It was then filled with tiny crystals of 
one of the salts of the element manganese and both ends of 
the tube were plugged with wax. The tube was found to twist 
round on its thread when a magnet was moved up to it.

What is the cause of this twisting movement?
(22) Using magnets of different strengths.
(23) Use a tube made of iron.
( 2 k ) Use another salt of manganese.
(25) Use a salt of manganese in another oxidation state (valency).
(26) Use plugs made of cork.
(27) Hang the tube vertically.
(28) Dissolve the salt in water before filling the tube.
(29) Use salts of other metals.
(30) Use a single large crystal of the salt and no tube.

(D) If iron tubes are used to support the netting round a playground 
or tennis court, they appear to rust fairly evenly; if iron 
posts with an L-shaped section are used they rust first near the 
ground.

Why do the two types appear to behave differently?
(31) Protect both types of support from being splashed.
(32) Provide the posts with protective paint.
(33) Fix guy ropes to the posts to prevent them from bending in

- the wind. ;
(3*0 Examine the nature of the metal used in each type of support.
(35) Provide a protective layer round the buried part of all the 

supports.
(36) Ensure that dogs do not have access to the posts.
(37) Use plastic coated netting.
(38) Fix a tight cap on the tops of the tubes.
(39) Drill a hole in each tube at ground level to let rain water 

out.
(1(0) Examine the inside of the tubes.



(E) Some iron poles were planted between the low tide mark 
and the high tide mark on a sandy beach. The poles which

1 had been painted blue were found to have many barnacles and 
the poles which were painted green were found to have few.

Why are the barnacles unevenly distributed?
(**1) Vary the heignt of the poles.
(!+2) Exchange the coloured iron poles for coloured wooden ones. 
(1*3) Examine the chemicals used in the paint. ^
(1*1*) Exchange the poles for others painted in red and yellow.
(1*5) Mark the barnacles from the blue poles with a blue spot 

and those from the green poles with a green spot and 
release them.

(1*6) Study the changes in water temperature.
(1*7) Paint the poles with blue and green paint made by a 

different manufacturer.
(1*8) Turn the poles upside down, replant them and then repaint 

them.
(1*9) Coat the poles with blue and with green plastic.

*
(F) A student noticed that four of the bottles of manganese sulphate 

solution in the school laboratories contained samples of a soft 
and green material, and that a fifth bottle of the solution did 
not have the solid.

What is the origin of the green solid material? ■
(50) Filter the material and leave the solutions as before.
(51) Cork the bottles more tightly.
(52) Examine the paint on the shelf beneath the bottles.
(53) Examine the glass of the bottles.
(51+) Discover how long each bottle had been: in use.
(55) Leave bottles containing fresh solution in the dark.
(56) Dilute the contents of a contaminated bottle, shake and leave 

it as before.
(57) Store the uncontaminated bottle in a warm place.
(58) Examine bottles of other solutions.
(59) Ask a friend at another school to look at the bottles of 

manganese sulphate solution in his laboratories.



(G) A student removed the cork from an empty bottle and then cut 
off the bottom cleanly. He fixed a lighted candle to the 
bottom of a bowl, poured water round it and stood the bottle 
over the candle. Ke paused and then pushed the cork in firmly. 
The candle continued to burn inside the bottle for a short while 
and it then went out slowly. The water level inside the bottle 
rose until the bottle was about l/5th filled with water.' (About 
155<S of the gas which remained in the bottle was found to be 
oxygen.)

Why was the bottle filled to the l/5th level?
(60) Pause for longer before pushing the cork into the neck of 

the bottle.
(61) Use a larger bottle.
(62) Use a longer candle.
(63) Use a longer wick.
(6*0 Use a candle made of a different wax.
(65) Put more water into the bowl.
(66) Use warm water in the bowl.
(67) Use a liquid other than water.
(68) Enrich the air in the bottle with oxygen.
(69) Enrich the air in the bottle with carbon dioxide.
(70) Experiment without the cork.



Responses to JE-IV

Code E 

F 

G

: helpful 

: unhelpful 

: already available

Ex : one step ) 
)

E_ : two steps )
2 >

E : three steps ) 3

in
hypothesis
chain

A B C D E F G

50 G 60 Eg

1 G 11 E2
31 G 41 G 51 G 61 G

2 G 12 E2 22 G 32 F 42 F 52 F 62 Eg

3 F 13 E2 23 F 33 E
2

43 E2 53 F 63 Eg

4
E2 14 E2

24 Ex 34 G 44 F 54 Ex 64 Eg

5 E2 15 E2 25 Eg 35 G 45 E2 55 Ei 65 G

6 F 16 E3 26 F 36 F 46 F 56 F 66 G

7 F 17 F 27 F 37 F 47 E2 57 Ex 67 >i

8 G 18 G 28 E2 38 E^ 48 G 58 E, 68 Eg

9 E2 19 Eg 29 39 Ex 49 G 59 G 69 Eg

10 G 20 G 30 V 40 Ex 70 F

21 El



A Here is an example:
A roan broke a single piece of Cadbury's chocolate from a new bar and put 

it into his mouth. He bit on it hard and he then experienced a degree of pain 
which was sufficiently intense to cause him to remove tho fragments of the chocolate 
from his mouth. The man thought that the pain was associated with his teeth even 
though ho had had no dental trouble for sometime. Examination of the fragments 
revealed a very small piece of 'silver' wrapping foil.

What was the cause of the pain?
(a) examine his mouth for a piece of broken tooth, a cut or an ulcer.
(b) feed the man another piece of chocolate with no foil on It,
(c) examine the roan's mouth for dental stoppings.
(d) place a clean nail on his tongue.
(e) give the man a piece of Fry's chocolate with a small piece of foil adhering to it.
(f) feed the man a piece of warm chocolate with a small piece of foil,
(g) try the man on a double sized piece of chocolate with a tiny piece of foil on it.

Correct
answer

The man is obviously in good health.
The foil is likely to bo involved.
The stoppings contain a base (less reactive) metal and are 

likely to be involved.
A nail contains a more reactive metal (iron) than the metal 

• in the dental stopping (mercury). Hence a little electric
cell is established in his mouth.

The manufacturer is irrelevant.
The hardness of the chocolate is unlikely to be a factor.
The presence or absence of chocolate - and boiled sweet - is 

irrelevant.
When you have finished the test chose any one or more of the problems 
uding the example) and suggest as many as ten more experiments which 

you think would be worth doing. The ten may all be concerned with the same ex
periment or with any combination of experiments. Write no more than a few words 
on each of your experiments (as was done in the test) .

(a) X
(b) ✓
(C)

(d) /

(e) X
(f) X
(g) X

given (inc

B  D Here is an example:
A man broke a single piece of Cadbury's chocolate from a new bar ami put 

it into bin mouth. Ho tut in: it hard aad lie t hea exper i eaecd a dogtee of' pain 
which was tittf i :eien t ly inlet::,c to cause him to rc.iiovo the fragment;; of the chocolate 
from hia mouth. The man thought that the pniu was associated with hi:; teeth even 
though be had bad no dental trouble for sometime. Examination of the fragments 
revealed a very small piece of 'silver1 wrapping foil.

V/ltat was the cause of ttio pain?
(a) examine his mouth for a piece of broken tooth, a cut or on ulcer.
(b) food the man another piece of chocolate with no foil on it,
(c) examino the man's mouth for dental stoppings.
(d) place a clean nail on his tongue.
(e) give tho man a piece or Fry's chocolate with a small piece of foil .adhering to it.
(f) feed the man a piece of warm chocolate with a small piece of foil.
(g) try the man on a double sized piece of chocolate with a tiny piece of foil on it.

Try to think of the problems in terms of chains of interconnected factors. 
Here is a possible chain for the chocolate problem:-

f (1) foil » aluminium 
(a reactive Metal

Cb)

y
(c)

y
(d)

(a)

Tick only the experiments which confirm the links of the chain Thus;

to be presentis good because we are interested in whether aluminium he 
or^not (link (1) ).
is good because we want to know whether the stopping (unreactive metal) 
is important (link (3)),
is good because if iron will cause pain regardless of whether chocolate 
la present or not our proposed chain is probably correct.
(e), (f) and (g) are irrelevant if our chain is correct.

Before you fill in your answers to each of the problems put in a chain (or more 
than one chain) with as many links in it as possible in the space below, Even two 
links may well be useful. Then put a tick or a cross in the boxes.



C & D Mure in an example;
A tnuu broke u s i n g l e  p i e c e  ul Cadbury ’ a cinico I a l a I run 

i t  i n t o  hi;;  inoutli. Ilu l i l t  on i t  hard un<l ha than exp e r i enced  i|,. 
aliteli  wan su i  f  te lutti l y  l l iU-m.u t o  van no Inn, l „  remove tin. ii-a,:iii,.,tt i. 
li'om li iu iiioutli. Tito man lln.ugli l  t b i t  the pstn wan annue 1 a I ml wi th 
though Ito hail hail uo den ta l  t r ou b l e  t o r  suine I i me . kioaiil na t i on o f  
l ' l ivonlci i  u v e r y  miiiuI I  p i e c e  o f  ' s i l v e r 1 wrapping f o i l .

a in w tair and piu
p i ’e c  u l  {ni t a

o i  Uhi i ì i im u ) a l o 
hia luc i  h evi  a 

tha i 1 npniun I a

iVhut v;as ilio cause of ilio paia?
(a) examine li Ih rtuuth for u picco of broken tooth, a rat or nn ulcor.
(li) fedi the man another iacee of chocolate with no fol) on il.
(e) examine the «an1 u mou lit for dental doppiai*«.
(d) place a clean nail oit hi« tungiie.
(e) Ulve the man a picce of Fry'« chocolate with a tu.utll piece ol' foil lulherini: Vo it.
(f) feed the man a piece of warm chocolate with a Minali piece of foil.
(tl) fry the man on a double ai zed piece of chocolate with a tiny piece of foil on it.

Try to decide whether each experiment is - 
(a) relevant or not

and <b) useful in that it provides new information.
Help yourself to do this by assigning each experiment a letter from this matrix.

the experiment
is is not

relevant relevant

the
experiment

does

provide
new

information

HOT
provide new 
information

E « F

G H

♦ An experiment is only 
worth doing if it has 
an classification

Experiment (a) falls into category f  - the information as to whether he has cuts and
ulcers is new but it seems unlikely to be re
levant.

4« (b) U II II £ - the foil is made of aluminium which is a reactive 
metal and may form the anode of a small cell 
(battery).

** (c) 1» tt £ - the unreaetive metal (mercury) in the stopping 
may form the cathode of this cell. (Saliva forms 
the electrolyte).

»1 (d) " tl It E - the iron of the nail is sufficiently reactive to 
fora a cell with the stopping.

" (e) " II II H - the manufacturer is irrelevant, Both
Cadbury and Fry market a high quality product.

n (f> u . *» M f - the man will be able to bite the chocolate more 
easily if it is soft but he will experience the 
pain regardless of how hard the chocolate is.

" (8) « H II . tl G - obviously no now information will be provided,

Assign one of these four letters to each of the experiments.



Appendix H

End-of-Year Chemistry Examination
Illrd Forms

Illrd FORM 

Summer 1976.

CHEMISTRY mitlNATIQH. Yeur naaa <1
Initial*i

Your fern; ,

D* ALL tha questions . Answer Part I *a the question paper) answer Part II *n
linei paper.

Harks,
1 , Tw# iyee aan be separate! b y , , . , . . . . .........................  ( l )

2, The percentage by mass ef hyiregan in water i s , , . , . . . . , . , , , ,  ( 2 )
(H * 1, 0 » 16)

3, A eatalyst i s . , , , , , , , , ,  .............

............ ................................................ (2)
4. Hew many tines greater is tbs n&ss af a phasphint (PH )̂ naleeula than tha

■ass ef an aonanla nalseula (NH )̂ ? (2)
(H » 1 , N « 14, P ■ 31)

5 . -10 ,  Tha table belaw is a modified fern ef the Pariedi* Tabi* for the first 
twenty alanents. The letters X, Y, 2 ate. « *  eel* letters ani is net 
represent tha estuai chemical synbols *f the elements. Ds* tha cede 
letters when answering questions 5. te 10, (inelusive).

i n in e2 2 si s d . sa

X u

Y w

2

5, Tha formula af tha sulphata af Y is . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . (2)p_
(The sulphata ian has tha f emulo S0  ̂ )

6, Th* eleetreni* acnfiguratian af the f ” ien i s . . , . , , , , . . , , ,  (2)

7, Th* famulo af th* eempeuni forati between X ani Z i a ,  (2)

8, in important feature af th* ehenistry af 0 is that it is .

.................................... ........................... ........................... ..  (0

9 , Writ* an i la th* tabi* far a raaativ* notai with a mleney *f 1 , (1 )

10, Vrit* a 1 in th* tabi* far a reattive n«n metal with a valeney af 2 , (1)
1 1 , 1  green pawiar gare off a gas raaiily ani in th* aali whea th* pswiar was

traatai with iiluta sulphurie eoli, 1  blu* salutisti renained,
Th# grata pewisr oeuli be (2)

1 2 , i  single eevoleut boni l i  forasi betweaa tao stona ef ehi arine in a

ohlerine neleeule. This is ime by eaoh stesi ............................... . , .

.......... . . . * ........................... (2)
13. Selli seilus ehlsrii* iess net eoniuet eleotrielty besaue*

. ..... ........................ (2)
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« 2 -
14, hr aula« and chlorine are la the came croup of the Periodie Tab la. They 

resemble aaa aether In tha following three respects«-

( i ) ..........................................................................

..........................................................................  (3)

( U i ) ..........................................................................

15, When iodine crystals ara haated In a dry tuba, a purple vapeur la observed 
and erystals of iodine appear near tha neok of tha tuba.

This behaviour 1« desoribed as , , , , , , , , , , , ............. ... ( 1 )

1 6 , d oonvanlant reaction which could (or is ) used far tha preparatiaa of 
hydrefen in the laboratory la the reaotlen bet*«an -

.....................  «Bd .................... (2)
17» d netal oxide vhieh ean easily be reduced to metal by heating in hydrefen is

(D
13, A aelid whiah loses its water of crystallisation to the atmosphere is said to -

(D
1 9 . When 4 . 0  f of calcium are burnt in ehi or ine to fora ealeiua shier ids 

aoeerdinf te the equation
Ca ♦ Cl2 «  CaCl2

tha mass of ealsiua chloride which could he formed i s . . , , . , , , , . ,  ( 2 )
(Cl • 35.5, Ca • 40)

20. Atoms of elements In Group ZZ of the Per iodio Table fora lens by

21, The total numb«- of atoms present in one molecule of preponesse
( (CHj)^ co) i s ,

22, The information needed to convert an empirical formula into a molecular 
. formula is »

23, The r elative molecular mass of carbon dioxide is 44, This means that 

one molecule of carbon dioxide i s , , . , , , , « , , « « , « « « . < •

24, The best evidence that oould he produced to show that a eeapetssd le ionie is

(2)

0 )

(D

( 2 )

• • • • »
25, d feed laboratory test for ©xyfaa le

(2)
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PART II

I , Shew by la in  ef a labelled diagram haw you would prepare «  f n  |ii Jara of , 
c hi or in • in tbo laboratory, Suppose that you thou wishai to prepare (as Jara 
of an ether (ai whioh was light, aoluhla in »star and alkaline. What changes / > 
would you sake in your apparatus? v3;

n .  What would you taa when you drop a piece ef caleiun into olaan water containing 
litsius solution? What do your obsarTatians tall you about the hydroxide of
oaloiun? ( j )
Can you think of one reason why phosphorus oan be used in an experiment to
deter nine the percentage of oxygen in air «hile sulphur cannot be used? (1 )

or
111. Gire two reactions in whioh hydrogen ohleride ^dilute hydreehlerio aoid) and 

ehlerine differ. Giro the products ef the reaotion In eaoh oase, (This 
nay be answered in the fora of a snail table,) (4 )

IV, Deaoribe and explain one experiment whioh you would use te show that one
aetal is a little  higher in the eleetroohenioel aeries than another netal, ( 3 )

V, Why Isn't sulphur inoluded in the eleotreohenloal sarias? ( 2 )
The ayabol Na stands for the el an ant sodiua end the synbol Ha* far the 
eediua isa. One of these reaots with water and a gas is observed, tha 
other dissolves in water and 00 gas is seen. Can you explain this 
differ aces in behaviour? (3 )
Suggest three reasons why the netel neroury has so many nore uses than the 
natal sediun, (3 )

VI, Hew weuld yeu prepare a goad crystalline sample ef sine sulphate fron
impure sine, ( 6 )

VII, Give brief outlines ef separate experiments whioh would enable you to:-

(a ) ditoever whether sodiua sulphate was soluble i f  a ll the usual
laboratory reagents were available except sodiua sulphate, ( 2 )

(b) distinguish a sample of hydrochloric aoid fron one ef nitrie a eld, ( 2 )
(a) establish whioh of sodiua nitrate and sodium chloride was the

acre soluble at 40°C , (it)
(d) dlseever whether aanganese dioxide or load dioxide was the better

•atelyst for the preparation of oxygen froa hydrogen peroxide, (4)

VHJ, Give three Important reasons why sons netals are comparatively cheap to .
buy and others are expensive, \3)

I I , Chemitals Q and V are farmed when Chemise! R is heated in a dry test tube,
Chesdeel Q turns out te be a white, insoluble solid, Chemical V is a 
oaltured, poisonous gas. Can we predict that Chenisal R will be —

(a) insoluble, (b ) a competed, ( 0) coloured and (d) poisonous? (3)
(Simply answer 'yes' or 'no' without giving reasons.)

X, Tin (U )  chloride (S.\ll2) Is a solid whieh will dissolve in water. The 
aelutiao will eonduot eleetrieity. Tin (tV) ohleride (S««C1 )̂ is a Uquli 
whiah will dissolve in tetraohlaronethane (CCl^) and this solution dees not 
conduct electricity. How do w* «plain these differences in behaviour of (4)
these two compounds?



. When a force acts on an object the effect it has can be 
one or more o f the following:

0 )  T 1“  ° b j « t  “  made to start moving or 
increase its speed.

(iiV  TheobjectismadetosJowdownorstop 
 ̂ ' moving.

f }(,V The object remains at rest or moves steadily 
”  because the force baiances other forces 

acungonit.

W  Thesiae or shape (or both) o f  the object ts 
changed.

"  bich two are involved w hen a stone tied to die 
end of a piece o f  string is whirled round in a circle ?

') Is) ')* "0, (0 ')*'**)# i6)

11. X is i  wooden building brick which is a cube 1cm 
long, lem wide and 1cm high.

i < >
3 cm

2cm
X

0 1J l cm
1 cm 1 cm

How many o f these wouid it take to build Y , a 
solid tower 6 centimetres high, 3 centimetres long 
and 2 centimetres wide ?

U>) 36 1«) 12 (c ) 48 I » )  18

lì.

□ *

li live urrà o f {hr square A  is called one unit, how 
rr.,mv units ofarea are enclosed bv the shape 8 >

(p j '1 (s) 17 (c) 26 (t>).20

JA .A  food chain shows how one kind o f animal depends 
on others for its food. For example, A  shows how 
thrushes feed on snails,•w hich in turn feed on green 
plants.

A
Thrushes — »  snails —* green plants

B is another food chain in which there is a gap.

B
Blue-tits - ?— > greenflies -—^plants

Which o f these is most likely to be the missing Unit 
in chain B?

Ifl )  butterflies 

(8; vorms

(c) ladybirds 

[is) none o f  these

IS. A  food chain shows how one kind o f animal 
depends on others for its food. Why do all food 
chains end in plants ? It is because:

(«'1 more animals eat plants than eat 
other animals

(3V, plants are not living things as animals are

(c j plants make their food from non-livine 
things 5

(t>) plants grow marc quickly than animals

2 1 .  When a thin shaving of cork is examined under a
microscope a regular pattern of ceil walls can be seen, 
rather as in the diagram.

at j "1—j—Ì 1 i _ J ; _ ?
T  1 -r1"!'1 1""1 1 1 r 1 ■

This means that cork,

Gèi was once living (c) «  very old

none-.t f!,, r i>'t A.,s rt>n-r*;v)

( ’A Ught cardboard ring has a piece o f plasticine, 
heavier than the ring, attached to it. The ring is held 
on a rough sloping surface in this way.

^ < r v ^ .  Plasticine

When it is released, it will:

(A) remain still 0 0  roll down the slope

(8 ) roll up the slope ^  buTnotToll

28 Some o f a yellow powder w as added to a colourless 
liquid and shaken up well. A  cloudy liquid was 
produced, and after it had been allowed to stand 
for a while a yellow sediment formed at the bottom 
and the liquid became clear but slightly yellow in 
colour. This meant that:

(ft} the solid did not dissolve in the liquid

the liquid must have been w ater

the solid would dissolve in water but not 
in the liquid

(jD) a little o f the solid dissolved in the liquid

29,

Pins PenniesMagnets
Suppose someone tries to magnetise one o f the 
pins. In order to tell whether it had become a 
magnet or not, which one o f these things would 
you test it on ?

[ft1} one o f the magnets ( t )  any o f these

{& ) the other pm (¿ ) onc of the pennies

(So )

Appendix
’BRI’



Science Orientation Questionnaire
Appendix J

Please will you find out by answering the following questions, 
yourself a rating like this:-

Give +2 for much pleasure

+1 for some pleasure

0 fair or no strong views

- 1  for not much pleasure

-2 no pleasure at all

Give

1. Do you look back on your science classes with pleasure?

2. Do scientific pursuits (model railways, slot cars, practical
botany, geology, wine making, electronics, etc.) give you 
pleasure?

3. Do you get pleasure from working with tools (as in carpentry,
soldering, sewing, weaving, in the kitchen, etc.)

4. Would you (do you) get pleasure from scientific magazines
(The New Scientist, Scientific American, The Ecologist, 
The Dietician, The Food Technologist) 5 6 7

5. Do you get pleasure from practical classes for their own sake,
i.e. not for reasons which relate to whether or not they are 
easier or make a change etc.?

6. Do you enjoy science programmes on television?

7. Do you think that you would get pleasure from a career which is
scientific (medicine, nursing, engineering, veterinary, 
agriculture, etc.)?



Appendix K
Rotated Factor Analysis of Correlation Coefficients 
of Inter Item Scores (N = 45/IV/1976)
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